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ABSTRACT
Restaurants, diners, and cafes dot every metropolis and whistle-stop in America,
employing roughly 2.5 million chefs and cooks. Using in-depth interviews (n=50) and surveys
(n=258) of kitchen workers and 120 hours of participant-observation of a restaurant in Anchorage,
Alaska, this dissertation explores the culinary world and investigates social psychological
perceptions of success, mediocrity, and failure. I ask two primary questions: what does it take to
“make it” in the commercial kitchen? And how do individuals, in their attempt at “making it,”
form and revise their subjective notions of success, mediocrity, and failure?
This study shows that “making it” in a creative blue-collar industry hinges on the
accumulation of kitchen capital, an occupation-specific form of cultural capital that displays
one’s grasp of workplace culture, cooking, and an individual’s identity within the kitchen
hierarchy. It is accrued through education, embodied skill, emotion management, and the
domination of others’ space and person—the primary topics of the substantive chapters of this
dissertation. And it is done so in hopes of success and occupational mobility within the formal
“brigade system,” the common organizational structure of Western kitchens. Consequently, the
process and actual accumulation of occupation-specific capital influences one’s perceptions of
and ability to achieve success.
As chefs and cooks try to “make it,” they actively reframe personal history to fit
narratives of “success,” despite objective evidence of the contrary. Subjects from this study
preferred to deny personal mediocrity and failure, an inclination scholar Daniel Gilbert (2005)
has found in other populations. Thus, I conclude this dissertation with an exploration into the
cognitive biases, sociological reasonings, and subjective manipulations behind such optimistic
evaluations of the self.
The implications of establishing kitchen capital as a concept is to expand sociological
understandings of how cultural capital functions within work, and to encourage future
researchers to continue examining occupation-specific capital in other industries. Exploring these
forms of capital not only highlight what a profession values, but also the hierarchical structures
that mediate the values and principles that guide workplace behaviors. We can use these notions
of cultural capital to understand how and where workers draw their lines of distinction and
cultural boundaries.
This dissertation closes with an epilogue describing the impacts of COVID-19 on the
culinary industry and kitchen workers. Using data from follow-up interviews, I argue that
kitchen capital—a key factor of occupational success prior to the pandemic—has remained
essential during these uncertain times, and will continue to long after. Data also show that stress
and worry over health have depleted many individuals’ cognitive and emotional resources, and
have blinded people from a long-term perspective that includes notions of success, ordinariness,
and failure. Additionally, the pandemic has given privileged individuals a glimpse into the reality
of the everyday trials of the disadvantaged—a state that many kitchen workers existed in prior to
and during the pandemic.
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Chapter 1. Success, Mediocrity, and Failure in the Kitchen
“What is success?” executive chef Mathew Newton posed to me as we sat in his sleek
restaurant. The table sat at was positioned in the middle of the dining area with a clear view through
floor-to-ceiling windows of the beautiful San Diego coast line. Framed awards and clippings of
magazine features on the chef from Bon Appetit, GQ, Gourmet, and Food and Wine decorated the
entryway. It would be fair to call Mathew a success. After a short pause the silver-haired 50something answered himself,
Success is really building a life that gives you happiness and balance, you know? And
sometimes that doesn't exist at the high level. And sometimes it does. Sometimes it exists
in the middle of the pack, but sometimes it doesn't. So, I think it really just depends on who
you are… and the opportunities. You know, part of it's a little bit of luck. And connections.
Mathew is one of fifty kitchen workers interviewed for this project and asked to tease apart what
success, averageness, and failure look like in their professional and personal lives. And, like all of
his fellow interviewees, Mathew described success as changing, situational, and multi-dimensional.
An individual’s notions of success correspond with objective or subjective standards one day and
contradict them the next. Perceptions of success are context specific, yet deeply influenced by
upbringing, relationships, socioeconomic status, gender, race, culture, age, and politics. And how
individuals evaluate success can be grounded in countless factors: morals, ethics, career
achievements, intimacy, wealth, social comparison, and—in Mathew’s mind—emotions and life
balance. As political theorist Murray Edelman (1988) has written,
Beliefs about success and failure are among the most arbitrary… constructions and perhaps
the least likely to be recognized as arbitrary. The issue turns on which actions and which
consequences are to be highlighted and which ignored, for every act brings a chain of
consequences that help some people and hurt others. (p. 43)
All of the above are true for averageness and failure. They are also multifaceted, contextual,
and intensely social. They are arbitrary, but nevertheless hold great weight over our lives. Yet
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despite the fact that we encounter failure and mediocrity1 more often than success, we tend to focus
on the latter. This is true in academic research (Malpas and Wickham 1995; Bills 2013; Schulz
2010), in popular social science works2, like Malcolm Gladwell’s (2008) Outliers: The Story of
Success (Tough 2012; Duckworth 2016), as well as in our everyday conversations. Scholars tailor
articles and research measures to focus on success, asking, “Did the reform succeed?” rather than,
“Did the reform fail?” This is particularly apparent in studies on education, policy, and athletics
(examples include DiMaggio (1982), Byun and Park (2012), Baumann and Henschen (1986),
Bimper, Harrison and Clark (2012), and Lichter and Jayakkody (2002)). In conversations, we tend
to be optimistically focused on success, too. One result is that during data collection for this project
I had to make frequent efforts to guide interviewees away from discussing success so that they
would explore mediocrity and failure.
While this dissertation does examine the causal schemes and subjective perceptions of
success, it aims to include those of averageness and failure. Rather than create a work that teaches
readers how to behave, think, and motivate their way towards achieving goals, as pop sociology
authors like Gladwell (2008) do, this study is less a “how to” guide and more an investigation into
the social psychological and emotional aspects of the success-failure spectrum. Pairing

1

This dissertation uses “mediocre,” “average,” and “ordinary” interchangeably. While “mediocre” has multiple
connotations, I use it in its original neutral sense. A combination of Latin words, medius (“middle”) and ocris (“rugged,
stony mountain”), mediocris literally meant “half way up the mountain,” but figuratively it described something that
was neither at its highest peak nor its lowest gully in its early etymological history (Harper 2016). In the 1690s, it
developed a normative connotation and a closer affiliation with failure that we associate with it today. In this research,
I employ the original meaning of mediocre. So, for example, a career that is “mediocre” is average. A dish that tastes
“mediocre” is “not bad.” And an individual who is “mediocre” is ordinary— approximately “half way up” the
metaphorical mountain of society. It is important to note that “mediocre” was used (and defined) in its original
connotation during interviews. Consequently, interviewee usage of “mediocre” and “mediocrity” must also be
interpreted in its neutral meaning, too.

2

A recent publication that defies this trend is Mark Manson’s (2016) The Subtle Art of Not Giving a F*ck, which has
been a New York Times Best Seller for over 128 weeks as of March 2020. Manson’s (2016) book chapter titles include,
“Don’t Try,” “You Are Not Special,” and “Failure Is The Way Forward,” themes that contradict success-oriented
social science works.
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ethnographic and quantitative methods with the cultural lenses of Pierre Bourdieu (1984), Michele
Lamont (1992), and Lamont and Annette Lareau (1988), this dissertation looks at how individuals
within a creative blue-collar industry perceive and cope with their achievements, flops, and the
mediocre realizations in between. I ask two primary research questions which express two threads
of inquiry on the causes and meanings of success: what does it take to “make it” (or fail to “make
it”) in the occupational world of kitchen workers? And how do individuals, in their attempt at
“making it,” form and revise their subjective notions of success, averageness, and failure?
These primary questions generate two operational questions: what role do structures, like
workplace culture, hierarchy, education, and emotional norms, play in one’s perceptions? And
how does one’s cultural capital influence subjective standards of the success-failure spectrum and
one’s ability to achieve?
Before I can begin to answer these questions, it is important to introduce the setting in
which this study takes place: the American culinary world. The occupational world of kitchen
workers in the United States is governed by macro-level structures (e.g. culinary schools,
government and economic regulations, kitchen hierarchy), kitchen culture, and is beset by
inequalities, all of which effect the everyday interactions that shape kitchen workers’ perceptions
and achievements. The following section presents these structures and disparities.

THE AMERICAN CULINARY WORLD
In 2019, over 2.5 million Americans were employed as executive chefs or cooks3, making
up roughly 1.6 percent of the national workforce (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2020a; DeSilver 2019).

3

The Bureau of Labor Statistics (2020) estimates there are 8.37 million individuals over the age of 16 employed in
“food preparation and serving related occupations.” Since this study focuses primarily on executive chefs, head cooks,
and line cooks, statistics only for these particular populations are cited.
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Yet the culinary world is the subject of only a small number of sociological texts. Most notable
are Fine’s (1996) Kitchens, an organizational ethnography of commercial kitchens that has become
the foundation of subsequent sociological inquiry, Leschziner’s (2015) At the Chef’s Table, a
Bourdieusian cultural analysis of how elite chefs navigate creativity, taste, and aesthetics, and
Harris and Giuffre’s (2015) Taking the Heat, an investigation of gender inequality among kitchen
workers. More commonly found on bookshelves are memoirs by well-known chefs and
restaurateurs, like Anthony Bourdain’s (2000) Kitchen Confidential, Marco Pierre White and
James Steen’s (2007) Devil in the Kitchen, and Michael Ruhlman’s The Soul of a Chef (2001).
These texts are not formally sociological, but their ethnographic nature is valuable and therefore
employed in this dissertation.
The population of this literature (and this dissertation) are kitchen workers: sous chefs,
cooks, dishwashers, porters, and the executive chefs that manage them4. “Chef” is a nebulous
concept. In general conversations, we tend to use the title indiscriminately to describe someone
who is interested in and/or talented at cooking. But this informal usage fails to grasp the numerous
responsibilities of a true chef. In the culinary industry, a chef is “the organizer, the manager of the
kitchen, and the restaurant’s creative force,” whose sole source of income is derived from a dining
establishment (Fine 1996: 88). As famed chef Thomas Keller explains, “the chef is the one who’s
setting the standard… The chef motivates people. The chef gives his staff the tools they need to
excel” (Fine 1996: 336), and consequently is often the main person credited with a restaurant’s
culinary success, mediocrity, or failure. With so many roles, most do not spend their time actively
cooking. Instead, they oversee the production of dishes, check for quality and presentation, manage

4

Western commercial kitchens are organized in a “brigade system,” a top-down hierarchy: Executive chef, sous chef,
area-specific chefs (e.g. pantry, sauces, fish, and pastry), line cooks, stages/apprentices, prep cooks, and dishwashers.
This system, its origin, and creator will be discussed at length in Chapter 6.
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budgets, supervise and schedule employees, organize food supplies, and more. Recognition of a
chef’s status is manifested in the widespread norm for restaurant staff to address the chef as, “chef,”
in all interactions, much as doctors, professors, and judges are addressed in terms of their
professional perch.
Because a chef has so many duties, people attribute varied symbolic meaning to the title.
When study subjects were asked, “What is a ‘chef’?” a wide range of answers was given. Some
focused on physical ability, others pointed to social and emotional skills (e.g. patience, leadership,
and “containing your ego”), and one simply stated, “you’re a chef when someone calls you a ‘chef’
and pays you to be one,” signaling employment as paramount. This lack of clarity is because while
sociologists, like Fine (1996), may have a standardized definition for “chef,” the industry itself
does not. The largest professional chef organization in the United States, the American Culinary
Federation (ACF), for example, does not provide a definition for the term, and further muddies the
waters by calling its members “professional culinarians.”5 Using interview data from members of
the culinary industry, this study defines “chef” as someone who commands a kitchen, is devoted
to cooking and culinary success, and—perhaps most important—someone whose devotion is
acknowledged by others.
A chef directs a cadre of workers within a defined territory of the restaurant, separated from
the dining area by physical barriers (e.g. walls and doors) and occupational parlance.
Unintentionally Goffmanian, the kitchen is colloquially called the “back of house,” while the
dining area is called the “front of house.” The division between front and back is amplified by the
uniforms employees wear, the distinct jargon they use, and their distinct managerial departments.

5

The most ACF offers is a definition for certified executive chef, whom they describe as, “a skilled, professional chef
who manages the kitchen and has demonstrated the knowledge necessary to ensure a safe and pleasurable dining
experience by preparing food that is delicious, nutritious and safe to eat” (ACF 2020). But even this definition fails to
get at the symbolic heart of “chef.”
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Eli Wilson (2017) explores this separation in his dissertation, “Serving Across the Divide,” and
investigates additional segregation between the two along lines of race, gender, wage, and
socioeconomic status.
Wilson’s (2017) dissertation expands on findings of existing literature that collectively
show that kitchens are plagued by two inequalities: gender and education discrimination. Gender
discrimination—a problem journalists, food writers, and scholars, like Harris and Giuffre (2015),
have written about for decades—is regularly coupled with an industry bias that favors formally
educated chefs. This is exemplified in Leschziner’s (2015) work, where despite chefs stating their
indifference for culinary school graduates, those with formal educated managed roughly 66 percent
of the elite restaurants she studied.
Thus, educated male chefs are disproportionately found in elite restaurants and,
consequently, among those who are celebrated—a bias not unique to the culinary industry (Acker
2006). My own review of every restaurant in the United States awarded in the 2020 Michelin
Guide6 reveals further inequalities along the lines of race and cuisine-type:

6

The annual Michelin Guide is the premier restaurant rating standard. Chefs are awarded one star to denote “high
quality cooking” and being “worth a stop”; two stars for “excellent cooking” and being “worth a detour”; and a rare
three stars for creating “exceptional cuisine worth a special detour” (Micheline Guide 2020). Stars are highly coveted.
One interviewee who dreamed of obtaining her own star told me, “For me, a Michelin rated chef or restaurant is the
epitome of your skill level.” Thus, earning (or losing) a star is a significant event for a chef.
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Michelin
Star
Rating
3

Total Number of
Restaurants/
Chefs*
14 restaurants
14 chefs

Gender of Chefs

Race of Chefs

Restaurants Serving
Ethnic Cuisine***

13 men (93%)
1 women (7%)

12 Non-Ethnic (86%)
2 Ethnic (14%)

2

33 restaurants
34 chefs*

29 men (85%)
5 women (15%)

1

160 restaurants**
169 chefs***

150 men (89%)
19 women (11%)

11 White (79%)
2 Asian (14%)
1 Latinx (7%)
0 Black (0%)
19 White (56%)
11 Asian (32%)
4 Latinx (12%)
0 Black (0%)
100 White (59%)
60 Asian (35.4%)
8 Latinx (5%)
1 Black (0.6%)

25 Non-Ethnic (76%)
8 Ethnic (24%)
101 Non-Ethnic (63%)
59 Ethnic (37%)

*One restaurant had co-chefs (a husband-wife team), thus the number of establishments and chefs are not
equal
**Michelin has awarded 160 restaurants one star, however 4 restaurants do not have an appointed chef.
***Nine restaurants had co-chefs, thus the number of establishments and chefs are not equal
**** Non-western foods are typically considered “ethnic cuisine.” For example, Asian, African, and South
American cuisine fall under the label of “ethnic” foods. However, here too we see a bias: 42 of the ethnic
restaurants awarded Michelin stars (61% of the recognized ethnic restaurants) serve Japanese cuisine.

Michelin data show that the culinary world values White males cooking Western fare, an
observation also noted by Bourdain (2000). This conflicts with the steady increase in the
consumption, profitability, and trendiness of “ethnic” foods7 (QSR 2015). Thus, while demand for
the food of minorities grows, recognition of minority chefs is stagnant, a phenomenon that has
remained unstudied in sociological texts. Of course Michelin data reveal recognition at the elite
level, and is not representative of establishments of lower-standings8, but it does indicate that the
structures in place push forward and promote certain types of individuals over others.

7

According to the National Restaurant Association, “ethnic cuisines and global flavors are a long-term trend on
restaurant menus” with 66% of consumers in America increasing their consumption of ethnic cuisines over the past 5
years (QSR 2015).

8

There are many ways to rank restaurants, but standard categorization typically groups restaurants into the following
designation:
1) Low-end: Cheap-fare at fast-food businesses (e.g. McDonalds and Zippy’s).
2) Casual: Affordable family-friendly establishments, including franchises (e.g. Olive Garden and local
diners, like Side Street Inn).
3) High-end: Dining that requires reservations a few days in advance. Expensive multi-course meals made
from good quality ingredients (e.g. Roy’s Hawaii and Peter Luger).
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Regardless of rank, achieving long-term success in the culinary industry is hard, for 17
percent of independently-owned restaurants fail in their first year, and the median lifespan of midto large-sized food establishments is roughly 4.5 years9 (Luo and Stark 2014). But risk of failure
does not dissuade individuals from aspiring to or entering the industry. The Bureau of Labor
Statistics (2019a and 2019b) has consistently recorded an annual population growth of 2.2 percent
of individuals employed as chefs and cooks, and estimates that the profession will see an 11 percent
increase by 202810. This growth can be attributed to three broad social and economic changes in
the United States:
First, the American workday has lengthened, and a workforce that was once primarily
composed of men now includes women. Full-time employed Americans now have less time at
home, spending an average 8.56 hours per day at work (not including travel-time) (Bureau of Labor
Statistics 2018). These formal work hours are extended by informal work: Employed individuals
spend 1.81 hours on average per day on household chores and working parents spend an average
of 1.43 hours caring for children 11 (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2018). Work obligations leave
employed people an average of 1.17 hours per day to eat and drink, making it difficult for
individuals to shop, prepare, and cook for themselves, their employed spouse, and their children
(Bureau of Labor Statistics 2018). But as the time away from work decreases, data from the U.S.

4) Fine dining: The apex of dining recognized by Michelin stars and numerous rave reviews. Meals are not
meals, but high-priced experiences that require reservations made months in advance and formal attire when
dining (e.g. The French Laundry and Le Bernardin).
9

Restaurants with 5 employees or less have an even shorter median lifespan of 3.75 years (Luo and Stark 2014). For
comparison, the average lifespan of an independent entrepreneurial business is 6.6 years (Hunt and Lerner 2012), and
the average length of a National Football League player’s career is 4.7 years (Norton and Olds 2001).

10

This growth will very likely be temporarily stunted by the COVID-19 pandemic, but will recover in subsequent
years.

11

This figure is the average care time of all surveyed parents with children under 18.
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Bureau of Economic Analysis show that the per capita disposable income of Americans has
increased by 368 percent from 1959 to 2019 (FRED Economic Research 2020)12. Thus, employed
individuals with limited time can (and do) use increasing discretionary income at restaurants more
often to quickly satisfy their needs.
Second, the culinary industry has capitalized on the restricted time of employed individuals
and their families with more restaurants opening and industry sales figures increasing steadily over
the past 15 years. Monthly sales of businesses offering food services and drinks grew from $17.2
billion in 1992 to $65.1 billion in December 2019 13 (US Census Bureau 2020). The culinary
industry now constitutes 4% of the United States’ GDP, employing 15.3 million people (roughly
9.7% of the national labor force) (National Restaurant Association 2019; Desilver 2019).
And third, spurred on by these increases, food media—a topic explored in Chapter 4—has
likewise expanded, bringing with it the cultural importance of food. It is beneficial today to be able
to convey one’s taste in and appreciation for culinary innovation. To communicate taste (in the
sensory and Bourdieusian sense) one must patron and have knowledge of trendy restaurants and
the individuals who run them. This has been made easier by the internet and food media, which
have opened the doors to the back of house and given outsiders a peek into bustling commercial
kitchens. Consequently, name-dropping popular chefs and their restaurants, following the careers
of up-and-coming culinarians, and accruing insider knowledge about kitchen culture through
memoirs, television, and documentary films boosts one’s cultural capital.

12

Disposable income rose from $12,444 in January 1959 to $45,827 in November 2019. Figures are adjusted to 2012
dollar value.

13

Sales figures are seasonally adjusted.
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KITCHEN CULTURE
In Kitchens, Gary Alan Fine (1996) investigates the organizational culture of restaurants,
commonly termed “restaurant culture.” He writes that workplaces, such as the kitchen, are “sites
of fellowship, of culture. In a sense, an organization is a minisociety: a world with social structure
and culture,” comprised of members who depend on and work together (p. 112). These members
share an intimacy where “feelings of personal closeness occur despite, and perhaps because of, the
diversity of kitchen workers,” with groups calling themselves “kitchen families” (Fine 1996: 114).
This common metaphor was used by eight interviewees, one of which described a “very close”
relationship with her sous chef who was, “like [her] brother.” She noted, “I call him my ‘kitchen
husband,’ you know?”
Despite the shared commonalities and dynamic across restaurants in general, Fine (1996)
asserts that each restaurant has its own idioculture14, values, and style that supersedes the collective
restaurant culture. Data from this study corroborate Fine’s assertions, finding that a kitchen’s
cultural principles tend to be dictated by who is in charge: one trendsetting executive chef in Alaska
explained that chefs are the “conductor[s]” of culture, and this ability to prescribe idioculture
displayed a chef’s status and power in the workplace. Participant-observation at The Tiki Bar, a
casual restaurant-bar in Anchorage, Alaska, illustrated this status and power. The Tiki Bar was run
by head chef Jesus, a brooding Mexican man in his 40s who valued speed, silence, and shrugged
at lapses in sanitation. When Scott, the owner, took over the same kitchen (which produced an
identical menu) he shifted the kitchen’s attention to presentation, efficiency, and coworker
camaraderie reinforced by group shots of Jameson whiskey. And when Garett, the dishwasher,

14

Fine (1979) defines idioculture in an earlier publication as, ‘‘a system of knowledge, beliefs, behaviors, and customs
shared by members of an interacting group to which members can refer and employ as the basis of further interaction’’
(p. 734).
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covered the kitchen during lulls he focused on task completion, conversation, and enjoying
extended cigarette breaks. The flexibility of values at The Tiki Bar demonstrate Fine’s (1996)
concept of workplace idiosyncrasy dependent on the individuals within the group.
Despite Fine’s interchangeable use of the terms “restaurant culture” and “kitchen culture,”
the two should not be confused for or conflated with one another. Restaurant culture denotes the
culture within an entire establishment—the goings-on of the front and back of the house—in
addition to food media. Kitchen culture is confined to the back of the house, which focuses on
interactions between chefs, cooks, food purveyors, and ingredients. Kitchen culture can and does
bleed into restaurant culture and vice-versa. But it is essential to note that the kitchen and restaurant
are separate domains—divided by physical barriers, wages, uniforms, and demographics (e.g.
minority male workers in kitchens, and Whiter female servers in the dining area) (Wilson 2017;
Guptill et al. 2018; Harris and Giuffre 2015). The two spaces require different performances, are
conducted by separate directors, allow for different social roles, and consequently have distinct
definitions of success, averageness, and failure, as well as standards for achieving them.
In asserting that commercial kitchens are idiocultural, Fine (1996), “ignore[s] the existence
of a restaurant ‘culture’—those sets of cultural traits and actions that transcend individual
restaurants and characterize large swaths of the industry and its associated occupational orders”
(pp. 116-117). As an organizational ethnographer focused on the investigating unique actors and
interactions within a discrete setting, it is clear why Fine sets aside overarching American kitchen
culture. But this study, which analyzes the perceptions of kitchen workers across the U.S. (rather
than singular establishments), would be misleading if it ignored the significance of general kitchen
culture.
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Kitchen culture is a collection of clearly shared values, structures, and customs that one
observes from chef to chef, kitchen to kitchen, across state lines and cuisine-type. It is based on
the hierarchical classes, modes of distinction, formal and informal rules, limits, and taken-forgranted beliefs that the culinary industry has established over the past century-and-a-half, beliefs
that Pierre Bourdieu (1984) calls, “doxa.” Kitchen culture is most visible in the norms (and taboos)
that govern commercial workplaces and the common stereotypes of the individuals who inhabit
them. These norms include a generally male-dominated raucous atmosphere (e.g. ambivalence
towards manners, excessive cursing, productive chaos, and the expected use of mood-altering
substances), pressure for constant productivity, territorialism, and distinct hierarchical boundaries.
The stereotypes of kitchen workers fit within these norms. They are imagined as a rough-andtumble bunch, portrayed by chef-writers like Anthony Bourdain (2000) as transient and unreliable
in nature, but stoic in their ability to withstand the stresses, injuries, and severe discomfort of their
jobs. Commercial kitchens free of these rules and expectations are exceptions crafted purposefully
by the chef and/or ownership, and therefore are idiosyncratic. For example, several women
interviewees described workplaces where more women were intentionally hired than men in hopes
of a tamer, more accountable environment. But this unique approach is derived from a disapproval
of general kitchen culture, and therefore is not an isolated cultural construction.
To ignore a general workplace culture in sociological analysis is to ignore a social
construction that effects the everyday lives, behaviors, attitudes, and interactions of individuals
within that space. Resultant work may fail to paint an accurate picture. By the same token,
ascribing too much to a workplace culture can oversimplify the nuanced complexity of individual
workspaces. As one Alaskan chef stated, “I think it’s a little over used, but kitchen culture? I think
that’s a real thing.” This chef acknowledged the risks of belaboring shared norms and values, but
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also touched on the power of belief on our existence: if we believe something to be true, it then
has real bearings on our lives. (See the classic work of William Isaac Thomas and Dorothy Swain
Thomas’ (1928) The Child in America.) This symbolic interactionist notion is a component of
Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann’s (1966) The Social Construction of Reality, where they
argue that one’s reality (and consequently knowledge) is a complex mixture of presentations of
self, interaction with others, and acceptance of the social situation at hand. For a group of
individuals to share a reality, they must believe in and share the unique elements of that reality.
Therefore, they write, “What is ‘real’ to a Tibetan monk may not be ‘real’ to an American
businessman. The ‘knowledge’ of the criminal differs from the ‘knowledge’ of the criminologist”
(Berger and Luckmann 1996: 15). Thus, what is “real” to a chef may not be “real” to the researcher
interviewing her, and the “knowledge” of a cook likely differs from that of sociologists, like Fine
(1996) and myself. Those who devote copious time to studying a particular group, like chefs, must
overcome these different realities to truly understand the cultural and idiosyncratic facets of what
is “real” to members of the group. And I have made an effort to do so in this study.
What is undeniably “real” in study data and food media is that kitchen culture attracts
people to the industry, like executive chef Jacob Keough, who was drawn to the profession by an
early mentor who,
started explaining the culture, and I was hooked. Like, totally hooked… It’s crazy, and you
work your ass off, and it sucks, and it’s always constantly chaos. But, like, nobody on this
side [the front of house] ever sees it, right? … No matter what’s going on outside [in the
dining area], there’s always a good time here [in the kitchen].
Famed chef-author Anthony Bourdain (2000) explained this appeal writing, “I’m asked a lot what
the best thing about cooking for a living is. And it’s this: to be part of a culture. To be part of a
historical continuum, a secret society with its own language and customs” (p. xiv).
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ON CAPITAL
At the end of Kitchens, Fine (1996) suggests future researchers of the culinary industry try
to answer the question, “How is ‘cultural capital’ generated in work” within the kitchen context
(p. 230)? His expansive ethnography acknowledged cultural capital, but did not specifically
investigate it. The call to employ Pierre Bourdieu (1984) to the culinary world was novel in the
1990s during the writing of Kitchens, as food, dining, and cooking had recently be theorized upon
in Bourdieu’s (1984) Distinction. For example, he described food as “the primary need and
pleasure” in life, and one’s knowledge of, relationship to, and style of consuming food as a marker
of his or her cultural capital (Bourdieu 1984: 196, emphasis his). However, a Bourdieusian
approach to making sense of food and cooking is commonplace today, with sociologists like
LeBesco and Naccarato (2008), Harris and Giuffre (2015), Leschziner (2015), and Guptill et al.
(2017) publishing work that makes sense of cultural capital through foodways (and vice versa).
While this dissertation cites the aforementioned literature, I have made an effort to avoid
repeating their theoretical arguments or rehashing similar connections. Instead, I build on cultural
capital literature and apply the work of Michele Lamont (1992), who is insightfully critical of
Bourdieu. This combination of theories, literature, and study data has resulted in the discovery of
a new form of cultural capital that this dissertation aims to establish: kitchen capital. To
substantiate this new type of occupation-specific capital, the following sections outline the primary
forms that this new one originates from: cultural and culinary capital.

Cultural Capital
There are three basic forms of capital: 1) economic capital, one’s personal wealth, property
rights, and economic capabilities (the focus of Karl Marx’s famous work), 2) social capital, one’s
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collection of actual (or potential) social connections or group memberships, and 3) cultural capital,
a combination of one’s education, cultural taste, social background, and dispositions, much of
which are passed down from one’s parents (Bourdieu 1984). Together, economic, social, and
cultural capital dictate one’s class faction and contribute to one’s habitus, a fluctuating set of
dispositions that are long lasting (but impermanent), that influence how an individual perceives
the world, conceptualizes it, and acts within it (Bourdieu 1984). This dissertation is concerned
most with Bourdieu’s third form of capital: cultural capital. As Lamont and Lareau (1988) explain,
“cultural capital is alternatively an informal academic standard, a class attribute, a basis for social
selection, and a resource for power which is salient as an indicator/basis of class position” (p. 156).
Culinarily, cultural capital is present in our connection to food (a distinct cultural artifact)
and our taste. As Guptill et al. (2017) explain, “what we eat is determined as much by food’s
symbolic meanings as by its material or nutritional qualities. Therefore, the way social class
influences foodways extends well beyond access to a nutritious and abundant diet” (p. 31). Also
important is how we eat, our speed, how we chew, our mannerisms, what utensils we choose, etc.
Bourdieu (1984) elaborated on this factor writing that eating with “form… which implies
expectations, pauses, restraints; waiting until the last person served has started to eat, taking
modest helpings, [and] not appearing overeager” is one way an individual can display a
bourgeoisie class status (p. 196). Markedly, kitchen workers are known to eat with little “form”
while on the job. They nibble on leftover French fries in between tasks, stoop over sinks to shovel
extra curry into their mouths, or opt not to eat at all during their shift. The kitchen promotes a
contradiction to upper class principles of form, valuing function over all else.
It is key for those who transform raw ingredients into the dishes that others eat with
dignified self-restraint and style to understand how cultural capital involved. It is socially and
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economically profitable for kitchen workers to produce items that translate and exude high cultural
capital. For example an appetizer of pearl tapioca sabayon with fresh local oysters topped with
quenelle of caviar and an entree of roasted wild quail on a bed of green garlic custard garnished
with a light pepper tapenade 15 communicates a much different status than a plate of jalapeno
poppers and deep dish sausage pizza. One’s occupational success, averageness, or failure is
dependent to a great degree on this skill of translating cultural capital into an edible tangible artifact.

Culinary Capital
In Edible Ideologies, LeBesco and Naccarato (2008) establish a secondary form of cultural
capital: culinary capital. Culinary capital is defined as food, dining experiences, and food practices
that act as “vehicles for performing an imagined class identity” (LeBesco and Naccarato 2008:
224). It is the knowledge and navigation of restaurant culture, as well as how habitus is displayed
in the types of food a person eats, how she orders a meal, and her knowledge of food and restaurant
trends. Because it relies heavily on public performances of leisure and consumption, culinary
capital is symbolic and interactive. If we think of the dining room as “‘a theater for eating, looking
and thinking’, ” one’s culinary capital is used by patrons to reiterate or “‘fashion a new self’”
(Allen Shelton in Guptill et al. 2017: 46). While LeBesco and Naccarato (2008) argue that this
form of capital is used to maintain “class hierarchies by promoting the illusion of class mobility”
(p. 223), Guptill et al. (2017) posit that it can also be used aspirationally “to signal taste, if not
actual social class standing” (p. 47).
Individuals whose primary interests center on food and eating, akin to devoted fans of
professional sports, are called, “epicureans,” “culinarians,” or more commonly, “foodies.”
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These two dishes, titled “Oysters and Pearls” and “Wolfe Ranch White Quail,” respectively, are from the March 19,
2020 chef’s tasting menu of The French Laundry, one of the most revered restaurants in the world.
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“Foodies,” a term16 coined by New York magazine restaurant critic Gael Green in the early 1980s,
is defined by sociologists Cairns et al. (2010) as, “people with a long-standing passion for eating
and learning about food but who are not food professionals” (p. 592). The foodie identity promotes
group membership among like-minded individuals, creating bonds via foodie subculture (Guptill
et al. 2017). To some scholars, like Johnston and Bauman (2015), the passions of these group
members produce culinary capital that aids class mobility, allowing foodies to transcend class,
status, gender, sex, etc. Johnston and Bauman (2015) argue that the combination of information
on the internet and availability of high quality dining experiences in all socioeconomic
neighborhoods have reduced barriers to increasing one’s food knowledge. While partially true,
there still remains an economic component of being a foodie: an individual must have the means
to purchase these culinary experiences. Thus, Johnston and Bauman’s (2015) perspective is more
economically inclusive than reality.
The rise of foodie culture—and that of chef popularity and culinary capital—can be
attributed to food media which took off in the mid-1990s. It was during this time that magazines,
like Gourmet and Food Arts, began to feature local food producers and the chefs that utilized their
unique ingredients, and the Food Network television channel expanded its range, bringing content
to 87 million homes 24 hours a day (Ruhlman 2006). Since then, food-centered television, film,
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“Foodie” was clearly defined for the first time by Barr and Levy (1985) in The Official Foodie Handbook (Be
Modern—Worship Food), a part-cookbook-part-cultural-analysis of food culture (Johnston and Baumann 2015). Since
it is a relatively new term, those with foodie traits raised before this current food-centered era encountered negative
social reactions to their interests, like 50-something chef and owner Katherine Perloff who grew up in the 1970s,
I was raised with food from scratch. And my mother always had a passion for cooking so— and my father,
as well. So, I like to say before the word, “foodie” was used it was the word, “weirdo.” ‘Cause that’s what I
was at school. I loved sautéed mushrooms. My friends didn’t understand that kind of thing… I grew up in
the era where everyone else was eating white bread, Wonder Bread, with peanut butter and jelly or American
cheese with mustard and Miracle Whip. Ugh [makes a disgusted face].
Katherine’s story shows that the culinary capital of foodies— just as all types of cultural capital—is context-, ageand time-specific. Katherine, who did yoga and was a vegan by her late-teens, was ahead of her time. Practices that
would have signaled high status in today’s society were “weird” in the processed-foods world she grew up in.
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books, magazines, and radio proliferate in mainstream outlets, giving individuals more
opportunities to virtually feed their growing appetites (Guptill et al. 2018). The internet has also
played a large role, too. Not only can individuals attain a culinary education, discover recipes, and
track the careers of favorite chefs online, they can also interact with restaurants. Rating websites,
like Yelp and Trip Advisor, turn customers into critics who can review dining experiences, dictate
trends in taste, and encourage (or dissuade) fellow diners, much to the dismay of chefs (Guptill et
al. 2018). With cultural status at risk, individuals are encouraged to engage in these platforms to
display their class identity. People post food pictures on their Instagram accounts. They check-in
to dining establishments on Yelp. And groups of friends watch episodes of “Top Chef” together,
and discuss the recent New York Times restaurant review.
Foodie subculture has been beneficial to the industry and the status of restaurants and chefs,
but not everyone is a proponent of “foodie-ism.” Foodies face backlash from the general public
over perceived elitism and annoyance at the over-use17 of the term. Chefs, like Bourdain (2000),
have also stated that foodie subculture and media have warped the perceptions of what the lives of
kitchen workers is like. He explains,
What’s been lost in all this food-crazy, chef- and restaurant-obsessed nonsense is that
cooking is hard— that the daily demands of turning out the same plates the same way over
and over and over again require skills other than, and less telegenic than, spouting catch
phrases and schmoozing. (Bourdain 2000: xv)
This distortion of social reality evokes Berger and Luckmann’s (1966) notion that reality is a social
construction. Those without intimate experience in the commercial kitchen rely on media
depictions to form their understanding, and most of the time these portrayals are misleading.
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As Guptill et al. (2017) write,
In 2014, the word “foodies” was included on Lake Superior State University’s annual “List of Words
Banished from the Queen’s English for Mis-Use, Over-Use and General Uselessness.” Comments about the
word noted that, since it means “people who love food,” it’s a pointless term that applies to everyone and
that we don’t refer to people who love beer as “beeries” or those who love sleep as “sleepies.” (p. 42).
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Aspiring cooks are not immune to this distortion. Fifteen interviewees from this study (30 percent
of the sample) described this misrepresentation as a “glamorization” that can be “toxic to restaurant
identities,” for it promotes “dreams of grandeur” not found by most in the industry. Culinary school
chef instructor Cate Nevins singled out the Food Network as a primary culprit, saying, “I think the
Food Network has created an image of our industry that makes a lot of people think that, ‘I'm just
gonna go and play with food all day. And put out these really intricate pretty things that are
completely unrealistic and not cost effective.’” As a teacher, she viewed it her job to expose her
students to the less glamorous realities of cooking. Florida-based chef Josue Flores, voiced a
similar opinion, saying,
[The] Food Network has created this bubble… It doesn’t really show the reality of it, you
know? And then I think a lot of people by watching the Food Network and all this stuff…
maybe open restaurants and things that they never done. And when they get into it, they’re
like, “[surprised face] God!”
Scholars, like Andrew Chan (2003) and Kathleen Collins (2009), have empirically substantiated
the feelings of chefs like Cate and Josue. As Collins (2009) explains, “television cooking shows,
and the media in general are largely responsible for glamorizing what will always be, in actuality,
toiling, sweaty labor” (p. 223).
Josue’s comments regarding the surprise of those unfamiliar with the industry when
confronted with the harsh realities of cooking hints at the role of invisible labor in the dining
experience and presentations of culinary capital (Guptill et al. 2017). Eating out is enjoyable in
large part because of the limited work it demands from the diner. A person orders her food, is
courteously waited on, and in short time is greeted with an appetizing plate of food. She is
purposefully blinded from the sweat, stress, inequalities, abuses, quarrels, injuries, and other
unappetizing aspects of cooking. She pays good money have a meal visibly free of labor, and pays
extra to indulge in one that knowingly requires more labor but appears before her in the same
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effortless context (e.g. at a fine dining restaurant). Food media also capitalizes on invisible labor.
Although cooking programs show the labor involved in creating a dish, the performance is polished
and curated by producers and editors. Like when a television host gracefully hoists a premade,
golden-brown cherry pie out of a cold oven, and, with a smile, shares it with the camera. Open
kitchens— restaurant kitchens designed to be visible to diners— are another example of curating
invisible labor into entertainment. Chow et al. (2010) have found open kitchens “put” cooks “on
stage” and augment their behavior, particularly regarding sanitation and food safety. Restaurant
owners employ this glimpse of invisible labor to “glamorize” and add value to the products served
(Chow et al. 2010). Open or closed, immense effort is used to shield both diners and media
audiences from the hard work of cooking, and makes this cultural product seem effortless.

Kitchen Capital
If we envision all-things food as a broad social field, à la Bourdieu (1984), within it we can
picture subfields of foodies, food media, restauranteurs, food producers (e.g. farming and
agriculture), grocers, and kitchen workers. Each subfield has its own hierarchical class structure,
symbolic boundaries, norms, and social cartography 18 . According to Bourdieu (1984) it is
imperative that individuals learn to navigate the intricacies of their subfield— the doxa— so that
they have a shot at “winning the games” played within the field and achieving social mobility.
Vanina Leschziner’s (2015) At the Chef’s Table employs this Bourdieusian take to make sense of
the kitchen subfield. She writes that for players (chefs) to succeed they must “apprehend the logic
of creation from their field positions, given the particular conditions of their field, and make
choices about their food and how to represent it from this standpoint” (p. 145). In simpler words,

18

Fine and Harrington (2004) define social cartography as “recognized placements of others within a social space.
Each member is situated within a network of power, influence, and action” (p. 349).
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Leschziner’s (2015) work finds that chefs must personally discover what their creative culinary
philosophy is, and to be successful they must balance their philosophy with the pragmatic
parameters of a commercial kitchen (dictated by cuisine- and restaurant-type). According to
Lamont and Annette Lareau (1988), these fields/parameters (via cultural capital itself ) are “used
for social and cultural exclusion, the former referring to exclusion from jobs and resource, and the
latter to exclusion from high status groups” (p. 156). Therefore, a key function of cultural fields,
particularly workplaces like the kitchen, is to exclude—a theme throughout this dissertation.
However, there is a flaw to this portion of Bourdieu’s theory, according to Lamont (1992):
it relies too heavily on culture and socioeconomic status to explain how fields are constructed, as
well as how the upper class distinguishes itself from the lower class. Lamont’s (1992) Money,
Morals, and Manners posits that class and group boundaries (what Bourdieu (1984) would call,
taste and modes of distinction) are not only devised on culture (e.g. “education, intelligence,
manners, tastes, and command of high culture” (p. 4)) and socioeconomics (e.g. “people’s social
position as indicated by their wealth, power, or professional success” (p. 4)), but also on morals.
She defines moral boundaries as those which “are drawn on the basis of moral character, they are
centered around such qualities as honesty, work ethic, personal integrity, and consideration for
others” (Lamont 1992: 4). Together with cultural and socioeconomic boundaries, moral boundaries
are “the criteria that people use to define and discriminate between worthy and less worthy persons,
i.e., between ‘their sort of folks’ and ‘the sort they don’t much like’” (p. 2). Bourdieu (1984) also
discusses morality in Distinction. However, he does so through the lens of domination, specifically
one group imposing their morals on another, rather than as a criteria to include or exclude as
Lamont asserts. In this dissertation, which studies a profession that requires prolonged labor in
close quarters, cooperative team work, and toughness, Lamont’s emphasis on moral boundaries is
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especially pertinent. This boundary is also important when looking at labor as a whole in our
capitalist society, where one’s morality and social value is tied to their ability to work, and those
unable or unwilling to work are seen as socially parasitic and immoral.
This dissertation proposes that within the subfield of the kitchen, those who are able to
navigate cultural, socioeconomic, and moral boundaries with success and inclusion accumulate a
unique subtype of cultural capital I call, “kitchen capital.”19 I define kitchen capital as the grasp of
kitchen culture and workplace social cartography, command of food and cooking, embodied
practices, and management of emotions that display a hierarchical kitchen identity. Hierarchical
identities among chefs and cooks in Western commercial kitchens are set within the “brigade
system,” an organizational structure equipped with clear dominant and subordinate classes.
Created by famed French chef Auguste Escoffier in 1890 at the Savoy Hotel in London, the brigade
system is a hierarchy presided over by the executive chef who is supported by his second-incommand chef de cuisine (sometimes interchangeably called a sous chef). They rule over the
masses of the kitchen: specialized line cooks, prep cooks, pantry workers, dishwashers, and
janitors. Within this system, every kitchen worker has a clear status, direct supervisor, physical
workspace, and specific job to complete. Since the late-19th century, the brigade has been widely
adopted, reifying a clear set of class identities within the kitchen (Alexander et al. 2012).
Because it is set within this unique workplace and hierarchy, kitchen capital is occupationspecific, and therefore not generic or transferrable to other professions. It is displayed through the
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This is not the first time this term has been used. Previous studies have used “kitchen capital” to denote unrelated
concepts, such as amount of resources households spend on groceries and kitchen appliances to cook at home (GomisPorqueras and Peralta-Alva 2006), and the money spent to furnish kitchens (Eckermann et al. 2014). The closest
concept to this dissertation’s definition is an undergraduate thesis by Duff (2017), where she places kitchen capital in
the scope of food safety, describing it as knowledge of food safety practices, which are used as a way of negotiating
“status and power” by chef instructors (p. 53). Duff (2017) views kitchen capital as a way to gain culinary capital and
uses the two interchangeably.
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way workers move their bodies in the kitchen, culinary education, work ethic, and a command
over staff. It is acknowledged through work titles (e.g. “chef” and “line cook”), salaries/wages,
and treatment. Kitchen capital has both explicit and ambiguous aspects, and an accumulation of it
leads to inclusion within the occupational group (Lamont and Lareau 1988), upward mobility
within the hierarchical brigade system and, ultimately, occupational success. This form of
occupation-specific capital advances the concept of cultural capital into specific workspaces. It is
also more nuanced, incorporating social psychological phenomena, such as emotions, previously
unexamined by Bourdieu (1984), Lamont (1992), and other cultural capital theorists.
Examining this type of cultural capital highlights what a professional culture values, as
well as the structures that mediate the principles that guide workplace behaviors. We can use
occupation-specific capital to understand how and where workers draw their lines of distinction
and cultural boundaries. Kitchen capital, therefore, is the inaugural examination of this form of
capital, and hopefully will initiate investigations into additional types, such as office capital,
hospital capital, lab capital, construction capital, and more.
While kitchen capital and culinary capital are related, they are not the same: they
correspond to different Bourdieusian subfields (i.e. the field of kitchen work vs. the field culinary
intelligence), different populations (i.e. kitchen workers vs. general public), and, most importantly,
different cultures (i.e. kitchen culture vs. restaurant and foodie culture). Having culinary capital is
helpful to kitchen workers— a chef with culinary capital will better understand the perspectives of
diners, and the class pressures that weigh on them as they order and eat— but it is not necessary
in the scheme of occupational success, averageness, and failure. Conversely, having kitchen capital
is absolutely necessary to succeed in cooking.
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As this dissertation explores displays of kitchen capital and its exclusionary nature in the
following chapters, readers will notice that emotions and emotion management are integral to
success in the kitchen. Kitchens are emotionally-charged environments and the creative dishes
made in this setting are inherently emotional in how they are designed, produced, and what they
evoke in a diner as bites are taken. Thus when studying the boundaries of the kitchen subfield, this
dissertation proposes to add a fourth boundary to Lamont’s (1992) work: emotional boundaries.
Emotional boundaries are composed on the basis of emotion management, and centered on
qualities like empathy, willingness to do emotional labor, and compatible feeling rules (concepts
established by Hochschild (1983)). If one person matches another in emotional performance and
follows similar norms, they can envision each other as being the same “sort of folk.” But those
who overzealously emote or— on the other end of the spectrum— are completely cold and
unempathetic very clearly become “the sort [they] don’t much like.”
Like Lamont’s (1992) other boundaries, emotional boundaries are not divorced from power
or status, as emotions themselves are not detached from these social dimensions (Lively and Weed
in Barrett et al. 2016). Social interactionists have found that power and status dictate what
emotions are expected of individuals from others. Changes in one’s power or status also produce
distinct emotions. For example, CEOs of large corporations are expected to emote and feel in
certain ways (perhaps with measured consideration), which is distinctly different from that of
bartenders, preschool teachers, or retail workers. It is through power- and status-driven emotional
expectations that one group (or occupation) can distinguish itself from others. And, as will be
explored in Chapter 5, where one hierarchical group can elevate itself above another within a
workplace.
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Occupation-specific capital is not a new analytical device to make sense of professional
success, averageness, or failure. For example, qualitative researchers John Hockey and Jacquelyn
Allen-Collinson (2009) have studied “occupational knowledge and practices” within higher
education in the United Kingdom, and Gelya Frank (2012) established the concept of
“occupational capital” in “Twenty-First Century Pragmatism and Social Justice.” Frank (2012),
akin to Hockey and Allen-Collinson (2009), defines “occupational capital” using a pragmatic
(rather than cultural) standpoint as, “the skills, capacities, and/or capabilities that an individual or
population acquires as a result of the occupations in which they engage or have engaged” (p. 237).
However, existing literature does not apply the concept to creative cultural industries, like cooking.
They view occupational capital as clearly defined, measurable skills typically acquired through
formal training or education, which does not fit the realities of the kitchen. Thus kitchen capital is
different from Frank’s (2012) concept: it is difficult to objectively measure, is derived heavily
from informal training and competition, draws on cultural and symbolic know-how, tangible and
intangible skills, emotions, and embodied performances.

CHAPTER SUMMARY
With the theoretical framework and setting for this project established, the following
chapter will explain the methodological tools used in this study. It will describe the sites and
demographics of my ethnographic investigation. I also tease out some of the methodological
weaknesses and their implications on findings (a discussion that continues in the last chapter).
From this foundation, we begin our journey into success, mediocrity, and failure in the
occupational world of kitchen workers. Chapter 3 explores if and how education supplies aspiring
chefs with the kitchen capital and social connections needed to succeed. In the early stages of one’s
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career, subjective perceptions of the industry are greatly influenced by the culinary schools or
informal training one takes part in. How do these experiences shape one’s notions of the successfailure spectrum and his or her ability to achieve? The conclusion of this chapter employs Peter
Berger’s (1963) debunking motif to uncover how individuals are misled by expensive culinary
schools into believing that they will be able to leverage institutional capital into upward mobility,
occupational group membership, and high salaries immediately upon graduation, and the effects
of this deception.
The fourth chapter examines the embodied skills that are rarely learned in educational
settings, but instead acquired through extended time in the kitchen. This section will show how
the way kitchen workers move their bodies, the corporeal scars they sport, and the cultural and
physical tastes that communicate kitchen capital and play a vital role in achieving success by what
they signal to others. This discussion on the body leads to Chapter 5, where feelings within the
body are discussed. How do individuals feel and manage emotions in the intense kitchen
environment? And what types of emotions are prized in the kitchen and awarded through inclusion
into the occupational group? Readers will learn how stoicism, empathy, the joys of cooking, and
emotional boundaries are can be used offensively to achieve success and defensively to protect
one’s status in the kitchen.
The last substantive chapter, Chapter 6, looks at spatial and interpersonal domination, and
how the ability to control and exclude coworkers— in the form of bullying, aggression, sexual
abuse, and boundary-making and breaking— is a powerful way to display one’s hierarchical status
and achieve professional goals. This dissertation concludes with a summary of the social and
scholarly implications of this study. It explains how stories of the microsocial struggles and
triumphs of those trying to “make it” (or at least “make do”) in the world of cooking can act as
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reflections of the macro structures that influence, invade, and interrupt the daily lives of kitchen
workers. From this analysis, I provide suggestions for how future studies can advance the concepts
of this dissertation to other occupations, social groups, forms of cultural capital, and types of
symbolic boundaries.
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Chapter 2. Research Methods
This project has evolved over time. Research questions were revised, sample parameters
adjusted, and theoretical and methodological frameworks were thrown out and reinstated.
However, my site and population— the culinary world and kitchen workers— has remained
steadfast. The commercial kitchen holds a wealth of sociological value, as the individuals who
operate within the fast-paced environment are fascinating and their presence is everywhere.
Restaurants and cafes dot every metropolis and whistle-stop in America. In 2019, one out of every
41 employed individuals 20 in the United States was employed as a head chef, cook, food
preparation worker, or dishwasher (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2020a). They make up 3.85 million
people, a significant workforce when compared to the 127,580 postsecondary professors and
instructors in American colleges, universities, and professional schools (Bureau of Labor Statistics
2020b), yet not as large as the 4.76 million retail sales workforce of the country (Bureau of Labor
Statistics 2020c)
This project focuses on social psychologically understanding the spectrum of success,
mediocrity, and failure, a broad concept that is experienced by all and consequently could be
studied by examining any population in our social world. So, why did I focus on chefs and cooks?
There are two reasons: first, kitchen workers exist in a world where occupational success,
averageness, and failure are dictated by a host of factors— one’s creativity, culinary talent,
managerial skills, emotional connections, social networking, luck, and more. They are blue-collar
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This figure comes from combining the following Bureau of Labor Statistics (2020a) data that there are 474,000
persons employed as “head chefs and cooks,” 2,031,000 as “cooks,” 1,079,000 in “food preparation,” and 264,000 as
“dishwashers.” This population of 3,848,000 is should be framed against the overall number of employed individuals
over the age of 16 in 2019, which was 157,538,000.
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workers who are now seen as artists 21 (a relatively new attitude towards the occupation) who
replicate and sell their creations every day, hopefully hundreds of times a day. But achieving longterm success is hard across all these factors. Mediocrity and failure nip at the heels of chefs and
cooks, and present themselves most clearly in empty dining rooms and the closure of a business.
The latter happens often. The median lifespan of mid- to large-sized food establishments is only
4.5 years (Luo and Stark 2014). Thus professional success, ordinariness, and failure are at the
forefront of chefs’ and cooks’ minds. Every day they traverse a precarious culinary terrain in hopes
that they can “make it,” finding personal meaning along the way.
Second, I have a personal connection to the culinary industry. I have spent the majority of
my working life in restaurants, on both sides of the house. My first job was at 13, after a growth
spurt made me appear older and more legally hirable22 than I really was. Family friends asked me
to work at their Chinese buffet for the summer, where the chaos, smells, and cash wages paid
under-the-table enthralled me enough to spend the next 10 years cooking, slinging drinks,
attending culinary school, and fantasizing about opening my own restaurant one day (a dream I
have yet to let go of). When designing this study, I knew I could pull from this connection to food,
culture, and fellow cooks. I was certain I could decipher occupational jargon, hold my own in
cooking and in conversation, be comfortable among kitchen workers, and, most importantly, could
make these people comfortable with me. If a goal of qualitative research is to talk with and observe
a group in their truest sense—with my presence yielding minimal influence or change to their

21

There is variation in the public perceptions of cooks and chefs. One views a fast food cook differently from an
elite chef. However the subjects of this study—restaurant, institutional, and entrepreneurial chefs— all hold
positions with a degree of artistic esteem.

22

The minimum legal employment age in my home state of Alaska is 14.
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actions—I knew that the site I needed to observe was the commercial kitchen, and the group I
needed to talk with was kitchen workers.

RESEARCH METHODS
In-Depth Interviews
My primary source of data was derived from 50 in-depth interviews with kitchen workers.
Interviews were steered by a structured interview guide (see Appendix A) created using Lofland
et al. (2005) and inspired by the frameworks of Garfinkel (1967) and Blumer (1969). Borrowing
from Garfinkel (1967), the goal of these interviews was to have deep conversations with subjects
to define the commonsense meanings of being a chef, kitchen subculture, social dynamics, and the
success-failure spectrum. Conversations were audio recorded and jotted field notes were taken on
non-verbal behavior, dress, meeting location (typically a coffee shop or the interviewee’s
restaurant), and the informal chats we had before and after recording took place. Notwithstanding
the structured interview guide, interviews were flexible and open-ended, allowing threads of
meaning to be followed and truths to emerge. The mean interview length was 1 hour and 6 minutes,
but several extended past two hours.
Interviews took place from late-December 2018 to July 2019 across the United States in
the competitive, elite restaurant markets of Los Angeles, San Francisco, San Diego, and New York
City (n=21, 42 percent of sample), as well as in the less competitive, non-elite markets of Tucson,
Arizona, Orlando and Tampa, Florida, Long Island, New York City, the Inland Empire of Southern
California, and Anchorage, Alaska (n=29, 58 percent). The goal of this geographic variety was to
capture diverse data from subjects who operate in very different markets.
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Individuals in these locations were found using two techniques: 1) snowball sampling via
my social network, and 2) convenience sampling via online posts (on Facebook, Craigslist, and
Reddit) and correspondence with chefs in a particular geographic location that I was planning to
traveling to (located through Google Maps, Google search, and Yelp). I sent emails, hard-copy
letters, and private social media messages, made telephone calls, and showed up in-person to
restaurants to request interviews. In total, I contacted 156 individuals directly (not counting public
online posts to social media whose reach is unknown) to find 50 interviewees. Participants were
given a $20 gift card incentive to either Starbucks or Target for their time and willingness.23
Interviews were transcribed and de-identified to allow for privacy. Transcripts were then
coded for common themes using NVivo, a qualitative analysis software. Codes were generated
from the line of questioning within the structured interview guide, and from themes that
organically emerged with prevalence. Interviewees helped identify key elements of their
occupation and culture, illuminating unanticipated phenomena and pushing my investigation into
unexpected yet important terrain. In total, 89 themes surfaced, 54 of which were high frequency
(over 20 interviewees discussed the topic). This dissertation discusses the most relevant themes.
Despite aiming for a balance across age, education, race, and gender, the sample of this
study is skewed towards the more experienced, educated, White male perspective. 30 of 50
interviewees were men (60 percent of the sample), while 20 were women (40 percent). The table
on the following page displays specific demographic details about each subject:

23

6 interviewees declined the incentive.
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Pseudonym

Gender

Race

Age Range

Current Job Title

Market Type

Jay Reynolds
Matt Newton
Justin Faucher
Evelin Lee
Kiana McGreggor
Hannah Victor
Chloe Maas
Cam Marcos
Jayden Avery
William Holiday
Will Ocampos
Brenden Hyunh
Zaire Hollick
Liz Mattinson
Will Weiss
Tobias Leitner
Leah Nakata
Ilana Mosse
Alex Katzman
Chris Sperazzo
Chiyoko Saito
Ty Kennedy
Dan Mercato
Carsen Moore
Marilyn Holt
Jim Andersen
Sammy Klein
Laura Stanton
Katherine Perloff
Luis Henriquez
Kara Wallace
Austin Cabot
Brian Collette
Austin Muller
Stan Riedlmeyer
Lara Hynes
Brad Selman
Josue Flores
Michaela Caldera
Eric Sherman
Ruth Price
Natalie Long
Grant Swann
Rich Cabell
Alex Weisert
Cate Nevins
Jacob Keough
Chrissy Silverman
April Williams
Makhi Jones

M
M
M
F
F
F
F
F
M
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
F
M
M
F
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
F
M
F
M
M
M
M
F
M
M
F
M
F
F
M
M
M
F
M
F
F
M

Black
White
White
White
Asian
White
White
Asian
Black
White
Asian
Asian
Black
White
White
White
White/Asian
White/Latinx
White
White
Asian
White
Latinx
White
White
White
White
White
White
Latinx
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
Latinx
White
White
White
Asian
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
Black

30-39 yrs.
50-59 yrs.
40-49 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
20-29 yrs.
40-49 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
40-49 yrs.
40-49 yrs.
40-49 yrs.
20-29 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
60-69 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
50-59 yrs.
50-59 yrs.
60-69 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
50-59 yrs.
50-59 yrs.
50-59 yrs.
50-59 yrs.
40-49 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
20-29 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
20-29 yrs.
60-69 yrs.
20-29 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
50-59 yrs.
40-49 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
50-59 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
60-69 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
40-49 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
30-39 yrs.
40-49 yrs.
40-49 yrs.

Exec. Chef
Exec. Chef/Owner
Exec. University Chef
Food Stylist
Line Cook
Ex-Chef, Sommelier
Sous Chef/Private Chef
Line Cook
Line Cook
Private Chef Consultant
Sous Chef
Exec. Chef
Line Cook
Exec. Chef and Food Scientist
Exec. Chef
Exec. Chef/Owner
Exec. Chef/Owner
Exec. Chef/Owner
Caterer/Owner
Line Cook
Exec. Chef/Owner
Exec. Hospital Chef
Exec. Chef
Personal Chef
Private Chef
Exec. University Chef
Exec. Convention Center Chef
Private Chef
Exec. Chef/Owner
Exec. Chef/Owner
Personal Chef
Line Cook
Ex-Line Cook
Prep Cook
Ex-Exec. Chef
Line Cook
Exec. Chef/Owner
Chef Instructor
Chef Instructor
Exec. Chef
Chef Instructor
Chef Instructor
Private Chef/Caterer
Exec. Chef/Owner
Exec. Chef
Chef Instructor
Exec. Chef
Line Cook
Exec. Chef/Owner
Exec. Hospital Chef

Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Competitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
Noncompetitive
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The following table provides a descriptive summary of interviewees:
Total
(n=50)
n (%)

Categorical Variables
Gender
Man
Woman

30 (60%)
20 (40%)

18-25
26-35
36-45
46-65

5 (10%)
17 (34%)
15 (30%)
13 (26%)

White
Asian
Latinx
Black
Other

35 (70%)
6 (12%)
3 (6%)
4 (8%)
2 (4%)

Yes

32 (64%)

Competitive
Noncompetitive

21 (42%)
29 (58%)

Age

Race

Culinary School
Market Type

The demographics of interviewees are not representative of national kitchen worker
statistics, which includes far more people of color and fewer women. The following table displays
data from the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2020) for comparison:
Total Employed,
16 yrs. and older
(in 1,000s)

Percentage of Employed Population
Men

Women

White

Asian

Latinx/
Hispanic
26%

Chefs and
Head Cooks

474

78%

22%

63%

16%

Cooks

2,031
Total =
2,505

58%
Mean =
68%

42%
Mean =
32%

70%
Mean =
67%

6%
36%
Mean = Mean =
11%
31%

Black
14%
18%
Mean =
16%

From these data, we see that Latinx/Hispanic individuals make up a significant portion of kitchen
workers across the country. As Guptill et al. (2017) explain, “Latinos play a vital role in kitchens,”
however they tend to be relegated to “lower-status positions such as cooks, food-prep workers,
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and dishwashers” (p. 53). We see these hierarchical differences in the Bureau of Labor Statistics
data above (a trend also found among women and Black employees). The presence of Latinx
workers in these jobs is so pronounced that sociologist Eli Wilson (2017) has termed these lowlevel positions, “brown collar work.” Wilson (2017) found that the presence of Brown workers is
especially noticeable in regions of the country with large Latinx populations, like Los Angeles,
where one in three kitchen workers identify as such. Because this study focuses on individuals in
high-status positions (e.g. executive chefs and kitchen managers), my sample is consequently
skewed towards a Whiter perspective.
Interviewees also tended to be well-educated: 33 of 50 (66 percent of sample) had attended
some college, 17 of which graduated with bachelor’s degrees (34 percent). Additionally, three of
those 17 with bachelor’s completed master’s degrees24. These education rates are slightly higher
than the national average. For comparison, in 2018, 60 percent of the U.S. population had attended
some post-secondary education (Schmidt 2018), and in 2015, 33 percent of people over the age of
25 obtained bachelor’s degrees (Ryan and Bauman 2016).
Culinary school was a common educational experience for interviewees. 32 attended
culinary school (64 percent of the sample), with a slightly more women attending than men (a
phenomenon seen in survey data as well). The following table shows the intersections of gender
and education among interview subjects:

24

These degrees were in Post-Secondary Education, Human Resources, and Business Entrepreneurship.
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Gender

Total

Culinary School Education
(n, percentage of sample)
19 Men (63%
13 Women
of total male
(65% of total
sample n=30)
female sample
n=20)
32 (64% sample)

No Culinary School
11 Men (37%
of total male
sample n=30)

7 Women (35%
of total female
sample n =20)

18 (36% sample)

Not denoted in this table is that 12 of the 17 individuals who had earned bachelor’s degrees then attended
culinary school to further their education. Thus, 12 of 50 (24 percent of the sample) have both bachelor’s
and culinary school degrees. The three individuals with master’s degrees also went to culinary school,
making them the most educated individuals of this study.

Two decades ago, women were a faint presence in the instructional kitchen. However, the number
of women attending culinary schools has grown over several decades, culminating in 2016 when,
for the first time in history the Culinary Institute of America’s (CIA) student body was 51.6 percent
female (Pomranz 2017). Women continue to out-enroll men at the CIA (US News 2019), a trend
even more pronounced at Johnson and Wales University where 60 percent of their student body
were women in the 2019 academic year (JWU 2020).
Gender imbalance in student bodies is not unique to culinary schools. With the exception
of science and engineering programs, women have been out-enrolling and out-graduating their
male counterparts in undergraduate and graduate degrees since the 1980s (Diprete and Buchmann
2013; Matias 2019). For example, in 2017 women received 57 percent of all bachelor’s degrees
awarded in the United States (Matias 2019). Scholars have theorized several reasons behind this
disparity. Some argue that girls are socialized at younger ages to study (rather than participate in
“rough and tumble” boy play), while boys are socialized to be less academically inclined
(particularly regarding engaging extracurricular activities, like theater, art, and languages), and
teased if they are (Diprete and Buchmann 2013; Matias 2019). Another theory is that women use
formal degrees to aid themselves in job markets permeated with gender discrimination (Diprete
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and Buchmann 2013; Matias 2019). This last reason rings true for women in the commercial
kitchen, as executive chef April Williams, explained to me,
I don’t use this card ever—this trump card of being a female. I know in my heart and I’ve
seen it my whole career, is that because I am a female it was harder for me to get a sous
chef job. I mean, I saw kids who were not nearly as skilled as I was who got sous chef
positions and I just—I’d always get passed up. But I really feel that that education [degree
from the CIA]—especially as a woman—really helped me. A lot. I would’ve never got the
jobs I got without it.
April firmly believed that her formal education partially protected her from gender-based
discrimination, and elevated her to be on par with the men around her. She was given more
opportunities than she would have if she were uneducated.
The educational attainment of study subjects defy the traditional stereotypes of kitchen
work as blue-collar unskilled labor executed by marginalized individuals (e.g. minorities,
immigrants, and people with criminal records) (Guptill et al. 2017; Hill 2018). It is clear from
Bureau of Labor Statistics (2020) and project data that kitchens are diverse in every sense, made
up of people who draw varied moral, socioeconomic, and cultural boundaries. Finding oneself on
the “wrong” side of a personal boundary in the kitchen can be shocking, and with such diversity,
this happens often. One interviewee described how her culinary school classmates reacted to
seeing cooks who “look[ed] like they're right out of jail… wearing ankle bracelets [sic: monitors],”
while touring workplaces. Her classmates were terrified, but, she added, “then there's a guy who's
working on his master’s standing next to him chopping away trying to make extra money until he
graduates.” This interviewee’s statements illustrate the lack of barriers to industry entry and an
overall perception of equality and meritocracy. Despite certain industry biases (as highlighted in
Chapter 1), many perceive the kitchen to be, as executive chef Justin Faucher described, the
“ultimate equalizer,” leveling out all-things unrelated to food so that competition is solely based
on one’s kitchen capital. Justin was especially adamant about this point. He started his career
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several decades ago with the mark of a criminal record, but rose to become the executive chef of
an elite private university in California. He explained,
In the kitchen everyone was on a level playing field, no matter who you are or where you
come from… Coming from a life of crime… and through my career—especially young
career, I met so many amazing people, but some came from prison. Some came from
privileged homes and went to the CIA or Johnson and Wales, and in the kitchen it was the
ultimate equalizer. Nobody gave a shit about anything. It was about kind of a common goal,
a common task.
One of my goals of in-depth interviews was to speak with a sample that exemplified the
demographic and experiential diversity described by Justin and Bureau of Labor Statistics data—
to learn about their distinct lives, careers, and perceptions. Despite slight imbalances on a few
fronts, the data collected from interviews, in the form of stories, snapshots, and emotional
descriptions, indicate that this goal was achieved.

Surveys
To support the qualitative components of this project, I used the online service Survey
Monkey from November 2018 to January 2020 to survey 258 adults who work or are aspiring to
work in the culinary industry as executive chefs or cooks. The questionnaire consisted of 54
questions derived from existing Pew Research Center surveys on demographic and socioeconomic
information, as well as industry-specific questions generated during the dissertation prospectus
phase (see Appendix B for the survey). Survey question topics included evaluations of the ease of
attaining success in the culinary industry, factors that determine success, career goals, and more.
Aspiring kitchen workers were included in this sample to measure how notions of professional
success, mediocrity, and failure as well as goal-setting quantitatively evolve over time.
To find respondents, anonymized web links to the survey were posted or sent to the
following outlets:
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•
•

•
•
•

•

My personal social media accounts (on Facebook and Twitter)
10 community groups on Facebook: “Chef Chix,” “Women Chefs and Restauranteurs,”
“The Chef’s Life!!,” “CHEFS,” “Chefs World of Culinary Arts and Sciences,” “Line
Cooks, Chefs, Old and New,” “Chef Lounge SF Bay,” “Chef Cave,” “Chefs Circle,” and
“Michelin Level and High End Chefs and Food.”
5 Reddit communities: “Chefs,” “Kitchen Confidential,” “Ask Culinary,” “Chef It,” and
“Tucson.”
156 local chapters of the American Culinary Federation, 15 of which confirmed the survey
was shared with their members.
7 independent chef and culinary organizations: the International Association of Culinary
Professionals, United States Personal Chef Association, Chefs Collaborative, International
Corporate Chefs, Future Chefs (Students and Alumni), Unite Here Local 100 (the Food
Service Workers Union of New York and New Jersey), and Restaurant Opportunities
Centers United.
Two culinary schools: the Culinary Institute of America and Johnson and Wales University
(JWU). Only JWU allowed the survey after the study was approved by their institutional
review board and two questions from the survey were removed.25

From these sites I obtained 258 respondents. The following table provides a descriptive summary
of survey respondents:

25

This extended process garnered 8 survey responses. The two survey questions JWU did not allow were: “Do you
agree with this statement: The culinary school I attended was inclusive and open to all people of genders, races,
socioeconomic statuses, religious beliefs, sexualities, etc.” and “If you have experienced discrimination in culinary
school, what did you feel you were discriminated against for (e.g. your race, gender, sexuality, etc.)?”
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Total
(n=258)
n (%)

Categorical Variables
Gender
Man
Woman
Transgender

107 (42%)
148 (58%)
1 (0.04%)

18-25
26-35
36-45
46-65

32 (12%)
46 (18%)
48 (19%)
131 (51%)

White
Asian
Latinx
Black
Other

199 (77%)
16 (6%)
8 (3%)
10 (4%)
7 (3%)

Single
Married
Divorced
Separated
Widowed

99 (39%)
126 (49%)
25 (10%)
2 (0%)
5 (2%)

Did Not Complete High School
High School Graduate Or GED
Some College, No Degree
Two-Year Associate Degree, including
Culinary Trade School
Four-Year College, University, or
Culinary Trade School Degree
Some Postgraduate or Professional
Schooling, No Degree
Postgraduate or Professional Degree,
(e.g., MA, MS, PhD, JD, MD, etc.)

4 (2%)
8 (3%)
46 (18%)
88 (34%)

Yes

196 (76% sample)

Age

Race

Relationship Status

Education

58 (23%)
19 (7%)
34 (13%)

Culinary School
Two respondents refused to disclose their gender; one respondent refused to disclose his/her age; one
respondent refused to disclose his/her relationship status; one respondent refused to disclose his/her
educational background.
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Similar to interview data, surveys skewed towards a White, experienced perspective.
Survey respondents were more educated than the national average on all fronts, with most
respondents (77 percent) having attended culinary school. The CIA (32 respondents graduated
from there), JWU (23 respondents), and Le Cordon Bleu (15 respondents) were the most common
institutions attended by this sample. Perhaps because this sample leans towards women more than
men, there is a pronounced majority of women who attended culinary school. Since the survey did
not provide an option for respondents to explain why they attended culinary school, it is difficult
to hypothesize the gender differential in culinary schools. But it is possible that women
respondents, like women interviewees, saw formal education as a way to overcome industry-wide
gender discrimination.
The quantitative data from surveys were cleaned in Microsoft Excel, and analyzed using
Stata software. Long-form qualitative answers were organized and coded using Excel. The purpose
of survey data was not used to do complex multivariate regression analysis, but instead to
corroborate the broader themes found in interviews and participant-observations, and give a
quantitative sense to these themes.

Participant-Observation
Interviews and surveys were supplemented with 120 hours of participant-observation from
June to August 2019 at The Tiki Bar26, a casual restaurant-bar in Anchorage, an Alaskan city of
295,000. The Tiki, as staff called it, is located in the busy downtown district that acts as the hub
of kitschy tourist activities during the day, and rowdy local nightlife at sundown. As with most
Alaskan industries, summers are especially lucrative for downtown businesses. Eighteen hours of

26

The Tiki Bar is a pseudonym. To protect privacy, information about this research site has been deidentified.
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daily sunlight extend the workday, particularly for the staff at The Tiki, who generate the bulk of
their annual earnings between June and August. Servers and bartenders can earn up to several
hundred dollars in tips alone on a busy weekend night from the hundreds of tipsy customers.
The Tiki Bar was nonrandomly selected as an observation site. During the summer of 2019,
I was offered a position in the kitchen due to previous employment (from 2011 to 2013 as a server),
my friendship with the owners, and because they were short-staffed. Kitchen workers were
averaging 10 hour workdays—11 hours or more on weekends when bar hours extend to 2:30am—
and seasonal help was needed to relieve staff and prevent burnout. I was paid $16 an hour (the rate
offered to all seasonal kitchen help), a high wage that indicated the economic strain Alaskan
restaurants were under due to a limited skilled workforce, an issue voiced by four Alaskan
interviewees. For comparison, the national mean hourly wage of a cook in 2018 was $13.2627
(Bureau of Labor Statistics 2018), and the minimum wage in Alaska in 2019 was $9.89 (DLSS
2020).
The kitchen of The Tiki Bar is housed in a 30-foot long shipping container, tacked onto the
rear of the small building that originated the restaurant-bar twenty years ago. Additional structures
built throughout the decades envelope the original building, an architectural incongruity that gives
the place a unique atmosphere. Guests can explore three different “rooms” of the restaurant—each
equipped with its own theme, bar, music, and staff—or watch live musicians perform on the large
patio. The kitchen serves all of these areas, save for the sushi bar, which is run separately by
Fernando, the sole sushi chef. According to ownership, The Tiki dishes out 700 plates of food on

27

Prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, data for 2020 was projected to show this national average increase, as five states,
including California and New York, had passed legislation to increase minimum wage to $15 per hour (New York
Department of Labor 2016; National Conference of State Legislatures 2019), and there has been a nation-wide
shortage of line cooks since 2017 (Steinhauer 2018). However, the pandemic has dramatically changed the economics
of the culinary industry, and more time is needed to see how the impending recession will affect the wages of kitchen
workers.
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weekdays and 1,200 plates on weekends during the peak summer season, but observations found
this estimate quite high. Appetizers average $11 and entrées average $15.
The kitchen is staffed by three workers during dinner service: Scott, a biracial collegeeducated man in his mid-thirties who is the current owner of The Tiki Bar (which his father
opened), Jesus, a Mexican man in his late-forties who has been head chef for almost 10 years, and
Garett, a White man in his early-twenties who dropped out of high school and has worked as a
dishwasher since. I was hired to provide Jesus and Scott respite. Jesus only had Tuesdays off, while
Scott had worked consistently for 38 days straight, and was hoping my arrival would provide him
a break.
My observations were overt. Ownership was notified and approved of my study. I recorded
field notes between baking pizzas, cleaning calamari, degreasing exhaust hoods, washing dishes,
and sweeping the ever-present crumbs of food off of the floor (much of kitchen labor is janitorial),
as well as after I got off of work. These notes were analyzed and coded using NVivo software.
Ultimately, participant-observation illustrated the concepts and phenomena discussed by
interviewees and survey respondents, adding experiential color and feeling to the study.

I obtained Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval from the University of Hawaii at
Manoa in Spring 2017. Revised protocols were submitted and approved in Fall 2018, Summer
2019, and Spring 2020. The following table displays a summary of my research methods:
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Method

Sample Size

Incentive Data Form

Mode of
Analysis
Quantitative Statistical
survey data analyses using
Stata software,
long-form
responses
analyzed using
Microsoft Excel

Purpose

ComputerBased
Questionnaire
Survey

258
respondents,
18+ years old,
executive chefs,
cooks, and
individuals who
aspire to
become chefs

n/a

To find
demographic
patterns across
sample regarding:
SES, aspirations,
culinary education,
identity, and more.

Recorded InDepth
Interview

50 participants,
18+ years old,
executive chefs
and cooks

$20 gift
Transcripts
card to
of recorded
Target or interviews
Starbucks

Qualitative
coding using
NVivo software

ParticipantObservation

1 site, The Tiki
Bar, observed
for 120 hours

n/a

Qualitative
coding using
NVivo software

Field notes

To find themes in
personal stories
regarding: kitchen
subculture, successfailure spectrum,
identity,
professionalization,
and more.
To triangulate
findings from
interviews and
surveys, while
observing social
dynamics and
idioculture

STRENGTHS AND LIMITATIONS
Methodological Limitations
This study has limitations. The primary flaw of this project relates to sampling technique.
Interviews, surveys, and participant-observation were not randomly sampled, so findings may
present a biased view of the culinary world. To better understand these limitations, the potential
biases of each method are explored below:
In-Depth Interviews: As stated earlier, demographically interviews skew towards the
educated White male perspective, despite the large presence of people of color, particularly Latinx
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individuals, in the industry. Consequently, this study cannot speak to the experiences of minority
kitchen workers. However, individuals who are interested in analyses of Latinx cooks and chefs
can look to Eli Wilson (2017), Sachs et al. (2014), and Katherine Hill (2018) for thorough
investigations of this racialized occupational experience.
Surveys: The most responsive organization to survey requests were local chapters of the
American Culinary Federation (ACF), a national association for professional chefs and cooks.
Fifteen chapter leaders28 confirmed the dissemination of my questionnaire in late-May 2019, and
I immediately gathered over 80 surveys within a few days. While these responses do not constitute
the majority of data, they do influence findings by, again, skewing data towards the typical
professional association member: older White males. I cannot confirm this demographic
completely, for the ACF does not publicly release statistics on its members, but a glance at the
2020 board of directors (8 of 10 are White men over the age of 45) and national committee
members (85 of 112 are men) support this assumption.
According to Thomas Rotolo (2000) and Hurd and Lakhani (2008), occupation-related
professional organizations also attract another type of individual: people between the ages of 35
to 50, who, if they are men, tend to be married. If they are women, they tend to also be married
and have elementary school-aged children. A glance at the marital status of survey respondents
(see page 43) supports Rotolo’s (2000) conclusions. Marriage undoubtedly influences a multitude
of one’s perceptions, aspirations, and boundaries, and with 61 percent of the survey sample having
been or are currently married, it is likely that findings are influenced by this experience.

28

These chapters stretched across America and include Southwestern Virginia, Charlotte, NC, Rochester, NY, Omaha,
NE, St. Louis, MI, Chicago, IL, Southern Illinois, Northwest Idaho, Big Island, HI, Treasure Coast, FL, Sarasota, FL,
San Francisco, CA, New Hampshire, Cape Cod, ME, and Portland, ME.
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It is also important to note that I have used survey data primarily in a descriptive manner
to corroborate themes that emerged from interviews and participant-observation. However,
through regression analysis and deeper statistical inquiry, this data likely has far greater capacity
to explain the sociological phenomena of kitchens, and will be used as such in future research.
Participant-observation: Observations at The Tiki Bar may have been biased by several
uncontrollable factors: First, I was seasonal help, and thus was not treated as a long-term employee,
who likely would have faced more scrutiny and difficulty gaining group acceptance. Second,
despite being a formal employee, I was friends with the owners, managers, and several front of
house staff. These social connections probably protected me from critical treatment, and altered
the way I was perceived. To combat this, I made sure to never highlight my connections with
fellow staff, and tried to minimize the appearance of the friendship with ownership by declining
meals and drinks with the owner’s family and friends. Last, as the sole woman in the kitchen my
existence alone may have altered topics of conversation and workplace behavior. Harris and
Giuffre (2015) and Bourdain (2000) have written about the softening effect women have in the
typically homosocial male kitchen environment (which will be discussed in Chapter 6), and it is
probable that I had a similar unintended impact. Despite these limitations, I believe my previous
employment at The Tiki Bar and relationship with the owners and staff was beneficial in allowing
for quick immersion into the site and making meaning of the behaviors around me. I was already
familiar with the social dynamics, idioculture, and the owner’s values before I set foot in the
kitchen. Therefore while the aforementioned weaknesses may have been present during
participant-observation, they were not detrimental to findings.
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Another concern is the comparability of populations sampled in this study. A wide range
of chefs were interviewed, surveyed, and observed:
•
•
•

Institutional chefs: culinary school chef instructors, convention center chefs, food scientists,
and hospital chefs;
Restaurant chefs: chef-owners of restaurants, executive chefs, corporate chefs, and kitchen
workers aspiring to become chefs; and
Entrepreneurial chefs: caterers, personal chefs, private chefs, food stylists, and food
consultants.

These individuals span different hierarchical statuses, operate in different kitchens (e.g.
instructional kitchens and restaurant kitchens), serve different customers (e.g. paying diners and
hospital patients), and produce differently valued cuisines. Can data from these individuals be
compared methodologically as one unit? And are findings derived from these subjects applicable
to an industry that varies to an even greater extent?
No population is a monolith. There are distinct differences in all groups and occupations.
However, the subjects of this study are comparable for three reasons:
First, this dissertation centers on cultural capital and culture itself. While study subjects
operate in seemingly contrasting realms of the culinary industry, their thoughts, behaviors, and
perceptions speak to and about the same overarching culture and occupational group. This is a
unique culture, as highlighted in Chapter 1, that is structured by a military-like brigade hierarchy,
physically dangerous, glamorized by the media, and relies on the drudgery of manual labor. These
factors combine in ways that can be contradictory. As Fine (1996) argues, each kitchen is
idiocultural, but also a response to broader kitchen culture. Therefore, the institutional,
entrepreneurial, and restaurant chefs of this study provide data on the same culture and values.
Second, the population of this study is executive chefs and aspiring chefs. As discussed
earlier, “chef” can be defined in a host of ways. The individuals in this study have internalized
some iteration of “chef” and hold a desire to “make it” as a chef. This internalization influences
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thoughts, behaviors, goals and notions of success in a manner that increases the comparability of
study subject experiences.
Last, every interviewee, survey respondent, and observed subject shared the same
occupational function: to create a food product that others are willing to exchange money for. This
includes culinary school instructors who design a knowledge-based food product sold to tuitionpaying students. How much one pays or who the customer is differs across status, markets, and
location. Study subjects serve different capacities within this capitalist culinary process, however
they are all immersed in the same machine. Consequently, the concepts developed in this
dissertation, such as kitchen capital and emotional boundaries, are relevant to all kitchen workers’
success as they are germane to the whole culinary apparatus.
Study subjects brought unique and individualistic experiences, thoughts, and opinions to
this project. One of my goals was not to erase these idiosyncrasies, but rather highlight them to
show the variation of the kitchen worker population. However, these differences should not deter
the applicability of study findings to the general culinary world, as they occur within workplaces
structured by the same occupational culture, goals, tasks, and norms.

Strengths
Regardless of how mindful sampling and data collection processes are, methodological
weaknesses are forever present in research, and scholars must work to minimize them. I have made
efforts to do so in three primary ways: first, during research design, it became clear that mixedmethods would help stem potential biases by triangulating data found in one method using the
other two. Therefore, three methods were used to collect data in this study. Second, analysis of
food media was also used to corroborate findings, and see if themes present in interviews, surveys,
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and participant-observation were representative of what was actually occurring nationally in the
industry. And third, this project was created with the goal of presenting a “big picture”
investigation of perception within the culinary industry, rather than a snapshot from a segment of
the kitchen worker population. To capture these diverse standpoints, I surveyed workers from
across the nation and traveled to 11 different cities with different levels of market competition,
speaking to chefs and cooks that operated not only in traditional brick-and-mortar restaurants, but
also in convention centers, catering businesses, food trucks, hospitals, consultancies, universities,
nursing homes, private chef services, and culinary schools. The following pages of this dissertation
will tell stories from this diverse set of data, and give readers who are unfamiliar with the industry
a genuine glimpse into the occupational world and perceptions of kitchen workers.
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Chapter 3. Learning How To Make It
“Have you been to the Hyde Park campus?” Michaela Caldera asked as we sipped coffee
at a Panera Bread. We were a few blocks from the non-profit culinary school where she teaches.
The petite 40-something had pulled up to the café exactly on time wearing a navy hoodie over her
chef instructor’s outfit, her dark brown hair tied in a low bun. She was headed to work after the
interview. Michaela was referring to the main campus of the Culinary Institute of America (CIA),
the premier culinary school in the United States. It is what many, including Michaela, call the
“Harvard of culinary schools,” and is located in upstate New York (Fine 1996; Leschziner 2015;
Ruhlman 2006).
“I haven’t yet, but that’s what I’m planning on,” I replied.
Her eyes lit up, “Oh, wait ‘til you go. It's such a treat. Like, it really is a treat. It's like
Hogwarts for culinary people. It's really cool.” I was familiar with the atmosphere she was talking
about: epic stone buildings, throngs of students in chef’s uniforms hurrying to shiny instructional
kitchens, and a collective obsession with food. In 2008, I attended the Napa California campus of
the CIA. There my classmates and I, too, cracked jokes about how our school was the culinary
equivalent of fantasy author J.K. Rowling’s Hogwarts School of Witchcraft and Wizardry.
In January 2005, Michaela arrived at the Hyde Park campus to start an associate’s degree
for occupational science in baking and pastry arts. She intended to become the next cake virtuoso,
intricately decorating celebratory cakes replete with fondant, gum paste flowers, and lace patterns
piped from bags of royal icing. Almost as soon as she arrived at the CIA, she was hooked,
I arrived on campus. It was in the middle of a snowstorm. And I'm from Florida. So I was
like, “Oh my God, it's so cold.” And I was living in the dorms. Like, [in my] late-20s so
it’s a whole ‘nother kind of ballgame. But I knew within, like, 48 hours, like, this is where
I need to be. I finally fit… You know? Like, I was like, “This is great.”
Her love for the school was reaffirmed by her swift connection with classmates,
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It was the first time in my academic career that I was popular (laughs). And I don't know
if it was because I was older. And I had already experienced stuff. Everything worked very
well socially. And it was very comfortable for me.
Michaela’s group membership among classmates remained steadfast, in spite of the “very, very
cutthroat” competitive environment of the school where, you “always had to watch your back.”
But kitchens from her past had taught her that cooperation and collaboration were the keys to
culinary success, so Michaela talked up these virtues to her classmates. She explained, “I'm a team
player. I'm not a single sport type of gal, so I tried to kind of squash that [competitiveness]. And
move past it.” And she succeeded in doing so.
Unlike careers in academia, professional sports, medicine, or skilled manual labor, there is
no set path to becoming a chef and few barriers to entry. Previous literature has found that people
become kitchen workers in a variety ways: 1) By unintentionally “stumbling into” the culinary
world by way of side-jobs during youth and emerging at the top (Leschziner 2015), 2) By
intentionally entering the culinary industry at the bottom of the hierarchy (as a prep cook or
dishwasher) and diligently climbing the ranks, 3) By introduction and mentorship from family and
close friends who work in the industry, and 4) By enrolling in culinary school, like Michaela did,
where one learns the duties of a chef and—most importantly—where he or she creates key social
networks within the culinary community that allows him or her to bypass lower-status jobs.
Individuals of all four routes are featured in this study. Using their stories, this chapter aims to
investigate how formal and informal education attained along these paths influence one’s
occupational success, as well as perceptions of the success-failure spectrum. This examination
includes how the lack of barriers to entry leads some within this setting to create their own methods
of group inclusion or exclusion using academic qualifiers. Ultimately, I argue that where an
individual learns, who she learns from, how she learns, and the institutions she is associated with
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(or is not associated with) are key factors of occupation-specific capital. Even in an occupation
devoid of academic requirements, education still shapes workers’ expectations for success, and
how they are treated by coworkers.
This chapter has three sections that relate to education, exclusion and success. The first
examines formal education. It asks, what does the culinary school experience look and feel like?
How does formal education shape students’ identities as kitchen workers? How do chef instructors
battle with students’ misconceptions of the industry so that their misperceptions do not result in
relegation? Since there is no definitive national data on the effectiveness of culinary education on
one’s occupational success, this chapter will also try to tease out how and if a formal qualifier
increases an individual’s chances at “making it.” But learning how to “make it” does not only
occur in the formal classroom. In fact, according to data from the U.S. Department of Labor’s
CareerOneStop (2019), on average 65.6 percent29 of all kitchen workers in the United States only
have a high school diploma (or GED) or less, and consequently have attained occupational
knowledge informally. Thus the second section of this chapter focuses on learning that happens
on-the-job through mentorships, social networks, and online resources (e.g. blogs, cooking
tutorials, podcasts, and social media communities) (Bull et al. 2008). What role does hard work,
luck, and social connections play in the training of individuals who take this route? How do they
compare their education to those with formal degrees? Can informally educated individuals
achieve inclusion within the occupational world of chefs? While formal and informal education
lay the foundation for kitchen workers, they are only the first stage of culinary learning. It is not
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This figure comes from averaging the CareerOneStop percentages of workers who have a high school diploma or
equivalent or less for the following occupations: Chefs and Head Cooks (47%), Cooks, Fast Food (69%), Food
Preparation Workers (62%), Dishwashers (81%), and Cooks, Short Order (69%).
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until students and trainees compete on their own in the field of chefs that they reach the second
stage. Learning through competition is the focus of the third section of this chapter.
If this study focuses on perceptions of success, averageness, and failure, why should it
center its initial gaze on education? Because educational experiences greatly shape our perceptions
of success and goals, as well as our ability to attain them. Education is used in all professions and
social circles to draw cultural boundaries (Lamont 1992) and lines of distinction (Bourdieu 1984).
Despite it having little bearing on an individual’s actual intellect, we use associations with
educational institutions as a barometer for intelligence and hireability. This is especially
pronounced in American academia, where studies have found that 71 to 86 percent of tenure-track
positions in history, business, and computer science are filled by graduates from just a few ivy
league schools, like MIT, Yale, and Princeton (Clauset et al. 2015), despite the fact that high
quality instruction and graduates can be found in a wide variety of universities.
Even in an industry that rarely has educational minimum requirements, education-based
cultural boundaries of exclusion are still drawn in the culinary world and are a source of kitchen
capital.30 Where a cook went to school, her mentors, professional lineage, and the kitchens she has
observed influences the opportunities available to her, as well as how she is perceived by
coworkers.
Despite most chefs refusing to acknowledge education as a factor in hiring (Leschziner
2015; Interview Data), several study subjects discussed contradictory hiring biases. For example,
Jay Reynolds, a CIA graduate and corporate executive chef in Los Angeles, stated,
I think as someone who hires people, I would see that, “CIA” [on a resume] and be like,
“Oh, okay. Well, they actually know what the fuck they’re talking about.” Versus if I saw,
like, um, Trade Tech... I think of them as, like, the DeVry of culinary schools. I don’t really
30

Contradictions of this kind abound in commercial kitchens, and, consequently, this project. They require further
investigation that lay outside of the scope of this dissertation, but hopefully will be interrogated in future research
and by other scholars.
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take them seriously. If I see that someone went to Le Cordon Bleu, I’m like, “Oh ok, so
they actually were serious, but they weren’t that serious that they didn’t go to CIA” (laughs).
Jay attached a different symbolic meaning and value to each school. And his preference for his
own alma mater shows, as Lamont (1992) writes, that among those with higher education degrees,
“the boundaries that this population builds between itself and others are particularly significant…
likely to be more permanent, less crossable, and less resisted…more likely to survive across
contexts” (p. 11). Jay’s cultural boundaries clearly delineated CIA graduates from the rest,
favoring those who fell in his camp. This chapter will explore these boundaries within the
hierarchical organization of culinary schools in the United States, as well as the types of institutions
available to those interested in formal education. How do various educational experiences—formal
and informal—effect perceptions of and abilities to achieve occupational success among kitchen
workers?

FORMAL EDUCATION: CULINARY SCHOOL
There are over 270 accredited degree-granting culinary schools in the United States, a
figure that grew by 30 percent from 2010 to 2014 alongside our societal interest in food and
cooking (Simon 2014). For comparison, there are 2,679 postsecondary accredited four-year degree
universities in the U.S., a number that rose only 4.9 percent from 2010 to 2014 (National Center
for Education Statistics 2020b). The exponential growth of culinary schools and graduates indicate
that teaching people how to cook is good business.
Culinary schools fall into three categories:
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1) Not-for-profit31: Schools that operate without the goal of generating profit, and offer
certificate, associate’s, and bachelor’s degrees programs. They include the CIA,
International Culinary Center, and three of The Art Institutes32 campuses (Dallas, Tampa,
and Miami).
2) For-profit: Schools that operate to profit, and typically offer non-degree certificate
programs. They include the California Culinary Academy, Le Cordon Bleu, seven of The
Art Institutes campuses (Atlanta, Austin, Houston, San Antonio, Virginia Beach,
California-Hollywood, and Las Vegas), and the Institute of Culinary Education.
3) College associated: Culinary programs that are run by community colleges, state
colleges, or university systems, and provide students with an associate’s or bachelor’s
degree upon completion. They include Johnson and Wales University, University of Alaska
Anchorage’s Culinary Arts and Hospitality Administration program, and Kapiolani
Community College’s Culinary Arts program.
This study employs the experiences of graduates from all three institution-types. Sixty-four percent
of interviewees and 76 percent of survey respondents attended culinary schools, with the CIA
being the most attended in both samples. 33 Included, too, are the perspectives of individuals
employed at culinary institutions, with five chef instructor interviewees.
Irrespective of institution-type, culinary school is expensive. As of 2020, the CIA offers a
2-year associate’s degree costing $73,110 in tuition alone (Culinary Institute of America 2020a),
an 8-month-long certificate program (an accelerated equivalent to CIA’s associate’s degree) at the
Institute of Culinary Education in New York costs $40,660 (Institute of Culinary Education 2020),
and an associate’s degree in culinary arts at The Art Institute is $46,620 (Art Institute 2020). The
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Not-for-profit and non-profit entities are not the same. According to Heaslip (2020), they differ in two main ways:
first, the explicit purposes of non-profits are to serve the public good, while not-for-profit do not have this mission.
Second, non-profits are given tax-exempt status by the IRS, while not-for-profits must apply for this status.

32

After budget and accreditation crises, The Arts Institutes, originally owned by the private company Education
Management Corporation (EMC), were sold in 2017 to the Dream Center Foundation, a Pentecostal Christian
philanthropic non-profit with no experience in higher education (Moore 2017). Those campuses under the Dream
Center were turned into not-for-profit ventures, while those under EMC continued to remain for-profit.

33

The prominence of CIA graduates in this study is likely due to sampling. To find interviewees, I drew upon social
connections through my CIA alumni network. And to find survey participants, I relied heavily on the email lists of
professional organizations, like the American Culinary Federation. Individuals who become members of these
organizations tend to subscribe to and recognize high-status institutions, and therefore are more likely to enroll in
prestigious schools, like the CIA.
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most affordable options are found in college-associated programs, like Kapiolani Community
College where resident tuition for an associate’s is $9,360 (with non-residents paying $24,340)
(Kapiolani Community College 2020). For comparison, the mean tuition for an associate’s degree
across all American public two-year institutions for in-state students in 2019 was $7,460, with
private for-profit institutions charging $29,200 for the same degree (College Board 2020a). The
exorbitant cost of culinary school is daunting for most attendees, for the average CIA student
graduates $53,311 in student loan debt (College Board 2020b). Of the 27 interviewees who
discussed tuition, roughly 70 percent considered it to be “too high.” A caterer in New York City
who attended the French Culinary Institute (now the International Culinary Center) described how
anxieties over tuition made him “sick, actually physically sick.”
Despite the nausea, this caterer was still privileged enough to afford culinary school,
something that most aspiring kitchen workers cannot. Like most postsecondary education, the
price tag on formal culinary education alienates individuals of the lower classes from attending,
drawing a socioeconomic line or boundary. Tucson line cook Lana Hynes is someone who found
herself out-of-bounds. She grew up poor, eating “wish sandwiches34” in Tennessee, where piecing
together family meals from what was left in the cupboards sparked a love for cooking. When asked
about culinary school, she stated,
Realistically, culinary school is not accessible to everybody. It’s expensive and it’s time
consuming. Like, I dropped out of college when I was doing early childhood education. I
dropped out of college, because I enjoyed working in the kitchen and stuff. But also
partially because I couldn’t afford to go to college and pay my rent.
Those without the economic capital, like Lana, or the financial know-how to navigate student loans
are priced out of culinary school. Consequently, student bodies at these formal institutions tend to

34

“Have you ever heard of a Wish Sandwich?” Lana asked, laughing as she explained, “It’s funny, but it’s like not
when you look at it. But it’s two pieces of bread with a little bit of butter and you wish you had something in between.
It’s, it’s toast…It’s a fun way of saying, ‘Hey, we’re having toast for dinner.’ You know?”
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lack the diversity of the general kitchen worker population. Understanding the makeup of their
student body, culinary schools exploit the socioeconomic privilege of their students with directed
marketing and curriculums, offering lucrative add-on classes and trainings. For example, the
International Culinary Center offers one-day classes for enrolled students like, the “Basics of Sushi
with Hiroko Shimbo” and “Doughnuts, Fritters, and More” for $195.

Applying and Enrolling
With hundreds of options, how do individuals choose which school to apply to? Study data
shows that location—specifically close proximity to a student’s residence or in an aspirational
locale—had the greatest influence on choice. Prestige of an institution was the second most
common deciding factor. Culturally, a school’s status adds value to one’s kitchen capital, and aids
in placement on the acceptable side of others’ cultural boundaries. Pragmatically, it can be
leveraged into occupational mobility, particularly at the outset of one’s career (Klein 2019). This
leg up was not lost on interviewees, including Michaela from the beginning of this chapter,
Michaela: When I applied to CIA, that was it. That was the goal. I didn't apply anywhere
else. I did look at Johnson and Wales again, but I was like, “No, if I'm going to do it, I'm
going to do it big.”
Ellen: And so why, in your mind, is CIA kind of bigger than Johnson and Wales or any
other culinary school?
Michaela: I think it's just— At the time, I think it was that that was the place to go. You
know, if you wanted success—you wanted to move within the industry—that was the place
to go.
Dilemmas of choosing which school to apply to and affording tuition contrast with the ease
of being accepted. As vocational schools, culinary programs tend to accept almost all applicants,
save for college associated programs where enrollment is dependent on general college acceptance.
The most seemingly selective culinary school is the CIA, whose application process is on par with
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elite colleges: applicants must submit an online application (or the Common Application), one
letter of recommendation, official transcripts, SAT/ACT scores, answer short essay questions35,
and pay an application fee (Culinary Institute of America 2020c). However, this academic rigor
appears gratuitous when placed next to the CIA’s 98 percent36 acceptance rate in 2018 (National
Center for Education Statistics 2020a). For comparison, in 2018 the CIA’s ivy league equivalent
Harvard University had a 4.6 percent acceptance rate (Franklin and Zwickel 2018), the University
of Washington accepted 49 percent of its applicants (US News 2020a), the University of Hawaii
at Manoa had an 83 percent acceptance rate (US News 2020b), and Los Angeles City College,
which has an open-admission policy, accepted 100 percent of its applicants (US News 2020c). The
bureaucratic application process at the CIA likely functions to create a false air of exclusivity and
add to prestige, for it is clear that how eloquently one writes, how high one scores on SATs, or
how convincing one’s letter of recommendation is does not actually determine entry into culinary
school. The mere submission of an application and ability to pay tuition are the ticket in, indicating
that a certain class of individuals with adequate economic capital are more likely to attend.

Daily Life
Before classes begin, students are placed into cohorts of 15 to 20 people who remain
together for their entire program. These groups build connections and set norms and boundaries
through studying, classroom cooperation, gossiping, and extracurricular activities. Over time, they

35

The short essay questions are:
1) Food. We’re passionate about it. Are you?
2) CIA students don’t follow—they lead. Tell us how you’re a leader.
3) Imagine there is only one student we can admit. Why should it be you?

36

The two percent that are not accepted are likely denied for incomplete applications or because the maximum
enrollment for the semester has been reached.
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develop their own idioculture. Some students find it easy to attain and maintain cohort membership,
like Michaela had, but roughly 47 percent of interviewees who attended culinary school found it
to be the opposite, feeling that they did not fit in socially. Feeling a lack of social cohesion with
classmates differed among interviewees along institution-type: among those who attended nonprofit and college associated schools (not including the CIA) 56 percent felt like they fit in. This
rate increased to 83 percent for those who attended the CIA, and sank to 18 percent among those
who went to for-profit schools. These findings indicate that likely structural dynamics and schoolwide culture vary among institution-type, and influence student interactions, akin to idiocultural
commercial kitchens.
Student diversity is a major determinant of cohort culture. In general, culinary school
cohorts tend to be diverse along the lines of skills and abilities (i.e. kitchen capital), age, and
intention. For example, caterer Alex Katzman described his classmates at the French Culinary
Institute as,
Some people were just—did not know how to use a knife at all. And then some people…
didn’t know anything and would be smelling spices and didn’t know cloves from cinnamon,
or whatever. You know what I mean? …There was a couple, they had a post-military
program… And then there were some people in their late-20s, early-30s, mid-30s who had
lived a little bit of life, and knew kinda which direction [they wanted to go], and sort of
have settled on their path. And they were doing that. And there was other people who…
were doing it for fun. Just, like, a really large-scale hobby project. You know? People who
are financial planners, financial professionals, or there was a video game designer guy. To
be even more awesome, he decided to go to culinary school for a year, kinda deal… We
had our own little mix.
Diversity in kitchen capital, age, and intention is likely a result of ever-decreasing barriers of entry
into culinary school. In earlier years, schools, like the CIA, required one to two years of
commercial kitchen experience to apply. But those requirements were recently removed, opening
the doors to individuals without basic skills and those who may have unrealistic perceptions of the
industry.
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Classes begin with the distribution of tangible items that solidify the chef identity: schoolissued kitchen tools (e.g. a knife bag, whisk, peeler, knives, etc.), textbooks, and—perhaps the
most important—chef whites. A chef’s uniform37 is colloquially called “whites,” as the doublebreasted coat, tall cylindrical toque hat, and starched apron are traditionally a crisp, ironed white.
Buttoning up one’s coat, slinging a knife bag over one’s shoulder, and sliding into non-slip kitchen
clogs mark the transition from civilian to chef. This is because uniforms indicate occupational and
social status, as they publicly identify one’s “professional identity,” while also dictating
“occupational boundaries” within the profession (Timmons and East 2011: 1035). For example, a
long-sleeved coat delineates a chef or line cook from the short-sleeves of a dishwasher. Thus
clothing is symbolically important as it reifies occupational hierarchies (Timmons and East 2011).
Course content and instructional time vary by institution-type. Some programs, like the
CIA and Le Cordon Bleu, offer a traditional schedule of 6 hour-long class, five days a week. Other
schools offer flexible classes that meet a few times per week over longer time. There is also a
growing market for online courses, like those administered by the Auguste Escoffier School of
Culinary Arts in Colorado, where instruction is asynchronous and virtual. But a typical day at
culinary school begins with the chef instructor lecturing about the day’s recipes to explain the
science, technique, and history behind the recipes. Instructors—whose qualifications are
determined by a combination of American Culinary Federation certifications, formal education
qualifiers, social connections, and industry experience—then move their classes to the
instructional kitchen, where students are divided into teams of two or three and begin hands-on
learning. Very rarely do students work individually. This is for several reasons: first, it primes
students to perceive kitchen work as a collaborative team pursuit, emulating the dynamics of a real
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The traditional chef’s uniform is another brainchild of Auguste Escoffier, who standardized the dress of his staff in
the late-19th century (Escoffier 1997).
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commercial kitchen. Second, it minimizes operating costs by limiting the amount of ingredients
students use. And third, it encourages a social-teaching learning style. After several hours, students
present their final product to their chef instructors, who taste the product and advise. The day ends
with cleaning. Students wash tools, sanitize workspaces, organize refrigerators and pantries, and
maintain on-going food projects, like “feeding” sourdough starters. These instructional days bridge
together to cover curricula aimed at teaching the fundamentals of cooking and running a successful
food business, while supporting institutional solvency.
The majority of study subjects looked back fondly on everyday life in culinary school (as
do I of my time at the CIA). Sammy Klein, a convention center executive chef in Southern
California, for example, described how he “threw [him]self into the school,” because the
“camaraderie was completely different” from previous educational settings. He felt and was
included in the group.
But not all students enjoy their experience. Hannah Victor, for example, described her time
at the CIA as “frustrating,” feeling like she learned very little and had “throw[n] away” $30,000
in tuition. Prior to attending culinary school, Hannah had interned at elite restaurants, like the
French Laundry, and accumulated substantial kitchen capital and social connections. She was
already a competitive worker for any kitchen she desired. Hannah thought the CIA would increase
her chances of success by imparting new knowledge and skills, but within the first month of school
she realized she was wrong. When we spoke in the Spring of 2019, Hannah had just discovered a
collection of old notebooks from this period while cleaning out her garage, and stated,
[Culinary school] was pretty shitty… These are, like, fresh wounds right now. [I] went
through every single binder from CIA, and went through my internship portfolio, and I was
just—I was miserable.
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Unlike other aspiring chefs, particularly women, Hannah did not need educational qualifiers to
ascend the kitchen hierarchy, as her informal training had already provided the necessary kitchen
capital to do so. She realized this midway through her two-year program and contemplated
dropping out, but worried, “I didn't want to owe that much money and I not have a degree to show
for it.” Sunk-cost fallacy—when people “become less willing to exit a situation as their financial
and mental commitments increase, even if these commitments do not increase the probability of
success” (Augenblick 2016: 58)—ultimately overruled her inclinations to leave, and she stayed
“miserable” until she left.

Tempering Expectations
To maintain prestige culinary schools must develop students into viable job candidates by
1) furnishing them with certain expectations for success and 2) instilling the kitchen capital needed
to be included in the occupational world of chefs and achieve said success. Consequently,
institutions provide framework for the social imaginaries of their students, with chef instructors
tasked as agents who communicate these frameworks. Because each individual has their own
interpretation, culinary schools become the grounds of a tug-of-war between the imaginaries of
the stakeholders: the institution, the instructors, and the students.
A constant battle that chef instructors must wage is that against unrealistic expectation.
Students are pampered in the instructional kitchen: they are given extensive time to complete
dishes, their kitchens and equipment are cleaned by janitorial services, they are treated courteously
and supportively by staff and faculty, and they are free of the administrative headaches of running
a kitchen (e.g. ordering food and managing repairs). Such treatment can warp the perceptions of
real kitchen life and culture, as well as meanings of success, mediocrity, and failure. It can also
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create individuals with less culturally desirable traits (e.g. coddled expectations) that eventually
result in group exclusion. Replicating life-like scenarios and social interaction is one way chef
instructors attempt to inform students of the realities and increase chances of occupational
inclusion. For example, most curricula include a restaurant service portion, where students are
trained to work a “real” restaurant (typically housed in an on-campus dining area). Additionally,
instructors introduce kitchen culture and norms through storytelling and performance, to ready
students for behavior that they may find uncomfortable. Four of the five chef instructor
interviewees discussed at length their attempts at tempering students’ idealized perspectives, two
of which were Cate Nevins and Natalie Long who both taught at college-affiliated institutions:
So, I like to try and instill a bit of, you know, “We are in school but I am going to train you
to what I would expect from you in [the] industry. So, I'm going to hold you to those
standards.” So, I feel like I do give them a little bit of a reality check. I know some of them
don't care for it. They just want to do the playing, and then they don't want to do the cleanup.
And they don't want to do the grunt work of, you know, rolling out croissant dough, “Oh,
I’m tired of rolling things.” Well, that's what you're gonna do! Even as an owner, you know,
you're not going to sidestep that. (Cate Nevins)
We try really hard to be realistic with them, because most people come in here and they're
thinking, “I want open a restaurant or I want to open a bakery…” We try to show them the
reality of this. This is what it means to own a restaurant. Like, it's really freaking hard. I
teach hospitality concept and one of the things that we talk about is if you're going to open
a fine dining restaurant sometimes it can cost anywhere between six to ten thousand dollars
per seat, which is insane! Do you have that? Nobody has that… So, again, when we talk
about these students coming in with their expectations, I tell them, I'm like, “You may have
these really avant garde ideas, but they're not necessarily going to work here in Alaska.”
(Natalie Long)
Instructors must battle the laziness and the dreams of students, and communicate to them that their
perceptions may not match the demands of the industry or market.
Unrealistic, too, are many students’ expectations of how they will be treated in future
kitchens. New graduates likely expect a smooth transfer of techniques and recipes from culinary
school to the commercial kitchen, which rarely occurs. Such assumptions typically are met with
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ridicule by kitchen staff, and produces an air of pretension that can hamper the graduate from
attaining group membership. As informally educated food stylist Evelin Lee explained,
Oh, they [culinary students] think they know everything. Like, right away they come out
and they think they know everything (laughs). And it’s like, “You don’t!” I mean, the thing
is, coming out of culinary school, no matter what restaurant you go to you have to learn
their ways. You have to learn their techniques, their style of doing anything. So you almost
have to wipe out what you know and adapt to what they do. And not everyone would
understand that. That’s the hard part. It’s like trying to train people, too. ‘Cause they’d be
like, “No, no, no, that’s what we do in culinary school.” No one gives a shit about what
you did in culinary school. It’s how we do it here.
Evelin’s quote illustrates how incorrect displays of cultural capital can backfire and isolate those
with formal education from the group. Culinary students must consequently “wipe out” existing
notions of norms, styles, and values and adopt the idioculture of their setting. A similar demand
for context-specific transfers of formal knowledge to applicable skills among new hires has been
documented in many hands-on professions, like policing, firefighting, and teaching. Mentorship is
usually employed to help in these situations. Police officers, for example, are paired with field
training officers in the first period of their careers to help bridge the “chasm [that] often occurs
between what is learned in the classroom and what really takes place on the streets” (Nemcic 2010:
1), a chasm that new kitchen workers must also navigate between the instructional kitchen and
“what really takes place” in the kitchen.
Aware of this negative industry perception, some chef instructors make it a point to
intensify their tempering of student expectations. They try to deflate students’ egos, expose them
to exploitative industry practices, and demean students as they would a prep cook or apprentice.
Some interviewees described how chef instructors would “get into [your] face.” They witnessed
verbal abuse that resulted in sobbing, and shared stories of instructors who preyed upon young
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female students. 38 Jay Reynolds, quoted earlier for his boundary drawing impressions of
institution-types, called his time at the CIA, “scarring” because of his interactions with a chef
instructor, and actively tried to forget his time there. These negative experiences do not appear to
be restricted to American schools. A study by Lee et al. (2018) found that Malaysian culinary
students encountered almost twice as many negative interactions with instructors than positive
ones, including chefs exhibiting biased favoritism, temperamental unprofessional behavior, fearmongering, and cynicism.
Sometimes these negative interactions are conscious and intentional. Anthony Bourdain
(2000), for instance, provides a vivid example of purposeful abuse by Chef Bernard at the CIA,
whom he nicknamed the “Ultimate Terror,” writing that he was,
a monstrous, despotic, iron-fisted Frenchman who ruled his kitchen like President for Life
Idi Amin... If you screwed up, you'd get what was called the 'ten minutes.' In full view of
the gawking public and quavering comrades, the offending souffle cook would be called
forward to stand at attention while the intimidating old French master would look down his
Gallic shnozz and unload the most withering barrage of scorn any of us had ever
experienced. “You are a shit chef!” he would bellow. “I make two cook like you in the
toilette each morning! You are deezgusting! A shoe-maker! You have destroyed my life!”
(pp. 41-42)
But sometimes such brutal tempering is unconscious and unintentional. Chef instructor Ruth Price
described, for example, how when she first began teaching she brought with her a restaurant chef
persona. She was hard, demanding, and aggressive,
When I came right out of restaurant, I was screaming at students across the across the table
saying, (her face morphs from friendly to stern and angry, jaws clenched) “Give me a plate.
Just give me the plate, right now, because you're not doing it right! You can't pay attention
to detail. Give me the plate.” And they're like, “(Mimics crying) Oh, scary lady (laughs)!”
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Interviewee Luis Henriquez attended the CIA from 2006 to 2008 and described an instructor who would “fall in
love with one of the girls” from each class, and would “be all over her” despite her dissent. Luis was told by others,
“‘Oh he does that every class. Every class he will pick one that he likes, and, you know, until he goes out with her.
And then they move on, then he gets one from another class.’” Because Luis and I attended the same school, I
immediately knew (and later confirmed) the identity of the instructor, as I had witnessed the same behavior, too.
Highly decorated and well-known, this instructor continues to teach at the institution.
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But I had no idea, because I've been working with employees and that's how I've been
trained and nobody talked about the softer gentler side (laughs). You know?
Ruth’s behavior was an example of what Michaela Caldera would call, “a chef who’s an educator,”
rather than “an educator who is a chef,” two distinctly different roles that require different skills.
Success in one does not guarantee success in the other. When asked to clarify what a “chef who is
an educator” looked like, and Michaela answered, “You still got the chip of the line on your
shoulder, okay? You still are trying to prove [yourself]. You still are trying to say, ‘No. It's not
done that way. It's done this way,’” echoing the behavior of Ruth. Once Ruth understood the
emotional and social norms her new setting, she modified her behavior. The persona she had honed
over decades in commercial kitchens was set aside. She realized that this new educational context
was governed by a different economic exchange and power dynamic: students paid for instruction
and had to be treated as customers, rather than as staff she employed. Reinforcing this were the
institutional rules and norms of Ruth’s employer, which did not allow or encourage abusive
behavior. Realizations, like Ruth’s, happen to some, but not all chef instructors. Thus how students’
expectations are tempered are varied, and so, too, are their consequent perceptions of the industry
and the success-failure spectrum.
Externships are another way culinary schools modify students’ perceptions. Programs over
one year-long tend to include an externship that is meant to, as the CIA website states, “guide you
in experiential learning so that when you hit the workforce, you’ll be more then [sic] ready to
succeed” (emphasis theirs, Culinary Institute of America 2020d). According to interviewees, like
California Culinary Academy graduate Carsen Moore, externships do have a moderating effect on
one’s goals and expectations,
[An externship] takes away that dream state you’re in… Like, I spent my honeymoon at
the Bellagio and I was like, “I wanna work here.” And then as you start working there you
can see behind the scenes. Like working at Disneyland and going to Disneyland. So,
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definitely it made me realize that opening up a restaurant is not as clear as cut as being able,
cooking good food. There’s so much more that goes behind it. And same as running my
own business. There’s so much more that goes [in] to running it and being successful
monetarily. So, it definitely changed by goal from owning a restaurant to just, you know,
being a private chef, or being able to work at a lower key, but still make a living.
Carsen’s goal when he began school was to become the chef and owner of a restaurant, however
as the program progressed and the stresses and risks of ownership became pronounced, he
surrendered the dream,
As I started going through culinary school and understanding what it takes being in a
restaurant, [ownership] didn’t appeal to me. Because I don’t like high stress
environments… that’s not my goal anymore. My goal is just to—like I said—earn a living
that I can support my family and be happy with, and have a nice work-life balance.
Carsen’s goals evolved as he accumulated kitchen capital and realistic expectations, as did his
subjective perceptions of success, mediocrity, and failure. What appealed to him was an ordinary
life with “a nice work-life balance,” a markedly average professional goal that lead him into a
career as a private chef. To Carsen a mediocre career was superior to one that was stressful, intense,
took him away from his family, but would be professionally recognized as successful.
Most individuals enroll in culinary school with the intention of attaining the kitchen capital
and academic credentials to be included within the fellow workers’ boundaries. Their
experiences—the good, bad, and in between, as well as the intended and unintended—influence
their social imaginaries and individual goals, likely in ways that are more realistic and ordinary,
as seen with Carsen. The stories highlighted in this section come from just a few of the thousands
of individuals who obtain formal culinary education with the assumption that a degree acts as a
shortcut, allowing an individual to bypass lower-level jobs, and accelerate his or her upward
occupational mobility. But, as we will see later in this chapter, formal education does not always
produce occupational shortcuts, nor is it necessarily superior to its informal counterpart: on-thejob training.
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INFORMAL EDUCATION: LEARNING ON-THE-JOB
Roughly 65.6 percent of American kitchen workers have opted to learn how to cook onthe-job, outside of an institutional setting (CareerOneStop 2019). This includes 18 interviewees
(36 percent of the sample) and 59 survey respondents (22.9 percent of the sample) from this project,
as well as all of the kitchen staff at The Tiki Bar. Brenden Hyunh, an executive chef and partowner of an acclaimed Vietnamese restaurant in Brooklyn, is also one of these people.
“No. Definitely not,” Brenden replied when I asked if he had ever considered attending
culinary school. “I was too old. I mean, I was 29. I didn't necessarily want to spend the money,”
he explained as we sat in the hipster dining room of his restaurant. Slow-tempo hip-hop music by
Chance the Rapper played lightly on the speakers, and the clean-shaven 40-something continued,
I always felt that I'd be better off learning on-the-job…I'm eager. I am a hard worker. I
know I may not be the quickest, I may not be the smartest, but I really believe that I could
just outwork anybody. And I know that's what the mentality is in a restaurant. You know,
if you show the initiative that you're willing to do more than the next person? That's all you
kind of need to show to a chef. And then they'll take a little bit of interest in you and then
you can kind of just learn that way. So, I chose that path and I'm really glad I chose that
path. I already had school debt to begin with. I didn't need to add on additional school debt.
And I was very well-aware of the pay scale and working this industry. It was just like
there's no way I'm going to be able to pay back $40,000 of school debt for cooking school.
Curious about the industry, Brenden took a three-month sabbatical from his job as a management
information systems consultant when he was 29 years-old and started washing dishes at a
Vietnamese restaurant in the neighborhood of Williamsburg. There he began to decipher the
goings-on of the kitchen, and—with the help of the transient workforce of kitchens—accumulated
kitchen capital,
Inevitably somebody doesn’t show up for work one day and then, you know, you get asked
to do a different task, which I found was exhilarating. And eventually I got to handle food,
which I found really cool.
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Bit by bit, task by task Brenden learned how to cook. He enjoyed the work and the camaraderie
among coworkers so much that he quit his consulting job at the end of his sabbatical, returned to
the Williamsburg restaurant, and worked for year as a line cook.
Brenden’s career as a line cook was quite ordinary until a chance encounter with a
restauranteur at a friend’s party. Both Brenden and the restauranteur were Vietnamese, and aspired
to open a restaurant that paid homage to their ethnic culture. Equipped with ambition and roughly
a year’s experience cooking, the two opened a place in Manhattan’s Lower East Side and in quick
time it became a hit. The restaurant still operates today, and is considered one of the catalysts of
the New York Vietnamese food movement. But occupational success did not come easily for
Brenden. His on-the-job training in Williamsburg only carried him so far in the Lower East Side,
That was the first time I was responsible for a kitchen. And found I was woefully
inadequate and inexperienced to handle that. Fortunately, long story short, you know, we
had good mentors along the way. Met people at the right time. Was able to gain my
experience.
Without the necessary kitchen capital and managerial know-how, Brenden relied on mentorship
(and the lucky happenstance that brought them into his life) and effort to acquire the skills of a
proficient chef, a job that, in Brenden’s eyes, was far more managerial than anything else,
including cultural,
[Being a chef is] handling all of the stuff that the cooks don't necessarily want to deal with.
It's all the unglamorous things of this industry, that are kind of boring, but are very crucial
to any successful operation. That is really what the chef handles… My role as the chef now
is to set [the staff] up for success. At all times. Whether that is calling the plumber or
running out grabbing something or fixing something or just getting whatever they need.
That's what my job now as the chef of the restaurant entails. It's just doing all the things I
need to get done day in and day out. And it's not even about cooking anymore for me. It's
management of people. Management of egos. Management of expectations… It's a never
ending list.
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When we spoke in May 2019, Brenden had just opened a second restaurant and was proud of what
he had accomplished. He felt successful, pointing at how happy he was and the unconfined creative
environment he had constructed. He explained,
For me happiness is… the freedom of operating your own place and knowing that you can
kind of do whatever you want. And as long as it's within the realm of the sandbox we built,
I don't really have anybody telling me that I cannot do something or not. And I find myself
lately appreciating that aspect that we built here. Because now like if I want to do
something that's weird and crazy on a Monday night here, I can do it… And I can see if it
works or not. And I don't have to ask anyone’s permission for that anymore. And that to
me is, I think, the thing that I really appreciate the most right now. And it's that flexibility…
Just [to] have that opportunity, flexibility, I think to me is worth more than money or any
other kind of success—other traditional types of success.
Brenden is one of the many people interviewed in this study who, as Lamont (1992) would say,
does not draw boundaries along socioeconomic status, does not “take money to be the crucial
signal of ability and desirability,” nor sees money as “the key to everything, including social
acceptance and membership” (p. 64). Instead, occupational freedom and happiness are what he
fixes his perceptions success, averageness, and failure upon. Of course not all chefs, formally or
informally educated, experience success akin to Brenden’s swift rise in the New York food scene.
His was a product of hard work, mentorship, self-proclaimed luck, and the right timing. Brenden’s
first restaurant opened in the late-2000s, just as the Vietnamese food scene was blossoming. In the
right place, at right time, and cooking right food, his restaurant became a pioneering location that
he has been able to capitalize on.
Brenden’s story is useful in showing the role of chance encounters and luck in a chef’s
occupational success, averageness, and failure. As Robert Frank (2016) writes in his book Success
and Luck, “success is extremely difficult to achieve without talent and hard work,” but luck
nevertheless plays an integral role in actual achievement (p. 3). He explains, “there are nonetheless
many highly talented and hardworking people who never achieve any significant material success”
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because of the absence of luck (Frank 2016: 3-4). Despite study subjects acknowledging luck,
survey data finds that kitchen workers believe luck has a minimal effect on success. Survey
respondents were asked to choose a factor that most dictated success in the culinary world and
only 3.5 percent said luck:

Which of the following is most important in dictating how
successful you are in the culinary world?
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184

37
9
Hard Work and Effort,
72.2%

Social/Business Connections,
14.5%

Luck, 3.5%

25
Other, 9.8%

n=255

Those who selected “Other” explained in short-form response that a combination of all three elements was
needed to achieve success in the kitchen.

These figures indicate a tendency for humans to discount luck in achieved success. Frank (2016)
theorizes two reasons for this inclination: 1) By discounting luck and “emphasizing talent and hard
work to the exclusion of other factors, successful people reinforce their claim to the money they’ve
earned” (p. 11), as well as the emotional, status-based, and professional benefits of success. 2) In
general, humans believe we are,
in the top half of any given talent distribution, implying correspondingly unrealistic
optimism about our prospects of winning any contest we enter. More realistic beliefs could
thus discourage effort by leading many to conclude that their odds of success were lower
than they thought. In short, people who believe that success depends only on talent and
effort and have an exaggerated sense of how talented they are may find it easier to muster
the kinds of effort necessary for success. If so, those false beliefs may be perversely
adaptive. (Frank 2016:12)
Thus most people—including kitchen workers—discount luck and point to controllable factors,
like hard work and effort, as the primary cause for one’s success, averageness, or failure. Part of
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hard work relates to how effort is associated with ambition, and one’s ambitions (or lack thereof)
are associated with morality and achievements. Ambition is defined by Lamont (1992) as,
the ability to take advantage of all the opportunities that life offers, and to conceive every
experience as a means to achieve this end. Along with its correlate, hard work, it was
viewed by many of [Lamont’s] American interviewees as a central component of moral
character, whether it is motivated by a desire to develop oneself or to surpass others. (p.
41)
Subjects from all methods of this project proclaimed similar connections between ambition, hard
work, and success, albeit few verbalized a clear moral link. But because success is tied to ambition,
for some success is unattainable—something one strives for but can never reach. As executive
chefs Dan Mercato and Eric Sherman explain,
Success is hard. It’s hard to keep. Every time I get home [after work], I don’t think I’ve
crossed the finish line. I don’t think I ever will, like, in this cooking world [or] in anything
else. Everybody’s always like, “Oh, we made it today. Yeah!” I’m like, “Not yet. Not for
me.” (Dan Mercato)
People tell me all the time, “Oh, you know, you’re so great. You’re doing such a wonderful
job. You’re so good at what you do.” And all I can think is, “No, I’m not” (laughs). Like,
I’m never really happy with anything that I do. I have a hard time accepting my successes
as actual successes. It’s something that I’ve always done. And I think it helps push me to
strive for more, because even when I’m doing good I don’t feel like I’m doing enough.
It’s—It’s a constant struggle. (Eric Sherman)
Ambition and hard work sit in contrast to laziness. Some interviewees described laziness as being
“content” or “satisfied” without the desire to strive for more, and stated these were hallmark
attitudes of the average,
That’s what the average chef [is]: it’s a bunch of stuff that’s “fine” but doesn’t seem like
it’s getting better. (Grant Swann)
Somebody that will not strive to see and do something different and/or look to expand their
career and be complacent where they are. That’s kind of average. If you’re never willing
to push yourself. (Sammy Klein)
Not very creative. They come in, they do their job and they do it very well. They meet
expectations, but they don’t exceed expectations. (Ty Kennedy)
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One’s ambitions (or lack thereof) can influence the quality of education the receive,
particularly among those learning informally as they have greater control over who they learn from,
what skills they attain, and learning style. Many interviewees described spending decades
purposefully (and ambitiously) seeking out new learning opportunities, moving from kitchen to
kitchen to acquire new skills and flavors. Tucson ex-line cook Bryan Collette, who started in the
kitchen as a dishwasher at age 18, was one of these people. He detailed jobs in a host of local
restaurants, including a short-lived Peruvian tapas bar where, he stated,
[I] learned more about culinary stuff than I’ve ever [did], in any other kitchen. She [the
chef] was ordering whole chickens instead of ordering broken down [butchered] chicken…
She showed me how to break down chicken… She showed me a lot about slow cooking
corn and slow cooking meats and really liked to make sauces.
Bryan moved to several restaurants, including one where he became familiar with “the traditional
French kind of cooking,” including Escoffier’s brigade system and standardized recipes. He
accumulated techniques and social skills—kitchen capital—like “reducing… sauces and how to
just stay on your station and get your mise en place, like, all in straight and order.” Bryan described
his two years at the restaurant as, “kinda like my culinary school.” Repetition and standardization
helped Bryan process new skills, two factors that are key to a profession that demands consistency
to satisfy customers and minimize food costs. As Lee (2016) explains in Blowin’ Up, in creative
industries “repetition [leads] to a refinement of… craft” as it allows an individual not only to be
comfortable with performing, but also allows for creative “schemes” to “become more complex,”
with individuals enhancing their bank of knowledge with each iteration (p. 79). As one’s bank of
knowledge grows, so too does one’s ability to “activate… cultural capital to gain access to social
settings or attain social results” as Bryan proceeded to do at his next workplace (Lamont and
Lareau 1988: 163). Lamont and Lareau (1988) call this process, “turning capital into profits” (p.
163).
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Despite the autonomy and cost-effectiveness of informal education, some chefs have
discovered that the lack of formal education qualifiers (e.g. diploma and institutional association)
can stifle success. This constraint, as Bourdieu (1986) explains, is rooted in the role of cultural
capital in maintaining class distinction,
The objectification of cultural capital in the form of academic qualifications… is what
makes the difference between the capital of the autodidact, which may be called into
question at any time… and the cultural capital academically sanctioned by legally
guaranteed qualifications, formally independent of the person or their bearer… The
academic qualification… confers on its holder a conventional, constant, legally guaranteed
value with respect to culture. (p. 250)
Without a “guaranteed qualification” some chefs feel restrained and ostracized, especially caterers,
private chefs, and personal chefs whose reputations are not tied to a physical restaurant (another
qualifier). Alex Katzman, a caterer in Brooklyn, for example explained that customers,
like the food better seeing my pedigree written as, “He’s a 12-year autodidact. Then he
went to culinary school and… learned what he'd been faking. And then now he's gone on
from here…” It makes my clients more confident. And then, therefore it makes them enjoy
the food more, because they're not questioning it. They're just enjoying it.
Alex realized that the enjoyment of food is not only based on pleasing the senses, but also on
satisfying cultural perceptions, which formal qualifications do.
This emphasis on qualifiers can lead informally educated individuals to question their
achievements. Florida food truck owner and chef Bradley Selman is one example of this. Brad
started cooking at 16 years-old at a country club where his father was the chef. He continued to
cook in kitchens along the East Coast, including a stint at an elite Jean-Georges establishment, and
had been featured in a glowing Wall Street Journal review. When we spoke in May 2019 his
successful food truck had been open for nearly a decade and had an avid customer base that
followed him to different locations every week, but he told me,
Brad: I’m the definition of someone that shouldn’t, you know, get any love or hype or
anything. But the food truck’s pretty successful.
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Ellen: Why is that? What do you mean?
Brad: ‘Cause I didn’t go to culinary school. I don’t really know anyone in that world, really.
And I just do pork sandwiches from the back of a truck. So, it’s like I shouldn’t get any
attention. But, you know, we get a lot.
Brad felt that being uneducated removed him from the possibility of success. Not having gone to
culinary school, he felt inadequate and had difficulty navigating fine dining jargon,
I’ll look at other people who can say, like, “Oh, I’m gonna make this sauce, or this sauce,”
or “Have you heard of this French dish?” And it’s like, I don’t really know what they’re
talking about.
Alaskan line cook Chrissy Silverman echoed similar insecurities saying, “Part of it is there’s
certain information, like, terminology and I feel like I’m lacking in a lot of the names for certain
dishes.” Because of this, she was contemplating attending culinary school which she saw as a
source to learn all the “French words” missing from her current vocabulary.
The career insecurity experienced by Brad and Chrissy is different from that expressed by
Dan Mercato and Eric Sherman earlier. The former relates to know-how; the latter is a combination
of imposter syndrome and ambition. However, both play a role in assessing and achieving success:
Sidika Colakoglu (2011) has found that individuals who lack occupational competencies and
capital feel they do not have professional autonomy, which results in career insecurity. This
insecurity has a negative impact on subjective evaluations of occupational success, and likely one
reason why Brad felt he did not deserve the “love or hype” of his clientele. In contrast, Nick
Schubert (2013) has found that imposter syndrome—defined as extended perceptions of
inadequacy undeterred by regular successes—is associated with low self-esteem. Insecurity and
fragility is used by “imposters” to fuel “rigid success striving” as “a compensatory effort to avoid
a constant negative self-view” (p. 2). Therefore, individuals like Dan and Eric use insecurity as a
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persistent motivator or tool to strive for more, a more productive form of insecurity than Brad and
Chrissy’s inhibiting form.

LEARNING THROUGH COMPETITION
Learning does not end upon completion of culinary school or on-the-job training. The
second phase of education occurs through workplace competition. In creative environments, like
the kitchen, competition is used to imbue skills, cultural values, and norms (Lee 2016). For
example, in Blowin’ Up, a study on underground rappers, Jooyoung Lee (2016) writes that through
contest aspiring rappers “learn how to rhyme,” and in the process create an environment that
“transform[s] the larger code of the street” (p. 19). Thus competition is not only a learning method,
but also an act that influences and is influenced by the setting wherein it takes place. Unlike the
clear and formalized contests that Lee (2016) outlines in his work (i.e. rap battles where two artists
square off in “lyrical duels”), kitchen competition is less ceremonial and exists in two main forms:
micro-level contests in private kitchens and mezzo-level tussles in public venues. Both feed into
broad macro-level competition.
In private kitchens, chefs and owners can foster competitive atmospheres through
incentives (e.g. financial rewards and praise) or criticism. Friendly contests are staged to increase
interpersonal competition between workers, as well as improve skills and output. Tobias Leitner,
a chef-owner in Brooklyn, regularly used this tactic in the kitchens he ran, explaining,
We had competition everyday cutting swordfish, you know, with big knives. We said,
“Ready?” “Ready!” [mimes cutting a large swordfish.] Every day we had a competition.
And I taught [my worker] how to work with a clock, ok? Because if you have a routine to
do every day, and you have a clock in the kitchen, after a while you say, “Ok, ok now I
have finished this and it’s this time.” Ok, so tomorrow you will know if you finish a certain
thing and you look at a clock if you are ahead of the clock or if your behind. And you can
challenge yourself constantly… The clock is the one who keeps you honest, who can tell
you’re doing good today or, you know (laughs), [if] you’re a little bit behind.
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Tobias’ kitchen became more productive and workers’ skills improved. They accumulated kitchen
capital and became occupationally mobile—the mentee who butchered swordfish every day,
“made it all the way to corporate executive chef for Cipriani,” a top international fine dining chain.
Competition fueled one’s ambition and was the primary driver of success, Tobias explained,
If you wanna become a successful chef, you gotta have this desire inside of you that you
wanna be the best, that you wanna learn how to cook, that you wanna learn a lot of different
things… Stay hungry darling (laughs). That’s what it is. That’s all.
But in recent years, he noticed chefs and kitchen culture shifting away from “staying hungry” and
shying from competition. Before workers “always wanted to out-do each other,” but,
Nowadays I don’t like when I hear, “Winning is not important and da da da da.” This is all
crap. Winning is the only thing which is important (laughs). You know? And you have to
challenge yourself. You have to push yourself, you know?
To Tobias, environments without competition produced averageness or outright failure. His
insinuation that this change was generational was reiterated by several other interviewees. But are
younger workers really the cause of this change? According to an international survey conducted
by Dutch researchers at Motivaction International (2014), the perception that younger generations
are less competitive is false. Millennials were found to have more competitive attitudes than older
generations, favoring competition over collaboration when trying to improve workplace results
(unlike their older counterparts, who generally favor the latter), much like Tobias had (Motivaction
International 2014).
Micro-level contests in private kitchens feed into mezzo-level competition between chef
peers in public venues, like food media and social media. For example, one chef may be hailed as
innovative in a major newspaper or on Instagram, while another is lambasted or ignored. These
mezzo-level contests can play out on the national stage, where battles between chefs, publications,
and restaurant groups capture the attention of national audiences. This form of competition
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consciously (and unconsciously) informs the perceptions of junior staff on publicly-validated
notions of success, averageness, and failure. It exposes them to cultural aspects of food art, trends,
and taste. And it also influences local markets and how workers navigate markets to attain success.

Competition and Quality in Local Markets
Local markets—the local arena wherein restaurants sell their goods—significantly
influence the attitudes, education, and competition of kitchen workers. Set within the context of
national competition, local markets influence interpersonal (e.g. workers contend with each other
over attractive employment opportunities) and restaurant-level competition (e.g. restaurants vie
over diners). Some markets are extremely competitive—like New York City and Los Angeles, two
metropolitan areas that employ the largest number of kitchen workers in the nation—and others
are less so, such as Tucson, Anchorage, and Honolulu.
The previous section has shown how competitive environments can increase productivity
and learning, but positive outcomes can also be found in less competitive settings. According to
interview data, relaxed markets are less restrictive to aspirational kitchen workers and offer a wide
range of learning opportunities. Diners in these markets tend to also be more forgiving towards
mishaps or learning curves, and thus foster an accommodating learning environment. Workers
who may be evaluated as “average” or “failed” in competitive markets, therefore can shine and
obtain recognition. As Alaskan line-cook Chrissy Silverman explained,
A C-cook in the rest of the United States is an A-cook in Alaska. So all of the mediocre
cooks come here because there’s not a lot of competition and they’re like, the amazing
cook up here. And then they go to, like, the restaurants in California and they’re just like,
“Yeah, alright. You’re not that great.” … So if I’m like an A-cook here, I’m actually
probably a C-cook everywhere else. But I also have way more opportunities, because my
competition is so low. So, I’m just competing with people with like, criminal records,
they’re on probation, they have drug problems, they can’t get their crap together, that don’t
have any ambition in life. And it’s just like, I can go in there and just like not be drunk and
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just be like the most amazing cook ever (laughs), because I’m the only one not doing meth.
You know? So, it’s a little bit easier.
Less competitive markets consequently are easier to traverse, and require comparatively less effort
and kitchen capital to rise through the hierarchy and attain occupational success.
Chrissy’s comparison of Alaska and California is an example of “contrast effect,” which
Aronson and Aronson (2018) informally define as “a change in how good something looks to you
in contrast to a similar item” (p. 42). In this example, Aronson and Aronson’s (2018) phrase can
be revised to “a change in how good a cook looks in one market in contrast to the same cook in a
different market.” Expectations and what appears superior are contingent on the individual and the
context, and are weighed by restaurant ownership and management. Sometimes competitive
contexts can become unbearable and influence an individual to remove themselves from the market.
As Will Ocampos, a sous chef in New York explained,
I've noticed a lot of those that would be at the bottom don’t stay in New York… A lot of
my friends didn't work out in New York City, and now they're doing wonders in Miami
and Charleston, South Carolina, New Orleans, Portland, Oregon, Seattle, Chicago. Other
cities. Just those clearly were better fits for them… Small fish in the ocean. That’s what
New York City is. But then, put them in an aquarium or a small stream [of a less
competitive market], and they're kings. Or at least they’re competitive.
Consequently, being geographically flexible and moving to a market that better suits one’s internal
competitive motivations can be one way a failed or average cook improves their outcomes.
Geographic adaptability in kitchen workers has also been found to increase earnings, as workers
can relocate to markets where their kitchen capital can be leveraged for a higher salary (Simon
2014). However, it is important to underscore Will’s mention of “fit.” For an individual to achieve
success, they must find a workplace, colleagues, and market that match and complement their style,
personality, and business vision. Thus, the spaces and relationships that workers are embedded
within are determinants of success.
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Chrissy and Will’s categorization of chefs as “C-cooks,” “A-cooks,” “small fish,” and
“kings” indicate the presence of market-based labelling among perceptions of chefs and cooks.
Typically associated with the sociology of deviance (see Howard Becker’s (1963) Outsiders and
Erving Goffman’s (1962) Stigma), labeling theorists have found that labels (assigned identities)
influence an individual’s self, self-esteem, identity, treatment by others, behavior, and feelings of
empowerment (Thomson 2012). This is likely true for kitchen workers, who internalize
designations of skill that are determined more by geographic market than by caliber. These labels,
whether they are rightfully placed or not, influence one’s perceptions of and achievements on the
success-failure spectrum.

Stacking Up Against The Rest
Markets aside, the question arises, what bearings does formal and informal education have
on an individual’s competitiveness in the everyday kitchen? How do those with formal education
stack up against those without? Culinary schools market themselves as creators of competitive
graduates, but does this actually occur?
According to interview data, formal education does not translate to occupational
competitiveness. Twenty-four interviewees offered opinions on the topic, of which 14 stated that
culinary school graduates had difficulty performing basic kitchen duties and fitting in socially and
culturally. Issues of ego and unrealistic expectations got in the way of formally educated
individuals doing their jobs well. Of the remaining 10 interviewees, 9 stated that it was “hit and
miss,” with four clarifying that certain schools—like the CIA—had a higher caliber students. Only
one interviewee, an alumni of the CIA, voiced unequivocal satisfaction with graduates. Almost all
valued an employees work experience over academic qualifiers. Some interviewees had such bad
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experiences with formally educated individuals that they refused to hire them. For example, one
chef in Southern California told me,
[The] only thing I learned from chef schools is that [graduates are] sometimes the worst
employees. Oh my god. Everybody would get the training and they’re so slow. I mean,
there are 7 tickets, you cannot articulate on one plate like that. In school maybe you can,
but we gotta get this moving, you know?
This chef’s ideal worker was someone who would “take a little trip across the [U.S.-Mexico]
border before the wall goes up—and you have a great opportunity to start as a dishwasher and, you
know, and work your way up.” The daughter of immigrants herself, she found immigrant workers
superseded any American worker, educated or not.
Interview data corroborate a study by Muller et al. (2009) who surveyed the perceptions of
students’ workplace competency among culinary school graduates and industry professionals.
Muller et al. (2009) found, like interviewees stated, that graduates were inconsistent: only 48.4
percent of surveyed industry professionals were satisfied with students “problem solving/critical
thinking skills,” 32.3 percent were satisfied with communication skills, and 51.6 percent were
satisfied with comprehension (p. 4). At the same time, over 70 percent of industry respondents
reported being satisfied with students’ technical skills, team work, time management, quality of
work, and productivity.
It is important to note that some of the dissatisfaction voiced in both Muller et al. (2009)
and this study may be due to bias from those who did not attend culinary school and may feel
excluded. For context, of the 14 interviewees who stated that graduates were no better (or
sometimes were worse) than informally educated workers, 9 were not culinary school graduates.
But what these data do show is that despite amassing formal qualifiers and institutional association,
some graduates still have difficulty competing in the occupational world of chefs.
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DEBUNKING FORMAL EDUCATION
The previous section of this chapter explored the perceived inconsistency of culinary
graduates and their difficulty competing in the workplace, alluding to the (in)effectiveness of the
culinary school curricula and instructors. The dubious value of formal education is further called
into question by crises regarding accreditation, marketing, and enrollment among numerous
culinary schools over the past two decades. While this dissertation was not designed to expose or
discredit the culinary industry, interviewees’ statements and the troubles of culinary schools
encourages what Peter Berger (1963) calls “debunking39” culinary education institutions in order
to present a full view how people learn how to “make it.” So, the following section applies Berger’s
principles of sociological inquiry into culinary schools (as well as their symbiotic relationship with
the culinary industry) to expose layers of social reality that are not obvious to the casual observer.

Pretension, Propaganda, and Reality
To understand how trade schools manipulate and exploit students in order to extract
revenue from them and enhance reputation, one must first understand the social, historical, and
legislative contexts that have allowed these institutions to operate and thrive.
Roughly 28 percent of culinary schools are for-profit (Severson 2007), the institution-type
at the center of most of the ethical and legal crises mentioned above. For-profit vocational schools
began cropping up after World War II, as veterans returned home looking for new professions.
These institutions grew significantly in the late-1960s after the passing of the Higher Education
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In Invitation to Sociology, Peter Berger (1963) writes,
The sociologist will be driven time and again, but the very logic of his discipline to debunk the social systems
he is studying… The sociological frame of reference, with its built-in procedure of looking for levels of
reality other than those given in the official interpretations of society, carries with it a logical imperative to
unmask the pretensions and the propaganda by which men cloak their actions with each other. (pp. 38-39)
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Act of 1965, which allowed for-profits to receive funding through federal grants, like the GI Bill,
Title IV funds, and Pell Grants (Angulo 2016). With newfound access to grants, business ventures
recognized that money could be made in education, and began to advertise widely with the goal of
enrolling as many students as possible. They were successful. Over decades, trade schools and
their consumption of federal funds grew, and by the mid-2000s they had, “enrolled between 10 to
12 percent of the overall postsecondary student population, [and] received a quarter of the total
student federal aid disbursements” (Angulo 2016: 134).
Enrollment at for-profit trade schools hit its zenith in 2010 with 4.86 million enrolled
students40 (National Center for Education Statistics 2017). But soon after, enrollment began to drop
due to increased regulation by the Obama administration and damaging publicity ( Fain 2014). The
reputation of for-profit schools was marred by reports that they “were responsible for 44 percent
of all loan defaults… [And they also] consumed approximately 75 percent of [the U.S. Department
of] Education’s criminal investigation activity” (Angulo 2016: 134). By 2016, enrollment in forprofits in the U.S. reached 2.87 million (National Center for Education Statistics 2017), with
culinary schools equally affected. The once thriving Le Cordon Bleu chain closed all of its 16
American campuses in 2017 (Smith 2015), 35 of The Art Institutes campuses were shuttered over
the past 10 years, and the California Culinary Academy—a school owned and operated by Career
Education Corporation41—was shut down in 2017.
But declining enrollment was not the primary reason these culinary schools closed.
Unethical, immoral, and illegal practices were. For decades, culinary schools have preyed upon
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Despite extended efforts, I was unable to find definitive enrollment statistics on the total number of culinary students
at for-profit institutions in 2010.
41
At the start of 2020, Career Education Corporation changed its name to Perdoceo Education Corporation. It had been
the target of countless student lawsuits, and violated federal laws by profiteering off of federal grants, obtaining over
95 percent of its gains from federally-funded students (Center for Investigative Reporting 2017).
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aspiring chefs, putting visions of occupational success into the social imaginaries of prospective
and attending students, extracting maximum economic capital from them in the process. These
visions are typically misleading, especially when paired with a curricula that produces inconsistent
graduates. This deception was not lost on study subjects. Executive chef Ilana Mosse, who attended
the French Culinary Institute in New York City stated,
[FCI] actually got in a lot of legal trouble, too, because… FCI was saying that they were
better than that kind of experience. And that you could go into restaurants in more of a sous
chef and management position. It almost advertised itself, like, “Skip the drudgery. Skip
the line cook level.” And it’s totally false.
The “legal trouble” Ilana alluded to was a 2014 lawsuit by 80 former students who sued FCI for
misleading claims that they would earn higher wages upon graduation than the market allowed
(Galarza 2014). The courts settled in favor of students, which Ilana was pleased with,
[FCI] were certainly pushing an agenda that that was not clear. And when those kids sued
that I totally understood why (laughs), actually. Not saying that that’s what I wanted to do,
but their statement was pretty clear… When you hadn’t worked in a restaurant before and
you went to culinary school, the admissions people were totally feeding you that and selling
you that. And if you never worked in a restaurant, I can see why people would believe it.
Ilana had entered school with level-headed perceptions and kitchen experience, but discovered that
her expectation for higher wages post-graduation was wrong. Rather than seeing an increase in
mobility and salary, she was only able to secure a $10 per hour job, evoking financial fear and
anxiety. And when she cited her education during a request for a promotion, her boss replied, “No,
I’m not going to make you a sous chef because you went to culinary school. Are you crazy?”42
Stories of misleading culinary schools were echoed by several other interviewees, but most
unnerving was that of Marilyn Holt, a private chef in Southern California, who attended the Le
Cordon Bleu in the late-2000s and was a victim of illegal practices. In general, Marilyn did not
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An interviewee in charge of hiring stated she refused the appeals of culinary graduates saying, “I think they [culinary
schools] should stop saying, ‘Now that you’re a chef…’ And start saying, ‘Here, now you won’t totally fuck up a
restaurant.’” A formal education did not, in her mind, guarantee skills that warranted a promotion.
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enjoy her time at Le Cordon Bleu, but what continued to haunt her were predatory loans she was
pressured into signing at the school’s financial aid office,
The lady I actually signed my loan with was extremely fraudulent… She actually had me
forge my mother’s signature [on the loan]. She’s like, “Do whatever you have to do, just
get your mother’s signature. Even if you can forge it.”… And I was like, “Yeah, but that’s
against the law…” Then when it came to signing the loan I told her, “I just want a loan
that’s 3 percent, around 3 percent, but I want a fixed rate. That’s the only loan I will ever
sign, you know?” I don’t know how I was smart enough to know that, but (laughs), you
know? And I told her and she’s like, “Well, I got a loan just for you.” And I was like, “Ok,
great!” So I started sign [and] she’s like, “Here’s the paperwork, you can look through it.”
You know, so I start looking through it and stuff… started signing away. And she’s like,
“Oh, you have to sign this,” and she just kept saying, “There’s more to sign, there’s more
to sign.” And I remember flipping and was like, “This is an awful lot to sign for these loans.”
Nevertheless, she signed the documents and soon began classes, which were tense due to
“harassing” classmates and instructional short-comings: classes ended an hour or two early
sometimes (limiting hands-on instructional time) and instructors skipped certain curricula, like ice
and fruit carving, saying, “Oh no, we’re not doing that anymore. It’s too dangerous.” Upset, some
of Marilyn’s classmates argued for (and won) refunded tuition. Towards the end of her 15-month
program, she noticed financial aid administrators pulling students out of class,
Marilyn: They have this thing where they start pulling you out of class and telling you,
“Oh, your grants didn’t go far enough. You have to take out another student loan in order
to graduate.”
Ellen: Oh really? That’s something you saw regularly with other classmates?
Marilyn: Yeah, it was a regular thing that it—almost every student. Unless they had already
paid for school… So I signed these [previous] student loans and then I went up there and
they’re like, “You’re not going to graduate if you don’t sign these [new] loans. You’re not
gonna graduate.” And I was like, “No, I have to graduate. I have to. What are you talking
about?”
Ellen: You’ve already made it this far!
Marilyn: I pretty much made it to then end. And so I’m crying and I was like, “No, you
gotta be kidding me, like there has to be more grants for me.” And they’re like, “No, no,
you need to sign this loan to finish paying for school… This is the only way to do it.” And
I’m like, balling my eyes out ‘cause I’m like, “I have to graduate.” You know, because I
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was such a determined—super determined. And so finally I just said, “Ok.” I signed the
loan.
It was not until her student loan repayment grace period ended that she realized what she had
signed on her visits to the financial aid office,
I started paying my loans and was like, “Why are my loans so high? They didn’t tell me
they were gonna be so high after I went to school. They said they were gonna be really
easy to pay off.” I had a 3 percent fixed rate. Well, I ended up signing into my Sallie May
account, and I started looking into it deeper and deeper and I realized my loans that signed
were 18.75 percent... She [the financial aid officer] basically told me that I had this 3
percent fixed rate loan, but there was other loans underneath that I was signing. So I had
no idea I was signing for that loan whatsoever.
Earning $9.75 per hour at her first job, Marilyn struggled to pay off her $45,000 loans as they
accrued interest, and continues to have difficulty making payments today (her scramble in and out
of poverty is featured in Chapter 5). While Marilyn’s story may appear anecdotal—a single victim
financially exploited by an amoral financial aid officer—she is actually one of thousands of Le
Cordon Bleu students who were legally found to have been pressured and defrauded into signing
predatory loans. In 2018, Career Education Corporation (CEC), the operator of Le Cordon Bleu,
was charged in a class-action lawsuit with promoting misleading advertisements that stated the
school was “highly selective and prestigious, but in reality offered low-quality materials and
provided training that only qualified graduates for entry-level, low-paid positions” (Houck 2018:1).
Additionally, CEC “encouraged students to take out predatory loans because it had a secret deal
with loan company Sallie Mae to overcharge students by 44 percent” 43 (Houck 2018:1). CEC
settled the lawsuit from 2,200 plaintiff students, agreeing to return 44 percent of plaintiffs’ tuition
to those who were enrolled from 2006 to 2010. Marilyn completed her program at the Pasadena
campus in 2006.

43

CEC shuttered its California Culinary Academy campus after almost a decade of similar investigations and class
action lawsuits over the “misrepresentation of data about the job placements of its graduates,” eventually settling one
lawsuit in 2011 for $40 million and another in 2013 for $10 million (Blumenstyk 2013; Houck 2018).
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Of course not all culinary schools are mired in lawsuits and investigations—particularly
not-for-profits and college associated institutions. The Culinary Institute of America, for example,
has not been found guilty of predatory loans, fraud, or criminal misconduct, and none of its
graduates interviewed for this project described nefarious conduct. But the regularity of
exploitative trade schools highlight structural systems that allow institutions to take advantage of
students. These systems are buttressed by our society’s optimistic attitude towards educational
organizations, offering the benefit of the doubt until proven otherwise. Among culinary schools,
the most apparent structural flaw lies in the accrediting standards of the two main certifying
organizations in the U.S.: the Accreditation Commission of Career Schools and Colleges and the
American Culinary Federation Education Foundation. To maintain accreditation (and stay in
business), culinary schools must annually report several items that prove student service, unbiased
admission policies, the efficacy of their educational programs, and more. The primary way these
bodies measure program efficacy is employment placement rates (i.e. can graduates find work?).
Institutional success therefore is evaluated on if skills learned in the program translate into
employment. And ostensibly, culinary school programs are impressively successful: in 2018, the
International Culinary Center boasted an average employment rate of 82 percent (ICC 2019), the
University of Alaska Anchorage’s associate’s degree culinary arts program reported a 94 percent
job placement rate that same year (UAA 2019), and the CIA currently reports a 94 percent rate of
graduates who are “employed, continuing their education, or not seeking employment” (Culinary
Institute of America 2020b). But upon closer inspection, this job placement evaluative tool is
flawed and exploited by culinary schools in several ways:
1) Methodological Flaws: Employment placement data is collected via self-report, which
likely contain bias. These data are not measured longitudinally, but cross-sectionally soon
after graduation, which does not measure long-term employment.
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Schools can qualify students as finding “placement” if a graduate works only one day in a
commercial kitchen44 (Blumenstyk 2013).
2) Lack of Audit: Job placement data can be tampered with, as most schools are not audited
by external organizations. Doctored data is only revealed after extensive lawsuits or
investigations.
3) Misleading Presentation of Data: Data are presented in convoluted ways that appear
favorable to the institution, but lack real, helpful facts for prospective students. For
example, the CIA Hyde Park campus website boasts the following statement:
For CIA students who graduated between July 1, 2016 and June 30, 2017, a postgraduation outcome is known for 82%. Of those students whose outcome is known,
94% were employed, continuing their education, or not seeking employment.
(Culinary Institute of America 2020b)
At a glance, such high percentages regarding employment appear favorable. But upon
closer inspection these statistics are empirically meaningless when discerning the school’s
success in shaping competitive graduates. The CIA has grouped employed individuals with
those continuing schooling and those who are not seeking employment—three
contradictory categories. Thus readers do not know the true employment placement rate of
the CIA, nor if graduates who are employed are working in the culinary industry.
Vocational schools can circumvent the negligible regulations of accrediting bodies with ease. This
is especially so with non-degree-granting institutions—which most culinary schools are—as they
are held to even laxer standards than degree-granting ones.
Job placement rates also appear inflated when set next to interview data. Interviewees who
attended culinary school were asked to estimate how many classmates in their cohort continue to
work in the industry. Their responses show that formal education does not produce long-term
employment in kitchens:
Institution-Type

For-Profit
Not-For-Profit
College Associated

Estimated Percentage of Classmates in
Cohort Who Continue to be Employed the
Culinary Industry
16%
33%
35%
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In a 2013 settlement, CEC agreed to wait until a graduate had worked 18 days in the same kitchen to count them as
“placed.” It had been discovered earlier that CEC was “counting students as ‘employed’ for taking part in one-day
health fairs which were held at the request of the company” (Blumenstyk 2013:1).
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These estimates are just that: approximations. Keeping accurate track of classmates’ employment
is a difficult task. And it is important to note that interviewee responses are not methodologically
comparative to the job placement data published by schools (interviewees were asked for
longitudinal estimates, while schools measured cross-sectional self-reporting). But these
approximations indicate that eventual withdrawal from the industry is significant among culinary
graduates, calling into question the efficacy of a culinary schools as well as their data on
employment. They also spark the question, Are high rates of withdrawal the norm in the culinary
industry regardless of education? Despite the National Restaurant Association (2019b) tracking
industry turnover (e.g. cooks moving from one kitchen to another), which reached 75 percent in
2018, their researchers unfortunately do not collect data on full industry withdrawal, thus it is hard
to say conclusively.
These estimations also indicate how the CIA, the “Harvard” of culinary schools, is able to
maintain its prestige despite accepting 98 percent of applicants. Withdrawal likely works to the
CIA’s advantage: over the duration of programs, the school whittles down its student body. In
2018, the Hyde Park campus graduated only 69 percent of students (National Center for Education
Statistics 2020a). Of those 69 percent, interviewees who attended CIA estimated that 35 percent
remained in the industry. Thus of all applicants accepted to the CIA, roughly 24 percent continue
long-term careers in the industry. Prestigious schools apparently rely on staggered withdrawals as
an organic filter, separating those with the right grit, attitude, and kitchen capital from those who
do not.
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Is It Worth it?
By the time Michaela Caldera attended the CIA for an associate’s degree she already had
a bachelor’s degree in Art History from a state university under her belt. Later, as a chef instructor,
she obtained a master’s degree in post-secondary education. A consummate learner, when we met
in the Spring of 2019 she was working on an associate’s degree in dietetics in hopes of becoming
a diabetes educator. With her wide-range of institutional, degree, and learning experiences, I asked
Michaela, “Your CIA education—with everything that you put into it, all the time you spent—was
it worth it to you in the end?” Without a pause she replied,
I'm going to say this to you: my education period was worth it to me. And that's something
hindsight showed me... When I got the job here [at the culinary school] if it wasn’t for my
BA the other two pastry instructors would have eaten me alive. So, my credentials gave
me the weight. My experience backed up my credentials… Same thing with my masters…
I got the degree. I did very well. But it gave me a foot up. So, through all of the [school’s]
budget cuts that started back in 2009, I have been stable… I am thankful. Period. I can't
stress it enough. So, in this field, in culinary education I think you have to have the
education in addition to the practical application.
As a chef instructor, Michaela valued her time at the CIA. Her many degrees had contributed to
almost every form of capital—kitchen, economic, social, and cultural—and had given her
inclusion within the cultural boundaries of her fellow instructors. But Michaela operates in the
field of culinary education, not the commercial kitchen, where formal degrees do not guarantee
protection from reduced hours or being “eaten alive” by coworkers.
So, is culinary school worth it to those in the commercial kitchen? 15 of 20 interviewees
who were not chef instructors said, yes, for the following reasons:
Laura Stanton, attended Auguste Escoffier School of Culinary Arts: It just kinda fine-tuned
my skills. The style of cooking that I do is California cuisine. And the culinary institute
that I went to is a French style of cooking. So that was nice, to learn a little bit more about
the French techniques.
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Mathew Newton, attended the CIA: The reason that [the CIA] was worth it was not because
of what I learned there. It was because it got me out of a situation that I didn't know how
to get out of. And got me into a situation that I didn't know how to get into… I had no idea
that I could go move to L.A. and knock on restaurant doors and get a job.
Will Weiss, attended the Art Institutes: I don't regret it at all, but it was a little different
than I expected… There were things I learned there where I could’ve learned going straight
to work in a restaurant, but I would’ve always been playing catch up. So it gave me a great
foundation. Met a lot of good people that I still have connections with.
April Williams, attended the CIA: Because I am a female it was harder for me to get a sous
chef job. I mean, I saw kids who were not nearly as skilled as I was who got sous chef
positions and I just—I’d always get passed up. But I really feel that that education [from
the CIA]—especially as a woman—really helped me. A lot. I would’ve never got the jobs
I got without it.45
Alex Weisert, attended the CIA: If I wouldn’t have gone there, I wouldn’t have gotten the
job as a personal chef …. I think they just asked for a resume. So, but on the resume was
that school. They had been down there [in California] touring around wine country and
they had been to the restaurant there. So, that was lucky in that they knew of the reputation
that it had. And it totally—Yeah, anytime people see CIA on the resume—whether it
should or shouldn’t—it does open doors. So, I’m really glad I went there.
Those who did not find their culinary school education worthwhile cited reasons such as,
Ilana Mosse, attended French Culinary Institute: For the money, I would say, “Don’t go to
culinary school!” (Laughs)… The degree is totally worthless… It’s so good for knife skills,
[but] I didn’t find the guidance counselor, or the job counselor kind of program there to be
very effective.
Hannah Victor, attended the CIA: I was so frustrated within the first weeks, because I
wasn’t learning anything, you know? The skills class where it was like chopping onions,
and—I think the only thing I actually learned from all the skills classes was how to use the
Cryovac machine. And I was just furious. I'm like, “This is three thousand dollars a week,
or whatever” and like, you know, I, I just—I wasn't being challenged at all. I wasn't learning
anything. And I was surrounded by people that didn't have much experience.

45

Gender inequality in the kitchen is a recurrent issue in this chapter, as well as subsequent chapters. It deserves
deeper examination, which is outside of the scope of this dissertation. However, readers interested in culinary gender
dynamics can see Harris and Giuffre’s (2015) Taking the Heat: Women Chefs and Gender Inequality in the
Professional Kitchen, as well as their 2020 article in Contexts, “#MeToo in the Kitchen.”
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The majority positive outlook on formal education may be attributable to cognitive dissonance46.
Culinary graduates devote extended time and resources to an experience that yields little actual
return on investment compared to that of on-the-job trainees. Some graduates may adopt a positive
perspective on formal education as a way to reduce dissonance, like Zaire Hollick, a line cook who
attended a vocational school in Brooklyn. After being asked if culinary school was “worth it,” he
laughed and said, “Um, no! No, I’mma say, no because I learned more inside the field [informally].”
But after ruminating, his opinion changed,
But you know what? I’mma retract that answer, because at the end of the day, right, I met
a lot of people. Like, I met a lot of people that gave me great opportunities. So, from that
aspect, I don’t think if I didn’t meet these people at school, I wouldn’t have gotten a lot of
these jobs.
Zaire’s retraction of his initial dismissal is telling, but so is his emphasis on meeting “a lot of
people” through school networks. It shows that cognitive dissonance is not the whole story behind
the positive perceptions of culinary schools (but still ought to be considered), and that the
accumulation of social networks is one the redeeming benefits of formal education.
Social networks, a facet of social capital and indications of cultural inclusion, are valuable
in every profession as they are “a source of competitive advantage both to individuals and their
employing organization” (Kumra and Vinnicombe 2010: 521). Culinary schools are venues and
instigators of networks, introducing individuals to classmates and industry figures. Schools know
that social connections are a main attraction. For example, in their list of six advantages of
attending their program the CIA writes, “Network with top food industry employers who recruit
at the CIA throughout the year” (emphasis theirs, Culinary Institute of America 2020e); and the
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Leon Festinger (1962), who founded the concept defines cognitive dissonance as, “if a person knows various things
that are not psychologically consistent with one another, he will, in a variety of ways, try to make them more
consistent… A person can change his opinion; he can change his behavior, thereby changing the information he has
about it; he can even distort his perception and his information about the world around him. Changes in items of
information that produce or restore consistence are referred to as dissonance-reducing changes” (p. 93).
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“About” page of the International Culinary Center alludes to students creating connections with
celebrity alumni and faculty,
From entrepreneurial alumni like Bobby Flay, Dan Barber, David Chang, Wylie
Dufresne and Christina Tosi to legendary deans including Jacques Pépin and Jacques
Torres, ICC cultivates talent. With more than 15,000 alumni from 80 countries over the
past three decades, our school is well-connected and will work with you throughout your
career. (ICC 2020)
These examples, while optimistic, do contain some truth. Leschziner’s (2015) study of elite chefs
found that 85 percent of high-end chefs in New York and San Francisco (two of the most
competitive local markets) attended culinary school, and of those 67 percent attended the CIA.
The importance of social networks becomes more apparent with her finding that most chefs claim
they do not include academic qualifiers in hiring criteria. Thus, if education is set aside, institutionbased social connections are likely the reason why most elite restaurants are staffed by those with
formal education.
Survey data found an additional benefit to formal education: feelings of success increase
with educational attainment, to a certain point. Respondents with four-year degrees reported the
highest feelings of success, with those of less and more education reporting decreased feelings of
success:
Average Reported of Feelings of Success and Education Level
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The mean reported feelings of professional success overall was 72.76 percent. Individuals were asked to rank
themselves on a continuum that ranged from 0 (failed) to 50 (average) to 100 (successful).

Similar findings were discovered among interviewees: of the 28 interviewees who described
themselves as “successful,” 26 had attended some or graduated from post-secondary education
(including culinary school). Of the 5 interviewees who stated they were average, three had postsecondary degrees. And the two individuals who labeled themselves as “failures,” were high
school graduates. These findings may indicate that in blue-collar professions that do not require
formal education, only a certain degree of education yields positive occupational and/or social
psychological benefits. It is important to note, however, that regardless of profession, one’s
educational attainment is tied to socioeconomic status and capital, both of which deeply influence
perceptions of success, averageness, and failure.

CONCLUSION
Throughout this chapter we have seen that learning how to “make it” occurs through a
variety of avenues: culinary school, on-the-job training, and competition. The causal role of each
of these avenues on attaining success is murky, however social networks—a facet of social capital
and indicator of cultural and group inclusion—appear to be the most valuable outcome of all forms
of education. Where we learn, who we learn from, how we learn, and the institutions we are
associated with (or not associated with) shape our expectations and perceptions. Educational
background—regardless of the credibility or quality of one’s associated institution—influences
how individuals are treated by coworkers and the goals one sets out for him or herself.
Throughout this chapter, we have seen that cooks learn how to “make it” in school settings
or on-the-job training and hone their craft through competition, ideally amassing enough kitchen
capital to indicate ability, skill, and potential success to those around them and gain occupational
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inclusion. This chapter has also shown that people draw boundaries of distinction along lines of
learning: culinary school instruction versus on-the-job training, the Culinary Institute of America
versus Le Cordon Bleu. As is true in all facets of society, work and school are inextricably linked
to culture in the kitchen, and “educational and occupational attainment is related to the display of
cultivated dispositions and to familiarity with high culture” (Lamont 2012: 3). In the context of
the kitchen, this study has found that one’s education foreshadows his or her occupational value
and cultivated dispositions to fellow workers, or warns coworkers of possible weaknesses. As a
result, fellow kitchen workers draw cultural boundaries and adjust behavior according to
stereotypes ascribed to certain educational qualifiers. And overtime, everyday competition
moderates the differences between the informally and formally educated.
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Chapter 4. Embodied Skills:
Movement, Scars, Branding, and Taste
Jayden Avery entered the wood-paneled café in Red Hook, Brooklyn wearing a screen
printed purple t-shirt from a local after-school youth program and black sweatpants, a blue
JanSport backpack slung over one shoulder. Standing a little under six-feet, his tall light-brown
afro swayed as he apologized for being late. The trains in New York are unforgiving. Arriving a
few seconds late to the metro station can mess up a day’s schedule, he explained as we settled in
a corner table. In a booming voice with a slow cadence he began to tell me about his start in the
culinary industry.
“I enjoy food.” He pointed to his heavy-set body, “You can see my size. I enjoy food. And
I always was curious about different dishes and stuff… I have a type clarity when I cook. So, I
was like, ‘I might as well take something I enjoy and make a living off of it.’” I asked what he
meant by “clarity,” and he replied,
I feel like I’m one with the kitchen when I’m in there. ‘Cause, you know, everyday I’m
always worrying about this and other stuff in the way. When I’m in the kitchen I can, like,
move the way I want… I can actually toy around with seasonings, see what goes with what.
I can dabble around with other stuff… It’s like a relaxing feeling when you just cool. Like,
smelling your ingredients come together.
The clarity Jayden found while cooking is an example of psychologist Mihalyi Csikszentmihalyi's
(2014) concept of a “flow state,” which is defined as “the holistic sensation present when we act
with total involvement” in a task (pp. 136–37). Entering a flow can be freeing (Kahneman 2012),
as “cooks can be so caught up in the tempo and rhythm of their work that all else is transfixed,”
operating productively in an unconscious manner (Fine 1996: 66). In Jayden’s case, his flow let
him “cool” off, empty his mind, and turn a professional space into his own creative domain. He
enjoyed this flow and the creativity of food so much that he turned cooking into his career.
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But Jayden had not always experienced flow in the commercial kitchen. He started cooking
professionally in 2014 at the Shake Shack in Terminal 4 at John F. Kennedy International Airport.
An autodidact without previous industry experience, Jayden was immediately “thrown off” by his
new setting,
There’s procedures on how you handle food, ‘cause you’re giving food to other people. So,
what you do at home you can’t do there… Like, [when] I first started, I used to do really a
whole bunch of mistakes. Like, I would put a burger on [the grill] and I would grab cheese
from the prep station with the same gloves on. I'm thinking is, “gloves is gloves.” But it’s
cross-contamination.
The knowledge Jayden gleaned from home cooking did not match the standardized world of
commercial kitchens, nor did the social environment. Shake Shack, a publicly-traded corporation,
was wholly focused on increasing the slim profit margins of fast food and relied on
micromanagement to do so. Company policy dictated employees use a scale to measure out every
ingredient with precision and, according to Jayden, serve expired produce if it still appeared edible.
Appalled at these finance-based values and annoyed at being micromanaged, Jayden found a new
job at a small restaurant-bar in Manhattan.
At this new location, he was unencumbered by corporate supervision and had more
freedom. On slow weekdays, he was left alone to work at his own pace with his own approach.
But still relatively new to the industry he was unable to take full advantage of this independence,
because he lacked the occupational knowledge and skills to command his surroundings. This was
especially apparent on busy weekends,
There’d be times I’d be by myself and I had to learn how to ask for help ‘cause I used to
be really hard-headed. And be like, “Nah, I got this. I ain’t saying nothing.” I’ll be like
lined up with [order] tickets. [Coworkers would ask,] “Why you didn’t say you need help?”
“I had it.” “No, you look stuck.” Like I’d say, “I got it.” But your body language shows
different, ‘cause you move differently when you panic in the kitchen. You move differently
when you got everything under control. So, that was my first kinda understanding of that.
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Jayden’s body language conveyed to coworkers his occupational deficits and social psychological
anxieties. He looked “stuck” and on the edge of disaster to those who could interpret his
movements, despite his best efforts to give off impressions of the opposite (Goffman 1959).47 The
betrayal of Jayden’s body illustrates the unconscious factors that influence the way individuals
present themselves in displays of social orientation and value, what Bourdieu (1984) calls the
“bodily hexis.” Jayden’s bodily hexis unmasked the false proficiency he attempted to project, and
indicated to coworkers that he did not embody the skills required to successfully work in the
kitchen.
In 1986, Pierre Bourdieu published “The Forms of Capital,” wherein he explained that
cultural capital could be conceived of having three forms: the embodied state, those “long-lasting
dispositions of the mind and body” (p. 3), the objectified state, found in tangible “cultural goods”
one can own (p. 3), and the institutionalized state, which are tied to qualifications administered by
institutions, like academic degrees or certifications. This chapter investigates the first of these
states, specifically how “long-lasting dispositions” can be trained into one’s body and the role of
these dispositions on one’s success, averageness, and failure. Using stories like Jaydon’s, I explore
how in blue-collar occupations knowledge has value when it is translated into the body,
specifically in the way a cook moves, the physical scars and markings that kitchen workers
accumulate over time, the expansion of the self via branding and public relations, and the
refinement of one’s sense of taste (culturally and physically). I argue that chefs and cooks generate
standards of embodied skill to measure their own kitchen capital and position on the successfailure spectrum, as well as that of others.

47

Goffman’s (1959) dramaturgical approach is highly applicable to this dissertation to understand how and why
workers perform (or fail to perform) in the ways that they do, and the influence of these performances on team
members.
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EMBODIMENT OF CAPITAL
Embodied cultural capital can be envisioned as, “external wealth,” that has been “converted
into an integral part of” an individual, his or her habitus, and the bodily hexis (Bourdieu 1986:5).
By “converted” Bourdieu means embodied, which Dennis Waskul and Phillip Vannini (2016)
define as “the process by which the object-body is actively experienced, produced, sustained,
and/or transformed as a subject-body” in the scheme of an accumulation of capital (p. 3). Through
this lens the body is not simply a “tangible, physical, corporeal object,” but instead a “vessel of
meaning of utmost significance to both personhood and society” that can accumulate (or lose)
ever-increasing amounts of capital (Waskul and Vannini 2016:3). Embodied capital is especially
important in a physical occupation, like cooking, as the practical knowledge, historical schemes,
and the social structures of the profession significantly influence what is demanded of workers’
bodies (Bourdieu 1984). Perhaps what is most prized is occupational intuition, which one develops
over time and experience and contributes to one’s flow. Intuition is defined by Danish scholar Bent
Flyvbjerg (2001) as a “bodily involvement, speed, and an intimate knowledge of concrete cases in
the form of good examples” (p. 15) that goes “beyond rule-based behavior” and forms itself in
physical “gut-reactions” (p. 23). Jayden, at the beginning of this chapter, clearly lacked such
intuition and his coworkers were quick to express their doubts about his abilities.
How one comes to embody a creative profession or identity is highlighted in works like
Robert Faulker and Howard Becker’s (2009) study on jazz musicians, “Do You Know…?”, Black
Hawk Hancock’s (2013) book on dance and racial identity American Allegory, Loic Wacquant’s
(2004) ethnography Body and Soul on becoming a boxer, and Jooyoung Lee’s (2016) study on
aspiring rappers titled, Blowin’ Up. Wacquant (2004) and Lee (2016) are especially pertinent to
this dissertation as the former investigates a repetitively punishing trade that bruises and beats
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down the bodies of its participants (like the kitchen), and the latter explores the honing of a creative
public-facing art (like cooking).
Much like the education of a cook, “the training of the prizefighter is an intensive and
exacting discipline…that aims at transmitting, in a practical manner, by way of direct embodiment,
a practical mastery of the fundamental (corporeal, visual, and mental) schemata of” the profession
(p. 60, emphasis his), Wacquant (2004) writes. How direct embodiment is acquired among boxers
is noticeably similar to that of kitchen workers, with both relying on continued repetition with a
denuded, ascetic quality: its different phases are infinitely repeated day after day, week
after week, with only barely perceptible variations. Most [athletes]… invariably occupy
the same [training] time slot, during which they repeat the same exercises to the saturation
point. (p. 60)
Kitchen work is like boxing. Task saturation and a “monastic devotion” to the craft were ideals
voiced by many interviewees who believed that such behavior resulted in occupational mastery
and purity. For example, one chef described a Lebanese cook at a Mediterranean market who,
would roll grape leaves, and no one could beat her at what she did… Course that was like
what she did. She was a master at it. Right? But she was rolling these grape leaves and I
thought, I said, “There isn’t a single person I know that could roll grape leaves as good as
her.” And they’re just grape leaves! But the point is she was just doing them perfectly. And
faster than anybody else you’d ever seen. So there’s like a certain amount of skill to that.
There’s a certain amount of respect you have to give someone.
In the scheme of the world, rolling grape leaves is trivial, but the Lebanese cook’s expertise
(attained through repetition), bodily mastery, and devotion transformed it into an act of perfection
that commanded respect from her peers.
Wacquant’s (2004) work on physicality is enhanced by Lee’s (2016) Blowin’ Up, which
investigates the embodiment of artistic skills. Examining embodiment through the lens of learning,
Lee (2016) writes that while formal education settings (e.g. workshops) are useful for laying the
groundwork, it is not until an individual enters the “real” occupational setting that they begin to
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“learn to embody these techniques and turn them into habits. They incorporate them into a larger
repertoire of moves that feel natural” (p. 52). “Real” settings in the field of rap are short open-mic
performances, where aspiring rappers learn how to manifest a crowd-pleasing attitude, prime an
audience by orchestrating emotional energy, breathe correctly, and hold the microphone the right
way for optimal delivery (what Lee (2016) calls, “rockin’ the mic”). Individuals devote a
significant amount of time to mastering these tacit and subsidiary skills to attain expertise, as Lee
(2016) explains,
As people become more adept in something, they are able to screen out many of the tacit
skills to perform the action competently. For rappers, until they can embody these tacit
skills, they are caught up in trying to breathe and hold the microphone a particular way.
Their attention to these subsidiary actions takes them away from what should be the focal
point of their attention: connecting with the audience. (pp. 65-66)
Like rappers, kitchen workers must learn how to embody the tacit and subsidiary skills of their
profession, and transcend base-level knowledge to connect with consumers through their creative
medium: food. This process is initiated by attending culinary school or on-the-job training, but
ultimately, proficiency that results in intuitive action and flow—“rockin’ the knife,” so to speak—
is honed through repetition and competition, as described earlier in Chapter 3. The following
section will show what intuition and flow look like upon attainment, as well as how they are
performed.

MOVING YOUR BODY
“So much about working in a kitchen is just… learning how to move your body…You only
get good at that by doing it in a busy kind of environment,” Leah Nakata, an executive chef in
Brooklyn explained, echoing Wacquant’s (2004) and Lee’s (2016) emphasis that repetition results
in expertise demonstrated through a “repertoire of moves that feel natural” (p. 52). As much as
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culinary schools encourage knowledge and skills, none, Leah asserted, are as effective as the daily
grind of a commercial kitchen. This was why she opted to apprentice in Japan the first three years
of her career. She “cook[ed] all around” the country, finding specialized chefs to teach her
particular skills, and expanded her palate and culinary capital by “go[ing] out as much as [she]
could and eat[ing].” Eventually, she was able to parlay her capital (embodied and otherwise) into
an executive chef position at a high-end Izakaya restaurant in Brooklyn, which quickly garnered
recognition. By the time we met over iced coffee in the neighborhood of Williamsburg in May
2019, she had been featured and lauded by several leading food media outlets and was writing a
business plan to open up her own venture.
Learning the “corporeal schemas” of a trade—those movements that Leah described and
that Jayden lacked—through hands-on experience can provide individuals “with a bodily
awareness not only of the practical logic of the [trade], but of interpreting bodily movements more
generally” (Hancock 2013: 200). This includes interpreting the movements of others, thereby
recognizing and acknowledging cultural capital. The power of knowing how to move to the tempo
and tasks of a kitchen, and recognize others’ movements, is highlighted in chef-author Anthony
Bourdain’s (2000) memoir. Bourdain (2000) describes watching a cook, Jimmy “the Broiler King,”
work during Bourdain’s first job as a dishwasher,
Jimmy had “moves,” meaning he spun and twirled and stabbed at meat with considerable
style and grace for a 220-pound man. He was credited with coming up with “the bump”—
a bit of business where a broiler man with both hands full of sizzle-platters or plates knocks
the grill back under the flames with his hip. We liked that. (p. 26)
Jimmy’s body movement symbolized expertise and a knowledge of corporeal schema to those
around him. He also signaled intuition by “go[ing] beyond rule-based behavior,” through the use
of shortcuts (Flyvbjerg 2001: 23). Rather than push the grill back with a towel-covered hand, as
would be formally recommended, Jimmy resorted to a practical hip “bump,” something Bourdain
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(2000) described actively working to master over time. Mimicking the moves of Jimmy and fellow
coworkers with greater occupational status, Bourdain learned how to embody and emulate the
Broiler King over time, eventually working the broiler station. Achieving this was emotionally
rewarding,
I cannot describe to you the sheer pleasure, the power of commanding that monstrous, firebreathing iron and steel furnace, bumping the grill under the flames with my hip the way
I'd seen Bobby and Jimmy do it. It was tremendous. I couldn't have felt happier—or more
powerful—in the cockpit of an F-16. (p. 30, emphasis his)
Bourdain’s (2000) writing reiterates that embodied capital is recognizable to others who possess
similar capital (Flyvbjerg 2001; Hancock 2013). Just as Bourdain (2000) was able to interpret and
appreciate Jimmy’s “moves,” so too do kitchen workers throughout the industry who gauge
coworkers’ abilities visually, rather than through pedigree and resumes (as seen in Chapter 3).
The experiences of Leah, Bourdain (2000), and Jayden evoke Erving Goffman’s (1959)
notion of impression management. As Goffman (1959) writes in The Presentation of Self in
Everyday Life, people attempt to “give” and “give off” expressions that match the social roles they
play (p. 2), and audiences expect a “coherence among setting, appearance, and manner” (p. 25).
But humans are fallible, and our competencies do not always confirm our claims, so “of course,
appearance and manner may tend to contradict each other” (Goffman 1959: 25). How we move
our bodies can betray the expressions we attempt to give to others, and influence our ability to
achieve success in that setting. This struggle is seen with Jayden who had not yet mastered the
movement and intuition that conveyed the expertise that Leah and Bourdain were able to give off.
While it may be easy to fool someone unfamiliar with the industry into believing one’s unfounded
kitchen capital, those familiar can quickly identify proficiencies (or deficiencies) through how one
maneuvers around coworkers and bumps the grill back into place with their hip.
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PHYSICAL MARKINGS OF A CHEF
It is beneficial for chefs to display kitchen capital in their movement and demeanor to gain
the confidence and regard of their coworkers. Equally reflective of one’s capital are the physical
markings on their bodies, such as scars, that denote proof of such expertise. This is because the
kitchen is a site of perpetual bodily injury, regardless of one’s skill or experience. As I described
in fieldnotes from participant-observation at The Tiki Bar:
In the kitchen, you’re constantly hurting yourself. Be it getting burned by the stove as you
reach over to get the grill scrub, stung by a scorching pot fresh out of the dishwasher (as
there’s no time to let it sit and cool), cut as you slice lemon wedges, or blinded, tearing up,
and coughing from the billowing smoke off [of] the grill. Working in the kitchen hurts.
Even the aftermath takes a toll: your feet are tired, back sore, hands ache, body dehydrated
and stinking. These pains are not hidden—everyone hobbles around at the end of their
shift—but they’re never explicitly talked about. All cooks know that it hurts to work in the
kitchen. The only time you should talk about pain is in extreme cases—the really bad cuts
and burns. (Field Notes, 08/02/19)
According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics (2019d), workers at restaurants and dining
establishments experience significantly more of those “really bad cuts and burns” than the general
population: private industry workers experience a burn incidence rate of 1.4 per 10,000 full-time
workers and cut incident rate of 9.0, while kitchen workers burn themselves at a rate of 9.1 per
10,000 full-time workers and cut themselves at a rate of 17.6. Kitchen workers’ on-the-job cuts
made up 13.2 percent of all non-fatal cuts and lacerations reported to the Occupational Safety and
Health Administration (OSHA) in 2018, and their burns made up 16.2 percent of all reported burns.
The frequency of injury among kitchen workers is higher than professions known to be dangerous:
reported cases from butchers, meat, and seafood processors only comprised 2.6 percent of all cuts
and 1 percent of all burns to OSHA in 2018, correctional officers made up 0.03 percent of cuts and
0.4 percent of burns reported, and cases from emergency medical technicians (EMTs) constituted
only 0.01 percent of cuts and 1.4 percent of burns (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2019c). The gap
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between reported cuts and burns of kitchen workers and aforementioned professions is significant,
but, in reality, it is likely even greater as most kitchen injuries go unreported and are handled
informally (the reasons why will be explored later in this section).
Scars from kitchen work adorned the hands and forearms of almost all interviewees, many
of which proudly showed them off. They were nonchalant over the physical dangers they faced,
an attitude that highlights how, as Fine (1996) writes, “occupational identity is tied to the pleasure
and pain of work, and the imagined responses of the ‘other,’ the consuming public,” who likely
wince and shudder at stories of injury (p. 39). But to interviewees (and their colleagues) these scars
and tales, alongside tattooed images of knives, artichokes, corkscrews, and barbeque, were
corporal proof that they were chefs and cooks, members of a “fellowship of suffering”48 (Fine 1996:
51). In terms of cultural capital, physical markings also can become “high status cultural signals”
exploited for social and cultural mobility within the occupational world of chefs (Lamont and
Lareau’s 1988: 164).
Fine (1996) describes workers’ nonchalance towards injury as “fatalism tinged with pride”
(p. 85), as one’s scars prove an ability to overcome and endure the pain and stress of kitchen work.
Kitchen workers’ approach is akin to boxers’ who “learn to become ‘businesslike’ in the ring, to
channel their mental and affective energies toward ‘getting the job done’ in the most effective and
least painful manner” (Wacquant 2004: 92). To achieve this, Wacquant (2004) writes that a
“mutual imbrication of corporeal dispositions and mental dispositions” is needed, and a person’s
unconscious reflexes in a dangerous setting must become imbued with “willpower, morale,

48

Servers are affiliates of this fellowship. They also face workplace danger, long hours, and pressures that fatigue the
body. Constantly on their feet and in movement, serving is one of the most active professions, with waiters and
waitresses walking an average of 10.25 miles (23,000 steps) per day (Hernandez 2012). For comparison, office
workers walk 2.3 miles (6,618 steps) a day (Hernandez 2012). Two sources that detail the exhaustion of front of house
work are Ehrenreich’s (2001) Nickle and Dimed and Wilson’s (2017) “Serving Across the Divide.”
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determination, concentration, and the control of one's emotions” (p. 95). When “the mental
becomes part of the physical and vice versa,” an individual has attained expertise, Wacquant (2004:
95) writes, akin to Flyvberg’s (2001) notion of intuition, but more context-specific. The ability to
persevere under such dangers and display unconscious intuition is source of pride for many in the
kitchen, and scars are physical proof of this grit. This is particularly true for women who must
prove their physical and emotional strength to an audience of scrutinizing male coworkers (Harris
and Giuffre 2015).
The tales that accompany scars are an additional source of continued pride and kitchen
capital. Making a mistake and hurting oneself does not produce admiration, but how one reacts
and the story he or she later tells can be advantageous to status and treatment in the workplace. A
stereotypically masculine response of stoic ambivalence to a grease burn or a sliced finger garners
praise and reaffirms membership in the “fellowship of suffering.” Such a response shows one’s
ability to dominate pain and manage emotions (Hochschild 1983). Fine (1996), who calls cooks,
“iron men,” analogizes cooking to athletics, stating, “Like athletes, cooks must ‘play’ in pain…
One cook described his severe back pains, necessitating physical therapy, but continued cooking.
I was often told that cooks must work no matter what” (pp. 39-40). This is because enduring pain
is seen as a symbol of dedication to the workplace team and the craft. As Anthony Bourdain (2000)
explains, “working through pain and injury counts for a lot with me," as it is one way an employee
can “demonstrat[e] loyalty49” (p. 213).

49

One evening at The Tiki Bar I received a similar response from the head chef after I sliced into my left index finger
with a serrated knife. Knowing that how I responded was more significant than what I was responding to, I
nonchalantly bandaged the finger, put on a latex glove, and returned to work. I purposefully never referred to the cut,
despite the blood that pooled in the fingertip of my glove. The rest of the kitchen reacted positively to my performance.
Now, they were certain I could and would work through pain. I had joined the fellowship.
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Interviewees revealed that if cooks react to pain with verbal anguish, facial displays, or
worst, tears (a stereotypically feminine response and thus derided), they are met with negative
responses: a roll of the eyes, loss of status, and some iteration of “grow a pair!” For example,
Natalie, a chef who ran a catering service and taught at a university-affiliated culinary program,
complained, “I think a lot of people are namby-pambies now… like, dude, you need to grow up…
You're working in a kitchen and, okay, you cut your finger. Go get a Band-Aid. There's no crying
in the kitchen.” Women especially must avoid these manifestations, because “expressions of
frustration, anger, and disappointment, particularly when displayed through the gendered act of
crying, [are] used as a sign of women’s lack of professionalism and inability to handle the
requirements of being a chef” (Harris and Giuffre 2015: 97). The incorrect response to injury can
lead others to question the dedication and intentions of a kitchen worker, as well as their ability to
exist in a culture of endurance. In extreme cases, one’s talent can be negated by his or her reaction
to the pain in cooking, with social and cultural exclusion following soon after. They symbolically
embody weakness, and become a “namby-pamby” in the eyes of chefs, like Natalie. Thus kitchen
workers must alter their corporeal schemas—how they view, utilize, and value their bodies—to
produce the socially appropriate responses to pain. Without the correct schema, group membership,
status, and respect needed to climb the kitchen hierarchy are difficult to attain—items key to
success. Aware of this, chef instructors and chef mentors encourage pain tolerance in their
students/mentees to increase their chances of occupational success. As chef instructor Natalie
explained,
We had one [student] here cut himself pretty badly. He went [to the hospital and] got five
stitches, and came back to class and I was like, “Yes! That is what you need to do.” And
it's not just this job, it's any job. You don't just get to not come back to work because you
hurt yourself, like, come on! …Because, I think, in a real kitchen this is still the culture,
and now it doesn't matter if you're female or male, they're just going to say, “Grow a pair.”
You know (laughs)?
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Chef instructors and kitchen workers in general verbally espouse hardiness and resilience to junior
staff to inculcate in them this approach to pain.
Consequently, intentionally endangering oneself and teetering on the precipice of injury
can be used as a method to garner positive social responses and increase kitchen capital, as it
exploits the masculine norms of kitchen culture that value risk-taking. Individuals use their fingers
to test the temperature of heating liquids, look away while swiftly dicing vegetables, and move 7gallon pots of boiling stock alone, refusing help. This cultural norm provides an opening for people
in power to exacerbate injuries and cause deeper physical markings. In a show of expertise and
status, executive chefs may suggest unsafe “treatments” or “remedies” to wounded staff to haze or
produce sadistic entertainment for the kitchen, using peer pressure to ensure compliance. For
example, Alaskan line cook Chrissy recounted several gruesome stories that fellow members of a
kitchen worker social media group she was a part of shared,
The ways people cauterize their wounds so that they don’t have to leave the line? Like one
person, their chef was former military or something, and they took a cigarette, took the
tobacco out, put it in their wound, and then put lemon juice on it and wrapped it up really
tight to cauterize it with acid… And then other people, their chef was just like, “Just put it
on the grill for a minute.” And they were like, “I’ll never do it again. It was the worst thing
I’ve ever—But Chef said to do it and I was like, trying to do be tough.” And it was a girl,
too. And she’s just like, “I have this huge scar… But I did it and I finished that day…But
it was the worst thing I’ve ever done and I would never do it again… I just pushed my
finger on to that grill for like 5 seconds and cauterized it off”… That’s the stuff people
miss about cooking all the time. Like the amount of injuries that people just try to pass off.
Chrissy’s example shows how power dynamics, gender, and group pressures combine to coerce
vulnerable individuals into aggravating injuries that warrant professional medical attention.
Already partially excluded from the group due to gender and fearing further ostracism, the cook
in Chrissy’s story overperformed an embrace of pain to preserve her kitchen capital and
hierarchical standing. Tellingly, later in her interview Chrissy confided that she regularly used
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superglue to mend her wounds. She said, “I’ve done that plenty of times. I even started going on
Amazon and buying the veterinary super glue that’s actually intended for use on tissue… All these
crazy things that cooks do just to, like, not have to go home (laughs).” Stitches at a hospital are
costly, time consuming, and—in the scheme of kitchen productivity—removes an individual from
their professional duties for too long. When asked if peer pressure and the subcultural value of
physical markings was a factor, Chrissy responded with, “Some of it’s, like, a masculinity thing.
And then some of it is… [cooks] just don’t really have other options. They don’t wanna pay to go
the hospital.” Thus, economic realities of working in a blue-collar profession that rarely provides
health benefits merges with stoic subcultural norms to deter individuals from seeking medical
attention for injuries.
Of course, not all kitchens are as extreme as those described by Chrissy. Most kitchen
managers try to prevent injuries and follow OSHA’s workplace safety standards in a bid to reduce
worker’s compensation claims and sick days, which are costly. For example, at The Tiki Bar I was
told to ask for help if needing to lift anything too heavy, and on multiple occasions silently handed
tongs as I was about to grab something that was too hot. But Chrissy’s grisly examples show how
kitchens value the embrace and tolerance of pain, and how injury—which may initially signal
failure (e.g. the mistake of the cook)—can be translated into proof of work experience, embodied
cultural capital, and ultimately aid in occupational success.

“TALKING THE TALK, WALKING THE WALK”: ATTITUDES AND BRANDING
As his time in the industry grew, Jayden accumulated more skills, techniques, flavor
profiles, and work experience. But he realized that he was still lacking in the attitude needed to be
recognized in the field. “The way you come off of first impression[s], it’s never gonna be perfect
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with some people… But it’s like, how [do] you portray yourself among those you are leading?
Because you need to be able to build up their confidence to get into the industry.”
When we spoke in May 2019, he was working as a cook at a local nursing home, a slowerpaced job that provided him with health insurance and the opportunity to “give back to [his]
community,” but one that still required an air of self-assurance. In an industry study subjects
described as, “dog-eat-dog,” Jayden understood that occupational success relied on projecting
confidence through charismatic leadership and verbal performances; not only being able to “walk
the walk,” but also “talk the talk.” He explained, “I used to be real timid. Real not assertive. I used
to be like a pushover. So I’m thinking, like, ‘If I want something I have to grab it.’”
“Somebody who can walk the walk and talk the talk, they not only know what they're
talking about, but they can actually execute it… [They] hav[e] confidence in what they're saying,”
one Alaskan chef instructor explained. An assured attitude not only sets those around a chef at
ease, but motivates them to be more diligent. In Quiet, Susan Cain (2012) writes that this is
especially true among staff with passive personalities, as extroverted leaders are more effective at
extracting better results than introverted “quiet” personalities.50 Additionally, talkative extroverted
behavior is perceived by others as a sign of intelligence (Cain 2012). Charisma also plays a role in
the effectiveness of leadership, according to Shamir et al. (1993). If a manager is able to appeal to
an employee’s “self-expression, self-esteem, self-worth and self-consistency” through charismatic
behavior, they will “have a strong positive impact on the behaviors and psychological states of
followers,” which is valuable in outward-facing service industries, like the culinary industry
(Shamir et al. 1993: 590). Interview data support the need for confident, extroverted, and
charismatic leadership. Many subjects cited the following as desirable traits of chefs: “hav[ing]

50

Notably, the opposite is true: introverted leaders were found to be more effective than extroverted leaders when
managing active staff (Cain 2012).
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charisma, personality,” “be[ing] a people person,” “be[ing] able to interact with employees, with
the customers,” and being a salesman. But extrovertedly talking the talk does not always produce
favorable outcomes in any workplace, nor are all kitchens led by outspoken extroverts. Cain’s
(2012) book, Quiet, in fact, is a declaration of the former. Introverted leaders are just as effective
in the workplace, and are found to promote imaginative solutions in their staff (Cain 2012). They
lead, but do not trample (as the extroverted tend to do). Thus a chef can be assertive, confident,
and charismatic in a quiet manner, and inspire their staff to produce high quality food, much like
the main character, Chef Jiro Ono, of the documentary, Jiro Dreams of Sushi (2011).
Thus talking the talk and walking the walk does not require a loud personality, but instead
an attitude that conveys these abilities. Jayden sought to develop such an attitude—what he
informally called, “assertiveness” and “doing yourself”—seeing it as a way to transcend his
“average” occupational existence,
I fall into average. I’m trying to get out of average. I fall into average, ‘cause like sometimes
I try to work on my assertiveness in the kitchen… Like, “Hey, how about this?” ‘Cause
sometimes you don’t wanna step on toes when you tryna be assertive… and like you try to
work with everyone. Like, try to be a complete team player. But sometimes I have to kinda
like, not do that and worry about myself sometimes. ‘Cause kitchens are cut throat industry.
Some interviewees, like executive chef Sammy Klein, advanced Jayden’s claims, associating an
absence of an assertive attitude with averageness,
Somebody that just walks a walk, but just does not talk the talk. Somebody that will not
strive to see and do something different and/or look to expand their career and be
complacent where they are. That’s kind of average.
In kitchen culture, not “talking the talk” can be perceived as being uninterested in furthering one’s
career and satisfaction with the status quo. This is likely because American kitchen culture is
influenced by broader American culture, where the Extrovert Ideal—“the omnipresent belief that
the ideal self is gregarious, alpha, and comfortable in the spotlight” (Cain 2012: 4)— reigns
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supreme. Presentations of the professional self are associated with occupational value, ability, and
success, and kitchen workers must clearly present themselves as valuable, able, and successful to
be perceived as such by others. This is partially due to the fact that overt performances inform
others of one’s occupational talents and skills. As Alaskan chef and owner Rich Cabell explained,
“people will never know how good a chef you are unless you tell them. Or as my mother would
say, ‘He who tooteth not his own horn, same shall not be tooteth.’” This section will outline how
kitchen workers “tooteth” their own horns and talk the talk. They do so covertly—via acts of
interpersonal deception—and overtly—through the use of publicists, food media, and branding—
with the goal of eclipsing mediocrity and attaining occupational success.

Bullshitting and Deluding
Job interviews are where impressions of future success, averageness, or failure originate.
It is in these initial impressions where prospective workers can portray (sometimes falsely) the
right kitchen confidence. While most study subjects described presenting themselves in an
honest—albeit optimistic—light, a handful admitted to taking advantage of employers by
“bullshitting” or “lying” their way to a job, acts that Goffman (1959) would call, deluding cynical
performances. Ty Kennedy, an established executive hospital chef now in his late-60s, for example,
described how he got his first executive chef job,
I applied for the [executive chef] position. I had no qualifications, I had nothing. But I
made it sound good on my resume. I didn’t put anything down that I couldn’t do (laughs),
but I made it sound good.
Ty used an inflated resume to “foster the impression that [he] had ideal motives…[and] ideal
qualifications for the role” of executive chef despite lacking proven kitchen capital (Goffman 1959:
46). He talked the right talk, and convinced his employer “it was not necessary for [him] to suffer
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any indignities, insults, and humiliations, or make any tacitly understood ‘deals,’ in order to
acquire the role” (Goffman 1959: 46). In his case, the “indignities” he avoided was a lower position
and less pay (e.g. a line cook position). Through personal effort and ingratiating himself with staff,
Ty learned to walk the walk of an executive chef, and the job became the start of a successful
career. When we met in December 2018, he had recently been inducted into the American
Academy of Chefs Hall of Fame, one of his numerous national awards.
Like Ty, Alaskan line cook Chrissy Silverman talked her way into her first kitchen. Several
years ago, Chrissy reframed a previous barista job as “kitchen experience” and pulled from her
social network to obtain her first job in the back of house,
So, before my interview, like, I basically told them I had kitchen experience… I was
already working for [the local college] technically as a barista, but I was doing, like, 5
different jobs for them… And then before my interview I hit up one of my friends who
was, like, a sous chef at Citroix—Really nice restaurant. And I was, like, “Hey can you
give me a crash course in like knife skills? ‘Cause I know I’m not doing it right and I have
no idea what I’m doing.” So I went to his house and he showed me how to hold the knife
correctly, and the basic hand things. And we practiced a couple vegetables, just so I could
go in there and not look completely stupid. But I still clearly wasn’t—They knew I didn’t
have really good knife skills. And I didn’t tell them I did either. It was just, like, “I can do
these things, but, like, I need work on other stuff.” But I was still worth, like, the $11 or
whatever they were gonna pay me.
Chrissy presented herself as an experienced kitchen worker to get her foot in the door, but through
omission and small confessions clarified her actual abilities. Her story shows the risks of
amplifying one’s kitchen capital too much, and the threat of betrayal by lack of embodied skills.
Thus, while it is important to confidently present and market oneself to attain key
opportunities, this alone is not enough to achieve long-term success (or even long-term mediocrity)
in the kitchen. The gulf between one’s “talk” cannot be too wide from their “walk” in the cooking
trade. As chef instructor Cate Nevins explained, “You can't fake being a chef. You know, it really
shows pretty quickly. And if your crew isn't behind you, they smell your weakness or your
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inexperience. They're not going to back you.” One’s house of cards begins to fall when workers
can “smell” weakness, Cate elaborated,
The morale goes down. They're not excited… If you feel like you're being told to do
something by somebody who doesn't know what they're doing, how do you know it's to the
right standard? You know? You start to distrust their palate, the things that they're telling
you to do. And so it affects morale greatly. And then productivity goes down.
Distrust among lower staff is detrimental to the productivity and success of a kitchen, and
consequently that of the chef. This erosion was detailed from the perspective of a line cook by
Kiana McGreggor, who attributed the turmoil of her workplace to her chef’s inexperience,
I don’t mean to bad mouth my superiors… [The chef] didn’t have quite the management
skills on to how to control us. And to a point where we kinda don’t respect him because
the way he handles situations. So, and I see why new people will come in and quit, because
there’s no structure in the kitchen.
From the perspectives of Cate, a chef, and Kiana, a cook, it is clear that a confident attitude loses
value if it is not paired with kitchen capital. Chefs are called into question if they cannot walk the
walk expected of them, and in turn, employees rebel, shrug off requests, and leave kitchens led by
weak chefs.

Publicists and High-End “Talk”
For those who have reached a high-level of achievement and success, talking the talk can
occur outside of the commercial kitchen to leverage one’s abilities into additional economic,
cultural, and social capital. A chef can formalize and magnify their talk by acquiring a publicist, a
public relations specialist hired to promote a chef’s curated brand at public events and in food
media. For those who aspire to critical recognition, like a James Beard nomination or Zagat or
Michelin ratings, a publicist is key.
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Like a confident attitude, good publicists can mask a chefs’ weaknesses, highlight areas of
expertise, and make them appear more appealing than they actually may be. To some in the
industry, this advantage can be frustrating to talented chefs who cannot afford a public relations
team. Executive chef Eric Sherman, was one such interviewee who voiced discontent over the
distinct differences intra-hierarchically among chefs due to the ability to procure publicists,
I see people have some success with it and I don't know quite how they do it…You know?
Like, Dierdra Max at Wexelle’s? I talk with her every now and then and I’m convinced a
big part of her success—I mean, don’t get me wrong, she knows how to cook—but that
comes from a publicist. You know what I mean? She has a publicist. And she gets people
to put her name out there and do these things, where I look at what she does and I’m like,
“That’s really no different or better than what I’m doing.”
Dierdra Max’s success was especially frustrating to Eric, because he deeply valued industry
awards and critical accolades. But he also acknowledged that his lack of a publicist was indicative
of a general unwillingness to play the publicity game,
She’s three-times James Beard nominated. That to me is what I want. I want a James Beard
award. That’s very important to me to obtain that, within—I was hoping—within the next
5 years or so. But it’s one of those things that you don’t really have control over…
Somebody just has to put my name in the hat there and… I don’t necessarily always play
the game, you know? To me it’s kinda like being in high school and playing a popularity
contest and getting everybody to love you. Not necessarily because you’re good at what
you do, but because everybody just talks you up. I dunno, I have, uh, I have much more of
a punk rock mentality. I’m, like, “Fuck ‘em.” You know? I’m not gonna go schmooze and
brown nose, just to be able to get some sort of success.
Eric’s Bourdieusian interpretation of how success, mediocrity, or failure in the culinary industry
is a result of a multifaceted “game” one must play was echoed by seven other interviewees. Alex
Weisert, a James Beard-nominated chef who “got lucky” and was recognized without the help of
a publicist, explained,
Alex: There’s opportunities for anyone to work, or like willing to put in the work. And I’ll
say anyone willing to play the game, because it’s totally a game.
Ellen: And by “game” what do you mean?
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Alex: Like, it’s not just cooking, it’s hiring the PR department or the PR person to get you
in all the magazines or get you into the food festivals. It’s just like music. It’s just like
anything where you’re trying to succeed at art. It’s a game you have to play. You can’t just
make something good and really expect that to do [it] for you… Someone either discovers
you and takes you on. Or you just pay someone to kinda take you on the ride. And that’s
how it goes.51
A chef’s public-facing performance is just as (or more) important than his or her ability to cook if
success is gauged on public acclaim. For people like Eric, refusing to play the game restricts
success along this dimension. And for those willing to play, they must actively work to expand
their presence outside of the kitchen and into the field of food media.

Food Media
Food media is young. Prior to the 1990s—when media infrastructure became capable of
peddling food as a commodity—media interest in food was minimal. Literary celebrations of chefs,
dining experiences, and gourmet ingredients in the United States were limited to a few writers and
publications. Only a handful of chefs attained fame, including James Beard in the 1940s, Julia
Child in the 1960s, and Jacques Pepin in the 1980s. While these chefs capitalized on generational
waves of “interest in food and cooking as status symbols and conveyors of good taste,” they did
not, nor could not (due to limited infrastructure) dominate hours of television or usher in a massive
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When I met with Alex it had been two years since his James Beard nomination, and with each passing year he
worried over the lack of continued critical acknowledgement. It toyed with his subjective perceptions of success,
It [the nomination] kinda shook—rocked my world a little bit. It was just like, “Now what do I do?” Like, “I
guess I have to be a baker now.” And then it was all this pressure of like, “Ok, if I don’t get nominated again
for a second year in a row, then it’s worse than never being nominated in the first place” …I felt all this
pressure of like, if you don’t get nominated then basically you’re a joke.
When I asked if the pressure of another nomination had pushed him to seek out a publicist to “play the game,” he
nodded, “Yeah,” but clarified,
I mean the people on that list…they’re on it for, you know, 10 or 15 years before they get a big win in. And
I don’t wanna spend my days chasing that… I can’t. I have two kids. I have a band. I have too many interests
to keep pursuing that.
Despite an internal desire for critical success, family obligations pushed Alex to recalibrate his goals. He understood
that another James Beard nomination entailed more time in the kitchen and away from family and his band, and he
valued the latter more.
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wave of food interest like that seen in the late-1990s (Guptill et al. 2018: 56). Individuals who
experienced this era of muted food media—primarily the Baby Boomer generation—call this the
“early times of in American food.” (Bourdain 2000: 25). California chef and restaurant owner
Katherine Perloff, who is in her late-50s, describes her generation as culinarily “lost,”
People are looking at food again… We lost this whole generation of people that didn’t
know how to cook. It was TV dinners that started as processed food. And now people are
cooking again. At least they’re inquisitive to go and eat from different places and try things.
Over the past 30 years, individuals like Bourdain (2000) and Katherine, have witnessed the cultural
significance of food and chefs surge alongside food media. This surge has aided a dramatic change
to the social impressions of the occupation (Fine 1996; Harris and Giuffre 2015; Leschziner 2015;
Ruhlman 2006). Cooking originated as low-status blue-collar labor. Quantitative and ethnographic
accounts of chefs prior to the late-1990s paint a discouraging occupational picture: in
“Occupational Status Scores: Stability and Change,” Nam et al. (1975) used U.S. Census Bureau
data from 1970 to rate the status of hundreds of professions, including chefs who received an
occupational status score (OSS) of 14 (out of 100). Cooks had higher status than maids and
servants (OSS of 2), were on par with gardeners and textile mill laborers, and lower than animal
caretakers (OSS of 25) and sociology professors (OSS of 94). Ethnographic interviews with chefs
conducted by Fine (1996) in the early-1990s found that chefs felt a general lack of respect and
stigma over their profession, and feeling comparatively “less than” stereotypically “professional”
occupations. But as cooking was “recast from blue-collar production work to being part of the
creative economy, where innovation is rewarded” status increased (Harrison and Giuffre 2015: 6).
By 2000, U.S. Census Bureau data showed a 25% increase in the status of chefs who had an
occupational status score of 39 (out of 100) (Nam and Boyd 2004). Cooks now had higher status
than maids and servants (OSS of 7), gardeners (OSS of 11), textile mill laborers (OSS of 20), and
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animal caretakers (OSS of 25), were on par with welders and ambulance drivers, and remained
lower than sociology professors (OSS of 92) (Nam and Boyd 2004).
Due in large part to food media, today, chefs like Alice Waters, Samin Nosrat, and David
Chang are revered akin to professional athletes and rock stars (Ruhlman 2006; Harrison and
Giuffre 2015; Guptill et al. 2018). They project confidence and charisma, and have mastered the
art of talking the talk. Consequently, they reap financial benefits by charging appearance fees,
endorsing grocery store products, and influencing consumer trends (Guptill et al. 2018). Their
fame and financial success have led many to aspire to enter food media, much like young
basketball players aspire to “make it” in the NBA. In fact, in this study, designed with no intention
of seeking media-engaged individuals, over a quarter of interviewees52 participated in major food
media.
But achieving media success is sometimes less fulfilling than expected. Forever critical of
celebrity chef culture, Anthony Bourdain (2001)—perhaps the preeminent celebrity chef—drew
similarities between being a celebrity chef and prostitution, his integrity for sale rather than body,
and wrote that celebrity was, “remarkable and admittedly annoying” (2001: xii). Bourdain’s
disdain was reiterated by White and Steen (2006), Ramsay (2006), and sous chef Chloe Maas who
voiced regret over being a contestant on three Food Network television shows,
I was competing in something that I never belonged to in the first place… I grew up
watching Food Network and that was Jacques Pepin53 doing chocolates and, you know,
actual chefs. I mean, for how much I hate Mario Batali, he’s actually a legitimate chef who
had a show. It wasn’t pandering and homogenized.

52

They participated in the following ways: one had cooking show on local television, two were featured as multiepisode contestants on national networks (i.e. Food Network and ABC), one was a single-episode contestant on a
Food Network competition, one acted as guest judge on Food Network competition, one is a food stylist for multiple
television shows, including “Hell’s Kitchen,” three were highlighted as culinary trendsetters by VICE media, three
were actively auditioning for Food Network, and four were food writers.

53

Chloe is misremembering the past, as Jacques Pepin never appeared on Food Network, but instead had a cooking
show on San Francisco’s KQED.
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According to Chloe, by the time she reached the soundstage, the Food Network had drastically
devolved into something that did not align with her cooking philosophy, “That’s not me… I don’t
want to teach people to be mediocre,” she explained. Food Network had become an outlet for
uneducated celebrities to promote average fare:
My god… I really [sighs] I don’t care what—what’s her name? [90’s television star]
Tiffani Amber Thiesson? …I don’t care what she eats for dinner! I don’t care what her
cook book says! …One of the judges on Food Network Star is Katie Lee-whatever-herlast-name-is… I’m like, “I’m sorry, I didn’t know that marrying a rock star [Billy Joel]
and taking all of his money made you an authority on food.” …Like, you didn’t—You
didn’t go to school. You didn’t work in restaurants. You didn’t do anything except you
like food. And that’s really great. I love that you love food, and you want to learn more
about it and you wanna be knowledgeable about it. But, like, stay in your lane! Stay in
your lane…” That also kind of dilutes the whole thing.
Chloe (who was informally educated) drew cultural boundaries along education, experience, and
competition to exclude television celebrities from the “real” chefs she believed deserved the
spotlight. Thus, the culinary expertise the Food Network brand once symbolized via the use of
chefs like Jacques Pepin and Mario Batali had been eroded by the promotion of unqualified
amateurs. Exacerbating her disdain for the Food Network was that her own participation in food
media had become a barrier to her occupational success:
I spent a year-and-half looking for a job and people would call me in for interviews, if
that, and they’d be like, “Why do you want to work here?” Because they have my
resume. I can’t lie about it. I have a very unique name and I was on Food Network
several times. So they look at me and they go, “Either you’re gonna be too full of
yourself. You might ask for too much money. You’re gonna be too much of a diva. This
that and the other. Why are you here?”
Chloe’s story shows that success in food media (and food media capital) does not necessarily
lead to success in the kitchen (or kitchen capital). It can backfire if an individual chooses the
wrong outlet, appears in an unfavorable light, or plays a television character that does not
translate into a desirable kitchen worker.
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HAVING AND NAVIGATING TASTE
Some embodied qualities are harder to attain than others. They require more than just
education, effort, or experience. And one of these items is taste. By taste, I mean both cultural
aesthetic taste, the topic of Bourdieu’s (1984) Distinction, as well as the physical ability to taste,
what the culinary world calls, the “palate.” This section will outline the difficulties that arise if
chefs or cooks do not have the correct cultural or physical predispositions of taste, and how these
difficulties influence perceptions and achievements of success.

Cultural Taste
As explored in Chapter 1, cultural taste is the knowledge and ability to discern and convey
style in a way that follows the rules of a social context or “game” (Bourdieu 1984). It is social and,
therefore, in a constant state of flux. In the realm of food and cooking, there are certain items, like
caviar, sashimi, or a tomahawk steak, that regularly denote a level of class and power. But most
foods have an aspect of quality uncertainty that both diners and kitchen workers must traverse
(Furst 2017). By “quality uncertainty” I use Furst’s (2017) concept to describe the uncertainty over
if foods are culturally and functionally the “‘right’ quality to be selected” and will be appreciated
by customers and critics (p. 2). Determining quality is difficult as the same item can be seen in a
multitude of lights based on context. For example, French fries, which are seen universally as lowclass if purchased from a fast food chain, like McDonalds, become high-class if paired with
steamed mussels and called, “Moule Frites” on the menu at a French bistro.
How kitchen workers navigate taste within their own culinary style is the subject of
Leschziner’s (2015) work. Leschziner argues that a chef’s style is generated through two
conceptual battles: 1) innovative versus traditional approaches to cooking, and 2) emphasis versus
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neglect of flavor (what she calls “moral purity and impurity”). Data from this project find that a
chef’s success, averageness, or failure is dependent on being able to find balance among these
battles, as well as between one’s personal philosophy of food and the cultural desires of customers.
(For readers interested in how diners determine the cultural significance of food, see Donald
Sloan’s (2004) Culinary Taste.)
An underlying factor to this balancing act are ever-changing trends. Trends, according to
Bourdieu (1984), tend to be initiated by struggles between the desires of the new bourgeoisie class
and the solidified tastes of the old bourgeoisie. Here again kitchen workers must find harmony,
this time between culturally newer tastes and established culinary frameworks—a common topic
discussed by study subjects when asked about menu development. Alaskan executive chef Jacob
Keough explained this dance of old and new,
You have to do something so well and pay so much homage to some resemblance to
something that’s comforting to [diners] that it’s like, “Holy shit.” For example, I’m gonna
put on a kimchi grilled cheese. House-made kimchi grilled cheese sandwich, right? Bizarre
for Anchorage, but so well played. Because it’s a grilled cheese sandwich, it’s got the ooeygooey cheese, it’s smoked provolone, and the kimchi is there and it adds this flavor profile
to something they know, but it’s soft enough that it’s not gonna just totally throw anybody
off. Right? And so you have to kinda roll them into it. Like, “Ok, we’re gonna try a grilled
cheese with something else in it today.”
Chefs understand that they must ease customers (and their bodies) into new flavor profiles and
food concepts, particularly when they are from exotic cuisines. And it can feel rewarding when
they are successful, something six chefs (notably all from less-competitive markets) described.
But in the scheme of trends, it is important to note that Jacob’s seemingly innovative sandwich
that balanced old comfort and new flavors was actually outdated according to industry standards
by the time we spoke in the Spring of 2019, a derivative trend that had been rehashed, remade, and
republished over and over again the years prior: Koreans have been adding cheese to their
kimchee-laden dishes for decades. The kimchee grilled cheese’s first iteration in a major American
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publication was in 2011 on Food Network’s website where it garnered a measly two reviews over
its lifetime (Food Network 2011). Since then it has been featured on every major food media site,
including the New York Times, Bon Appetite Magazine, the James Beard Foundation, VICE News,
PBS, and even by the butter company Land O Lakes (a telling sign of how far the status of the
sandwich has fallen over the years). By the time Jacob detailed its “ooey-gooey-ness,” it had been
dismissed in elite markets like New York City and San Francisco, but was still new and exciting
in the Alaskan market (a market that locals describe as, “10 years behind Seattle”). The kimchee
grilled cheese is an example of how cultural taste travels within a society through cyclical trends
that are largely dependent on the market in which a chef operates, which—as Alaska is—can be
forgiving and receptive to an idea that was innovative eight years ago.
However, cultural taste, cooking style, and trends are not the only constraints chefs must
abide by in their navigation of culture. Instead, the economic realities of running a business with
slim profit margins largely dictate what is produced in the back of house. Restaurants typically run
on 10 percent profit margins, with 90 percent of income covering food and operating costs (Bort
2020). Consequently, trendy menus must 1) offset expensive, short shelf-life ingredients (e.g. fresh
sea bass) with cheap, long-lasting staples (e.g. couscous), 2) be priced affordably for the market,
3) be made and consumed in a reasonable time period so the greatest number of customers are
served every day (what the industry calls “turning” tables), and 4) generate enough income for the
business to remain solvent. The cost of ingredients, as well as their availability, have a great impact
on profitability. This is especially so in geographically isolated markets, like Alaska, where food
distributors largely dictate trends. One line cook in Anchorage noted that microgreens, Guajillo
peppers, and tostones (plantains) were the featured ingredients on many restaurants’ menus during
the Summer of 2019, primarily because they were “what our very limited amount of distributors
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are providing.” Ingredients and economics pragmatically restrict one’s abilities to convey cultural
taste, unless a chef makes a concerted effort to circumvent the restrictions of distributors. Only
one interviewee, an Alaskan executive chef and owner who opened one of the first fine dining
restaurants in the state in the mid-1970s, described doing so. He would “arrange for an airfreight
shipment” of ingredients from Los Angeles once a week. The chef proudly stated customers
“would find ingredients on the menu here that you wouldn't find in other places. Because we went
that extra step, you know what I’m saying?”
Thus, numerous factors go into designing a menu to negotiate quality uncertainty and
cultural taste. Leschziner (2015) argues that these restrictions—those highlighted earlier and the
numerous others that have gone unmentioned—are actually advantageous to chefs for, “no creator
in any cultural field is either fully bound by constraints or free from them, which in more general
terms means that there is no creativity without constraints and there are no constraints without
creativity” (p. 169).

The Palate
Kitchen work is inherently physical and sensory. Cooks use their entire body and all five
senses to transform raw ingredients into edible and enjoyable dishes. While taste is central to
success in the kitchen, sight (e.g. the color of caramelizing sugar), sound (e.g. the incorrect crunch
of a stale chip), smell (e.g. the aroma of an almost finished sponge cake), and touch (e.g. the
springy texture of a medium-rare steak) are equally vital. Diners employ these senses, too. They
feast on the presentation of a dish with their eyes, and engage with the sounds, smells, and textures
of a dish as they taste it. The pleasure of dining and much of the joys of cooking are attributed to
the stimulation of these senses. As Alaskan executive chef Eric Sherman explained,
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It’s extremely sensory. That’s one of things that I love about cooking is it’s—I’m a very
observant person… I like to be able to see changes and stuff happening. And cooking, it’s
like even though you can see everything, there’s also like having this little sixth sense about
it, too. Like, this intuition. You just know.
Command of these senses and their application to food is required of all kitchen workers, especially
the acuity of physical taste (i.e. the palate). While grounded in physiology, a palate is social and
fluid both in concept and practice. By this I mean that a palate can be described conceptually in a
variety of culturally grounded ways, such as being “wide” and “open” to diverse flavors, as
“discriminating” and able to discern subtle seasoning, and by nationality (i.e. an “American palate”
or a “French palate”).
Like all senses, one can be born with a superior, average, or lacking sense of taste. This
physical ability can, like a muscle, be trained to sense delicate flavors and hints of seasoning.
Flavors previously disliked, like braised bitter melon or pungent Roquefort blue cheese, can be
cultivated to be appreciated. But a palate can also be destroyed through lifestyle choices, like
smoking, drinking, drug use, and high salt consumption, which mar taste buds (Cheruel et al. 2017).
Concern over damaging one’s palate can discourage substance use in some. Alaskan line cook
Chrissy—a regular smoker and drinker, herself—explained, “I’ve even met chefs that just smoked
a lot of weed and they still just—It changes your palate. Like, even cigarette smoking changes
your palate.” But in a textbook example of cognitive dissonance, Chrissy’s palate-related anxieties
were not severe enough to halt her smoking addiction.
An underdeveloped or damaged palate can initiate a loss of respect and status. For example,
one line cook complained, “Our chef, John, was trained and he was a competent cook, but not a
great one… His palate was limited. He didn’t do ethnic food well.” Rather than fault John over his
lack of knowledge of ethnic cuisine, this interviewee faulted the chef’s body—his perceived
inability to physically taste and appreciate diverse flavors—as the root cause of his ignorance. In
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reality, habitus was likely at the center of John’s inability to “do ethnic food.” The palate is not
just physiological and cultural, but also is influenced by one’s life experiences, memories,
identities, group membership, and class (Fine 1996; Sloan 2004; Leschziner 2015)—what
Bourdieu (1984) would call one’s “dispositions.” What tastes subjectively “good” tends to be food
that reminds the eater of the smells emanating from her grandmother’s kitchen or a dish eaten on
a backpacking trip across Spain years ago. But, what also tastes “good” is that which is imbued
with capital respective of one’s habitus. As Fine (1996) writes,
We are known by what we eat, but we are also known by what we cook. The more
sophisticated cooks—better trained, raised in more “sophisticated” homes, or driven by the
goals of their restaurant—are more attuned to the dishes that represent “haute cuisine” and
demonstrate the existence of cultural capital. (pp. 263-264)
Physical taste thus contains a physiological component, but also a socially constructed one (Fine
1996). With this in mind, it is likely that John was not raised in an environment that exposed him
to culinary diversity, he did not hold membership in an ethnic minority group, and consequently
suffered from cultural culinary illiteracy. Without the “right” habitus, John created food that
symbolized a limited palate and, as Lamont and Lareau (1988) would argue, directly excluded him
from high status.
We see here that since taste is so closely tied to one’s habitus, food becomes an extension
of a chef’s self, the plate an extension of the palate. A chef serves a bit of herself to every diner,
which is a source of joy and reciprocal pleasure for many (Fine 1996; Leschziner 2015), like
executive hospital chef Ty Kennedy who stated,
It’s nice to be able… to take a plate—that’s your palate—and do your artwork on it. And
when you can present [it to] somebody, [and] you make them go, “Wow!” But that “Wow!”
not only goes to their eyes, but it goes to their nose and mouth.
Ty was not alone in his appreciation for reciprocal pleasure, in fact most interviewees mentioned
eager anticipation of the feeling (consequently, it is a topic of focus in Chapter 5). Ty’s enthusiasm
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shows how cooking allows kitchen workers to share creative sensory experiences with their guests
that symbolize the chef’s palate and habitus. Therefore taste—cultural and physical—is
instrumental in the success, mediocrity, and failure of kitchen workers. It plays an integral role in
food design and navigation of quality uncertainty, it affects the interpersonal dynamics between
chefs and staff, and it brings joy to kitchen workers and diners alike.

CONCLUSION
“I’m not satisfied where I’m at. ‘Cause I was really naïve as a child. I used to think, ‘I work
hard and I work hard. I’mma get this.’ But it’s more than just being book smart,” Jayden told me.
He felt he was, “average,” understanding that despite almost five years in the industry, his
repertoire of embodied skills was still incomplete.
Jayden’s story, along with the many featured in this chapter, show how embodied skills
influence achievement of success in the occupational world of chefs, as well as how individuals
(and their kitchen capital) are perceived by others in the industry. Capital gleaned from books,
classrooms, or on-the-job training (described in Chapter 3) are only valued when they are
transferred into an embodied state, which can be seen in the movements of bodies, scarring of
wounds, attitudes of confidence, and senses of taste. One interviewee, an ex-line cook from Tucson
who had cooked at a luxury resort, explained,
There’s a lotta people that get culinary schooling and then go work for [the Resort]. And
you can either get in through just kitchen experience, or you can get in from culinary
[school experience]. And they hired me from kitchen experience. And I feel like I was
doing better than the people that were doing culinary [school], because they just get broken
down. They end up having to go through what I went through for 4 years before getting to
[the Resort]. And, like, they think that their culinary school is gonna teach them how to be
crazy and it doesn’t. You gotta learn how to be crazy a little bit. You gotta be learning how
to run. You know? And that’s kind of what culinary school doesn’t do, I feel like. They
don’t teach you how to run… A lot of culinary [school] students, yeah, they don’t get to
see, like, the heat of it all.
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Getting “crazy,” “run[ning],” and handling “the heat of it all” are rehearsed skills developed over
time that become second nature to a cook, sowed into the psyche and body. This occupationspecific expertise is akin to the musical prowess described by Lee (2016) that is “practic[ed],
memoriz[ed], and drill[ed]” into rappers in preparation of a performance (p. 76). Rather than
getting “crazy” or “run[ning],” Lee (2016) calls this mastery of craft, “thinking in rhyme.” Some
interviewees, like the ex-line cook quoted above, believed that “thinking in culinary,” the
unconscious cognitive command of cooking and kitchen culture, could only be embodied through
iterative work experience within a competitive social environment.
Cooks with aspirations, like Jayden, work tirelessly to “think in culinary” in hopes of
reaching the top of the kitchen hierarchy. As Jayden detailed, chefs “establish themselves within
the industry,” by “build[ing] up that resume,” and amass “their scars.” “Not physical scars,” he
quickly noted, “‘cause we all have that. Like, they actually build up their scars from experiences.”
Physical, emotional, and experiential scars—those embodied markers of skills and
understanding—differentiated a chef from a junior kitchen worker, in Jayden’s mind.
Despite how much he needed to improve, Jayden was set on a life in the kitchen. He
fantasized about a small store front restaurant, a “neighborhood spot,” that served international
curries: Caribbean, Japanese, Indian, and Thai. His sights were set on Seattle’s “blooming”
culinary scene as the backdrop for his spot, because it is more economically feasible than New
York City. Whether or not this dream came to fruition, he planned to keep cooking for the rest of
his working life,
I’d rather be in a field that I enjoy doing. I don’t wanna be in a field that’s like, “Hey it
pays really well, but I’m miserable.” ‘Cause I know the feeling of being miserable and not
doing what I like. ‘Cause I end up giving up on it. I don’t care about what happens. I just
go in and it seems—It makes the day go longer. It drags… My neighborhood, everybody,
it’s all about money. You need to have money to be happy. Yes, money can solve a lot of
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problems. But I don’t think money makes you completely happy. It has some pulls and
everything, but I’d rather have my mental clarity, I’d rather be in a place that I feel comf—
I don't wanna be comfortable where I don’t reach up for nothing. I want to be comfortable
that I would like to enjoy what I do. That comfortability. I enjoy my work, I enjoy my field
that I work in.
Throughout this chapter, we have seen how chefs and cooks use various standards of embodied
capital to evaluate their own positions on the success-failure spectrum: to chef-author Anthony
Bourdain (2000) success was emulating Jimmy’s hip “bump” of the grill. To executive chef Eric
Sherman it was being nomination for a James Beard award, so that he felt comparable to colleagues.
To chef Jacob Keough it was introducing trendy flavor combinations, like a kimchee grilled cheese,
to his sheltered Alaskan diners. And to Jayden Avery, success ultimately rested on being happy
with his work. Jayden’s yardstick for success—occupational happiness—was one shared by 82
percent of interviewees, and is a topic explored in Chapter 5, which centers on emotions in the
kitchen.
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Chapter 5. Emotions in the Heat of the Kitchen
It is clear that knowledge and skills matter when understanding who “makes it” in the
culinary world, but more subtle and amorphous is the role of emotions in one’s success,
averageness, or failure in the kitchen. Chapter 4 hinted at a connection between emotions and
embodied skills, particularly in responses to developing expertise, like the “sheer pleasure”
Anthony Bourdain (2000) felt after he mastered the “bump.” This chapter will closely examine the
role of emotions in cooking, as well as the emotional labor and management needed to succeed.
At face value, emotions appear most relevant to workers in the performative front of house, where
the bulk of servers’ and hostess’ earnings depend on how adroitly they manage emotions. And
there have are many studies that probe this topic, see Fine (1996), Ehrenreich (2001), Dublanica
(2008), Chi et al. (2011), Jung and Yoon (2014), Guptill et al. (2017), and Wilson (2017).
However, every social group, as Randall Collins (1990) would argue, relies on emotions
as “the ‘glue’ of solidarity” and the kitchen is no exception (Collins in Kemper 1990:28). Therefore
emotions are key to attaining group membership. Mediating group membership are emotional
boundaries, a concept developed from Michele Lamont’s (1992) notion of boundaries. In this
chapter, I make the case that in addition to the moral, cultural, and socioeconomic boundaries
established in Money, Morals, and Manners, emotional boundaries are an additional way people
distinguish “their sort of folks” from “the sort they don’t much like” (Lamont 1992: 1). This
chapter also asserts that displays of emotion are used to signal prized qualities, like Stoic selfcontrol, emotional intelligence, and empathy (or the lack thereof). Emotional boundaries and
displays consequently influence occupational success, averageness, and failure in the back of
house.
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The emphasis on kitchen workers’ emotions is more pronounced in today’s hiring
landscape, where job advertisements explicitly seek out candidates who are able and willing to
conduct emotional labor. Emotional labor is the act of “induc[ing] or suppress[ing] feeling[s] in
order to sustain the outward countenance that produces the proper state of mind in others"
(Hochschild 1983:7). It is when we coordinate our thoughts, feelings, and behaviors with the
people and contexts that surround us. This new emotional requirement comes much to the chagrin
of industry old-timers, like 60-something Stan Riedlmayer, who complained that cooks are not
paid enough to cook and do emotional labor,
$11 an hour is minimum wage. If you can make more than $11.50 or $12 an hour leading
a kitchen right now, you’re doing pretty good (laughs)… It doesn’t pay. It doesn’t pay.
And the expectations are higher. If you just go through Craigslist and look at jobs for food
service, you have to be “positive” and “energetic,” you know? And “enthusiastic,” and
“reliable” and all these other things that [are] above and beyond the fact that you should
actually know your job. You have to be, you know, all this other stuff. It’s really strange.
As the occupational status of cooks has increased over time, so too has cooking become, as Arlie
Hochschild (1983) would call it, a “people job.” Despite kitchen work being blue-collar labor
tucked away in a confined area of a restaurant, societal norms and expectations pertaining to
emotions have permeated the profession.
Emotional labor is one of the primary concepts established by Arlie Hochschild’s (1983)
pioneering work The Managed Heart, which explored how capitalist society turned emotions into
“instruments of labor,” and formalized concepts of emotional work and feeling rules. Emotional
work is “the act of trying to change in degree or quality an emotion or feeling54” (Hochschild 1979:
561). It has two parts: a cognitive component (i.e. a thinking process) and an expression, and occurs
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There is debate among scholars over the use of “feelings” and “emotions.” Some, like Turner and Stets (2005) and
Burke and Stets (2009), view the two terms as interchangeable. Others, like Thoits (1989), Hochschild (1983), and
Scarantino (2016) argue that while related, the two are distinctly different. Hochschild (1983) writes that emotions are
a root, and feelings are the expression of the root. For the purposes of avoiding repetitive language, I will use “emotions”
and “feelings” interchangeably.
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when individuals “change expressive gestures in the service of changing inner feelings (e.g., trying
to smile, or to cry)” (Hochschild 1979: 562). Additionally, she argues that while emotional work
is centered on the individual, it can be performed “by the self upon the self, by the self upon others,
and by others upon oneself,” something we will see throughout this chapter (Hochschild 1979:
562). Feeling rules are norms that “establish the sense of entitlement or obligation that governs
emotional exchanges" (Hochschild 1983: 56). These are heavily tied to the culture of the
environment, and are recognized "by inspecting how we assess our feelings, how other people
assess our emotional display, and by sanctions issuing from ourselves and from them" (Hochschild
1983: 57). If someone does not display the “correct” emotions he or she faces "cajoling, chiding,
teasing, scolding, [and] shunning" (Hochschild 1983:58).
Emotional work, feeling rules, and the aforementioned emotional labor merge into the
overarching concept of emotions management, the control and manipulation of emotions to match
the social contexts, needs, and norms of the setting. This chapter will explore emotions
management in the kitchen, how cooks, like Stan, are expected to perform emotional tasks in
addition to their normal duties, and how emotions affect their ability to do their job successfully.
First, it will investigate the emotional effects of stress and stoic masculinity on workers and kitchen
culture. It will then move on to the bright emotions that invigorate cooks: empathy, joy, passion,
and love. The chapter concludes looking at how protective emotional barriers are created and
broken in the kitchen. This last section sets the stage for Chapter 6, where barrier breaking of all
types is investigated, as well as the negative emotions that arise from being a victim of trespass
(e.g. anger, fear, and sadness).
Emotional barriers are different from emotional boundaries, the cultural category that I
argue individuals use to “define and discriminate between worthy and less worthy persons” in all
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facets of life, including the workplace (Lamont 1992: 1). Emotional boundaries—like cultural,
moral, and socioeconomic boundaries—are created as individuals “try to define who we are,” by
determining what we are comfortable with, the identities we hold, and our “sense[s] of security
dignity, and honor” (Lamont 1992: 11). These boundaries, though, are not generated in a silo of
the self, but in the context of our social world, and thus are influenced by norms (i.e. feeling rules),
social expectations (i.e. emotional labor), morality (i.e. moral boundaries), socioeconomic status
(i.e. socioeconomic boundaries), and culture (i.e. cultural boundaries). This boundaries are also
not fixed, they are flexible and permeable (Lamont and Lareau 1988). In our everyday lives, we
use emotional boundaries to ascertain whose feelings we harmonize with from those we do not.
For example, an individual with muted expressions who prizes emotional coolness may find
someone with overt, unrestrained emotions off-putting or overwhelming, and consequently draw
a line between them. Thus we accept those within our bounds, and avoid, expel, and exclude those
who do not. Stories of emotional boundaries in the kitchen are scattered throughout this chapter,
as they have real consequences on occupational success. These stories will show that individuals
are more willing to teach, encourage, promote, and respect those who they match emotionally, and
glance away or rebel against those they are emotionally incongruous with.
Emotional boundaries are not isolated to the kitchen. Individuals in all workplaces and
social interactions employ them. Unique to the kitchen is the role of tangible food items in
boundary-making. Expanding on Chapter 4’s discussion of cultural taste and sensory pleasure, I
argue that food is also imbued with the emotions and the self of kitchen workers. Therefore,
culinary products and the act of producing them can support or disturb emotional boundaries. For
example, a cook may be perceived by others as working without “passion” and producing food
without “love,” and consequently be excluded by those who believe they do in their own work.
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Not only are emotional displays of kitchen workers an element of boundaries, but also the items
they create.

STRESS IN THE KITCHEN
Marilyn Holt has a striking presence. She is tall—well over six-feet—and when she arrived
at the Starbucks in Palm Springs, California to meet with me she was cloaked in a myriad of colors:
a zebra striped zip-up hoodie, a busy floral-patterned shirt, a 3-inch long blown-glass flower
necklace, and platform heels. Her height and outfit accentuated a strong personality, noticeable as
soon as she rattled off her order to the barista, “a large green tea matcha latte with 12 scoops of
matcha. And absolutely. No. Foam.” The theme of the conversation that followed with Marilyn
after we found a quiet corner of the store was stress. Life in the kitchen had been especially stressful
for her—she noticeably used the word “stress” more often than any other interviewee—from the
interpersonal conflict and fraud she experienced at Le Cordon Bleu (her story of signing predatory
loans is featured in Chapter 3) to bouts of poverty during the Great Recession to harassment from
clients as a private chef. Her journey had been undeniably tough.
Marilyn was not alone in feeling stressed: sixty-two percent of interviewees described
kitchen work as “stressful,” and scholars Murray-Gibbons and Gibbons (2007) have found that
while stress is not unique to the kitchen workplace, the intensity of it is. In a study on Irish chefs
Murray-Gibbons and Gibbons (2007) found that 100 percent of their chef subjects reported stress
levels above the cut-off point of being able to “carry on one’s normal ‘healthy’ functions” (p. 35).
This is more shocking when compared to the fact that only 31.6 percent of the general population
in their survey had reached this same cut-off point. Such high pressure in the kitchen is attributed
to “excessive workload, feeling undervalued and communication issues,” as well as limited
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opportunities for promotion and “bullying and threats of violence” (Murray-Gibbons and Gibbons
2007:32).
Stress, of course, is not an emotion. It is a strain on an individual’s psyche, body, and
feelings that can be produced by an array of causes such as a specific event, life pressures, the selfconcept, and lack of social support (Pearlin et al. 1981). Where stress relates directly to emotions
is that it typically produces strong emotions that we colloquially categorized as “negative55,” such
as anger, fear, sadness, anxiety (or tension), and hopelessness. Studies have also found a causal
association between stressful events and long-term debilitating depressive moods (Hammen 2005).
To understand the role of emotions in the kitchen (and consequently emotions on success), the
presence of occupational stress cannot be ignored. Marilyn’s story is particularly helpful in
understanding this impact.
“I don’t think they realize how hard we work and how much hard work it is to be in the
kitchen. How much hard work it is stress-wise, just mentally, physically, emotionally to get food
out on the plate and get it to you. You know?” Marilyn observed as she picked at the cardboard
cup warmer of her matcha latte, ripping it into a pile of tiny pieces on the table in front of her.
“There’s a lot that goes into it. And people just think, ‘Oh yeah, there’s this wonderful food in
front of me’—just bloop,” she mimed placing a plate of food down on the table. “They don’t
realize there’s tons of people in the kitchen that are working their asses off while the executive
chef is getting all the kudos.” The invisible labor of dining masks the true effort and stress involved
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It is important to note that, as Henniger and Harris (2014) argue, "emotions do not lend themselves to a simple
classification of good versus bad" (p. 76), since each emotion has positive and negative consequences. For example,
the “negative” emotion of sadness can signal and trigger the need for social support in others, and produce the positive
results of bonding and comfort.
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in cooking (Guptill et al. 2017), and can make some feel unappreciated, something that drove
Marilyn to become a private chef. 56
Marilyn felt like she worked her “ass off” from the start. After graduating from Le Cordon
Bleu in 2006, she was hired as a line cook at a luxury hotel in San Diego. The two-hour commute
(each way) from her home did not dissuade her from the opportunity, because it appeared to offer
occupational mobility. But as she labored away on the line, stressors out of her control began to
weigh on her: gender discrimination plagued her kitchen, and male staff would “gang up” and
“harass” her; the Great Recession depressed cooks’ wages 57 as diners were spending less
discretionary income, with Marilyn’s hourly wage maxing out at $9.75; and her six month grace
period to pay back student loans was coming to a close. Within months of finishing culinary school,
she said,
I realized on $9.75 an hour, not only could I barely pay my student loan, but I could not
afford rent in San Diego. And I was like, “Oh shit, I’m screwed. This [becoming a cook]
is a bad, terrible idea.” It caused me a lot of stress. A lot.
As gas prices rose, Marilyn’s stress was compounded. Her two hour commute consumed much of
her paycheck and forced her to look for work closer to home. But she discovered that the typically
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Those in power do not only enjoy positive critiques, but also bear the brunt of the criticism. This can push chefs to
apply more pressure on their employees. As executive chef Dan Mercato explained,
With my staff… I want them to do a better job, because in the end that product is going to come out and that
reflects on me. It’s not just on them. Who is it gonna come out to? “Oh the chef fucking sucks… The chef
sucks, you know, it’s his fault.” They would never blame the crew or anybody else. It’s ultimately your face
and your stamp and your name, brand wherever you go.
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Prior to the recession, one executive chef stated, “I used to make $25 coming out of culinary school.… Before the
collapse. An hour, plus tips.” But after the recession, owners started,
firing people. They’d rather split a chef in half or in fourths, and get other people that are not as good as you,
but close to it, and work your shift. You get maybe two days out of the week. Just make sure you order stuff
at the end of the week, make sure you do your books correctly, and all this other stuff. Make sure no one is
stealing, you know, everything else. And that’s what happened. And now, be lucky you’re making half of
that, $15.
The Great Recession was a major event for several interviewees, with industry old-timers drawing parallels to their
experiences post-9/11 when travel and tourism declined. Thus kitchen workers are not only hounded by the common
interpersonal stressors of the workplace, but also by broad social phenomena, like recessions, historical events, college
debt crises, technological advances, and pandemics.
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vibrant Palm Springs area was also in the throes of the recession. Marilyn became an exception to
Leschziner’s (2015) statement, “There may be ‘starving artists,’ willing to forgo material comforts
for the sake of their art, but there cannot be such a thing as a starving chef” (p. xi-xii). She
scrambled to make ends meet by working front and back of house jobs, and coped with emotional
distress,
I had no money. I was basically starving… like, “Do I spend this dollar on tacos at Jack in
the Box, or do I use it to get to work [on the bus]?” …I remember even as a server, ‘cause
the places here they make you—if you were a server you didn’t get a meal. They wouldn’t
feed you. You’d have to pay for the meal. After being a server, I couldn’t afford paying for
my meal, ‘cause I wouldn’t be able to make my rent. So I would have to turn down food.
You know, and I still remember to this day, walking by a restaurant and they would have
outdoor seating, and I would just wanna, like, reach over and eat all the leftovers sitting
there staring me in the face. You know? Like, I was going through all kinds of stuff. Like,
“How do I make this $20 last me, you know, a week-and-a-half until my next paycheck?”
This week. $20 bucks. That’s all you have to your name.
She jumped around from unstable job to unstable job until one evening in 2014,
I remember sitting there crying, being like, ‘What the hell am I gonna do with my life?
What am I gonna do?’ I was bawling my eyes out. I was depressed… And I remember
picking up my phone and… I was just scrolling through Facebook. And there was an ad
for something that said, “Cooking Lessons,” like, “Could you be a teacher for cooking
lessons?” And I was like, “I could do that!” And I signed up.
From this Facebook advertisement she discovered the professional referral service app Thumbtack,
and on a whim started a personal and private chef business. Using Thumbtack and Yelp, Marilyn
began to establish a clientele base large enough to sustain her through the seasonal “feast-or-famine”
business cycle of Palm Springs. By 2018, she was able to move past “just trying to survive,” and
finally, after 12 years of intense stress and worry, she felt secure.
But this period of stress and occupational instability took a toll on Marilyn’s emotions,
creativity, health, and professional success. She battled “bad depression,” something she attributed
to the culinary industry, saying, “there’s a lot of people in the industry that are depressed,” but
may be indicative of the increasingly high rate of depression in the general American public
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(Weinberger et al. 2018). Exacerbating this was a loss of the confidence she had accumulated at
Le Cordon Bleu,
Marilyn: A part of me doesn’t have, like, the self-confidence like I used to. Like, some of
me still questions, like, “Do they [customers] think it’s [the food’s] really good?” You
know? Part of me is like, “I still have to keep trying harder.”
Ellen: Why do you think that you’ve grown less confident?
Marilyn: …Because I feel like—It’s a mix. So 1) I feel like I’ve lost a lot of my talent…
‘cause I didn’t get to use what I went to school for, so I lost a lot of my talent. Um, [2)] not
having the money to do things with, you know, my talent. Like, saying, “Well, I wanna try
this restaurant or that restaurant.” Like… going out and abroad. I had no money to go to a
food show with, or you know, keep involved with the culinary industry... I was fighting for
every job I had instead. Um, so that was really difficult.
Her self-assuredness—key to one’s embodied kitchen capital and confidence to creatively
improvise (Lee 2016)—dimmed after years of stress and struggle. It also affected her health. She
suffered from an exhausting illness that limited her work hours, and foiled plans to grow her
business and dreams of opening a restaurant. All of this eroded her chef identity,
Sometimes I don’t always feel like a chef, because I feel like, my health has gotten in the
way and I don’t have those talents anymore to be like, “I’m this wonderful chef!” You
know? Like, sometimes it doesn’t make me feel that way, you know? I feel not competent
anymore.
Marilyn’s health issues touch on how the physical conditions of cramped, hot kitchens can
be taxing on one’s body and mind and amplify stress. This is particularly prevalent in spatially
tight kitchens that are long and narrow. Tucson line cook Austin Cabot described the pressures of
working in a mid-level French bistro with a “super tiny” kitchen that was out of proportion for the
amount of food the dining room demanded during busy brunch service,
They’re supposed to have three people working, cooking. But really there’s only two
people cooking in there. So, it’s super hectic, you know? Super stressful… You feel like
you—you just got all this weight on you ‘cause you’re just rushed all the time… It’s so
crammed in there. So, you’re constantly running into each other. Bumping into each other.
You know? Everyone’s getting burned all the time, because everyone’s, you know,
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“Behind you! Behind you!” You know? Yelling all the time. It’s super hot. It’s just not the
environment I want to work in at all.
Austin’s account shows how physical discomfort and high temperatures can compound stress and
increase hostility, a phenomenon explored by the work of Carlsmith and Anderson (1979),
Anderson et al. (1997), and empirically established by Griffitt and Veitch (1971). The emotional,
mental, and physical stress of the French bistro was unbearable to Austin, and he left.
Adding to spatial dynamics is how kitchens are typically isolated from the outside world.
Stan Riedlmayer, who complained at the beginning of this chapter about performing emotion
management, found this aspect to be the most distressing factor of cooking,
You’re usually in the center of the building. There’s usually no windows. And you can’t
go out unless you go through the dining room. And you’re there until those people leave
(laughs)! And you’re there before they get there. I mean, you’re trapped.
Occupational stress was a primary cause for Stan leaving the industry after 40 years. It was not
worth it to him anymore, he said, “the amount of stress… and how much of it is projected on you
because someone’s meal is a couple minutes late, versus life and death is way out of proportion.”
When we met in March of 2019, Stan was looking for work “out in the sun,” which he found
significantly improved his mood and attitude.
Marilyn, Austin, and Stan’s stories show us how the social, economic, and physical realities
of blue-collar work can wear down the minds and emotions of cooks. Stress can make workers’
daily lives unbearable, and force them out of the kitchen, a route that all three of these interviewees
took. To some, leaving the kitchen is a sign of occupational failure, evoking the old adage, “if you
can’t stand the heat, get out of the kitchen.” Luckily for Marilyn, Austin, and Stan, leaving the
kitchen did not result in personal evaluations of failure, but in fact the opposite: Marilyn and Stan
described themselves as “successful,” while Austin felt he was currently “average,” but on a
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journey to success. Such positive assessments may be a product of primacy effect58, for all three
were in good spirits and appeared satisfied on the days of their interviews. It also may be related
to success from other facets of life (e.g. personal achievements) brightening up professional
failings, and turning perspectives on work rosier. But most likely it is because Marilyn, Austin,
and Stan’s individual stories emphasized themes of overcoming insurmountable odds. Past
difficulties were conquered, battles with stress and poverty were won. These accomplishments that
made them feel positively about themselves and their careers. As Marilyn explained,
In order to be successful is just, you know, learning how to deal with your issues and know
how to navigate them. It’s like, to me, that’s a truly successful person in whatever they
do… As long as you’re determined to work those issues out and continue on your path,
whatever it may be, then that’s success… No matter the industry you’re in, you know?
Because, like me, I’ve gone through a lot to get where I’m at. And I would like to see
people—even though I’m not rich or wealthy—for them to see me as successful, because
I’ve reached my goals, you know?
EMOTIONAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL STOICISM
Commercial kitchens tend to be majority male workplaces: 78 percent of executive chefs
and head cooks, as well as 58.3 percent of line and prep cooks in the U.S. are men (U.S. Bureau
of Labor Statistics 2020). Harris and Giuffre (2015) have found that homosocial environments
promote a “rowdy,” “sexualized,” and “competitive” atmosphere (p. 110). Some point to
testosterone as the cause of these unruly undercurrents (Harris and Giuffre 2015; McLaughlin,
Uggen, and Blackstone 2012), while others, including many interviewees, point to the
stereotypical masculine norms within kitchen culture as the culprit. “Guys being guys,” “bro
culture,” “boys club,” and “being one of the guys” were some of the phrases used by interviewees
to make sense of the behavior in kitchens.
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Primacy effect is the increased ease of remembering information presented at the very beginning or end of an event.
These two points shape the way we perceive the entire event. The same is true for memories, as it is easier to recall
and feel immediate events than those of our past, and thus current situations shape how we perceive the past.
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Stereotypical presentations of masculinity in the kitchen described by study subjects and
observed during participant-observation include behaviors like emotional presentations of power
(e.g. aggression, hostility, assertiveness), displays of sexual virility, objectification of women, risktaking, refusal to acknowledge failure, and vulgar language. Scholars have found that other
homosocial environments, like college men’s groups (Locke and Mahalik 2005) and the military
(Rosen et al. 1996; Koeszegi et al. 2014) have norms and values that encourage such behavior.
Interestingly, studies have found that hypermasculine norms established in homosocial settings
remain steadfast even after women join (Rosen et al. 1996). Despite this rowdiness, the feeling
rules of kitchens promote masculine stoicism and coolness. Evidence of this is seen in Chapter 4,
where unperturbed responses to physical injury garner admiration, increase kitchen capital, and
reaffirm a worker’s identity and group membership.
At the heart of the emotional stoicism of kitchens is philosophical Stoicism. Kitchen
workers have internalized some of the basic Stoic truths about the human condition, particularly
about control. One of the tenets of Stoicism is that humans ought to focus on what is “within our
power,” including our own “opinion, aim, desire, aversion, and… whatever affairs are our own”
(Epictetus 2014: 18). Included in this list are emotions, as Stoics promoted apatheia, defined as a
“calm equanimity that comes with the absence of irrational59 or extreme emotions” (Holiday 2020),
an early conceptual form of emotion management. Conversely, we should ignore that which is
“beyond our power,” like our “body, property, reputation, office, and… whatever are not properly
our own affairs” (Epictetus 2014: 18). Trying to control that which is uncontrollable, philosopher
Epictetus (2014) writes, brings feelings of hinderance, lamentation, and disturbance.
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Sociologists of emotions would interject that emotions are never “irrational.”
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When asked about the key characteristics of a successful chef, 56 percent of interviewees
echoed a Stoic need to control those elements that are “within one’s power,” which included one’s
ego, emotions (i.e. emotions management), quality of food, flavors, and food costs. The ability to
set aside items outside of one’s power was seen as equally influential on professional success and
emotional well-being. Included in this equation was luck and happenstance, which could result in
outstanding success or devastating failure. Food scientist Liz Mattinson explained,
True success via, like, James Beard or three Michelin [stars], or [being] wildly financially
successful doesn’t happen hardly ever. Like, less than 1%. So, everybody else is just
bopping around in between. And maybe you have a great year because somebody on
Instagram loved your cronut—like Dominique Ansel, way to go. And then maybe another
year you had a fire in the kitchen. You can’t control that.
To individuals like Liz, factors outside of one’s control elevate or depress individuals to the
peripheries of the success-failure spectrum, while most people “bop” in the average in-between.
Recognizing this was emotionally relieving in her eyes.
Most subjects who talked about control tended to make clearer and more frequent
connections between lack of control and occupational failure than an abundance of control and
success. Interviewees and survey respondents listed the following items as indications of failure:
the inability to manage personnel, losing track of timing and schedules, loss of creative control
over a menu, unrestrained substance use, and unmanaged emotions. Emotions, to many subjects,
were the foundation of overall control. As one survey respondent wrote, “Emotional control—you
can’t control your kitchen if you can’t control yourself.” Line cook Chrissy Silverman further
explained,
The ones [chefs] that do really well tend to have more emotional control. Treat people like
people. You have to be, you know, firm, but also sympathetic. It works the same as other
industries, where you don’t quit your job, you quit your boss.
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In the kitchen, emotional stoicism is linked with philosophical Stoicism. Cool, calm emotion
management in the face of stress and pain signals to others that an individual also likely holds the
tenets of philosophical Stoicism. They can control themselves (and the various aspects of the self),
their kitchen and menu, and relinquish the need to control that which is outside of their grasp.
Study subjects, like Chrissy, believed stoicism influenced professional success, for a chef’s
emotions and need for control bleed into the productivity and willingness of staff, and
consequently employee retention.

EMPATHY AND KINDNESS
Chrissy’s comments about the need for a chef to be “firm, but also sympathetic” touches
on how emotional connections encourage success in the workplace. Being caring and empathetic
was viewed by some subjects as characteristics that differentiated the successful from the average
or failed. It is likely because personal connections between chefs and employees have been found
to produce “happier kitchens and restaurants” (Harris and Giuffre 2015: 150), and as will be
discussed later in this chapter, happiness is a regularly used evaluative tool of success. Additionally,
engaging in prosocial emotional labor can be personally rewarding to individuals like ex-executive
chef Chris Sperazzo, who stated,
It’s about empathy. It’s about treating people with respect. You don’t have to be the best
of friends. You don’t have to be in love with this person. But treat them with respect. Have
some empathy to walk in that person’s shoes a little bit. Because you don’t know. You
don’t know what they’re struggling with. Everybody here is struggling with something.
Everybody here is the main character in their own story. You know? And for me, I feel
better about myself when I treat somebody kindly.
Empathy and kindness are not synonymous. Social psychologists define kindness as an act that
“signal[s] attentiveness to others… to recognize others” (Brownlie and Anderson 2017: 1234).
While empathy, according to Jamil Zaki and Kevin Ochsner is “the ability and tendency to share
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and understand others’ internal states”60 (p. 871 in Barrett et al. 2016). Chris’ quote indicates that
empathy and kindness are not automatic processes. Individuals must actively work at this form of
emotional labor. Of course, in some cases empathetic responses arise immediately and
unconsciously. For example, “any of us who have been unlucky enough to witness someone suffer
a horrible injury, for instance, can attest to the seemingly unstoppable nature of vicarious distress”
(Zaki and Ochsner in Barrett et al. 2016: 878). But much of our everyday empathy is consciously
and cognitively labored over, and because it requires effort it is consequently valued by others.
Chefs can and do employ empathetic behaviors to strengthen social bonds in the kitchen.
These behaviors include washing dishes for overworked crew (a symbolic act of voluntarily
lowering one’s status), offering drinks and food to staff, routine check-ins on the well-being of
employees, helping with car troubles, and being socially and emotionally accessible. Study
subjects labeled chefs who performed these acts, “successful.”
The converse of this is true as well. Chefs who do not show employees empathy or kindness
are branded “failures” by staff. For example, food scientist Liz Mattinson once worked under a
“terrible” chef whose “standards were unrealistic.” Liz explained, “She couldn’t put it [my work]
into context. She had no empathy also. She was like, ‘Oh you want to have a life? No. Come to
work 6am to 11pm.’” Liz’s emotional boundaries included consideration for others’ lives outside
of work, and her boss’ lack of empathy towards and willingness to allow a work-life balance fell
outside of Liz’s boundaries. It was clear that Liz and her boss were not the “same folk,” as Lamont
(1992) would say, and the tension this generated pushed Liz to leave the company.
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Zaki and Ochsner write that there are several ways to empathize: mimicking body language, adopting the moods of
others, sharing similar personal experiences, and mentalizing— the imagination and “inferences about targets’
underlying emotions, intentions, and beliefs” (in Barrett et al. 2016: 872).
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Liz’s treatment begs the question, Why do some chefs refuse to empathize? What are the
barriers to kindness in the kitchen? These questions will be investigated from the perspective of
power and domination in Chapter 6, but there are additional reasons prosocial connections in the
kitchen are thwarted or stifled:
First, some chefs may hold the same philosophical perspective as psychologist Paul Bloom
(2016) in Against Empathy. Bloom (2016) asserts that, emotional “empathy is a spotlight focusing
on certain people in the here and now… leav[ing] us insensitive to the long-term consequences of
our acts and blinds us as well to the suffering of those we do not or cannot empathize with” (eBook).
Consequently, he writes, our societal push for empathy biases our actions and makes them
“shortsighted.” Empathy is also tiring, and “is corrosive in personal relationships; it exhausts the
spirit and can diminish the force of kindness and love” (Bloom 2016: eBook)61. In the kitchen,
Bloom’s anti-empathy argument has legs: in a profession that relies on team work and the
cooperation of many, overt and discrete acts of empathy can create disparity between staff,
underscoring favoritism. Also to attain occupational success, those in the kitchen must play the
long-game. To win, one must have extended foresight, work for years, and plan ahead for their
careers (e.g. with brand expansion). If empathy, as Bloom (2016) insists, forces us to focus on
“certain people in the here and now,” it draws attention away from focusing on the self and one’s
long-term career. Last, the kitchen is already an exhausting environment. Chefs are stretched thin
by countless duties, stress, and social interaction. Empathy—an active form of emotional labor—
further tires these already-tired chefs. Adding to this is that certain chefs are expected to empathize
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Bloom is not without detractors. Critics have argued that he negates the role of morality and ethics in individual’s
emotional empathetic expressions (as opposed to cognitive empathetic responses), and misrepresents how empathy
biases our emotions-driven judgements (Cummins and Cummins 2013). Others have asserted that purely rational
judgement free of emotional empathy—something Bloom asserts is needed when making policy decisions—is blind
and dehumanizing (Rampolla 2017). These are just two of the many criticisms for Bloom’s eye-catching work.
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more than others, particularly women. Some women chefs, already depleted by daily work and the
challenges of industry inequality, may fight back against this gender norm and refuse to conduct
supplementary empathetic emotional labor (Harris and Giuffre 2015). And then, of course, there
are some who simply do not have the bandwidth or emotional faculty to empathize effectively.
Adding to Bloom’s (2016) anti-empathy elements in the kitchen is the issue of ego. While
a certain amount of ego (and confidence) is beneficial, as described in Chapter 4, it can be
detrimental to interpersonal relationships if a chef has a “toque full of ego,” as one interviewee put
it, according to 38 percent of interviewees. Chefs able to put egos aside and empathize with
employees, have been found to create productive, prosocial workplaces that are, according to
scholar Curran Stikuts (2015),“vital to the enjoyment of one’s work and one’s willingness to stay
in the [culinary] industry” (p. 38). In his study on Canadian kitchen workers, Stikuts (2015) found
that emotional bonds via empathy and kindness act as “an invaluable buffer against… [the]
hardships” of kitchen work (p. 38).

THE JOYS OF COOKING
Much of this dissertation calls attention to the negative aspects of the culinary industry:
exorbitant and predatory culinary schools, injury and harm, stress, low wages, and— in the next
chapter— interpersonal domination and exploitation. But doing so paints an incomplete picture of
the industry, and may make readers wonder, If the business is so harsh and unrelenting, why do
people continue to participate? How do chefs achieve long culinary careers?
This section sheds light on the other side of the picture: the joyous aspects, meaningful
relationships, and flourishing creativity. States of joy and angst— positive and negative— coexist
at the same time, within the same kitchen, and within the same workers’ minds. This duality helps
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to balance and satisfy the everyday lives of cooks. It allows them to find one in the midst of
experiencing the other, like when an individual experiences a pleasing flow state during the manic
chaos of a rush. Or when an ache in the lower back transforms into welcomed proof of producing
hundreds of perfect dishes that day.
Happiness, passion, and reciprocal pleasure are the focus of this section, all of which are
subjective and difficult to define. We can broadly define happiness as the “complete well-being
and contentment with one’s condition” (Davidovich 1993: 326), passion as “a strong inclination
toward an activity that people like, that they find important, and in which they invest time and
energy” (Vallerand and Houlfot in Gilliland et al. 2003: 175), and reciprocal pleasure as the joy
one feels when they evoke the same feeling in others. All three play into notions of success,
averageness, and failure, particularly happiness and passion: 41 interviewees described evaluating
success on feelings of happiness, and 29 interviewees described a need for passion to obtain
culinary success. Study subjects also described happiness and passion as key ingredients imbued
in high quality food. The following pages explore the role these joys of cooking play in perceptions
of the success-failure spectrum.

Happiness
Notions of happiness— lay, philosophical, and sociological— are fascinating and varied.
“What is happiness?” and “How happy are you?” are, according to psychologist Daniel Kahneman
(2011), “not a natural or an easy assessment. A good answer requires a fair amount of thinking”
(p. 102). Responses are shaped by the current situation the respondent is in, their context, ideology,
culture, age, and more. But today’s social scientists view happiness as a cognitive and emotional
tool and response: emotions drive our cognitive decisions (e.g. “If I do X, I will be happy) and can
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be a product of these decisions (e.g. “I did X, and it made me happy). With these processes in mind,
psychologist Daniel Gilbert (2005) argues that there are three types of happiness: emotional, moral,
and judgmental. Emotional happiness describes a pleasure one feels (e.g. “I feel happy”). Moral
happiness is joy derived from virtue and “living one’s life in a proper, moral, meaningful” way
(Gilbert 2005: 38). This happiness includes philosophical and spiritual perspectives that shape our
understanding that joy is a “not merely the product of a life of virtue but the reward for a life of
virtue” (Gilbert 2005: 39), and is heavily determined by our moral boundaries (Lamont 1992).
Judgmental happiness is the pleasure one feels after cognitive assessments fall in one’s favor, and
can be associated with reaffirmations of one’s control, power, or influence. It is what executive
chef Brenden Hyunh felt upon reflection that at his new restaurant he had the “freedom of operating
[his] own place and knowing that [he could] kind of do whatever [he] want[ed].” Finding this joy
required cognitive evaluations, where Brenden compared the benefits of his current restaurant to
past workplaces, and found they exceeded previous occupational settings.
In general, survey data finds that emotionally kitchen workers appear quite happy,
Generally speaking, how happy are you? (n=257)
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Roughly 81.7 percent of respondents felt pretty happy or very happy. This is on par with the
American population. In 2016, the Harris Poll (2016) sampled over 2,000 adults in the U.S. and
found that 81 percent of respondents “strongly or somewhat” agreed to the statement, “At this time
I’m generally happy with my life.” If we judge success by self-reported levels of happiness—
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which 41 interviewees from this project did—we can infer that 81.7 percent of survey respondents
are successful. Of course, such a simplistic view denies the multidimensionality of success, as well
as the other feelings that play into it, but it is clear that emotional happiness influences chefs’ and
cooks’ perceptions. It also affects their job performance. Psychologist Daniel Kahneman (2011)
has found that “when in a good mood, people become more intuitive and more creative” (p. 69),
two elements that we saw are advantageous in the kitchen in Chapter 4.
While personal emotional happiness is valued, so too is that of customers, employees, and
coworkers. Over one-third of interviewees described catering to the joy of others to ensure
professional success. New Yorker Chris Sperazzo stated that chefs should ask themselves two
questions to appraise success: “[Are] people… being treated good here? [Are] people… happy to
come to work?” Doing so allows chefs to generate “a good vibe” and “a good energy” in the
workplace, and transfer this positivity “right to the guest.” “People feel that,” Chris said with
conviction, “the human aspect of it, you know?” He found that by encouraging happiness in staff,
he felt reciprocal joy that strengthened social bonds and reinforced staff inclusion in his emotional
boundaries and vice versa,
When I’m showing a new plate or [the staff and myself are] working on plates together,
and people are really into it and really getting excited about what they’re doing. That’s,
you know, for me as a chef or a cook… that’s what gets me. That’s what really gets me.
Like, man, this guy’s been working with me ten years and look at the smile. Look at his
energy. Look at the way he’s expanding and he’s smiling because we’re working on a
dessert, or we’re working on a chicken dish… They’re happy to be there, you know? That’s
big for me.
Many interviewees detailed a similar reciprocal joy kindled between chef and customer (which
will be highlighted in a later section).
Interestingly, two interviewees were quick to point out that emotional happiness was a sign
of averageness, rather than success. Alaskan chef Eric Sherman and Southern Californian chef
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Dan Mercato argued that finding satisfaction in one’s work was evidence of low expectations (and
consequent mediocrity). A chef who truly aimed for success had his or her sights set on an
impossible target, and thus happiness is unattainable. A good chef must always strive for more,
Eric explained,
I’m never really happy with anything that I do. I have a hard time accepting my successes
as actual successes. It’s something that I’ve always done. And I think it helps push me to
strive for more, because even when I’m doing good I don’t feel like I’m doing enough. It’s
a constant struggle.
The perspectives of Eric and Chris show how a single emotion can be employed in countless ways
during our assessments of success, mediocrity, and failure. To some happiness is evidence of both
professional and personal success; to others it is proof of placid averageness. Eric’s statement also
shows that these evaluations can and do produce the opposite of happiness. Unhappiness seemed
to be the theme of Eric’s entire interview. For example, in Chapter 4, Eric detailed frustration over
a lack of recognition from critics and food media, while he watched other local chefs bathe in the
spotlight. Thus assessments made in hopes of attaining judgmental happiness do not always fall in
one’s favor. For this reason, some people, like food scientist Liz Mattinson, purposely curb these
judgements in an effort to prevent unhappiness over unmet expectations. Liz explained,
“comparison is the thief of joy… No one else has had my life experience. So, why am I comparing
myself to them? Get outta here. I have to constantly remind myself of that.” Liz’s comment
suggests that the ability to focus on internal notions of success—protected from others’
achievements—is an active process, something she must “constantly” practice.
During discussions of happiness, over one-quarter of interviewees made it a point to
emphasize how happiness in all of its forms (and therefore success) is distinct from monetary
wealth. This denunciation of linking happiness with money highlights our societal inclination to
associate the two, whether or not we believe they should be, as well as our use of money as a
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barometer of one’s value and moral qualities (and thus moral happiness). Interviewees made
statements, like, “obviously I'm not averse to having a lot of money. You know, money buys peace
of mind and security. But it doesn't necessarily translate to happiness.” And,
I don't make much more money now than I ever have as a cook in the city… I'm influencing
this generation of cooks under me in the kitchen…Isn't that really what life's about? Get
from point A to point B, C, or the finish line. Don't get hurt along the way. Don't hurt
anybody and be happy. Because you can't take it with you. What is the use of finances if
you're not using it to influence somebody? (Will Ocampos)
This separation of money and happiness was undermined by the frequency at which subjects
discussed it. 47 of 50 interviewees talked at length about displeasure over low wages, and survey
data shows a similar financial discomfort among respondents. Only 36.6 percent of survey
respondents felt their wages afforded them a comfortable life:
How would you describe your financial situation? (n=254)
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Four survey respondents refused to disclose either their annual salary range or their ability to meet basic
expenses.

Dissatisfaction with wages is one reason why the culinary workforce has a turnover rate of 78.6
percent (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2020f). As one interviewee explained, “Why should I invest
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[in a workplace]? I’mma just come do my job and leave. And if something better comes up [wagewise], I’m gonna dip.”
The juxtaposition of dissatisfaction with wages and occupational happiness is not exclusive
to kitchens. Psychologist Daniel Kahneman (2011) has found that in general, “mood at work… is
largely unaffected by the factors that influence general job satisfaction, including benefits and
status” (p. 394). Instead, emotional evaluations of a workplace are contingent on the immediate
“situational factors such as an opportunity to socialize with coworkers, exposure to loud noise,
time pressure (a significant source of negative affect), and the immediate presence of a boss”
(Kahneman 2011: 394). Respondents to this study likely set aside general items that caused job
dissatisfaction, like low pay, and focused instead on the daily positive “situational factors” when
evaluating their happiness on the survey.

Passion
Passion for cooking, food, and kitchen culture was a common theme across interviews. The
passion described by study subjects ranged from obsessive to harmonious (Vallerand and Houlfot
in Gilliland et al. 2003)—from a zealous fixation on all-things food to a love of cooking that
coexisted with other interests. Study data show that chefs and cooks associate passion with success,
in part because passion was viewed as analogous to having a “love of work” by many subjects.
Loving or enjoying your profession results in superior products, according to chefs like Will Weiss,
who said, “If you’re not enjoying it, you’re not gonna do a good job.”
Some chefs described the need to maintain the purity of one’s passion and love by
eliminating factors that may “ruin” them, privately and publicly. This includes personal issues or
interpersonal problems inside and outside of the kitchen, as executive chef Leah Nakata explained,
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To be successful in the food industry, because it is so demanding… you have to be
extremely passionate about it. Like, the passionate people are the ones that are successful.
And to be that passionate about something, you can’t risk ruining it. It’s, like, work should
be a safe space that you’re going to, because that’s where you’re gonna be creative, that’s
where you’re going to pour everything into. So, if that somehow becomes muddied with
personal issues or interpersonal problems or whatever like that, it makes it no longer a safe
space. And then it stunts all of the creative aspect[s] of it. It becomes stressful in an
emotional way, as well as a, you know, a professional way.
Diluted or distracted passion poses a risk to one’s career and livelihood. Thus occupational passion
must be protected from outside factors. If accomplished, it can generate feelings of happiness and
push individuals past averageness towards success. As executive chef Will Weiss explained,
If you’re that passionate about your food and this business, you can’t be happy attaining
average mediocrity… Like, I can only speak for myself, but it would drive me nuts. Even
if, you know, work was fine and pay was good and all that, there’d definitely be that part
of me going home every day not happy with what I’m doing. Or knowing I’m not giving it
all I could or chasing what I should be.
Alaskan executive chef Eric Sherman is a prime example of Will’s notion of a passionate chef who
was “giving it all [he] could” and “chasing” success. Eric, who was quoted earlier saying that
happiness was indicative of averageness, described an obsessive passion: he spent 50-60 hours a
week at his restaurant, where through “sweat equity62” he had obtained 20 percent ownership. He
actively engaged in food media, participating in television shows and in social media groups. Eric
maintained close relationships with fellow chefs in his local area, where conversations orbited
around food and the restaurant business. And he devoured food science books in search of new
techniques. His emotional boundaries included an obsessive passion for the culinary arts, and
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Sweat equity is a business investment method where an individual puts in time and effort (i.e. their sweat) in
exchange for ownership. As Eric Sherman explained,
I have no money in [the restaurant], other than my own time investment. So, over the course of five years,
I’ve been slowly procuring, like, 20 percent of the restaurant overall. It’s been gifted to me by my boss and
part-owner and a good friend, as well. So, it’s been very important for me to grow the restaurant and to use
that as kinda a platform to help me grow my career as well.
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viewed others who shared the same zeal as worthy colleagues. Eric’s life was consumed by
cooking, and he agonized over occupational perfection,
I constantly have that mental struggle of, “why are you not good enough?” But I think that
goes deeper than just chef. I think that that sort of personality ends up aligning themselves
into this career, too. I think [the kitchen] brings those type of people in. I like to think that
a certain breed of people are chefs.
Eric’s compulsion was a driving force in his occupational success. He was highly regarded among
peers, customers, and critics. But it also contributed to intermittent feelings of creative, physical,
and emotional burn out. He had bouts of fatigue and became unable to develop new and innovative
menu items. Posts to his Instagram account (i.e. symbols of his willingness to engage with the
public) dwindled as dissatisfaction with his creative ability grew. When we spoke in February
2019, he was in a “rut,” saying,
Restaurant-wise and personally I’m doing alright. But, creatively I’m just, like, kind of
burnt out. Yeah, a little bit. And it’ll probably change—It’s, I think it’s a winter thing, too.
Once summer rolls around and there’s more produce and stuff, when seasonal fish come
back and stuff like that, it always helps.
As explored in Chapter 4, restrictions of the local market and ingredients available have an effect
on the passions and creativity of chefs, like Eric, and consequently their emotional well-being.
When one’s identity is entangled with a passion, external factors that are unrelated to the individual
but exert control over the passion can impact the identity itself.

Reciprocity of Pleasure
A considerable degree of joy in the lives of kitchen workers is derived from reciprocal
pleasure. As discussed in Chapter 4, cooks produce tangible cultural artifacts that provide
sustenance, class inclusion, and sensory pleasure to diners. In doing so, workers can feel a
vicarious pleasure when they observe diners’ performances of pleased palates. In many ways, this
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joy of cooking is a form of positive empathy, a sharing of fulfillment. Most interviewees discussed
this form of gratification, but few found it as life-changing as sous chef Will Ocampos. Originally
a personal trainer, Will began his culinary career hosting dinner parties in his apartment, where he
introduced clients to new flavors and cuisines,
I made [Filipino] lumpia, just basic pork and vegetables. I had two clients who'd never had
it before… They tried it and the look on their face when they took that first bite, and
experienced something that they hadn't had before was life changing to me. It was addicting.
It's something that chefs talk about, where I get to introduce you to one of two things: either
something you've never had before and it's a brand new experience that you need to have
it again. Or I a trigger a long lost memory in your mind of something from childhood and
it brings, like, joy, happiness, and emotion that you forgot was there. That was the first
time I ever saw that, and that just made me want to go, “Okay, the look on her face that she
can’t put it down and needs more, there's something about this.” It made me feel good
inside.
These dinner parties brought Will so much joy that in 2008 he enrolled in the Institute of Culinary
Education in Manhattan, and begin a formal career in cooking. Reciprocal pleasure continues to
be a defining aspect of Will’s career.
Many professions provide workers with joy via the pleasure of consumers: artists delight
in watching patrons gaze at their paintings, car mechanics beam while watching customers happily
rev a re-built engine, and teachers feel a warm satisfaction when students experience that “Aha!”
moment as the day’s lesson finally clicks in their minds. But what is unique to kitchen workers is
the frequency and repetition of their reciprocal pleasure. Feeling rules in dining settings allow and
encourage expressed gratification; tablemates and servers habitually ask, “How is the dish?” and
“Everything taste good?” Thus statements of pleasure happen more often with greater intensity.
This exchange of joy can promote an addictive desire in chefs, like caterer Alex Katzman, who
said,
You get so much love… You get so much one-to-one contact with people and they are
effusive with their love. And it's incredibly rewarding (laughs)… Regularly at work people
will come back and tell you how much they love what you're doing and what a great job
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you're doing at your job… I mean, it's kind of a dangerous game to get into where you're
like living on that energy from people. And requiring it in some ways. So if it doesn't
happen you feel left out or sad. Sometimes you just go to [work] and sometimes the work
is just work. You know? But there's not that many jobs where you get so much positive
feedback. Nobody cares! “It was terrific work today! I mean, great e-mail! Really good
sent e-mails, today!” (Laughs)
To some, reciprocal pleasure is the main motivation for continuing to endure the hardships of
cooking, as well as the primary determinant of success. The positive feelings this social joy brings
can overshadow other assessment tools of success, averageness, and failure. As executive chef
Eric Sherman explained,
When you know you can make somebody happy by, you know, putting a plate in front of
them, it brings me happiness to bring others that same sort of joy. And I think that’s what
makes me feel success a lot of times is just seeing somebody, like, light up and be like,
“Oh my god!” You know, like (laughs), yeah! I still love that feeling. And I think, no matter,
like, [the] monetary success or popularity or whatever, I think, as long as I was somewhere
where I had that joy and I had a comfortable lifestyle, that to me is success.
The reiterative happiness cooks and chefs feel from reciprocal pleasure never ceases to satisfy, and
acts as a remedy to the taxing monotony of kitchen work.
Reciprocity of emotions is not exclusive to “positive” feelings, like joy or happiness. A
reciprocity of anger and frustration can also arise between chefs and diners if expectations are
unmet or egos interfere. Plates of food are tangible representations of a chef’s palate, emotions,
and habitus—as discussed in the previous chapter—thus derogations of a dish become derogations
of the chef, and can be difficult for a chef to accept. During participant-observation at The Tiki
Bar, I witnessed several instances of this kind of emotional exchange. Diners’ frustrated
dissatisfaction were typically met with an equivalent frustration from the kitchen crew. Both sides
questioned the other’s grasp of culinary knowledge and felt the need to surreptitiously punish the
other in retaliation. Customers would complain loudly pinpointing faulty details, send food back
to the kitchen (making the criticism more public as the full plate of food travelled through the
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dining space past other diners), and leave paltry tips. Kitchen workers, in turn, would overcorrect
the dish in question. For example, one day a plate of chicken wings were sent back for being “not
hot enough.” I wrote in my field notes,
“There are people who always can complain about something,” head chef Jesus says as he
envelops the wings in layers of Saran Wrap, slams them into the microwave, and
purposefully nukes them into rubbery oblivion for 10 minutes. They come out dangerously
hot. As Jesus tears away the plastic, he quickly draws his fingers back from the bellowing
steam radiating off of the shrunken wings. (Field Notes, 7/10/2019)
In an attempt to highlight the defects in the customer’s complaint and logic, kitchen workers, like
Jesus, follow the instructions of the offended customer, but in a way that yields a worse product.
This is to show the customer that the original item (the chef’s product) was superior to the diner’s
version. Another time this occurred at The Tiki was when a pizza was sent back,
Dominic, the server, tells us that the customers thought it would be “saucy-er” and spicier.
Scott, tired, asks who sent it back, “Is it that fucking 3-top over there? Fuck them.” “No,
it’s a different table,” Dom replies… While we’re doctoring up the pizza, Scott says, “I
have some Mongolian chili oil. We can put that on there.” He grabs a tiny bottle from the
back of the condiment shelf, uncaps it, and squirts oil on each slice, grunting, “fuck you,”
with each squirt. I laugh and tell him about how another chef I used work for would “blow
a guy’s asshole off” with chili oil because the customer always requested the chef make
his food as spicy as possible. Because he’d made the request, the diner would have to finish
the whole plate no matter what for the sake of pride. (Field Notes, 07/21/2019)
In this negotiation of standards and expectations (that reflect one’s habitus), chefs and customers
feel they must stand by the culinary decisions they make. If these decisions do not match, a
reciprocal anger or frustration can arise between the two parties, with reprisals following closely
thereafter.
Returning to the topic of the “joys of cooking,” kitchen workers who engage in retaliatory
battle can derive happiness from these contested interactions. Just as Scott and I laughed as we
imagined inducing distress in a customer’s bowels with chili oil, kitchen workers find joy in these
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acts of fighting back and a “pleasure in being nasty” (Abbink and Sadrieh 2008). These small wars
also interrupt tedious daily tasks by serving as entertaining distractions.
EMOTIONAL BARRIERS
Previous sections have shown that emotions shape and orchestrate workplace atmospheres,
productivity, and notions of success. Emotions, in the form of barriers and feeling rules, can also
be used to reinforce hierarchical classes in the kitchen, separating chefs from sous chefs, line cooks
from dish washers. These emotional barriers have developed alongside societal norms that
encourage respectful space between coworkers and supervisors. While empathy is prized, getting
“too involved” emotionally and socially with fellow workers can be detrimental to productivity
and one’s kitchen capital, according to 10 interviewees. Consequently, cooks and chefs must draw
and maintain barriers to protect their well-being and occupational success. These barriers can be
emotional, as will be explored here, as well as spatial and behavioral, which will be discussed in
Chapter 6.
April Williams is the executive chef and owner of a new, stylish diner in Anchorage,
Alaska. At 16 years-old she set her mind on becoming a chef after being “enthralled with the
process and the motions” of the back of house at a café she waitressed at. After completing college,
she attended the Culinary Institute of America, worked in New York City, and returned home to
make a name for herself. Despite an abundance of kitchen capital, a competitive nature, and
inclusion in Anchorage’s culinary upper class, April’s own ventures—well-decorated,
conceptualized, and branded—always seemed to struggle. Her first restaurant was a high-end
French bistro that was culturally incongruent and priced-out of the Anchorage market. It closed
after two years. Her new diner was a more calculated attempt at culinary success, with a stripped
down menu tailored to local tastes. But when I visited the restaurant to interview April in June of
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2019, it was empty, save for a single table with a mother and her daughter who sat chatting quietly.
Consequently, over the years she had gained a reputation among fellow chefs as a failed
restauranteur (not to be confused with a failed chef)63, a label she did not agree with:
I couldn’t have been average—I couldn’t have maintained average and have investors, right?
That’s just not how it works… otherwise everyone would be getting money and opening
restaurants and bars and whatever it is. For me this [restaurant] is successful… I opened
my restaurant and it’s beautiful and it has a lot of community response to it. Now [I] just
[have to] try to figure out how to get everyone to know we’re here.
To April the act of opening a restaurant with willing investments from others’ was proof of her
success as a restauranter, and location and publicity were the elements holding her back from
financial recognition of this success.
However, during the interview, she described how the struggling diner weighed on her.
When asked if she planned to stay in the culinary industry for the remainder of her career she said,
“If this doesn’t work out, I don’t know” pausing to think. She felt “saddled with stuff,” like
interpersonal and emotional issues with staff. To preempt employee issues from growing
insurmountable, she applied a variety of barriers to protect her own well-being, mental health, and
business—barriers she had learned to construct over the course of her career. She said,
I’ve always tried to be less emotional in front of my staff. And I am still, and pretty
successful at that. I listen to them. Whereas [if] they start asking me personal questions,
you know, I don’t answer them. It’s totally not appropriate. That’s what I tell them.
Additionally, she created social barriers by limiting her participation in after-hours drinking and
get-togethers. April explained,
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As a fellow Alaskan chef explained,
[The bistro] totally failed for her. Yeah, it totally failed. Now she has the [diner]. And she totally misread the
market—Not that she couldn't cook or anything, but she didn't have the ability to see that this—So, I don't
know you'd say she failed as a chef, but she failed as a restaurateur because she didn't understand what sells
up here. You know, this isn't L.A. The market is different, you know?
Another chef shared similar observations,
[April] was doing some really great stuff [at the bistro]. But again, it was kind of like, maybe wrong location
wrong time. People didn't really understand the concept that she was trying to put out there. And so she didn't
last very long. But if she had been anywhere else she would have taken off.
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I never do that stuff [like staff parties]… I mean, that’s all learned experiences, right? I
would never do that. Like, I’ll throw parties here, you know, once or twice a year for [staff].
I will not be here. And people kinda get upset about it, but I just—I don’t—I feel like that’s
a boundary thing. I just don’t, you know, and it’s harder for me, too… But, yeah, that’s
smart. I mean, you just can’t do these things.
April was especially on edge over her children’s constant presence at the restaurant, and how they
blurred the lines she had carefully drawn between herself and staff. As a divorced parent, the diner
became a site of after-school care. “My kids are always here. And they like to talk,” she said,
worried that they might reveal too much. Children and single parenthood aside, April felt like these
emotional barriers were a greater concern for women in the kitchen, saying, “Women [are]
definitely saddled with that. Way more than men.”
April’s assertion and concurring study data advance the findings of Harris and Giuffre
(2015) to show that protective emotional barriers are overwhelmingly a woman-specific need, and
that gender shapes emotional boundaries. Women chef interviewees felt that they bore the brunt
of worker disobedience, disrespect, and lack of restaurant management/ownership support, which
affected emotional well-being. Additionally, when women tried to counteract undermining
through adopting masculine behaviors and “violating gendered norms of leadership through being
too blunt, too aggressive, or too hierarchical, they could be labeled a bitch” (Harris and Giuffre
2015: 138). This paradoxical requirement to remain stereotypically feminine, yet stoically
masculine is further complicated by women in the kitchen being pushed into adopting maternal or
sisterly roles (Harris and Giuffre 2015), becoming an emotional resource for coworkers in the
process— a role men are rarely asked to take on. But these lines of separation are a delicate dance
for women, for bounds that are too obvious are perceived, again, as “bitchy-ness” and being
emotionally “cold,” while men who exhibit the same demeanor are seen as positively stoic. As
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individuals rise through the hierarchy, this paradox becomes more apparent. As executive chef
Leah Nakata explained,
At the time that I worked for Christina Tosi at Milkbar, I didn’t realize [the gendered
aspect]. Like, some of the other staff members were like, “She’s cold. She’s, you know,
whatever.” But looking back now, I’m like, she was the most organized person. She always
had our backs. And she was like incredibly—she’s an excellent boss.
Christina Tosi’s “cold[ness]” was not perceived positively by Leah until she moved to a new
restaurant that felt like “party central,” where the male chef and crew were “out of control.” She
explained, “It was hard to respect someone who, the night before we had essentially held their hair
back [as they vomited].” This barrierless kitchen was less productive and prosocial than Christina
Tosi’s. As her career continued, Leah purposefully emulated Christina’s leadership style. But the
road was rocky. She encountered setbacks and failed to maintain barriers,
I’ve left a job because I crossed a line with co-workers and it turned out terribly (laughs),
you know? And that’s terrible. I felt like I had to leave, because of that. It ruined this thing
that I really loved.
But those failures taught her that “keeping that distance is really important,” which she and her cochef Ilana Mosse were vigilant about at their restaurant. Unfortunately, this had impacted how
others’ viewed them. Like their previous women chefs, Leah and Ilana were perceived to be “cold”
and “like a rock,” Ilana explained,
I think people perceived us that way [while we were] leaving [our restaurant], too. It was
someone who said, “Oh why do you miss them? They weren’t even nice.” And I’m like,
“Well, we weren’t mean…” And we asked you how your day was and how your family
was doing, but our job was to be the responsible one. And to enforce rules. Like, it wasn’t
fun for us. It wasn’t like, “Yeah! We caught ‘em!” It was very stressful to be, like, “Ugh, I
had to yell at someone for the third time this week. Like, I wish I could just rely on them
to be present.” Like, it’s not a fun thing to have to do it. But I would rather be perceived as
“cold” than irresponsible.
The social ramifications that came with these perceptions were an annoyance Ilana and Leah were
willing to accept because it provided occupational success. But their “cold[ness]” did not protect
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them from feeling deep discomfort when disciplining staff. Leah described having to “go into the
bathroom and psych [her]self up” before reprimanding someone. Her internal dialogue that
accompanied these situations was, “I know that I don’t want to do this, but I have to. So I’m going
to have this very difficult conversation with someone, and they are going to hate me for it. And
they’re all going to call me a ‘bitch’ behind my back.” These interactions were taxing, and when
reflecting on them, Leah again brought up the gender,
[Being called a “bitch” is] very hurtful on a personal level. And just because we’re in a
position of power doesn’t mean that our feelings don’t get hurt (laughs). And that sucks.
And I know the male chefs that I work for they got away with so much. So much shit that
was inappropriate… We never did anything like that, and yet somehow we were perceived
as being, like, the strictest, meanest chefs. And I know for a fact that we aren’t.
The role of gender on emotional labor, management, rules, and boundaries in general has been
well-documented by sociologists, particularly Hochschild (1983) and Peggy Thoits (1989). It is
clear that these dynamics extend to the occupational world of chefs. As has been shown, women
must battle stereotypes of emotionality to gain command of a kitchen. Harris and Giuffre (2015)
explain, “women supposedly cannot lead or manage employees as well as men because they are
seen as too emotional, irrational, sensitive, or lacking authority” (p. 132). Findings from this study
advance Harris and Giuffre (2015), showing some women project a barren emotionality, erect
barriers between coworkers, and restrict social interactions for fear of sharing too much intimacy
to maintain their occupational status. During unavoidable interactions, women must not only
manage their emotions more than men, but also conduct more emotional labor to create spaces that
their employees (who are predominantly men) find acceptable. Thus, emotional barriers, which
may be off putting to some, influence professional success for women chefs and cooks.
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CONCLUSION
This chapter has shown how emotions fuel the kitchen, as well as how adverse feelings
from workplace stress or gender inequality can to be eclipsed by uplifting ones, like happiness,
passion, and reciprocal joy. This is because humans evaluate pleasure and happiness by
“indicat[ing] an experience and not the actions that give rise to it” (Gilbert 2005: 39). Events
leading up to a “happy experience” or “happy job” may be banal or even infuriating, but if the end
result brings us emotional, moral, or judgmental satisfaction, we view the entire circumstance as
satisfying. (The opposite is true, as well.) This cognitive tendency is likely why chefs and cooks
remain transfixed on the joys of cooking, satisfied in a profession that is unrelentingly harsh on
the body and mind.
The “emotion culture” of kitchens was also detailed in this chapter: the feeling rules,
emotion management and labor, and the emotional vocabulary used and valued by individuals
within a social setting (Thoits 1989). Emotional boundaries are managed along these cultural,
hierarchical, and gendered lines (Lamont 1992). Emotion management and boundary maintenance
is important for every member of a kitchen (as is true of all social environments), but is particularly
critical for executive chefs, who orchestrate the emotional atmosphere and norms of the kitchen
via motivation, Stoicism, empathy, passion, and prosocial barrier formation. Those especially
adept at mobilizing and managing feelings can leverage their skills into increased kitchen capital.
There is clear evidence that chefs and cooks perceive success, mediocrity, and failure
through emotions: interviewees described failed chefs as individuals who lack emotional control,
barriers, or passion. Average chefs were those who felt content, and, as Liz Mattinson said,
“bop[ped]” around waiting for elements outside of their Stoic control (e.g. luck or trends) to send
them to the peripheries of the success-failure spectrum. And successful chefs were those who were
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joyful and passionate, and displayed a Stoic equanimity of emotions and desire for control. A
common theme of interviews was how one’s place along the success-failure spectrum should not
be affixed to economic values, but instead to subjective emotional benchmarks. As Californian
personal chef Kara Wallace explained,
Sure, you can make all the money in the world, but if you aren’t happy doing it, I don't
think that's very successful. Especially in this line of work. I'd be surprised to learn of any
chef that became one for any other reason than loving cooking and food in some way, shape,
or form.
Kara, like most of her fellow interviewees, included emotions and love for cooking in her equation
of occupational success, allowing it to transcend all other measures. Her self-reflection should be
interpreted within the emotional conditions and subcultural orientations of her occupation. Using
Thoits’ (1989) mode of analysis, Kara’s words underscore normative occupational values to
herself, as well as others, showing how emotions (and our understanding of them) mirror and
reproduce a group’s norms and culture, typically with the goal of giving off the correct signal to
instigate or reinforce group membership. Her statement shows us that feelings and love of work
are factors by which kitchen workers draw their emotional boundaries, including those who share
similar sentiments and expressions in their sociocultural world.
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Chapter 6. Gaining Capital Through Domination
At six-foot four-inches Grant Swann towers over almost everyone he meets. He has a mess
of light brown hair and thick four-day old scruff that creeps down his neck to the collar of a hooded
soccer league sweatshirt. He graduated from a private liberal arts college in the Pacific Northwest,
and “fell into” the industry after encountering setbacks starting a career in local politics.
I didn’t intend to end up there [in the kitchen]. It was sort of a—I fell into it after the 2012
elections. I needed a job, so I could have money… One of my good friends’ former-bossslash-then-boyfriend… [had] just become the manager at Flora’s. I got an expo [expeditor]
job over there working through him.
At Flora, one of the few fine dining establishments in the small coastal city of Anchorage,
Alaska, Grant worked as an expediter, the human link between servers in the dining area and cooks
in the kitchen. During service he would call out orders, check plates for consistency, apply
garnishes, direct plates to the correct tables, and—most memorably—get yelled at.
The expo position there was really sort of shit… It’s the position where everyone yells at
you. You know, front of the house is yelling at you, back of the house is yelling at you.
Particularly when I was working there, the chef, Ron, was working—was running the
line… And he’s a critical person. There are things I respect about him, but I would not
work for him in any capacity ever again. He’s an asshole. So yeah, he’s sitting there yelling
at you all day. Front of the house is yelling at you—usually directly contradicting each
other.
Grant had never worked in a commercial kitchen before Flora, and he watched his “pissed off”
chef throw tantrums, which included an episode where Chef Ron threw an industrial-sized box of
Cling Wrap (equipped with a serrated metal edge) down the 20-foot length of the kitchen, where
three cooks were toiling over hot stoves, grills, and a fryer filled with 375 degree Fahrenheit oil.
Service continued as usual despite the outburst, and Grant began to view the abusive behavior he
saw at Flora as the industry standard. He explained,
The abuse is normalized. And sometimes, I think, romanticized as well… Chefs being
assholes is common in part because that’s the expectation for what it is to be a chef. And I
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think that’s getting better, but it’s still a strong part of kitchen culture is that. And you are
sort of expected to be an asshole about things. And while it seemed like most places are
getting better, it’s still a big part of kitchen culture.
The abuse that Grant was witness and victim to is not isolated to Flora or to the city of Anchorage.
The Bureau of Labor Statistics (2019a and 2019b) estimates there are 2.53 million cooks and chefs
in the United States. Of those, one in four report experiencing physical abuse in the workplace—
roughly 632,500 victims (Unilever Food Solutions 2019). For comparison, 1.4 per 1,000 healthcare
workers reported experiencing workplace violence in 2018 (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2020d).
While shocking, this figure of violence in kitchens fails to account for the psychological and sexual
abuse that also plagues the interactions of cooks and chefs. Such behavior has been both
sociologically and journalistically documented in American (Harris and Giuffre 2015; Ruhlman
2006; Wilson 2017), Scottish (Alexander et al. 2012), English (Bloisi and Hoel 1998; Pyke 2002),
Scandinavian (Mathiesen, Einarsen, and Mykletun 2008), French (Ramsay 2006), Malaysian (Lee
et al. 2018), and Australian kitchens (Meloury and Signal 2014).
Many occupations are associated with violence (e.g. police officers, contact athletes, and
soldiers). This chapter will show how violence and domination are salient features in the kitchen,
as well, and how individuals exploit abuse for their own gain and success. There is, of course,
violence in the harvesting of food ingredients cooks prepare, animal products especially. Less well
known are the kinds of violence that commonly arise during the preparation of food. The first
section of this chapter details domination through the invasion of spatial barriers (i.e. geographic
trespassing). The second section investigates violence via aggression, bullying, assault, and
exploitation. 64 Both spatial and interpersonal domination rely on intrusions of boundaries—
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It is important to note that domination and exploitation are not identical. According to Eric Olin Wright (2016),
domination is the control of others’ activity, including exclusion from committing certain acts. Exploitation is the
gaining of capital through the effort of others that one is dominating.
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emotional, moral, and cultural—which will be examined. The last section of this chapter explores
how cooks react to being abused, and its effects on the success, mediocrity, and failure of both
perpetrator and victim. Ultimately, this chapter argues that in a workplace with conditions that
normalize violence, abuse can be employed strategically by individuals in high status positions to
gain occupation-specific capital and power. Chefs whose abuse is tolerated can parlay this capital
into better opportunities and consequent success, while chefs whose victims flee or fight back face
repercussions and risk occupational averageness or failure.

INTERPERSONAL DOMINATION
Abuse in its various forms is a method of domination and claiming of social status.
According to Bourdieu (1984), “one’s relationship to the social world and to one’s proper place in
it is never more clearly expressed than in the space and time one feels entitled to take from others”
(p. 474). In addition to space and time, abuse employs the nonconsensual taking of dignity, peace,
safety, and—in the workplace context—economic security.
In small group settings with idiocultural complexities, like kitchens, interpersonal
domination can also be method by which to institute social order. As Fine and Harrington (2004)
write in their study of small civic groups, “Tiny Publics: Small Groups and Civil Society,” small
groups—groups which are formed “upon personal (typically face-to-face) interaction with the
recognition by participants that they constitute a meaningful social unit” (p. 343)—work to “tame
an alienating, asocial individualism” among group members and help them “enact their
autonomous selves and… demonstrate allegiance to communities and institutions” (p. 344).
Ultimately, small groups “create citizens, producing identities that embed individuals within larger
entities” (Fine and Harrington 2004: 344). Study data finds that this process occurs in the kitchen,
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and each kitchen is comprised of a “tiny public.” In the culinary context, Fine and Harrington’s
(2004) process can be reframed as: idiocultures of commercial kitchens create workers with
identities that “embed” them within the larger culinary world and hierarchy. This chapter will show
how violence can be used as a mechanism within the embedding process; how yelling, groping,
shoving, and shunning can enforce cultural norms and “cement[s] allegiance” to one’s group and
workplace idioculture (Fine and Harrington 2004).
As we have seen with Grant’s story, interpersonal domination is rampant and normalized
within kitchen culture. Previous literature has found several psychological, cultural, and historical
forces that work to normalize abuse in the kitchen:
1) Heightened aggression: In a study by Meloury and Signal (2014), kitchen workers
reported increased levels of aggression that surpassed the general public, with even higher
aggression found among lower-status workers as they are “more stressed than their
superiors” (p. 103). These findings elicit two questions (which have been posed by
Mathiesen et al. (2008)): Does the kitchen attract naturally more aggressive people? Or
does the kitchen environment transform “normal” individuals into aggressive people? Both
questions have yet to be addressed by researchers.
2) Intense occupational stress: As discussed in Chapter 5 and indicated by Meloury and
Signal (2014), the kitchen is a site of intense psychological pressures and physical stress.
This can lead people to behave in ways harmful to themselves and those around them in an
attempt to relieve stress, like lashing out, belittling, and intimidation.
3) Cyclical workplace violence: Accounts of abuse in the kitchen stretch back to the early
19th century (Cullen 2010; Escoffier 1997; James 2002). Famed French chef Auguste
Escoffier, for example, detailed in his memoir that his first chef, “like most of his
contemporaries… believed that it was impossible to govern a kitchen ‘sans une pluie de
gifles’ (without a shower of slaps)” (Escoffier 1997: 21). Generations of cooks since have
been socialized into accepting and reproducing this harmful behavior, a pattern that
criminologist Cathy S. Widom (2001) would label, a “cycle of violence.” Executive chef
Dan Mercato, was one of several interviewees who recognized they had been caught in this
cycle,
I learned from the worst. I have. Growing up—I mean, I’ve been doing this
[cooking] for 15 years, a few more than 15 years. And in the beginning, you’re just
getting yelled at constantly. So, you pick it up. It’s like being abused at home. So
you take it to somebody else’s house, and you do the same thing. You know, “This
is how I learned how to do this.” By yelling, hurting, and belittling people.
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Chef-writers Preeti Mistry (2017), Gordon Ramsay (2006), and Marco Pierre White (2006)
have reflected similarly.
4) Stereotypical presentations of masculinity: As discussed in Chapter 5, commercial
kitchens tend to be homosocially male. Consequently, masculine presentations of
aggression, especially in the face of danger, are valued. This can create an environment
that permits and fosters abuse.
5) Use of war and military language: As described in Chapter 1, commercial kitchens
usually follow the hierarchical brigade structure, where a chef reigns over rank-and-file
cooks. This system was created by Auguste Escoffier, and stems from the chef’s
appreciation for Frederick Taylor’s theory of scientific management (James 2002) rather
than his military experience (he was conscripted twice in his lifetime). In a bid to decrease
redundancy and guest waiting time, Escoffier recreated Taylor’s production-line in the
kitchen (a possible source of the kitchen slang, “working on the line”).
But the brigade system has long been associated with the military due to its name,
and because both settings are defined by hierarchical structures, demand total compliance
for sustained group membership, and are known for strictness with undercurrents of
brutality. Misleading, too, is the common use of military references and metaphors in
cooking (Harris and Giuffre 2015; Murray-Gibbons and Gibbons 2007). For example,
several interviewees analogized cooking to “going into war” and “into combat.” Others,
like chef-writer Gabrielle Hamilton (2011), call the mental and physical preparation of a
dinner rush getting one’s “GI Jane on.” Such language fosters the idea that the kitchen is a
site of aggression. If everyday conflict and brutality are accepted in the battlefield, why
not, too, in the kitchen?
These causes of interpersonal domination are not particular to the restaurant industry. For example,
Nicola Magnavita (2014) found a bidirectional relationship between occupational stress and
workplace abuse in her study on healthcare workers. Widom and Maxfield (2001) found cyclical
violence in a longitudinal study on abused children. And Tager et al. (2010) discovered that those
who exhibit stereotypically masculine traits such as “dominance, emotional control, and selfreliance,” were more likely to abuse intimate partners (p. 233). Unique to the culinary industry,
however, is a source few other workplaces can point to: the media.
6) The normalization of abuse through food media: Media representations of chefs are
sometimes the first interaction individuals have with kitchen work. The way chefs and
cooks are depicted in food media consequently influence workers’ and industry outsiders’
perceptions. Study data found that while not all portrayals of chefs are domineering and
aggressive, the prominent ones are. Interviewees overwhelmingly referred to Gordon
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Ramsay, the abusive host of reality television show “Hell’s Kitchen,” retold Anthony
Bourdain stories that romanticized aggressive kitchen norms and harassment, and harped
over the storyline of films, like Burnt (2015) and Pixar’s Ratatouille (2007), which star
tyrannical chefs. Individuals take cues from these depictions when navigating the back of
house norms. For example, Lana Hynes, a 20-something line cook from Arizona, told me
that prior to entering the industry her expectations were guided by food television,
[I’ve] always watched cooking shows and… assumed that (laughs), like it was
basically a coin toss. It was like any boss I get from now on is gonna be either Ina
Garten [from Food Network] or Gordon Ramsay [from “Hell’s Kitchen”]. And
there’s no in between. And for the most part I’ve been right about that (laughs).
Yeah, mostly the Gordon Ramsays.
Gordon Ramsay, with his taunting and perpetual disappointment, was who Lana imagined
working for before she entered the industry. She steeled herself for victimization and
discovered her preparation was warranted, for most of the individuals in charge of the
kitchens she worked in were bullies and abusers. Thus food media aids the rationalization
and normalization processes of interpersonal domination in the kitchen. We see with Lana
that if an individual is exposed to images of abusive chefs from a young age—reinforced
by television and romanticized accounts in memoirs—a culture of abuse within kitchens
does not seem too farfetched or inappropriate.
Of course, kitchens are not the only workplace used as a setting for violent stories in the media.
Military bases, correctional facilities, and law enforcement sites also are regular backdrops for
fictional tales of terror. However, the kitchen is one of the very few blue-collar trades that is not
normally associated with violence and employed by media as a site of violence. Study data show
that these representations influence the perceptions of those inside and outside the culinary
industry.
With these sociological and psychological causes in play, what does the domination of
space and people in the kitchen look like? And what function does abuse serve in terms of kitchen
capital and the success-failure spectrum? The following sections will answer these questions with
scenes from everyday kitchen life.
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SPATIAL DOMINATION
A domed silver bell sat in the center of the food window at the Tiki Bar—a small four-foot
by two-foot portal cut into the wall between the kitchen and front of house. Upon completing an
order, kitchen workers would slam their hands down on the bell once to notify servers, twice—
urgently—if the food sat for more than two minutes. A ring of the bell was also employed by
servers to beckon a cook to the window for help if something went awry in the dining area, or a
special request could not be communicated through the computerized point-of-sale system. Thus
the bell was a shared tool—situated apolitically, like Switzerland—demarcating the two territories
of the restaurant. It was a symbol of civilized communication between the front and back of house.
When head chef Jesus ran the kitchen, the bell slowly inched from the window, finding
itself on a nearby shelf in the kitchen, just out of servers’ reach. Moving the bell was a subtle way
Jesus controlled the relationship between the two sides of the restaurant, exerting his power over
all-things-food. Without the help of the high-pitched “ding, ding!” troublesome requests and
complaints from servers went unheard, their voices blending seamlessly with the loud hum of the
exhaust hood, clanging pots, and sizzle of marinated ribs on the grill. It gave indifferent kitchen
workers the option to feign ignorance of servers’ requests and minimize their workload.
As we saw in Chapter 5, barriers can be used to protect one’s self, well-being, and capital
from intruders. Barrier-breaking can conversely be used as a strategy to take capital from others,
display power and status, and be leveraged for occupational success. The Tiki Bar’s bell, and how
it was used, was a symbol of these barriers. The bell conjoined the front and back of house, so
when Jesus moved it, he redrew (and underlined) the clear division between the two sides,
extracting power from the action. Staff never confronted Jesus about his actions over fear of
retaliation in the form of delayed food, hostility, and sloppily plated dishes (which evoked
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embarrassment when served to customers), reconfirming the head chef’s status. Moving the bell
was just one of the many tactics within Jesus’ repertoire of breaking and creating barriers.
In most kitchens, spatial boundaries are set along work station perimeters. For example, a
sauté cook’s territory will be the stove station, a fry cook’s the fryer station, and so on. With a
finite amount of equipment and space, workers must synchronize their movements into a graceful
dance of productivity and spatial awareness. They coordinate travel to (or through) others’ stations
to complete tasks, calling out, “Behind!” when passing others. Overtime, the station becomes an
extension of the self, a workspace organized to fit the style and personality of the particular cook.
Thus when someone intrudes on that space, they symbolically intrude on the worker’s self. If
someone shows respect to territorial lines, they are showing respect to their coworker’s self. And
when one shares space, one is sharing a portion of the self. Chef-author Anthony Bourdain (2000)
provides an example of this negotiation in Kitchen Confidential, in his description of coordinating
with his pastry chef, Janine, as they prepare for the day. He writes, “I have to squeeze over for
Janine, who melts chocolate over the simmering pasta water” at Bourdain’s designated stove
station (p. 187). He adds, “I'm not annoyed much, as she's pretty good about staying out of my
way, and I like her” (p. 187). Bourdain’s writing shows how even cooperative barrier-breaking
disturbs the flow of work, as well as how one’s existing relationship with an intruder can dictate
the emotional reaction to sharing space.
I witnessed a similar acceptance of barrier breaking during participant-observation. At The
Tiki Bar, sushi chef Fernando—forever friendly and smiling—constantly entered others’
territories and engaged in friendly chit-chat. He made it a point to ask everyone in the restaurant
how their day was going—a sign of empathy and consideration. Because of his kindness,
Fernando’s territorial trespass was never interpreted as unwanted barrier-breaking, but instead as
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relationship-building. And—perhaps most important when considering occupational success— he
was able to use his positive relationships with coworkers to obtain favors during the dinner rush.
Myself, Garett the dishwasher, managers, and ownership were quick to jump at the opportunity to
help Fernando before he asked. We voluntarily stirred his bubbling cauldrons of seafood chowder
to prevent scalding and made sushi rice for him before he arrived.
Uncooperative trespassing disrupts productivity and coworker relationships, and can
become a major source of consternation and potential cause of occupational failure. Careful
negotiation of space is required by all, but can be difficult for someone new to the environment as
territorial lines may be unclear. Continued lapses in territorial understanding signals to others a
lack of cultural capital and basic comprehension of norms and hierarchical lines. This was a critical
factor I had to manage during participant-observation at The Tiki Bar. On my first day at restaurant,
Scott, the owner and occasional kitchen worker, trained me on every station with the goal that I
would be able to command the kitchen and reproduce the menu if left on my own. Head chef Jesus
was off that day, so I had no reference for the established territories of The Tiki’s kitchen. When
I returned the next day, the kitchen was in a flurry of action, Jesus was multitasking: preparing raw
ingredients, filling orders, and explaining the kitchen to me. I jotted in my field notes,
While I’m just with Jesus, he gives me a run-down of each station, from left to right—dish
pit, fryer, grill, sauté, oven. He says that he wants me to take care of the fry station so that
I’m not crisscrossing between the other stations. What he doesn’t say is that he doesn’t
want me to get in his way or his space [the sauté and oven stations]. I agree and try to stay
out of his way for the most part. (Field notes, 6/27/2019)
Midway through the day, Scott pulled me aside to reiterate Jesus’ firm territorial bounds, saying,
“It gets too hectic in there to run around.” He asked I confine myself to the fryer. I agreed.
But compliance with Jesus’ spatial parameters was not always easy. The consummate
“work horse,” as Scott called him, Jesus was constantly doing two or three tasks at once during
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service. As noodles caramelized in a sauté pan and a pizza crisped in the oven, he would leave the
kitchen to restock the storage refrigerator or start marinating 20 pounds of chicken. I would be
tempted to reach over and flip the noodles or pull out the pizza before they burned. If I did, Jesus’
reaction was immediate and clear: my trespass was an afront. He would grow quiet, sulk, and shun
me. To redeem myself, I would retreat as far away physically from Jesus’ stations as possible,
finding refuge in the dish pit (the colloquial term for the dishwashing area). Here I could avoid his
wrath by washing dishes and acting busy, and allow him to take over my space (i.e. the fryer
station). Jesus was adept at fusing spatial bounds with his domineering attitude to manipulate the
kitchen in his favor, to get workers to do what he desired in the specific space that he wanted it
done. This ability to confine staff while maintaining productivity was clear kitchen capital, and
aided in his success as a chef. He was seen as indispensable by everyone at The Tiki, they were
quick to satisfy his requests in hopes that he would continue to run the kitchen.
There were times I incurred Jesus’ wrath simply for existing in the same space as him
during a bad mood. After an especially difficult day, I wrote in my field notes,
When I walk in [to work] I say hello to Jesus, and tell him I heard he had a fun birthday
[the night before]. “Me? No,” he dismisses. With that I know he’s in a bad mood now.
Everything I do he corrects me—when I first come in to when I try to help with tickets. He
rushes past me to do the items he knows I’m about to do. I get the message and stay in the
dish pit out of his way. I’m tempted to let him get overwhelmed with tickets, just so he
needs to ask me for help, but I highly doubt he would ever [ask]. He’d rather crash and
burn then ask me for any[thing].
While mood and affect may be one underlying cause of Jesus’ exploitation of space, another may
be self-preservation in the interest of success. The latter was the motivation behind New York chef
and owner Tobias Leitner’s behavior when he first started running kitchens. Early in his career,
Tobias described how intentionally “distance[d]” himself from staff,
My second job, I was the opening chef of a bistro in Midtown Manhattan. Seven days for
lunch and dinner. Ok? I was 25 years old. … I was so scared that I had—I was outrageous!
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I said things to people, they were like, “How can he say that to me?!” Just to shock them!
To get them to create a distance between me and him, because (laughs)… I had to push an
agenda forward, ok? (Laughs) I said, “Ok, I don’t care. I don’t care what you think of me.
I have a job to do. Ok? This is all that matters.” My success is the only thing that’s important.
Tobias was overwhelmed and lacked confidence (and kitchen capital). His concern for personal
success led him to strategically control the spaces and people around him to create a protective
barrier. Salin and Hoel (2010) have found that this strategy “can be used to ensure compliance of
‘getting the job done,’” which is especially helpful for young leaders who have yet to establish
themselves in their new settings (p. 233).

Protective Space
The dish pit was a spatial haven at The Tiki Bar. Jesus viewed it as an area reserved for the
hierarchically lowest workers with the least amount of status, and tried his hardest to avoid entering
the space. He refrained from washing dishes, letting them pile up until someone else helped, opting
to wash a solitary sauté pan over and over again in a sink near the stove when he ran out of clean
ones. His aversion to all-things-dish-pit extended to those who inhabited the space. When I
hunched over the sink, scrubbing congealed tartar sauce off of plates Jesus would, “toss dishes at
me or slam them loudly on the table near the [dish] pit, refusing to make eye contact every time”
(Field Notes, 7/22/2019). Receding into the dish pit was a way to become invisible and avoid Jesus’
ire, but it also was a way to give emotional space as he tamed frustrations unrelated to me.
One afternoon, a regular customer hung by the kitchen doorway chatting with Jesus. Their
conversation was animated and distracted him from a pizza baking in the oven. By the time Jesus
remembered to pull it out it was overcooked, the cheese the color of milk chocolate. Not wanting
to remake it—and perhaps not wanting to acknowledge his mistake in front of the jabbering
customer—Jesus ran a pizza wheel through the pie, slid it into the service window, and rang the
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silver bell. A few minutes later, the owner of The Tiki entered holding the pizza. He told Jesus to
remake it. I wrote in my notes,
Jesus is quiet and does remake it. When the owner leaves, he complains, “This pizza is a
little burned only on one side. I don’t know why they need to complain to the owner. Just
tell the server and we’ll fix it. You don’t need to go to the owner”… He’s angrily quiet. I
stay out of his way for a while doing dishes and keeping out of his territory. My reaction
to give Jesus space works well. Within a half hour he’s back to his normal self and I don’t
get the brunt of anything. (Field Notes, 7/15/2019)
Ceding territory can be used as an emotion management tool, as shown here. It also signals one’s
status to others: those higher in the brigade system can demand space and are afforded it by others,
while those in lower positions must find alternative ways to cope with floods of frustration or anger.
Consequently, these protective barriers play a vital role in occupational success, for certain
individuals have space to calm down, collect themselves, and manage emotions directed at
ownership or customers. Thus those with agency and status (i.e. the executive chef) mark the
bounds of professional territories, as well as the norms within those areas. And, as will be
examined in the next section, idiocultural norms can be established to include not only spatial
domination, but psychological, physical, and sexual domination, too.

DOMINATION OF PEOPLE
There are numerous definitions for abuse within sociological literature, as scholars have
typologized and defined harmful behaviors based on victim, perpetrator, location/environment,
type of action, harm incurred, purpose, and intentionality. Abuse is defined narrowly according to
a specific social context or dynamic, with the term “abuse” exchanged for “bullying,” “harassment,”
“hostility,” “violence,” or “brutality.” For example, rather than intimate partner abuse, Jennifer
Lawson (2012) employs “intimate partner violence” and “gender-based domination,” and CJ Pasco
(2013) calls homophobic abuse in academic settings “bullying” and “victimization.”
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Because this chapter focuses on abuse in the workplace, I form my analysis on an oft-cited
work of Einarsen et al. (2011), who define abuse as,
repeated actions and practices that are directed against one or more workers’ that are
unwanted by the victim; that may be carried out deliberately or unconsciously, but clearly
cause humiliation, offence, and distress; and that may interfere with work performance
and/or cause an unpleasant working environment. (p. 9)
Einarsen et al. (2011) interchangeably call abuse, “bullying,” “harassment,” and “mobbing.” I will
also alternate between these terms and include “domination,” as in the context of the kitchen, they
are used in similar ways with similar functions.
Earlier pages of this chapter hint at the fact that spatial domination can be intended (e.g. a
way to stake out professional and emotional territory) or unintended (e.g. a way to relieve stress).
Some argue that a person cannot unintentionally abuse, that intent to harm must be evident for a
behavior to be categorized as abusive. However, Bourdieu (1984) and Einarsen et al. (2011) both
assert (using different framing) that individuals are indeed capable of this: Bourdieu (1984) points
to inevitable domination perpetuated by the existence of habitus in our material society; and
Einarsen et al. (2011) take a victim-centered approach and point to the existence of injury,
The point is that the lack of intent to harm someone does not change the situation for the
target… Actual repeated exposure to actual exhibited behaviors that would be seen as
inappropriate, unwanted, harmful, or unpleasant by any reasonable man or woman exposed
to them must be deemed inappropriate independently of any kind of intent by the
perpetrator. (p. 19)
Einarsen et al. (2011) employ a symbolic interactionist perspective, focused on how victims
interpret and make meaning of behavior.
Intentionality and harm are important to keep in mind through the following section that
explores interpersonal abuse, as well as the consequences of victimization on notions of self, future
behaviors, goals, and perceptions of the success-failure spectrum. How are perceptions of success,
averageness, and failure subject to victimization within the kitchen? I try to answer this question
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first by detailing the types of domination found in kitchens—psychological, physical, sexual, and
temporal exploitation—and move on to the toll occupational violence takes on achievement.

Psychological Domination
Getting yelled at is one of many expected experiences of kitchens. As Fine (1996) explains
in Kitchens, “If a kitchen is a family, yelling is part of family dinners” (p. 132). The verbal abuse
Grant was subjected to earlier in this chapter falls under the umbrella of psychological abuse,
harmful behavior that causes psychological and/or emotional distress. Nearly half of all
interviewees described being the victim of or witness to “yelling” or “screaming” at some point in
their careers. Some subjects described verbally abusing others: two scolded cooks to be more
productive, one yelled at a rude customer who was mistreating his staff, and another berated the
front of house staff as a performance to his kitchen crew that he was “on their side.”65
The high frequency of this type of abuse, as well as unabashed descriptions from
interviewees about their own conduct, indicates that psychological violence falls within the
emotional, moral and cultural boundaries of many kitchen workers. This is in part because verbal
abuse is perceived to have utility in the chaotic kitchen. Will Weiss, the executive chef of a
critically-acclaimed barbeque restaurant in New York City, explained the functionality of yelling,
saying, “You don’t always have time to have a full discussion about something that needs to be
done… I can’t sit down for 15 minutes to explain to you why I’m upset that it took two minutes to
make that. I need to say that in less than two minutes.” This sentiment that expediency trumps
civility is echoed by chef-writer Michael Ruhlman (2006) who writes in The Reach of a Chef,
Certainly, there has been behavior in revered kitchens on the part of the chef that would be
considered criminal in the corporate world. It’s hard to imagine the boss at your software
65

This interviewee explained, “Sometimes you gotta yell a little bit just to show the guys that you got their back a
little bit, you know? Put someone in place just to— so they know—so these guys know you’re on their side. It’s hard.”
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company or ad agency jabbing your ass with a carving fork to get you to work faster,
actually drawing blood—it wouldn’t fly. But it happens in kitchens—a good thing
houndstooth check hides spots. (p. 46)
To someone immersed in kitchen culture, Ruhlman’s (2006) comparison between the kitchen and
the corporate world is a helpful reminder of what is and is not typically accepted in the workplace.
Upon use of verbal abuse, many chefs see an uptick in productivity, but this activity tends
to be a façade and not indicative of long-term efficiency. Executive chef Dan Mercato, who was
quoted earlier discussing how he “grew up” in abusive kitchens, cited this reason as an explanation
for why he stopped antagonizing his staff,
A lot of things changed… The yelling and just like, being a horrible person to, uh—ok, just
being a bully every day you come in. I stopped that. I was like, “It’s not working. Yeah,
people are working faster, but then as soon as I leave, they’re working at the same pace
anyways.” You know? So, why am I fooling myself?
Dan realized that harassment was not as functional as he perceived, and increased productivity of
staff were short-lived bursts that receded once workers were free of his presence.
While yelling is the loudest form of psychological violence, perhaps more damaging and
boundary-breaking is covert bullying from chefs, such as unpredictable moods, menacing,
shunning, and forcing employees to do undesirable tasks—methods described by study subjects
and observed in participant-observation. Some chefs use personal details to mete out pointed
harassment on staff (Ramsay 2006; White and Steen 2006). For example, interviewee, Carsen
Moore, described his treatment during an internship at a two-Michelin starred establishment in Las
Vegas, where he was tasked with the seemingly innocuous job of preparing prawns,
[The chefs] would always make me kill the spotted prawns. Now, we would go and fish
them out. We had our tank, so they were super alive. They were constantly moving and
jerking. And I hated it. I hated it so much. I just hated killing something that was so alive.
But they just liked it. You know? They just liked watching me do it… They were like,
“You gotta learn.” I’m like, “I don’t have to learn. Like, I know how to kill a prawn, but I
don’t—I don’t need to. This is just mean and cruel.” But, you know, and I was there for
the experience. I wasn’t there because I was invested in the restaurant.
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Fellow staff found sadistic pleasure in Carsen’s discomfort, and he was well aware of it. Yet his
desire for work experience in a critically acclaimed kitchen superseded victimization. He
rationalized the cognitive dissonance and discomfort of his work as not being “invested in the
restaurant,” but instead invested in himself and his career, a rationale echoed by other interviewees.
With this dissonance reducing thought process, Carsen placed his occupational success above
personal comfort.
Thus, psychological abuse can be covert—not obvious to an unsuspecting eye—or
unquestionably overt, loud, and clearly distasteful. Both leave very real damage that a perpetrator
and bystanders may claim ignorance of or encourage for the sake of entertainment. Consequently,
psychological abuse is hard to prove, and its harm difficult to quantify.

Physical Abuse
Far easier to prove is physical abuse, actions that cause bodily injury or harm and are not
accidental. Physical abuse that occurs in kitchens is tailored to the setting. Abusers utilize the props
around them (e.g. pots, utensils, and hot stoves) to physically assault or threaten victims. Popular
chef-authors have described committing acts of physical assault that illustrate this context
(Bourdain 2000; Ramsay 2006; White and Steen 2006). For example, White and Steen (2006)
write about throwing staff into the trash bin, using a carving knife to slash open the clothes of a
cook who complained of being too hot, and “severely tug[ging] a chef’s apron, or grab[bing] a
chef by the scruff of the neck and administer[ing] a ten-second throttle,” with the objective of
“focus[ing] him” (p. 127). White, like his fellow chef-authors, frames abuse as beneficial to all—
especially the victim—explaining, “My brigade had to feel pain, push themselves to the limits, and
only then would they know what they were capable of achieving. I was forcing them to make
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decisions” (IBID:126). From White’s perspective, it was his harassment and emphasis on culinary
perfection—not a cook’s new social connections, improved culinary skills, or the prestige of
having White’s Michelin-starred restaurant on their resume—that transformed lowly cooks into
high-achieving chefs.
Six interviewees (12 percent of the sample) described vivid scenes of oven doors
purposefully closed on the arms of cooks, thrown pans and plates, physical intimidation, and
spitting. This frequency is lower than a national estimate from Unilever Food Solutions (2019)
who found that 25% of surveyed kitchen workers experienced workplace physical abuse. But the
prevalence of both figures help quantify the qualitative stories of Fine (1996), Bloisi and Hoel
(1998), Murray-Gibbons and Gibbons (2007), Bourdain (2000), and Ruhlman (2006).
Physical assault occurs less often than psychological abuse, which hints at general industry
disapproval for this type of behavior and “drawing a line” at outright physical assault. As Will
Wiess explained, “I’ve had pans thrown at me and it’s like, ‘Woah, woah, woah (laughs)! Like, I
don’t think that’s ok.’ I mean, I can handle getting yelled at, but there are certain—there are
definitely lines.” For individuals like Will, psychological abuse can be endured for utility (e.g. a
form of communication), but physical abuse is unreasonable and unproductive. A degree of
brutality is to be expected in the kitchen—reinforced by the hierarchical brigade system, norms,
and lack of common employee protection practices (e.g. human resource officers or unions)—but
outright violence goes too far and is evidence of an unsafe environment.
Adding to its rarity is the fact that physical abuse has legal and social ramifications: a
perpetrator can be arrested and jailed, their career ruined. The site of abuse can be sued and fined,
and it can attract negative media attention that, if vehement enough, may ruin a business. Physical
abuse also leaves evidence—burn marks, bruises, and cuts—which can prove abuse in a court of
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law, and can make real the damage the perpetrator has caused. To all parties involved, physical
assault unequivocally looks and feels like domination and leads to occupational failure.

Sexual Domination
Physical abuse has clear lines of demarcation, identifying it as illegal and immoral. Less
explicit are the boundaries of sexual harassment in the kitchen. This blur is due to kitchen
subculture’s reliance on kitchen humor, which is rife with sexualized connotation and banter.
Humor in the kitchen can, of course, be innocuous and light-hearted, but much of coworker
repartee falls in more offensive realms, such as comments about one’s hygiene, referring to,
describing, and showing genitalia, using racial stereotypes, and questioning one’s intellect—
humor typically inappropriate for the workplace (Bourdain 2000; Fine 1996; Harris and Giuffre
2015) and bordering on “almost-harassment,” the obscure line between poking fun and torment
(Harris and Giuffre 2020: 26). Anthony Bourdain (2000) romanticizes this comedic verbal and
sexual harassment through the concept of “cook-talk,” which he glamorizes as
an art form... defined by established rules, with a rigid, traditional framework in which one
may operate. All comments must, out of historical necessity, concern involuntary rectal
penetration, penis size, physical flaws or annoying mannerisms or defects. (p. 220)
Cook-talk should not be taken personally, but as an entertaining way to pass the time. This type of
kitchen humor—objectionable or not—serves a purpose: joking and pranks aid the creation of
organizational bonds within a kitchen, and can be a source of stress relief in the typically highstress environment (Fine 1996). Humor also acts as “both a ‘lubricant’ and an ‘abrasive’ in social
situations. It can smooth the way and integrate a rhetor into a greater level of credibility within a
group” (Meyer 2000: 317).
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It is important for cooks (especially those lower on the hierarchy) to learn how to navigate
kitchen humor, as it not only dictates the moral, ethical, and social boundaries of the organization,
but also shows an individual’s “willingness to accept a shared view of the world” (Fine, 1996:
118). Kitchen humor, including overt sexual comedy, thus, is used both as an assessment to see if
junior staff understands group dynamics and should be culturally included in the group (Lamont
and Lareau 1988)—key in the scheme of success.
Early in her career, line cook Chrissy Silverman realized that humor was a “skill” she
needed to develop. So, she practiced and prepared responses to show her coworkers she accepted
their social world, and was willing to play along. She tailored her humor and language to fit the
kitchen idioculture, and the response was positive: her ability to joke made her likeable, increased
her acceptance, and became a source of pride. Chrissy was delighted while recounting her many
successful jokes, including this performance of sexual comedy:
I was the only one that wore medium [latex] gloves. So, I would carry my little box
around.... ‘cause no one else needed them… So, my sous chef’s busy, he grabs some gloves,
and tries to put them on and he’s like, “Goddammit, Chrissy. You and your tiny ass hands.”
And I go, “Hey! Your dick would look really small if I had big ass monster hands!” And
he goes, “No! Just regular sized!” I was like, “Wait, what? No, really? Now I just wanna
know” (laughs).
Despite not being in an intimate relationship with her sous chef, the sexualized environment put
Chrissy at ease to make a pointed joke about her superior’s genitals. His willingness to play
along—an act that publicly confirmed Chrissy’s status and group membership—illuminates just
how obscured the sexual boundaries of the kitchen are. Adding to this is the fact that neither
Chrissy nor her sous chef interpreted this exchange as harassment or inappropriate. Women who
are able to tolerate and play into this humor, like Chrissy, gain membership into the “boys club”
of kitchen culture and attain honorary “bro” status. This can improve chances of promotion, as exchef Hannah Victor explained,
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[Playing into bro culture] it's just going to strengthen those bonds. And when those bonds
get strengthened, someone else, usually a female, gets overlooked and those bros keep
getting promoted. Because whoever's doing the promoting feels more comfortable with
their bro than they do with the female that's like just kicking ass, but kind of being silent
on the side… And, you know, the guys are vulnerable, and so they're gonna mold their
personalities into whatever is going to fit with whoever is promoting them or whoever's at
the head of the line.
Thus understanding and partaking in cook talk and kitchen humor puts those in charge at ease with
a cook, and encourages advancement in the organization. Women can use this to their advantage,
becoming boisterous and vulgar for the sake of occupational mobility and success, which we will
learn more about later in this section.
In Taking the Heat, Harris and Giuffre (2015) found that many of their subjects shared a
nonchalant attitude towards sexual banter and did not perceive harassment as harassment, writing,
“women usually clarified that, while they may have experienced a sexualized work environment,
they did not classify this a harassment” (p. 110). Behavior was only deemed sexual harassment
depending “on the nature of the action (talking versus touching), how it made the woman involved
feel, and, most importantly it seemed, the rank of the person engaging in the behavior” (Harris and
Giuffre, 2015: 110). Actions are perceived as abuse if the perpetrator is of higher status than the
victim, but seen as a workplace nuisance when committed by someone of equal or lower status,
indicating the influence of the kitchen hierarchy on notions of abuse. Thus, in an environment that
partakes in explicit humor and conversations about sex, individuals must tip-toe a context- and
status-specific line between humor and harassment.
Almost half of the women interviewed for this study shared experiences that Harris and
Giuffre (2015) would likely categorize as harassment. Male subjects either did not find such
behavior memorable enough to mention, or chalked it up to presentations of masculinity, akin to
locker room talk. Only 5 of 30 male interviewees mentioned sexual abuse in the context of being
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witness or party to it, or abstractly as a broad social phenomenon. Chrissy, for example, who
laughed as she recounted engaging in raunchy kitchen humor told me about discovering an extra
$100 in her last paycheck from a restaurant where she reported sexual harassment in an attempt to
dissuade her from making legal claims. A lesbian interviewee complained about being shown
pictures of male coworkers’ genitals and being touched by them despite her intentional butch
presentation. And one chef recounted a quid pro quo from a boss after she inquired about a
promotion, saying, “[He] looked me in the eye and with no ounce of, like, shame or guilt or
whatever… He said, ‘You’re the only bitch in my kitchen who hasn’t gotten on her knees for me
yet. So, you tell me’.” She responded by immediately quitting, “I said, ‘Absolutely, not. Nuh-uh.’
I walked out,” but quickly noted that her former boss “still works for the company.”
While interview data and Harris and Giuffre (2015) show that women tend to be the most
blatant targets of sexual violence in the kitchen, men are not wholly protected—a reality that Harris
and Giuffre (2015) do not address in their women-centered study. The sexual harassment of men
is typically associated with “men being men.” As one chef explained, this behavior was just “funny
stuff,” and gave an example of pranking the genitals of his dishwasher. He followed the story with
the disclaimer, “It was not meant to be discriminating or sexual harassment or whatever. It was
not. It was just—We were stupid boys. Stupid kids in our 20s…You had to deal with so much
stress and responsibility.” Here we see the use (or perhaps excuse) of sexualized pranks to relieve
tension and create group cohesion at the cost of one individual’s comfort and dignity, along with
a quick dismissal of harm or bad intention66. However, the status differential of the perpetrator to
the victim (chef to dishwasher) is one that Harris and Giuffre (2015) would likely say indicates
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For those interested in reading more about this dynamic, Anthony Bourdain’s (2000) Kitchen Confidential gives an
excellent glimpse into the how male victims of sexual domination feel, perceive, and respond to abuse, as well as the
role of kitchen culture in these interactions.
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harassment. Thus homosocial interpersonal domination can be used instrumentally to create group
cohesion among perpetrators, victims, and bystanders (Alexander et al. 2012). Hazing 67 is
especially useful in this regard (Nuwer 2001), as it employs the Severity-Attraction Hypothesis, a
phenomenon where attraction to a group grows with the difficulty of attaining membership.
Not all perpetrators of sexual abuse in the kitchen are men. In an environment rampant
with gender inequality, women may play into aggressive kitchen norms to combat discrimination
and increase chances of occupational success (Harris and Giuffre 2015). By participating in
bullying and embracing sexual humor and/or harassment, women can become “one of the boys,”
and improve their treatment. Bourdain (2000) documents this phenomenon of women perpetrators
with the following example that reveals a complex negotiation of gender, abuse, and sex in an
anecdote about Beth, a co-worker, who,
excelled at putting loudmouths and fools in their proper place. She refused to behave any
differently than her male coworkers: she’d change in the same locker area, dropping her
pants right alongside them. She was as sexually aggressive, and as vocal about it, as her
fellow cooks, but unlikely to suffer behavior she found demeaning. One sorry Moroccan
cook who pinched her ass found himself suddenly bent over a cutting board with Beth dryhumping him from behind, saying, ‘How do you like it, bitch?’ The guy almost died of
shame—and never repeated that mistake again. (pp. 57-58)
Beth purposefully assaulted and humiliated her perpetrator to defend herself, prevent future abuse
from occurring, and reaffirm her membership to the “boys club.” Chef-writer Amy Thielan (2017)
describes similar techniques in her memoir Give a Girl a Knife, where she writes that some women
“fought back by excelling in aggressive sexual innuendo—by talking even dirtier than the boys”
(p. 31). Women have been observed using these over-the-top sexual approaches to combat
harassment in other male-dominated professions, like policing (Brodeur 2018). Thielan, herself,
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Hazing is defined as,
an activity that a high-status member orders other members to engage in or suggests that they engage in that
in some way humbles a newcomer who lacks the power to resist, because he or she wants to gain admission
into a group. (Nuwer 2001:xxv)
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opted for another method. She saw her femininity and “ladyness” as attractors of abuse, thus
attempted to soil these qualities,
by stomping out of [her] sweaty pants in the co-ed locker room and letting everyone have
their fill of [her] saggy briefs and graying sports bra as much as they liked—in other words,
by pushing [her] femininity all the way to the way-back. (Thielan 2017: 31)
By becoming agendered, she insulated herself from victimization and potential occupational ruin.
Previous food industry scholars, like Harris and Giuffre (2015), have overlooked the tactic used
by Thielan. Thus this strategy should be added to scholarly understanding of workplace defenses.
Thielan’s experiences, Bourdain’s tale of Beth, Harris and Giuffre (2015; 2020), and stories
from interviewees show how common and embedded sexual violence is within kitchen structures.
They also provide qualitative support for quantitative findings from the U.S. Equal Employment
Opportunity Commission, which found in 2014 that 37 percent of all national sexual harassment
claims were filed by restaurant workers (women in particular)—a population that comprises only
7 percent of the national workforce—more than any other industry (Restaurant Opportunities
Centers 2014). With such prevalence, it is difficult to conceive that sexualized behavior and sexual
harassment do not influence the success, mediocrity, and failure of cooks.

Exploitation of Time
The most rampant form of domination in kitchens is the exploitation of workers’ time.
Exploitation is built into the profitability and structural organization of restaurants, and
administered by two agents: 1) restaurant owners, who want lower costs and increased profits, and
2) chefs, who are incentivized by owners to cut expenses wherever possible (Fine 1996). As Fine
(1996) explains, “From the standpoint of management—including those chefs who receive a bonus
for keeping labor costs under budget—the more they can produce with less labor, the better” (p.
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162). This practice is exacerbated by the limited unionization of restaurant workers: in 2019, only
1.3 percent of front and back of house workers in the U.S. were unionized, the lowest percentage
of any sector in the nation (Bloch 2019). Without the structural support of a union, kitchen workers
are restricted in how they can confront this form of domination.
Exploitation is not unique to the culinary industry. In a capitalist society, anyone who owns
the means of production—be it in the form of a small restaurant or a large corporation—attains
capital and wealth by preying upon the working class (Marx 1887). However, exploitation in
kitchens is distinct in three ways: 1) the flagrant exploitation of the entire kitchen hierarchy, 2)
unrealistic expectations of worker productivity, and 3) the distortion of definitions of time to
benefit owners.
Individuals across the hierarchical brigade system are temporally exploited in some way,
shape, or form. Chefs are no exception. As salaried workers, chefs are at the beck and call of the
restaurant, purveyors, and ownership at all times. Interviewees described sleeping with their
cellphones, ready to answer questions or put out fires (real or metaphorical). One chef explained,
“There’s an expectation that if you’re a salaried employee, you will always be there no matter what
happens. If something goes wrong, you will drop what you’re doing and come into the restaurant
and take care of it.” He found this presumption egregious,
I think [it] is completely unfair to a salaried employee. In any industry, could you imagine
that being the expectation? That’s unheard of. It’d be like, “Oh it’s Sunday afternoon and
something’s going wrong with the company. You want me to, like, drop the family picnic
and—” No! That doesn’t happen.
This expected devotion to the kitchen is extended to lower-status, lower paid staff too, much of
the time without added overtime pay. This is especially true for those who work in high-end,
resume-boosting establishments (Fine 1996; Bourdain 2002; Ramsay 2006; Interviewee data). As
executive chef Will Weiss detailed, restaurants ask staff to work “a shift,” but, “That shift is
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undefined… You’re getting paid $80 for the shift. It could be 8 hours, it could be 12 hours. You
know? That, that’s all blatantly illegal.” The monetary value of workers’ time decreases with every
extra minute they were asked to stay, depressing already low earnings into amounts that rival
minimum wage.
This type of temporal exploitation was partially why ex-chef Hannah Victor refused a
prestigious job at the three Michelin-starred establishment The French Laundry. She explained,
At The [French] Laundry, I staged68 there the entire time. I would never accept a paid
position from them, because 1) I didn't want that extra pressure and 2) it averaged $2 to $4
an hour because of their hours. So, it was like a salary position and then that's how they got
around the hourly wages.
Here we see how owners of even elite restaurants like The French Laundry—where a meal (sans
wine pairing) averages $350 per person—manipulate the working time of employees to “get
around” legal requirements of paying fair wages. These distorted wages are, as Fine (1996)
explains, “integral to the economic structure of cultural organizations to keep these luxury goods
priced at a point that consumers are willing to pay for them” (p. 163).
Unpaid or underpaid labor is framed by most in the industry as paying one’s dues (Fine
1996; Bourdain 2002; Ramsay 2006; and Leschziner 2015), a mindset shared by most professions:
in medicine, newly graduated doctors are required to work for multiple years in underpaid,
overworked residency programs (Abbott 1988), and in firefighting, volunteer firefighters are paid
less than 20 percent of a full-time firefighter’s salary despite performing similar duties and facing
the same dangers (Dodge and Mullarkey 2006). To those in charge, this manipulation is viewed as
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Staging is a short, unpaid apprenticeship. It is common for individuals to leave paid employment to stage at highstatus restaurants to accumulate new skills, techniques, and recipes, while adding a line to their CV. Staging was found
by Leschziner (2015) to be closely associated with high-status careers and an increase in a chef’s likelihood of success.
As Leschziner (2015) explains, “chefs with middle-status careers are unlikely to have held stages… Higher status
culinary professionals generally undertake a stage or brief work experience at high-end restaurants relatively late in
their careers, before moving up in rank or restaurant status” (p. 42).
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a cost-cutting measure and training period for aspiring cooks (Fine 1996). But to social theorists,
like Marx (1887), unpaid work is viewed as surplus labor, another way for the elite to siphon more
wealth from the efforts of the working class.
Temporal domination can be intensified by encouraging physical proximity between the
restaurant and an employee’s residence, thereby reducing travel time and making off-shift requests
appear more reasonable. This is common strategy used by destination restaurants (e.g. a lodge in
a National Park), seasonal work (e.g. a food stall at a state fair), cruise ships, and European
restaurants where it is custom to provide room and board to staff. It also happens in regular
American brick-and-mortar restaurants, like the one detailed by sous chef Chloe Maas, who once
lived above her workplace—a French bistro—in the Lower East Side of Manhattan. Chloe
recounted how physical closeness with her workplace led to unending responsibility and 90 hour
work weeks that wreaked havoc on her mental state,
I had one shift off a week. I didn’t work Sunday brunch. [It] got so bad that I was literally
sending our dishwasher with, like, $10 to Chinatown to buy me some leggings, ‘cause I
had no clean clothes to wear… I told my chef-slash-friend, I’m like, “Look dude, I need—
I need like a week [off]. I haven’t slept. I live above the restaurant.” Whenever anything
went wrong, they called me. Dry storage was in my fucking apartment. And he was like,
“What?” I was like, “I don’t feel right. I feel like I’m drowning and I can’t—I haven’t been
happy. I keep crying all the time. Like something is wrong.69 That I know.”
Her request for time off was dismissed, and the chef and owner called for more effort saying, “You
just need to buckle down. You know? You don’t care enough. This is self-sacrifice. This is what
you do for food.” This devotion to food echoes Chapter 5’s discussion of emotions in the culinary
industry, and how individuals draw emotional boundaries (and perceptions of success) along lines
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Weeks later, after a confrontation with the owner ended with her throwing a pot of grits in the owner’s face, Chloe
saw a therapist who diagnosed her with bipolar disorder. The therapist explained that the feeling of “drowning” she
experienced were the throes of depression.
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of passion. By asking for time off, Chloe displayed behavior that fell outside of the emotional
boundaries of her chef and the exploitative desires of the owner.
Numerous study subjects experienced similar rejections to requests for vacation or days
off. Rest was generally discouraged, including Federally-mandated work breaks. 20 percent of
interviewees had worked in kitchens that were either totally absent of breaks or gave an inadequate
amount (e.g. working from 3am until midnight—21 hours—with only one hour break). Cooks are
typically dissuaded from taking breaks through the explicit insistence of the chef, group pressures,
or by management who refuse pay during breaks. Additionally, those who are allowed breaks may
be forced to do menial tasks throughout, such as breaking-down cardboard boxes or pulling weeds.
Discouraging rest was commonplace at The Tiki Bar. The only kitchen staff brave enough to take
a break was the dishwasher Garett, who regularly stepped out for a hand-rolled cigarette70 much to
the chagrin of the chef, owners, and management. They constantly chastised him to his face and
behind his back. Witnessing this, I made sure to never take a break, conforming my performance
to head chef Jesus’ by working non-stop for fear that I would be ostracized and criticized.
Distorting definitions of time is a creative way that those in charge can exploit staff. As
seen earlier, temporal terms, like a “work shift,” can be manipulated for maximum output by
ownership, as well as shelter them from paying wages during lulls in business. For example, at
The Tiki, a shift could range from four to nine hours depending on need, with no wage supplement
for shorter shifts. Thus, full-time workers only receive full-time wages if they work 40 hours or
more, and “or more” can go unpaid. This distortion can be applied to longer concepts of time, as
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Cigarette smoking is a common habit among restaurant workers. National smoking prevalence among “food
preparation and service related” workers was 30 percent in 2010, 10.1 percent higher than working adults overall,
and the second highest rate among occupations (CDC 2011). Some kitchen workers, like Garett, may view and use
smoke breaks as a form of resistance against employers, taking time out of the workday to not only feed an
addiction, but rest from the repetitive demands of the workplace (Wood 2011).
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experienced by chef consultant William Holiday. William recounted a previous manager who
modified the standard meaning of “one week” to fit the needs of the restaurant,
William: I remember when my sister was graduating from medical school… I requested…
four days off to do the graduation. So, my chef acted like, “You wanna do what?!”… He
acted like it was too much to ask… He was also the same chef who when we hit our year
of employment, you were given a week of vacation. And I opened this restaurant, so like,
me and a few other people were approaching that year and talks of vacation were starting
to happen. And then I went ahead to make plans to take time off. And I was like, “Chef, [I]
wanna take a week off. I’m gonna go do this [graduation].” I don’t remember what it was,
but he had said since a week was technically four days long at that company—people
worked four 10-hour days—he was like, “Great, so you get four days paid.” And I was just
like, “I get four days off?!” I was like, “No, no, no, a week.” And everybody—You could
see the whole kitchen when he said that, like, dropped what they were doing and were like,
“A week is how long, chef?” They were like, “Hold on, man!” And he was like, “Alright,
alright, alright” (laughs)!
Ellen: “A week is now seven days again.”
William: Yeah, a week is now seven days again. Yeah. So, this guy initially his reaction to
me wanting to take time off to go to a family—my sister’s graduation—was like something
you just don’t do. He was like, “We need you here.” And I’m like, “You need somebody
here. You know? But I need to go be at my sister’s graduation, ‘cause she’s my sister. And
this is the only time in her damn life that she’s gonna graduate medical school, you
motherfucker.”
William’s chef’s attempt to manipulate time to prevent a labor shortage was met by collective
protest by his staff, which made him revert back to the standard definition of a week. Likely, had
the objection been just from William, a week would have stayed four days long. This situation was
one of many that highlighted an unhealthy imbalance of work and personal life, and pushed
William into becoming a private freelance chef. In his new career, “technically no one can tell you
when to work,” and William gained total control over his own time, schedule, and life, which was,
in his eyes, a sign of occupational success.

Many forms of interpersonal violence afflict commercial kitchens, as has been shown. The
figure below offers a review of each:
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Type of Domination

Description

Psychological Abuse

Verbally and psychologically abusive
High, over 50% of interviewees
behavior that causes distress.
Actions that cause bodily injury or harm Low, 12% of interviewees
and are not accidental.
Sexualized abuse that can be overt or
Moderate, 25% of interviewees
hidden under the guise of humor and
“cook talk.”

Physical Abuse
Sexual Harassment and
Assault
Exploitation of Time

Frequency

Exploitation and distortions of worker’s
time for the benefit of restaurant
profitability and ownership

Very High, over 90% of
interviewees

WHO ARE THE VICTIMS?
Junior staff are the unsurprising victims of most kitchen abuse (Bourdain 2000; Escoffier
1997; Harris and Giuffre 2015; Leschziner 2015; Mathiesen et al. 2008). With few established
social connections and demonstrable skills, interns, apprentices, dishwashers, prep cooks, and new
line cooks bear the brunt of bullying until they can prove otherwise. Like initiation in group hazing
processes, the power dynamics of the kitchen workplace allow senior members to flex their status
and “humble” junior staff (Leschziner 2015). Amplifying this is a micro-level emotional factor:
sociologists of emotions, such as Hochschilds (1979) and Thoits (1989), have found
that “negative” emotions (e.g. anger) tend to “be directed down the status hierarchy (toward less
powerful individuals), while positive feelings are directed up (towards those more powerful)”
(Thoits 1989: 322).

Thus, a combination

of status

and emotions make junior

staff

more

susceptible to victimization.
As explored earlier, women also tend to be over-victimized compared to men. This
phenomenon is not unique to the commercial kitchen, and has been documented in other bluecollar professions, like construction, coal mining, and firefighting (Harris and Giuffre 2015;
McLaughlin et al. 2012). Harris and Giuffre (2015) posit that a probable motive behind the
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targeting of women is to prevent the feminization of commercial cooking. Feminization, when
women become the majority group of a workforce, is associated with depressed wages and
status. This effect can be seen in primary school teaching. A well-paid male-dominated field until
the early-20th century, primary school teaching decreased in status and compensation
when women became the workforce majority and the profession began to be perceived as
“women’s work” (Harris and Giuffre 2015).
Many times abuse can spill out of the kitchen into the front of house. Bullying waitstaff
bears little consequence on kitchen workers. Servers and cooks are housed under two different
organizational branches of a restaurant—the front and the back. Interactions between the two sides
are limited to begin with. If they become abusive, fear of animus and turnover incentivizes the
perpetrator’s branch manager to lightly reprimand the abuser, rather than chastise him or her
aggressively.
Abuse can have long-lasting effects that influence the way individuals manage, behave,
and present themselves in future kitchens. For example, when Katherine, an interviewee in her
mid-50s, reminisced about her first job in food service, her most memorable moment was, “being
put in tears by a mean cook.” Still exasperated four decades later, she wondered, “How could you
make a—I was 18! And I think back, it’s like, who would make an 18 year-old cry?” When
Katherine opened her own restaurants years later, she drew clear emotional boundaries that
excluded individuals who enacted such violence and committed to never allow any kind of abuse
in the workplace. The next section will explore how victimized staff react to and navigate
interpersonal domination, as well as how violence influences perceptions and abilities to achieve
success.
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BEING DOMINATED
Grant eventually left Flora and Chef Ron’s tantrums. He held two more line cook positions
before quitting the restaurant world for good. The late nights, lax attitudes towards substance use,
and occupational stress of the back of house got the best of him, and he developed a drinking
problem,
Grant: The alcohol abuse was a problem. I was drinking too much. And kitchen lifestyles
were somewhere behind directly responsible and just bad for that. So, getting out of the
kitchen, I think, was maybe not necessary, but made it—Like that culture makes it easy to
drink too much… It’s cultural and it’s logistical. Yeah, you get off late and you go drink.
At [one workplace,] Hurricane Brewery, you drink on shift, ‘cause that’s their policy. You
got up to 36 ounces per person per day on shift… You were supposed to drink the third
beer after you got off shift. But that didn’t particularly restrict people. When I started there,
effectively there was no limit on how much you could drink. And when I started I didn’t
abuse that. But it’s just easy to be like, “Oh, I’m gonna have two beers at work.” And then
get off shift and have a third beer at work. And then go home, and then might as well have
a couple more beers, ‘cause—
Ellen: Why not?
Grant: (Laughs) yeah, why not? Then also when you’re socializing is limited by your work,
‘cause you’re working through the evening, it’s like, get off at 11 [pm] and there’s not
much else open other than bars.
He spent the next year-and-a-half working on his sobriety and calculating his next career move,
uncertain if it would be in food or in an unrelated field. “Maybe school. Maybe not. Applying for
jobs. Um, I wish I had more concrete answers, but, uh, yeah… still figuring it out,” he
contemplated aloud to me. What was clear was that life in the kitchen and age had dramatically
shaped his perceptions of success, averageness, and failure. His own battle with alcoholism had
given him a more empathetic approach to failure in particular. He used homelessness as an example
of explaining this new views,
The appropriate response to like, homelessness is not, “you’re a failure.” It’s like, “what
are the circumstances that led to this?” And sort of a more empathetic understanding of
how situations work and how privilege works. So, I guess I’ve—It’s not that I don’t think
failure is, like, a state that’s achievable, but just the back story is sufficiently complex that
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I don’t think that it’s productive to think about failure so much as circumstances that led to
adverse results.
Failure, in Grant’s eyes, was not a sign of immorality or poor decision-making, but instead of
external factors that overwhelm and swallow up victims. And as a victim of workplace domination
and the bottle, he found himself on the day we interviewed in February 2019 figuring out how to
forge a new path and reemerge.
Grant’s use of substances to cope with occupational and personal stress is a norm in the
industry. Alcohol and drugs (both legal and illegal) in food service have been documented
extensively by scholars and chef-writers, like Fine (1996), Bourdain (2000), Meloury and Signal
(2014), White and Steen (2006), Murray-Gibbons and Gibbons (2007), and Giousmpasoglou et al.
(2018). Despite widespread known use, the prevalence of addiction among chefs and cooks is still
alarming: from 2008 to 2012 food service workers reported the highest rate of substance use
disorder across all workforces (16.9 percent), with 19.1 percent of workers reporting recent use of
illicit drugs (Bush and Lipari 2015). While some may attribute this to a younger workforce, Bureau
of Labor Statistics (2020e) data shows that youthfulness is likely not the primary cause: in 2019,
the median age of chefs and head cooks was 39.9 years, cooks was 35 years, food prep workers
was 28.2 years, and dishwashers was 29.8 years. Kitchen culture, rather than hard partying
youngsters likely is at the root of this phenomenon. In this study, 40 percent of interviewees
discussed industry-wide substance issues—six of which detailed personal addiction. In the scheme
of success, averageness, and failure, 14 survey respondents pointed to use of drugs and alcohol as
a trait of a “failed” chef, with two more attributing it to “average” behavior. These data are
corroborated by observations at The Tiki Bar, where evening shifts were punctuated several times
with a “Ding! Ding!” or a “Hey!” followed by shots of Jameson whiskey or Patron tequila—gifts
from the front of house manager or ownership. This ritual was foreshadowed on my first day when
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Scott outlined that if anyone asked if I “want[ed] a smoke break,” it was code for a shot of hard
liquor. “And we take a lot of shots throughout the day,” he warned with a smile. As a teetotaler, I
tried be a part of this group bonding activity using a shot of Diet Coca-Cola, which was always
met with raised eyebrows and comments like, “that’s weird,” “when did you get so healthy?” and
“just get one [shot] and give it to me” (courtesy of dishwasher Garett). The dynamics at The Tiki
and additional study data show that substance use—distinct from abuse—can be a “high status
cultural signal” in food service, conspicuously displaying one’s ability to afford, consume, taste,
and appreciate the flavors and effects of substances (Lamont and Lareau 1988: 156).
Encouragement of pragmatic substance use (and consequent addiction) in the kitchen may
have historical roots in the industrial revolution, when promotion of alcohol—but not complete
inebriation—in blue-collar labor began (Hoffrogge 2018; Roberts 1981). According to Ralf
Hoffrogge’s (2018) “Booze and Socialism,” German steel workers in the early-1800s were plied
with Schnapps liquor, as it “dulled workers’ senses and awareness of the passage of time and
desensitized them to the unbearable heat generated by steel production,” conditions reminiscent of
a hot kitchen (p. 2). James Roberts (1981) explains that alcohol was also a tool of productivity as
it, acted as “a valuable stimulant that could help hungry and exhausted men perform their work
even under the most trying circumstances” (p. 28). Adding to this equation was that “for employers,
alcohol also represented a useful source of additional income… as many bosses now sold hard
liquor directly at the workplace” (Hoffrogge 2018: 3). Rationales from the Industrial Revolution
are eerily similar to those of restaurant owners today, who provide on-the-job drinks and employee
discounts at the restaurant’s bar. Substances alleviate the punishment of kitchens (physically and
interpersonally), and provide socialization opportunities for workers whose lives are governed by
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abnormal schedules. While the intentions behind these actions may be for restaurant success, they
can open the door to debilitating addiction, as well as occupational and personal failure.

Tolerating Domination
Victims respond to interpersonal domination in a host of ways, and toleration—be it
intoxicated or sober—was the most common response voiced by one-third of interviewees and
observed at The Tiki Bar. Abuse, to these subjects, was simply a hazard on the road towards one’s
goals, dreams, and success. With livelihood and career prospects at stake, individuals were willing
to risk harm. But enduring abuse is perhaps the most difficult response. Study subjects described
having to mentally “prepare” themselves for violence, cope with feelings of anxiety on their
commutes to work, lost sleep, and more. For example, when discussing the “misogynistic culture”
of the industry Chrissy, the joking Alaskan line cook, stated, “I knew I was gonna have to, like,
bear with it ‘til I got enough skill to stop tolerating it. But I still, like—It was the worst part and
still is the worst part for me.” Chrissy viewed toleration as the first phase in her response to abuse,
eventually gaining the “skill” and status to confront her perpetrator. Her framing of accumulating
“enough skill[s]” to act differently shows that individuals within the “tiny public” of kitchens
understand that responses deemed “normal” in other workplaces (e.g. in academia, medicine, or
retail) likely do not translate effectively in the culinary context. Thus, they must learn how to adapt
their reactions to the setting.
To cope with the brutality of their chefs or peers, victimized subjects rationalized their
treatment in a bid to reduce the cognitive dissonance of tolerating (and thereby accepting abuse)
in a variety of ways. Some felt that loyalty to the organization superseded victimization. Some
framed abuse as an unintentional product of racy and/or politically incorrect kitchen humor. And
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others viewed their victimization as the price of accumulating new skills or qualifications. For
example, Carsen Moore, who recounted psychological abuse in the form of killing prawns earlier,
for example, explained, “You know, I was there for the experience. I wasn’t there because I was
invested in the restaurant.”
Adept at decoding the underlying causes of his treatment, Carsen outlined an additional
rationale for why violence is used in the kitchen, and why he endured it. He drew from his many
years in the military—his career prior to cooking—finding similarities between the violent
behaviors of each setting. He explained these similarities while recounting a situation when a
coworker, who was not his chef, “ripped” into him after he refused advice on shucking oysters,
[He] ripped into me, cursed at me, screamed at me. And I just looked at him, like (gives
blank stare]. And I was visibly pissed off, but I didn’t say anything to him. Went through
my job, did my day. I got pulled into the office and got written up, because they said I,
like, disrupted the environment of the prep kitchen and they couldn’t have that. Being in
the military, I understand that already. Because what they wanted to do is break you
down so that you are—you fit into this space that they need you to fit into. You do what
they need you to do. You smile and nod and get through your day. Like, even if you don’t
like it.
Carsen pulled from his repertoire of tools and experiences to understand his coworker’s extreme
response over a seemingly trivial interaction (i.e. a discussion of oyster preparation) and put on
the correct performance. He understood that as a newer employee, his refusal to follow his
hierarchically superior coworker’s suggestion was an affront to the coworker and the organization.
It was less about oysters, and more about face, group membership, and respecting hierarchical
order by obeying without question. By thinking through his victimization, Carsen, like many cooks
do, rationalized enduring violence as a career investment, believing that it improved future job
prospects and chances at success.
It should be noted that enduring abuse has three effects on a workspace: first, it normalizes
abuse as part of the group idioculture and broader workplace culture. Second, Kim et al. (2020)
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have found that tolerating workplace abuse increases the likelihood of continued violence. And
third, the scholars also found that individuals who tolerate abuse tend to do so by using
“counterproductive work behavior,” akin to the weapons of the weak (highlighted later), or in
“defensive silence” (Kim et al. 2020). Thus, in the long-term, enduring abuse negatively impacts
both the victimized worker and workplace.

Leaving the Kitchen
For those who cannot tolerate abuse, leaving the kitchen is another option. Over half of
interviewees who experienced interpersonal domination took this route. Individuals may leave one
problematic kitchen for another, or leave the commercial kitchen all together for careers in catering
or private cheffing. As Grant explained, this is one of the few viable paths for those with little
kitchen capital,
[Abuse] led me to quit. It led my friend who had the oven doors closed on him, he also quit.
Leaving is often the, you know, the extent of the power of the junior employee in that sort
of circumstance.
Leaving the kitchen all together (or one for another) is an exception to Fine and Harrington’s (2004)
research, which asserts that individuals are incentivized to remain, cooperate, and produce within
small groups as “they have more to gain, or less to lose… than they do by acting as free agents”
(p. 348). Their work argues that group members are coaxed by group leaders to stay via monitoring,
sanctioning, ridicule, and ostracism. But if sanctioning, ridicule, and ostracism are normal features
of a social group, as they tend to be in commercial kitchens, do these techniques still have the
strength to induce continued membership? Study data shows that they do, but only to a degree.
Transient industry norms make kitchens an exception to Fine and Harrington’s (2004) assertions,
as free agency and impermanence are hallmarks of kitchen work, and may be rewarded by upward
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occupational mobility. Unlike other professions, finding a new workplace (and a new small group)
does not depend on years at the same restaurant or proof of commitment, but rather a willingness
to work.
Quitting kitchens is so common that in 2019 the hospitality industry (which includes hotels
and food service) saw the second highest workforce turnover rate among all industries with 78.6
percent (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2020f). The highest was arts, entertainment, and recreation
(79.9 percent), and third most was construction (64.8 percent) (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2020f).
For comparison, state and local education institutions—where state universities are housed
under—experienced a workforce turnover rate of 18.5 percent in 2019 (Bureau of Labor Statistics
2020f). Grant was one of several interviewees who described how industry structures account for
steady departures, and how losing workers is a trait of an “average” chef or owner, “It’s a high
turnover industry and [chefs and owners] don’t care that much if they burn out a cook in 18 months
or 2 years, ‘cause that’s just—they’ve built in for that.” In this interviewee’s eyes, not only do
managers expect high turnover, but they exacerbate it by overworking staff to extract as much
labor as possible in the abbreviated time the employee remains.
Exiting a kitchen—due to abuse or for other reasons—can also be an attractive option when
upward job mobility is considered. Study data, Fine (1994), and Leschziner (2015) show that
workers are able to ascend the industry hierarchy by moving kitchens. An individual can rise from
prep cook to pantry to line cook and so on by withdrawing from one worksite and leveraging
recently accumulated skills for a better position at another site. Be competent in “talking the talk”
undoubtedly helps this process. This type of movement is termed “external-upward mobility,” and
is associated with higher compensation (Ng et al. 2007). However, it should be noted that
movement that yields increased status and rank tends to be that which is strategized (Leschziner
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2015). This may not always be the case for victimized individuals who leave unsafe environments
abruptly without calculated plans. But this norm that provides the option for workers to leave
“strengthens culinary professionals’ sense that their careers are in their hands” (Leschziner 2015:
47), and places autonomy back in the hands of victimized workers.
Individuals who want to cook but cannot handle the dynamics of a commercial kitchen can
find respite as caterers, personal chefs, private chefs, food stylists, or corporate chefs (where
workplace harassment is restricted by human resource officers and legal departments (Harris and
Giuffre 2020)). Almost one third of interview subjects sought out alternative cooking opportunities,
including, eventually, Grant. When I followed up with him in the summer of 2020, he had returned
to the culinary world as a private chef for a non-profit organization in Northern California after
two years away from the industry. He was happy with the job, autonomy, and the creative
opportunities it afforded. It allowed him to cook, but removed him from the risks of the restaurant
kitchen. Another personal chef in California, Carsen Moore, described his transition to private
cheffing as,
a nice break away from the restaurant. I haven’t been— besides [in] December— I haven’t
been so consistently busy that I haven’t had any family time, or down time for myself. And
in the last 10 years working restaurants, I never had any downtime.
Thus alternative food professions can provide chefs and cooks a work-life balance unseen in
restaurant kitchen work.
But this career transition does not always protect cooks from bullying and violence.
Without the buffers of a wait staff or the physical walls of a restaurant, customers become potential
perpetrators to caterers and private chefs. Several interviewees detailed stories of verbal abuse,
demands for unwarranted refunds, and inaccurate online reviews. Chloe Maas, who ran a private
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chef service as a “side hustle,” stated that she had three active cases in small claims court over
catering work, including one prompted by a bottle of wine,
The first wine that I got them ended up getting ruined, destroyed by somebody else. I
bought different wine, commensurate in value, same flavor profiles. Wasn’t the right label.
Ruined her birthday. Things took too long, because they failed to mention that their oven
didn’t work. And they only had two working burners on their stove. But I ruined her
birthday. [They] followed me out to the sidewalk and yelled at me… She was like, “You
heartless bitch.” Not just her. Her, her sister, and her mother. Three grown ass women
berating me on the sidewalk… I was like, “Are you done yet? I’ve already apologized.
Like, there’s nothing else I can do. You’re already not paying me. Can we stop this right
now?”
Chloe responded to being “berat[ed]” by her clientele by exiting her client’s home to remove
herself from hostile territory. And while her interpretation of events are likely biased, her
customers’ reactions share close similarities to stories of several other caterers and personal chefs.
This suggests that interpersonal domination is almost impossible to avoid in the service-based
culinary industry. Regardless of who one’s boss is, where one’s kitchen is located, or who one’s
customer may be, cooking is tainted by capitalist dynamics of power and status that allow abusive
interactions in the name of profit.
Despite the regularity of leaving the kitchen, it is seen by some as a sign of occupational
failure, as described in Chapter 5. However, economic theorist Albert Hirschman (1994) argues
the opposite: leaving a workplace, be it to avoid abuse or for better prospects, actually is a sign of
success. Hirschman (1994) links this notion to the “traditional American idea of success” (p. 273),
asserting that the country was “founded on exit and having thrived on it, the belief in exit as a
fundamental and vital social mechanism has been unquestion[ed]” (p. 274). He explains,
Success— or, what amounts to the same thing, upward social mobility— has long been
conceived in terms of evolutionary individualism. The successful individual who starts out
at a low rung of the social ladder necessarily leaves his own group behind as he rises; he
“passes” into, or is “accepted” by, the next higher group… Success is in fact symbolized
and consecrated by a succession of physical moves out of the poor quarters in which he
was brought up into ever better neighborhoods. (Hirschman 1994: 273)
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America, he writes, was founded by individuals who took this route, and thus it is ingrained in our
culture. Therefore leaving a violent kitchen can be reframed into “moving on to better prospects”
by victims. A situation that was once a failure, can be spun to represent success and mobility.
Additionally, the happiness and benefits of alternative options (e.g. private cheffing) that cooks,
like Grant, experience when they leave the restaurant industry are viewed as evidence of a
successful step up and out of the underappreciated “poor quarters” of restaurant life.
Leaving, or exiting, a dissatisfying situation is one of two techniques Hirschman (1970)
outlines in his book, Exit, Voice, and Loyalty. The second is “voice,” when individuals protest their
discontent in hopes of attaining change and satisfaction. “Exit” and “voice” are behaviors mediated
by one’s loyalty to an organization. Those less loyal cut free their ties, exit, and move on to “ever
better neighborhoods”—in this case, “ever better kitchens.” Those more loyal voice their opinions
in hopes that their efforts will produce needed improvements to the organization they are invested
in, an approach explored in the next section (Hirschman 1970).

Resisting
Not all kitchen workers submit to those who humiliate, bully, and take. Nor do they run
away. A third common response to domination is to use one’s “voice” and fight back.
Confrontations with abusers run the gamut, including informal collective protest by an entire
kitchen—as we saw in William’s story of temporal exploitation—as well as filing formal
complaints, lawsuits, talking back, getting physical, complaining, and sabotage. Roughly one-fifth
of interviewees who experience workplace abuse used this approach.
The restaurant industry has long been a site of formal workplace abuse complaints,
particularly regarding sexual harassment (Harris and Giuffre 2015, 2020; Restaurant Opportunities
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Centers 2014). Public allegations of harassment in the culinary industry have gained attention
alongside the #MeToo71 movement, bringing down famous chefs and restauranteurs, like Mario
Batali and business partner Joe Bastianich, Michael Chiarello, John Besh, Ken Friedman and
business partner April Bloomfield, and Charlie Hallowell to name a few (Harris and Giuffre 2020).
Claims are so abundant that food media sites, like Eater and The Takeout, have created and update
lists of claims against chefs (Eater 2020; Ihnat et al. 2020).
While #MeToo has shed more light on the issue, there is evidence that the industry began
making public efforts at mitigating workplace abuse in the mid-2000s (Ruhlman 2006). In 2008,
for example, the American Culinary Federation (ACF) included a public pledge in their Code of
Professional Ethics to “not engage in sexual harassment, disrespectful or abusing behavior in
connection with professional duties” (ACF 2008: 2). And in 2014, French chefs gathered in Paris
to publicly sign a similar declaration condoning abuse (PRI 2014). Efforts in the culinary world to
confront sexual violence prior to #MeToo, during, and after indicate the power of individual actors,
small groups, and idiocultures in altering the broader social conversation. As Fine and Harrington
(2004) explain, small groups and their spaces “bridg[e] local and national cultures” by “defin[ing]
and legitim[izing] situations so as to make action possible” (p. 346). In the case of the culinary
industry, the actions of key players (i.e. victims of abuse) and small groups (e.g. victim advocacy
movements) “bridged” local and national kitchens and defined sexual violence as an issue
requiring collective confrontation.
Interviewees made note of this cultural change, noting that formal complaints are perceived
as a relatively new way to “voice” one’s victimization:

71

The #MeToo online movement was created in 2006 by activist Tarana Burke to empower victims of sexual violence
to share their experiences and find solidarity with others. It gained prominence in 2017 with allegations against movie
producer Harvey Weinstein, who was convicted of sex crimes in February 2020.
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Look what happened to Batali, look what happened to Ann Burrell. Look what happened
to a lot of people in the business getting sued because of, you know—Joe Bastianich, he’s
not a nice guy. He’s as bad as, as Mario Batali… People can’t treat people like that and
expect to get away with it anymore. You could literally sue now. (Chris Sperazzo)
But the state of that culture has changed as evidenced by, you know, people go to jail
now for sexual harassment. And people like John Besh and Mario Batali getting
convicted for things that 10 years ago, honestly, nobody batted an eye at. (Natalie Long)
However, while “the restaurant industry appears to be in a me too movement,” as Harris and
Giuffre (2020) state, the industry itself has not actually made the structural or pragmatic changes
to “eradicate” sexual violence (p. 27) or its physical and psychological counterparts. Calls for
reform have been symbolic. For example, despite their revised code of ethics, the ACF does not
provide an outlet to report abuse, nor information on abuse prevention. And in spite of the public
announcement by French chefs, the French cooks trade union has alleged on-going abuse (Shah
2015). Most telling is how owners and restaurant groups continue to stand by accused chefs and/or
deny allegations, offering these chefs business opportunities after public focus shifts to another
charge (Burton 2019). This behavior suggests that despite the efforts of individuals and movements,
like #MeToo, chefs who harass and harm face limited institutional repercussions.
Because of this, some workers turn to informal methods to fight back. They talk back to
abusive superiors, like Chloe Maas, who after an owner called her a “dumb whore,” quickly
responded with, “Excuse me? You don’t talk to me like that.” In emotionally charged and unsafe
situations, cooks may “get physical.” Line cook Jayden Avery detailed one such instance where,
in a cramped kitchen in Brooklyn, his chef “got belligerent” and “spit on the food” Jayden had just
produced, unhappy with the quality. Interpreting this as a sign of disrespect, Jayden told me, “I got
off my nature and I kinda got, like, physical.” He puffed out his chest, sat up tall, and leaned in
towards me. Jayden’s body language signaled to the chef that continued acts of interpersonal
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domination would not be tolerated, foiling the chef’s aggression. Not long afterwards, Jayden left
that kitchen.
Other informal methods include what ethnographer James Scott (1985) calls, “weapons of
the weak,” everyday acts of resistance and class struggle. These tactics have less to do with loyalty
to an organization, as espoused by Hirschman (1970), and more to do with low-status individuals
finding ways to “voice” their frustrations while preserving dignity and employment. In his book
Weapons of the Weak, Scott (1985) details how study subjects (i.e. peasants in a Malaysian village)
confront rich and powerful oppressors using, “foot dragging, dissimulation, desertion, false
compliance, pilfering, feigned ignorance, slander, arson, [and] sabotage” (p. xvi). Cooks use
similar tactics: they slow the pace of production, mock perpetrators behind their back, complain
to each other, steal ingredients (a case of shrimp here, a swig of cooking wine there), push off tasks
to others, sabotage equipment or food during service, and ignore small problems, like deteriorating
equipment, until they turn into costly disasters for ownership72 (Bourdain 2000; Ehrenreich 2001;
Fine 1996; Ramsay 2006; White and Steen 2006). These acts evoke a “pleasure of being nasty”
and a “joy-of-destruction” (Abbink and Sadrieh 2008). The power of such behaviors rely on the
fact that they,
require little or no coordination or planning; they make use of implicit understandings and
informal networks; they often represent a form of individual self-help; they typically avoid
any direct, symbolic confrontation with authority. (Scott 1985: xvi)
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Celebrity chef Gordon Ramsay (2006) illustrates the power of “ordinary weapons” in Roasting in Hell’s Kitchen,
when he recounts working under French icon Joel Robuchon, who had a private bathroom in the restaurant where
Ramsay cooked,
Robuchon was such an unpleasant person to work for. To the French public, he portrayed himself as cool and
sophisticated, the real deal. But in the kitchen, he was just a tyrant. If he threw a plate at you, you weren’t to
expect an apology. The next day, he wouldn’t even say ‘good morning’ to you. Once you knew you were
leaving, your sole ambition became a desire to pee in his private toilet. I bet every single departing chef made
a point of doing that. I know I did. (p. 110)
Trespassing Robuchon’s spatial boundaries— those same territorial lines that can be ceded to dodge abuse— was a
small, undetectable act of defiance that allowed workers to get back at their abuser. Urinating also symbolically defiled
Robuchon’s personal space and generated revenge-fueled joy.
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Through “ordinary weapons” low-status cooks can independently and surreptitiously defy those in
power, and influence a chef’s or owner’s ability to achieve success with minimal risk.
It is important to note that the ability to use one’s voice and fight back is dictated by
habitus— a person’s experience, status, age, know-how, and confidence. A disadvantaged habitus
is perhaps why fighting back is not the most prevalent response to workplace harassment among
study subjects. Some cooks cannot confront their abusers over fear of a lost paycheck, while others
simply do not know how. As Grant explained,
If [physical abuse] happened to me at a restaurant that I worked at I would've gone to the
manager or the owner, because at the places I've worked at I've felt like I could escalate in
that way. But it depends on the place and it depends on the person who's doing it. And just
sort of your confidence as an employee to some degree, as well. Like, probably 19 yearold me would've not had the ability to, you know, deal with that shit in the way that 30
year-old me would have the ability to deal with that.
Thus to effectively fight back against interpersonal domination, one must have a degree of kitchen
capital— an embodied confidence, ability to manage emotions, and ample workplace experience.

CONCLUSION
Domination in the kitchen emerges in two main forms: spatial and interpersonal. Victims
with little status and power— typically junior staff and women—have space, time, dignity, peace
of mind, and personal safety taken from them. Scholars of workplace abuse Salin and Hoel (2010)
argue that, “for harassment to occur, there needs to be a culture that permits and rewards it” (p.
230), and it is clear that within kitchen culture domination is not only permitted, but a norm that
is rewarded by a brief uptick in worker productivity, social cohesion, and the reaffirmation of
hierarchical status. By abusing and controlling employees, a chef can strategically gain kitchen
capital and power. Chefs whose abuse is tolerated can parlay this capital into bigger and better
opportunities, and consequently success, while chefs whose victims flee or fight back face
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difficulty, and occupational averageness or failure. Culinary perpetrators at the center of #MeToo
scandals are befitting examples of social, financial, moral, and cultural failures, and were cited as
such by survey respondents.
Using Hirschman’s (1970) model, this chapter also shows that kitchen workers respond to
workplace abuse in three ways: tolerating, leaving, and fighting back. The first response—
tolerating—expands Hirschman’s exit-or-voice model, however it is not a unique response
unobserved in other settings conditioned by violence. Tolerating abuse and abusive relationships
has been observed in countless workplaces (Porter et al. 2018; Burke Draucker 2019; Villegas
2019), as well as in personal relationships (Kearney 2001; Gracia 2004). Because a cook who
leaves an organization can be quickly replaced or a dishwasher who uses her voice can be ignored
or further harassed, study data shows that some kitchen workers feel they must endure domination
for the sake of their livelihood, career mobility, and because violence is a norm of kitchen tiny
publics. Enduring is one way workers who aspire to a long-term and upwardly mobile career in
the field adapt their reactions to the bounds of kitchen culture and idioculture to protect their group
membership.
It is clear that commercial kitchens can be sites of deviance and for deviant groups that
“hold values and enforce actions that undermine mutual respect” (Fine and Harrington 2004: 352).
While small groups generally have been found to have a “taming” effect on antisociality, some
groups in fact do the opposite (Fine and Harrington 2004). Still, such groups are spaces that
institute normative control over its members. As Fine and Harrington (2004) explain, “even the
activities of violent or hostile groups are organized by the standards of the group… even these
groups provide a structure of social integration” (p. 352). These assertions apply to kitchens, where
to gain inclusion, kitchen workers are encouraged to endure or adapt to victimization in an
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acceptable manner. Interpersonal domination and certain responses to domination, thus, are
embedded in the norms and social order of kitchens.
However, local domination does not organically spring from kitchen forces, destructive
personalities, or the brigade hierarchy. As has been argued throughout this chapter, larger
structures and institutions enable domination in the kitchen, causing workplace culture to reflect
greater social inequalities. A major culprit is capitalism. The capitalist market pushes business
owners to maintain a competitive edge (e.g. reasonable prices and quality foods) by minimizing
business expenses and employee wages as much as possible. As Barbara Ehrenreich (2001) writes
in Nickel and Dimed, a study of low-wage labor, “[owners’] business isn’t to make their employees
more comfortable and secure but to maximize the bottom line” (pp. 203-204). She adds, “the
indignities imposed on so many low-wage workers,” like those described in this chapter, “are part
of what keeps wages low” (p. 211).
While business owners appear to be the cruel antagonists of this story, it is important to
remember the setting in which they operate. Government laws and incentives economically
discourage improved treatment of employees: state and federal minimum wages have largely
remained stagnant, and laws surrounding employee benefits are pocked with loop holes. For
example, it is common practice for restaurant owners to offer workers less than 40 hours per week
avoid giving full-time benefits. One line cook in Arizona explained that he was typically offered
jobs with “7 hour shifts,” because, “[owners] like to keep it below where they don’t have to pay
like medical, health benefits.” Socially conscious restaurant owners who want to offer better wages
and benefits to kitchen workers via alternative billing systems, like applied service charges73 and
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A service charge is a percentage fee added to a customer’s bill, separate from tips/gratuity. Money collected through
this charge are distributed to employees. One benefit of a service charge is that owners can accurately estimate how
much additional earnings they can expect per diner, and thus know how much they can increase wages of workers in
the front and back of house.
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tip-pooling74, are disincentivized by the risk of facing criminal charges under most state laws. As
New York executive chef Ilana Mosse detailed,
The [wage] laws are so very strict and protective of staff that, as owners, we are not allowed
to determine how tips are distributed. Only the people in the tip pool are allowed to do that.
And managers can’t count the tips. It’s only on staff. There’s so many lawsuits
(laughs) …So it’s very hard to impose ideas of equality, because of just how it’s always
been. And I think the only way it’s gonna work is if everyone switches over. ‘Cause right
now, it’s like the people who are doing, you know, tip included service fee, they end up
losing a lot of really talented staff, because they’ll go somewhere where they can make
more money. So, then you end up with the average servers at those restaurants. And it’s
just kind of like, I don’t know, I don’t think it works unless it’s just an industry-wide change.
Certain states have tried to implement reforms to minimum wage (as discussed in Chapter 2), but
even these well-meaning interventions appear to lack economic nuance, and have actually resulted
in further inequality. Owners face difficulty re-balancing staff wages to reflect status and
experience, but find they do not have the funds to do so appropriately. As Ilana explains,
They raised minimum wage [in New York], but they raised it across the board. So tippedminimum wage also went up. Which makes it extremely difficult for small business owners.
‘Cause you end up paying, like, your tipped servers are making, you know, some of them
$400 a night. Like between $200-400, that’s the average. Whereas your cook is probably
only making $100-$200 in a night for longer hours. And so it would’ve made much more
sense to increase regular minimum wage, and keep the tipped-minimum wage lower.
‘Cause they’re still gonna be making the same amount of money… Adding a dollar isn’t
really making that much of a difference to the server, but it makes a huge difference to the
business owner. And that tightens them up and makes it so that they can’t give raises to
other people. It limits what you can do. That just didn’t make any sense.
Thus even well-intentioned government intervention produces economic repercussions that force
owners to reassess slim budgets and find new ways to exploit.
Property expense laws are an added structural barrier to better wages for (and less
exploitation of) employees. In competitive markets, like New York City, Los Angeles, and the
Bay Area of California, landlords are sometimes motivated by tax deduction rules to keep
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Tip-pooling is when all tips are collected and divided equally among employees.
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storefronts empty rather than rent them out. Restaurants, thus, are crowded into the limited
available real estate zoned for the food establishments. With the economic law of supply-anddemand in play, willing landlords can charge exorbitant rents or increase them later when leases
are renewed. With menu item prices able to increase only so much, what else can restaurant owners
do but find ways to cut costs in the form of exploitation?
Rapid gentrification has added to worries over leases, as city centers and urban areas that
were once affordable options for restaurants balloon in price. One sous chef in New York City
complained to me,
Everywhere that an area has been gentrified or cleaned up or turned around, landlords get
it in their head that they can raise rent 600%. Like one of my favorite restaurants that I
went to as a kid… Blue Water Grill, their rent went up to $40,000 a month.
Located in Union Square in Manhattan, Blue Water Grill, actually had their rent increased to a
tune of over $2 million per year (roughly $166,000 per month in rent) (Vianna 2019). How can a
restaurant survive and thrive shouldering an expense that immense? It simply cannot. Blue Water
Grill closed its doors for good in 2019 after 20 years of business (Vianna 2019). Unmanageable
rents lead some chefs to seek out cheaper alternatives, like food trucks, stalls at food halls, and
pop-up restaurants. However these ventures, too, face barriers to success in the form of permits
and licenses. Thus not only are kitchen workers’ success stifled by domination, so too is the success
of restaurant owners, who rely on 10 percent profit margins (Bort 2020) and tenuous business
survival rates 75 (Luo and Stark 2014), while navigating government bureaucracy and market
inequality.
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Luo and Stark (2014) have found that the median lifespan of independently-owned small restaurants is 3.75 years,
mid- to large-sized food establishments is roughly 4.5 years, and roughly 17 percent of independently-owned
restaurants fail in their first year.
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This chapter has shown how micro-level phenomena in kitchens reflect the broad
inequalities and structures that plague our society, how mundane interpersonal domination in
kitchens is a product of a capitalist system which relies on violence to extract labor and time and
a culture which normalizes workplace brutality. This chapter has also shared narratives of how
targeted victimization can influence one’s perceptions, goals, and actual achievements. Adding to
worker’s assessments of self-worth and personal success are the realities of operating in a capitalist
society, where one’s social value is inextricably tied to earning ability. With this economic
standard, those who struggle in exploitive low-wage employment, as many kitchen workers do,
suffer. As Grant explained, there are “psychic consequences” to domination and exploitation.
Victims “feel bad,” abuse substances, lose sleep, and feel like failures, and these forces can push
individuals to exit the industry, as he did. Despite experiencing a host of difficulties, Grant
remained optimistic about kitchen culture and workers when we last spoke,
Sort of broadly—culture in general—is getting better on issues of abuse. And of issues of
preventing those in power from doing bad things to their employees. That's not universally
true, but… there's an arc of history [that] bends towards justice.
We must wait to see if the “arc of history bends towards justice” for victimized kitchen workers,
as well as if kitchens will reflect society’s recalibrations, evolutions, and progress. What is clear
is currently abuse is used instrumentally in kitchens to extract labor, obedience, and entertainment
by those in power in a bid to attain occupational success. And in the repertoire of kitchen capital,
violence is an exacting tool.
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Chapter 7. Conclusion
The motivation for this research project was my desire to understand individuals’
perceptions of success, mediocrity, and failure. How does one “make it” (or fail to “make it”) in
the cultural world of kitchen workers? How do individuals in their attempt at “making it” form
and revise their subjective notions of the success-failure spectrum? And in a profession that relies
on group interaction and team work, how does one’s capital influence group inclusion (or
exclusion) and consequent success? This dissertation found that occupation-specific capital and
emotions-based cultural boundaries—kitchen capital and emotional boundaries—play crucial
roles in “making it,” shaping individual perceptions and group membership. But at the root of these
questions is a determination to better understand the human condition. What do these perceptions
and behaviors say about who we are, what we want, and how we act alongside others?
To answer these questions, I needed accurate conceptualizations of success, mediocrity,
and failure. Therefore at the beginning of the project, I developed a hypothetical list of factors by
which professional success is determined. The list included critical recognition, restaurant
profitability, positive customer response, job title, and job satisfaction. Failure was a lack of these
elements, and mediocrity a lesser degree of them. However, data showed that subjects largely
integrated personal variables into their equations of professional success. Subjects noted that
occupational success included the need to feel happy and passionate about work, have creativity
and autonomy, develop prosocial relationships, and produce “good” food. Elements of kitchen
capital also indicated success. My original notions for success, mediocrity, and failure were
consequently revised to integrate subjects’ perceptions. (This process is shown in the diagram
below.)
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From a symbolic interactionist perspective, validity of these conceptualizations is derived from a
recognition that meaning springs from an explorative and interpretive process within an individual,
as well as between individuals (Blumer 1969). Meaning also can be revised to recognize different
interpretations within social interaction, as seen the conceptualization process above (Blumer
1969).
With concepts revised, study data revealed that study subjects hold overwhelmingly
positive perceptions of themselves and their achievements. We tend to see ourselves as candidates
for and achievers of success, regardless of our hardships, failures, and humdrum lives. Interviews
and surveys clearly show this inclination: of the 39 interviewees who offered self-evaluations of
their professional lives, 72 percent felt successful; and roughly 70 percent of survey responses
(n=258) felt similarly successful.
Very Successful
30% n= 77

Pretty Successful
40% n=103

Average
23% n=60

Not Successful
6% n=16

Failed
1% n=2
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This trend towards optimistic evaluations of the self is not unique to kitchen workers. Lovallo and
Kahneman (2003) observed similar attitudes among company executives, a positivity they called,
“rose-colored glasses” and “delusions of success.” They attributed these perceptions of success to
a host of organizational factors and cognitive tendencies, like anchoring and self-serving bias. A
similar profession-related perceptual success was found in primary school teachers by Sezgin and
Erdogan (2015), who wrote that “academic optimism, hope and zest for work positively predict
teachers’ perceived success” (p. 7). These are two of the many studies that have found high rates
of perceived success across occupational populations, a tendency that likely can be generalized to
other occupations, and illustrate how attitude can influence these perceptions of the success-failure
spectrum.
Optimism may also help explain why so few study subjects saw themselves as failures.76
An optimistic attitude can transform abject failure into a “momentary setback” or a “learning
opportunity,” and support individuals in their refusal to acknowledge failure. We saw this form of
cognitive gymnastics at play in Marilyn Holt’s story in Chapter 5. It is also pronounced in the
narrative accounts of Austin Muller and Stan Riedlmayer, two interviewees who felt “successful,”
but also appeared to be in the throes of personal and professional failures:
Austin Muller moved to Tucson after graduating college in 2017, and quickly found work
as a cook. But his new life in Arizona was accented by “lots of crashing and burning
moments,” including physically crashing his bike, losing his job, surviving on
unemployment benefits, and failing to make it in kitchens where “toxic masculinity”
reigned supreme. “Just two weeks ago,” he explained, “[I] was still in phases of just being,
like, ‘Dammit! Everything just always, like falls apart.’ Or like, ‘things get hard again no
matter how hard you try’.” Despite these setbacks Austin told me,
I (laughs) currently feel like very hesitant to say it, but [I’m] rather on the path of
success… I’ve just been feeling really good at where I’m at in life right now…
Because I’ve learned and changed a lot throughout all of that, it’s been successful,
even though it’s felt like absolute shambles in life… So you can feel like [a]
76

Several participants were even unwilling to name examples of occupational failure, because they did not believe
failure was possible, or because they did not want to put the weight of the label on others.
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complete failure for moments, but then broadly I feel like it’s successful, ‘cause
I’m making my way out of it. And I can see ways where where I’m at right now
has, like, led me to be like a better community member, and a better friend, and
better family member.
60-something Stan Riedlmayer had cooked since he was a teenager. But when we met in
the Spring of 2019, he had left the kitchen for good, a decision triggered by the loss of his
wife to cancer. He was missing her, felt lonely, and was struggling financially. At one point
during the interview, he answered a phone call from a temp agency to pick up janitorial
work. “I’m not a huge success monetarily,” he told me, “I’ve got nothing to show for it.”
Despite all of this he said,
I’ve been successful. I haven’t had a lot of big failures as far as letting people down.
If I said I was gonna do it, I did it to the best of my ability. And I kinda have to cut
myself a little bit of slack and say that, “Yeah, that’s pretty much—I’ve been
successful at that.” I’ve never promised things I couldn’t do. I probably could’ve
done some of the things I said I couldn’t. But, you know… I think as far as that
goes, I’m not unhappy. I wish I had more money, but so does everybody.
Austin and Stan shifted their occupational and economic failings aside through rationalization to
feel successful. Younger and at the beginning of his career, Austin saw himself on the path to
success, while Stan retroactively evaluated his professional life as successful. Stan had avoided
“big failures,” events that hinged on interpersonal damage or disappointment, and saw this as a
victory. As these two men sat on opposite ends of the career timeline—shouldering “crashing and
burning moments” and financial struggles—their optimism persisted.
Out of 50 interviewees, only two lacked the optimism internalized by other subjects (or
perhaps possessed a realism absent in others) and considered themselves failures: Chloe Maas, an
out-of-work sous chef in Southern California, and Bryan Collette, an ex-line cook in Tucson,
Arizona. Each spent over 10 years in the industry, but had operated at different ends of the kitchen
hierarchy. Chloe had risen to the sous chef position, traveled the country to help executive chefs
and owners open new restaurants, and had starred in various food media platforms (her experiences
on Food Network were detailed in Chapter 4). However, when we spoke in 2019, she had been
unable to find steady work and just been fired from a restaurant in Los Angeles after a competing
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sous chef relayed “misinformation and blatant lies” to the restaurant owner after an interpersonal
conflict. This dismissal occurred after a string of similar quarrels and subsequent firings. Now she
was contemplating leaving the industry, saying, “Well, I mean, I don’t know if I could’ve gotten
a bigger sign from the universe that I should just get the fuck out,” referring to her recent ousting.
When asked how she felt professionally along the success-failure spectrum, Chloe said,
I feel like I failed, unfortunately… It’s one of those things where if I say, “Hey this pie is
the best pie in the world. It’s delicious. It’s amazing, everyone says so.” If you don’t want
it, it’s pointless. It’s failed as a pie. No one wants to eat it. I can have all the successful
experience in the world, but if no one thinks its valid or no one wants it around because of
something about me that threatens them, then [sighs] it’s failed! It’s not useful. I can tell
everyone all day that I’m great. And I have references to prove it. But if no one thinks it’s
relevant to what they’re doing, then in this industry, I think I failed unfortunately.
Chloe felt like a failure because she lacked recognition from others that defined and labeled her as
a success. She was a “pie” that “no one wants to eat,” a worker whose talents were unappreciated
by others, and thus whose kitchen capital had no value. Like interviewee Eric Sherman, who pined
after a James Beard award and accolades, Chloe needed external validation to feel internal success.
Without recognition, she was frustrated and had begun to hate her profession,
I tell people, they’re like “Oh, I love to cook.” I’m like, “Don’t be a chef. Please don’t.”
The idea that if you do what you love you’ll never work a day in your life is totally wrong.
If you do what you love, you’re gonna end up hating it.
Haunting occupational failure and financial hardship had pushed Chloe to the verge of
withdrawing from the industry, a coping method described in the next section.
Bryan Collette had never received much external recognition, nor did he seek it out.
Validation was not a central criterion in his evaluations of professional success. Instead, like
Brenden Hyunh in Chapter 2, Bryan benchmarked success on autonomy, an element he felt he had
never had in the kitchen. While strict hierarchical structure did play a role in his perceptions of
confinement, the primary cause was how Bryan entered the industry: Bryan’s first job washing
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dishes was found out of necessity after being kicked out of the house by his mother at age 18.
Without a social or financial safety net, Bryan drifted from workplace to workplace earning just
enough to pay the bills, but never enough to go to school for paleontology (his dream profession).
When we spoke in Spring 2019, he was working at Lowe’s Home Improvement and washing
dishes a few days a week at his landlord’s restaurant for eviction forgiveness. He explained,
I feel like I failed a little bit, I guess, if anything. I feel like [the kitchen] took me in a
different direction. Like, if I could’ve stayed with my mom and stuff—and some families
are doing that now. They’re letting their kids stay longer than 20 [years-old]. So they’ll
be in their house still at 26 and are getting to go to school and stuff. If you can take
advantage of that kind of a situation, you can go to school to do other things other than
cooking food… So, in reality, I would’ve gone a different direction if I could’ve. But, I
don’t know, it’s not really possible for me, personally as well. I think anybody who gets
kicked outta their house at 18 [years-old] really has to make a choice pretty quick. And
there’s not a lot of crafts and trades… My dad didn’t do anything. He played music. My
mom and my dad did. They both played music, so yeah, I could learn how to play
music… but it doesn’t make you money necessarily. You gotta go learn how to do
something else.
Bryan felt forced into an industry by events outside of his control, rather than by desire or passion.
Without the privilege of pursuing education (or the social and cultural capital to do so) Bryan’s
life was consumed by searching for employment that paid little more than the minimum wage. The
structural deck had been stacked against him from the start, and only recently in his 30s he felt
internally stable enough to seek out work in a new field. But spending 10 years in an occupation
not of his choosing had made him feel like a failure.
Many are excluded from this dichotomy of success or failure, particularly individuals who
perceive themselves to be average, and do not view this state as one to escape or fight. Five
interviewees (out of 50) and 60 survey participants (out of 258) were part of this ordinary
population that has been overlooked by sociology and general interest. What is the cause of this
neglect? The factors at work are sociological, cognitive, and subjective.
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First, despite the fact that many of us lie in this gray area, our knowledge of how individuals
respond to revelations of personal averageness, as well as the empirically mediocre are limited.
While there are works on the economically average, like Ehrenreich’s (2001) Nickel and Dimed
and Allen et al.’s (2007) “Ordinary, the Same as Anywhere Else,” such texts equate mediocrity
with income and class, not with skill or aspiration. This is due in part to sociology’s interest in the
extremes of society (e.g. criminal behavior, radical social movements, and deviant sexualities), a
fascination that has led us to empirically neglect the ordinary. This inattention is the theme of
Theda Skocpol’s (2000) The Missing Middle, a historical and sociological analysis of how “too
often lost from view in [scholarly, political, and economic] debates are Americans of the missing
middle” (p. 7). Skocpol’s (2000) assertions are mirrored by other sociologists, such as
consumption scholars Gronow and Warde (2001), youth researcher Dan Woodman (2012), and
education scholar James Roberts (2012), who argues that, despite researchers claims of analyzing
“‘ordinary kids’… significant attention is given to extreme educational attitude and behaviors,
‘ordinariness’ tends to remain overlooked in contemporary research and policy discourses”
(Roberts 2012: 203). Ignorance of the average extends outside of the ivory tower into general
literature. Pulitzer Prize winning journalist Isabel Wilkerson, for example, remarked in an
interview with the New York Times (2020),
I wish we could see more books about the inner lives of everyday people from marginalized
groups in our country—not the extremes of either celebrity or pathology, but just regular
working folks… People just going about their days and getting through the challenges of
ordinary life do not get anywhere near the attention they deserve in the popular imagination.
And their invisibility leads to distortions in how an entire group is seen, gives the
impression that people… are more fundamentally different than we actually are.
It is clear that our focus on the “spectacular” gives us an inaccurate view our view of society.
Previous literature points to additional errors in academic approach that contribute to this
flawed perspective. In The Black Swan, for example, mathematician Nassim Taleb (2007) offers
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two explanations for the missing middle in social sciences. The first relates to social cognitive
biases: individuals tend to overestimate the prominence of some outliers (what Taleb terms, “Black
Swans”) when influenced by confirmation bias77 and narrative fallacy78. Taleb (2007) points to
America’s sustained concern with terrorism after the 9/11 attack as an example, writing,
After a Black Swan, such as September 11, 2001, people expect it to recur when in fact
the odds of that happening have arguably been lowered. We like to think about specific
and known Black Swans when in fact the very nature of randomness lies in its abstraction.
(p. 78)
Incidents with stark narratives, like 9/11, overshadow previous decades free of abnormalities,
leading individuals to incorrectly overestimate outliers as normal everyday events. And try as we
might, sociologists are not immune to these fallacies.
Alongside the personal overestimation of certain Black Swans is the paradox that much
research is done in a manner that purposefully neglects outliers (Taleb 2007). Most researchers
assume that our social world operates on a Gaussian bell curve, that there are normal distributions
across every facet of life. But this outlook is flawed, because “the bell curve ignores large
deviations, cannot handle them, yet makes us confident that we have tamed uncertainty” (Taleb
2007: xxiv). Outliers consequently “escape” our statistical models (Taleb 2007: 77), as quantitative
researchers are trained to regard outliers “as ‘data problems’ that must be ‘fixed’” (Aguinis et al.
2013: 271). They modify data in ways that can create inaccurate pictures of ordinary life restricted
to the center of the curve, and erase the fact that an average life occasionally contains exceptional
events. Woodman (2012) points to sociology’s emphasis on cross-sectional quantitative studies as
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Confirmation bias is defined by Aronson (2004) as “a tendency, once we have stated a belief, to view subsequent
evidence in a biased manner so as to confirm that belief is possible” (p. 350).
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Narrative fallacy is defined by Taleb (2007) as, “our vulnerability to overinterpretation and our predilection for
compact stories over raw truths. It severely distorts out mental representation of the world; it is particularly acute when
it comes to the rare event [i.e. a Black Swan]” (p. 63).
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compounding the Gaussian problem. While faster and easier, cross-sectional research may fail to
accurately measure the middle realities of life that qualitative and longitudinal research can. Thus,
our human inability to properly estimate narrative-driven outliers and the marginalization of the
middle through the monopolization of averages has added to the neglect of the mediocre.
Second, despite vast evidence that the majority of individuals exist in the middle of the
success-failure spectrum—we prefer to cognitively deny our mediocrity. As Gilbert (2005) writes
in Stumbling on Happiness, “science has given us a lot of facts about the average person, and one
of the most reliable of these facts is that the average person doesn’t see herself as average” (p.
252). Consequently, we calibrate expectations, aspirations, and definitions of success to fit these
above-average self-concepts. We try to distance ourselves from living the life of an average man,
from having the career of an average chef. Why is that so? According to Gilbert (2005) there are
three reasons: 1) Because “we are the only people in the world whom we can know from the inside,”
we are inundated by our own thoughts, feelings, and ideologies (p. 253). We consequently become
the center of our universe, making it difficult to see ourselves as anything less than special. 2)
Because we derive pleasure from thinking highly of ourselves, especially in our society where
uniqueness and superiority are valued. And 3) because we have the tendency to “overestimate
everyone’s uniqueness,” especially our own (p. 254).
Adding to these factors is that success, mediocrity, and failure are subjective concepts that
can be manipulated in one’s favor to protect the self internally and externally. The latter is likely
true for someone who is uncomfortable exposing vulnerabilities, flaws, and past failures to a
person they have just met, like the interviewees of this project. We have seen throughout this
dissertation that participants measure occupational success using a host of factors: academic
qualifications, personal relationships, work-life balance, skills accumulation, body movement,
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confidence, publicity, creativity, happiness, passion, stoicism, mobility, substance use, ability to
dominate, competition, and exploitation. With numerous ways to evaluate success, it is easy to
twist and turn these standards to highlight one’s achievements and hide one’s mediocrity from
others, as well as from one’s self.
What is evident from the evaluative benchmarks used by study participants is that despite
economics having an influence on quality of life, stress, and comfortability, money rarely is an
arbiter of success within the occupational world of kitchen workers. This population does not
appear to reduce the success-failure spectrum down to economic terms, nor affix it to salary or
wages—unlike many in our capitalist society. This is likely because chefs and cooks are restricted
economically by blue-collar labor, which is historically underpaid. Very few expect grand riches
working in the back of house. Consequently, money is pushed aside for items like passion,
happiness, creativity, camaraderie, professional freedom, and occupational utility. Alex Katzman,
a caterer in Brooklyn, explained this phenomenon well. When asked for an example of a successful
chef, he pointed to well-known New York chef Angie Mar, whom he had collaborated with at an
event. He explained,
The things that I noticed that I watched [Angie] do that that I really loved and tried to
emulate were, like, first of all heart and soul [in cooking]. Second of all, listening and
loving the people that you’re working with. And I don’t think that’s a requirement, but it
is a model that I try to follow. You know, obviously believing in what you’re doing. Like,
there’s a lotta other ways to make money. If you don’t love to do it, this job, there’s a lot
of other easier ways to make money.
The qualities Alex admired of Angie had nothing to do with monetary success, but everything to
do with emotions and attitude, both of which were explored in Chapter 5. Thus in a society that
tends to define one’s utility by economic value, kitchen workers give us a glimpse into how those
with lower economic status negotiate and make up for this deficiency by redefining their use to
society and themselves.
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Sociologists must work to fill this gap of information about the middling parts of the
success-failure spectrum if we want a representative view of our society—one not concentrated on
the exceedingly successful or the down-and-out failures, but instead on the normal and in-between.
We must put effort into avoiding past methodological flaws that mask the mediocre, probe further
into subjects’ personal denials of ordinariness, and explore how subjectivity can twist and turn
something average into something extraordinary. And we must do so across varied populations
and groups to obtain a true understanding of everyday life in our society.

COPING WITH SUCCESS, MEDIOCRITY, AND FAILURE
One facet of understanding how individuals “make it” in the culinary industry is
recognizing how individuals respond to “not making it.” Culturally speaking, the latter can be
viewed as how individuals respond to being excluded from status groups (Lamont and Lareau
1988). “Coping” is the common term applied to these responses, and is defined as “constantly
changing cognitive and behavioral efforts to manage specific external and/or internal demands that
are appraised as taxing or exceeding the resources of the person” (Lazarus and Folkman in
Poczwardowski and Conroy 2002: 314). While “coping” connotes an encounter with mediocrity,
failure, and negative emotions, it can also be applied to success, as that, too, can feel burdensome.
These linguistic undertones of “coping” highlight the contrasting ways society frames the successfailure spectrum, despite the fact that all aspects of the spectrum provide positive and negative
outcomes.
The literature on coping is abundant. One of the first symbolic interactionist contributions
to this subject was Erving Goffman’s (1952) “On Cooling the Mark Out: Some Aspects of
Adaptation to Failure,” which expanded our understanding of external coping methods (e.g. How
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do others help you cope with your failure?), and set the stage for future scholars to investigate how
individuals cope internally (e.g. How do you cope with your failure?). Following Goffman,
scholars, like Poon and Lau (1999), Daniel Haglind (2004), and Poczwardowski and Conroy
(2002), have developed our understanding of internal coping methods with studies set in education
and athletics (environments with clear demarcations of success (i.e. winners and A+ students) and
failure (i.e. losers and F students). These researchers have found that humans use numerous
strategies to manage unmet expectations and shortcomings. Poczwardowski and Conroy’s (2002)
work summarizes five primary methods of coping:
1) Appraisal-focused Coping: By evaluating situations in a different manner, through
“looking into the future, keeping things in perspective,” and letting things go (p. 318).
2) Emotion-focused Coping: By controlling emotions, seeking external support from
others, balancing confidence and humility, allowing achievements to produce positive
emotions about the self, and framing failure as a motivator.
3) Problem-focused Coping: By learning from setbacks and improving the self through
increased effort.
4) Avoidance-focused Coping: To avoid acknowledgement of failure and/or emotions
associated with failure, and decrease motivation and effort in performance.
5) Failing to Cope: Not coping with failure.
Examples of all five strategies have been featured in this dissertation. While Poczwardowski and
Conroy (2002) are comprehensive, the factor of responsibility ought to be added to the equation
of these techniques, as feeling responsible for one’s success, averageness, and failure greatly
determines whether or how one will cope. If a person can attribute failure to happenstance (e.g. an
accidental fire destroys a restaurant), much less cognitive work is needed to recover. Henrik Furst’s
(2017) dissertation, “Selected or Rejected?” and Jooyoung Lee’s (2016) work on aspiring rappers
in California do superb jobs showing the role of responsibility on perception and response. Lee
(2016) pushes the notion of responsibility further in an analysis of the effects of failure on the selfconcept (or what he calls, “self-definition”) writing, “Failure and temporary setbacks become
easier to manage when people deflect responsibility away from themselves,” (p. 67) particularly
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when a failed performance “can be a crushing experience that can ruin a young man’s self-image
and identity” (p. 70). Study participants gave several examples of deflecting failure to preserve
self-concept, like sous chef Chloe Maas, who was quoted earlier as one of two interviewees who
considered herself an overall failure and in Chapter 6 describing a failed catering job that resulted
in verbal abuse and a filing in small-claims court,
The first wine that I got them ended up getting ruined, destroyed by somebody else. I
bought different wine, commensurate in value, same flavor profiles. Wasn’t the right label.
Ruined her birthday. Things took too long, because they failed to mention that their oven
didn’t work. And they only had two working burners on their stove. But I ruined her
birthday.
Despite feeling a general sense of occupational failure, Chloe made it clear that she did not feel
responsible for this particular failed event. The wine was “destroyed by somebody else,” the label
on the new bottle of wine “ruined” her client’s birthday, and food was delayed by faulty equipment.
The failure experienced during this job was solely caused by external factors, in Chloe’s mind,
thus it was not a reflection of her or her kitchen capital, but of circumstance. Therefore she was
free of the obligation to cope with the disastrous dinner.
Notably absent from existing literature is analyses on coping with averageness. While study
data indicate that people use a similar combination of cognitive, behavioral, emotional, and social
techniques to make sense of their encounters with mediocrity (as established by Poczwardowski
and Conroy (2002), Furst (2017), and Lee (2016)), there are two additional responses study
subjects took to ease the burdens of averageness on the self:
1) Withdrawal: Leaving one’s workplace to find a less competitive working environment
where s/he may be perceived as “better” or “successful”; leaving one’s workplace to find
more competitive working conditions where s/he is pushed to improve his/herself and
become “successful”; or completely abandoning the profession.
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Stories of quitting lie throughout this dissertation, be it due to abuse, stress, or work-life imbalance.
Tales of navigating local markets for one’s occupational benefit was highlighted in Chapter 3,
where Chrissy Silverman aptly explained, “a C-cook in the rest of the United States is an A-cook
in Alaska. So all of the mediocre cooks come here [to Alaska] because there’s not a lot of
competition and they’re, like, the amazing cook up here.” Kitchen workers can use the contrast
effect of local markets to their professional and perceptual advantage.
2) Embrace: Finding comfort and peace in mediocrity, and accepting the status without
any intention of seeking success.
Thirteen interviewees were proponents of this coping strategy. Averageness was not a negative
state, according to them, but instead evidence of a healthy work-life balance (as opposed to 80hour work weeks spurred by an obsessive passion that produces occupational success, but also
personal failure). Despite this positive standpoint, most of these interviewees still recoiled at the
words “average” and “mediocre.” Katherine Perloff, a chef and owner in Southern California, was
one such person. “I mean, who wants to be average? (Laughs) it’s like, (laughs), gee… That’s a
bad word, ‘average’,” she winced after I had asked her to describe an “average chef.” But after a
few beats, her demeanor changed,
I would like to be more average, I would say. Where you are more—I would say a little
more balanced. Where you’re not a freak about anything. So, you’re not a freak about
everything being perfect… So I think maybe that’s good to be an average chef. Maybe it’s
a quality that we need to be looking forward to. To be average, meaning we leverage our
strengths and weaknesses to create an equilibrium that creates an averageness that is
peaceful… Maybe average is great. Like, when you hear that word—it’s like, “average”
[makes a grimace], but maybe! Maybe! It should be—Like I said, I don’t like the word.
Maybe it should be an “equilibrium” that’s created.
Mediocrity, to Katherine, was finding a balance between not only one’s professional and personal
life, but also of emotions, of strengths and weaknesses, and of expectations and reality. “That’s
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the whole [dissertation]!” she said to me with a clap of the hands, suggesting with a laugh that I
title this project, “Why Average is Good.”
Despite her enthusiasm for the “equilibrium” of mediocrity, Katherine was the only study
subject who verbalized a personal aspiration for averageness. Thirteen interviewees stated that
mediocrity was an acceptable state to exist in, and that there was a time and space for mediocrity
in the kitchen. For example, Brooklyn chef Tobias Leitner said,
From a business point of view of a restaurant, you need those middle guys also. You need
those guys who come every day and do the same thing on the hotline, okay? And some
days they’re better, sometimes they’re a little bit less, but they always maintain that middle
thing… They give stability to a place. You know? Without those guys, that guy with those
crazy ideas, like me, and good ideas doesn’t exist. We cannot. You know, we need those
guys. You know? Because they’re doing things which we are not capable of doing.
Tobias’ employed a structural functionalist perspective. He was one of a few interviewees who
believed mediocre kitchen workers served a clear function in the kitchen, as well as in the scheme
of a chef’s personal success. Tobias’ and Katherine’s comments and their fellow interviewees’
acceptance of ordinariness indicates that there is a portion of the cook population (and general
population) that do not aspire for more than mediocrity. They are among those who embrace
occupational averageness, rationalizing it as a product of a balanced life and success in other
domains (e.g. a mediocre cook, but a successful parent).
Mediocre chefs theoretically make mediocre food. But just as mediocrity itself was not
seen as bad by some, neither was food that could be categorized as such. In fact, several
interviewees described the need for average food. As Austin Muller explained,
[In] the realm of, mediocrity… there’s a big role for that, because, like, people gotta eat…
People can’t afford to have the most expensive and exciting meals all the time. And so…
you gotta kind of supplement that with something that’s more practical and just kinda meets
your needs for food.
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Ordinary food—a plate of waffles at a diner, an appetizer of egg rolls from a corporate chain, or a
poke bento from the grocery store—has utility within lives of consumers. It feeds, nourishes, and
relieves time and effort. Not every meal can be extraordinary, nor should it be. If an individual’s
life contained only outstanding meals, the exception would become the norm and eventually feel
average. Thus for us to truly appreciate a fantastic meal, the mediocre ones must exist. The same
is true for individuals in society.
Caterer Alex Katzman theorized that the difference between average and outstanding food
was the context wherein it was consumed. Being a chef that serviced “hipster weddings” in
Brooklyn, this worked to his advantage, explaining, “It’s easy for us not to be average, I’d say.
Because… we’re already at people’s special occasions. So we’re asked to come in at a glorious
moment.” He argued that food served or eaten at a special occasion or during a positive emotional
moment became “successful” because of the emotion and memory tied to it. That was the “dirty
secret” to Alex’s stellar online reviews and commercial success. He stated,
Literally people are reviewing their own wedding. So (whispers) if you’re not getting 5
stars, what the hell? (Normal voice) Our food is awesome. It is really good. We do a great
job. We give people an amazing service, they come out super happy. Also, what rating
would you give your own wedding? “5 stars (laughs)! It was great!”
The emotions of a wedding were the secret ingredient in Alex’s food. In contrast, he explained,
“food that is asked to be a part of everybody’s every day is going to almost by definition be
average.” There was nothing wrong with average food in quality, creation, or taste. Instead,
“average,” according to Alex, was simply a designation for the moment the food was eaten. Alex’s
interpretation, as well as sections throughout this dissertation, suggest that there are several ways
kitchen workers define a mediocre chef: by food quality and type, recognition, self-perception,
creativity, management ability, confidence, service, and more. Most prevalent of these social
perceptions of average chefs among interviewees were: 1) the act of meeting job expectations, but
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not exceeding them, and 2) making food that one does not “believe in,” which typically results in
a lack of creativity, intentionality, and a “special” factor. Least prevalent was a chef’s profitability.
Money, again, was not a factor in kitchen workers’ evaluations of occupational mediocrity.
The two coping strategies employed and described by study subjects—withdrawal and
embrace—are not culinary-specific responses: people drop out of schools, careers, relationships,
and hobbies regularly, and many find solace in exerting average effort at their ordinary jobs.
Therefore these techniques can be extrapolated to our understanding of how individuals respond
to success, mediocrity, and failure in general.

LIMITATIONS OF THE STUDY
The major limitations of this project lie in methodological concerns and researcher
deficiencies. The former was discussed in the conclusion to Chapter 2: non-representative
interviews and survey samples may have distorted findings from these sources, and observations
at The Tiki Bar may have been biased by my gender (i.e. a woman in a male-dominated workplace)
and my social connections with ownership. The following section will discuss researcher
deficiencies that may have shaped the context in which qualitative data were collected, and
consequently the findings presented in this dissertation.
Earlier in this chapter, I stated that roughly 70 percent of responsive interviewees and
survey participants described themselves as “successful.” The discussion that followed attributed
high rates of positive self-evaluation to optimism and cognitive biases, but statistics also suggests
two potential research flaws. First, “success,” as we have seen, has a variety of meanings and
measures. Social scientists, like myself, are not particularly good at defining contested concepts
like “success,” “mediocrity,” or “failure,” and this was true during my conversations with study
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subjects. During interviews and surveys, I did not explicitly define these terms, but instead relied
on each subject’s subjective notions. This was due in part to my desire to explore how people
comprehensively perceive the success-failure spectrum. By defining “success,” I worried I would
insert an interpretation of the concept that would bias their perceptions, and I wanted to hear their
unadulterated thoughts about the success-failure spectrum. But because I employed this approach,
certain findings that rely on consistent definitions may be conceptually incongruous.
Self-esteem or “self-definitions,” as Lee (2016) would say, also shape one’s meanings of
success, averageness, and failure. When individuals were asked to assess their occupational
success, they likely based their professional assessment on the general self-concept—how they felt
about themselves comprehensively. I attempted to avoid this source of perceptual incongruity
using a line of questioning that clearly separated the two: “Can you tell me about a chef who you
think is ‘successful’?” and “Over the years, in general life outside of the kitchen has your idea of
what success is changed? What does it look like?” But it was likely difficult for respondents to
extricate professional notions of success from personal ones, for the two bleed into one another.
Second, as a new qualitative researcher, it was difficult for me to ask certain interviewees
questions regarding self-evaluation. This occurred most often with subjects who revealed deep and
lingering traumas and/or appeared emotionally fragile. I felt guilty for prying, and worried that if
I were to ask them to comparatively rate themselves against their peers along the success-failure
spectrum, it would dredge up negative feelings and add to their trauma. My own emotions
consequently obstructed methodological consistency, as 11 of 50 interviewees were not asked to
give a self-assessment.
In qualitative social science, researchers are asked to be reflexive in their work, to
contemplate how their corporal presence among study subjects, personal opinions, and habitus
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impact research at every stage—from research design to data collection to analysis and writing.
No researcher is completely free of these biases, nor can they be designed away. Thus despite great
efforts at minimizing my impact, I have undoubtedly shaped the findings described in this
dissertation through my female presence in the all-male kitchen at The Tiki Bar, my accidental
slips of body language at interviews, and my wording of the survey questionnaire. Adding to this
was a blindness of intimacy. For someone who has spent over a decade entrenched in the kitchen
setting—surrounded by cooks, clanging pots, and wafts of steam—my prior experiences in the
industry, culinary school, and relationships with kitchen workers surely influenced my
observations. It is likely that scenes during participant-observation and stories shared by study
subjects that appeared “normal” in my eyes, would stand out to those with more objective distance.
Consequently, there were likely times that I missed observations, did not probe as deep as I should
have, or overlooked unique cultural phenomena that appeared unremarkable in my eyes.
This dissertation also struggles with conflicts between sociology and social psychology,
particularly as one argues in favor of individual autonomy (social psychology), while the other
largely removes it (sociology). I have tried to link the two to show how culture and exploitive
capitalist industries shape the emotions and perceptions of individuals, and vice versa. However,
this dissertation would benefit from more attention to these tensions and connections.
The limitations of one’s research (and of one’s abilities as a researcher) are countless.
Humans are flawed, and the projects we create in the name of objective scientific rigor are flawed,
as well. But this project has been designed and carried out with every effort to minimize these
limitations, with the primary goal of discovering phronesis—knowledge that is “pragmatic,
variable, [and] context-dependent” (Flyvberg 2001: 57); a wisdom that emphasizes an
understanding of values, culture, and perception. Phronesis is the topic of Making Social Science
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Matter by Bent Flyvberg (2001). Sociologically speaking, Flyvberg (2001) asserts that attainment
of phronesis should always be the goal of research—what he calls, “social science that matters”
(p. 166). 79 To do so, researchers must be aware of how context can affect human behavior, have a
personal connection to the topic of study, ask the “little questions” that provide rich descriptions
of their subjects’ existence, connect agency with structure, and strive to create work that is both
sociological and “practical philosophy.” Researchers must always try “to enter into a dialogue with
individuals and society and to assist them—after they have assisted the researchers—in reflecting
on their values” (Flyvberg 2001: 63).
Establishing phronesis was the primary reason why I used mixed-methods, varied my
geographic sampling, and chose a larger sample size. It is why I conducted all of my interviews
in-person, closely observing interviewees’ willingness to make eye contact, the way their cheeks
flushed while telling a story, or the way they picked at the sleeve of their Starbucks coffee cup. It
is also why I have incorporated analysis of food media—television shows, chef writing, film, blogs,
and websites—as a method to triangulate findings and as another window into the occupational
world of chefs. Without these assorted methods, I would have only captured and understood a
fraction of the reality of kitchen workers’ lives: without surveys my scope would have remained
microsocial, without interviews my analysis would have been surface-level, and without
participant-observation my data would have lacked a corporeal and emotional understanding of
the everyday aches, laughs, rushes, and toil of chefs and cooks. Doing “social science that matters”
was at the forefront of my mind through every stage of this dissertation. I have tried to do
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Flyvberg (2001) points to Bellah, Madsen, Sullivan, Swindler and Tipton’s (1985) Habits of the Heart as an example
of phronetic work, because
it focuses on values, the authors get close to the people and phenomena they study, they focus on the minutiae
and practices that make up the basic concerns of life, they make extensive use of case studies in context, they
use narrative as expository technique, and, finally, their work is dialogical, that is, it allows for other voices
than those of the authors, both in relation to the people they study and in relation to society at large. (p. 63)
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meaningful research that atones for my methodological limitations and personal deficiencies by
accurately portraying the social realities, expectations, and values of today’s kitchen workers, and
connecting these realities to our broader understanding of the human condition.

SOCIOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH
In the conclusion of Kitchens, Gary Alan Fine (1996) suggests sociologists interested in
the culinary industry investigate the question, “How is ‘cultural capital’ generated in work” (p.
230)? While his expansive study examined organization, economics, and aesthetics in the culinary
field, Fine’s work did not specifically address cultural capital. One aim of this dissertation was to
answer Fine’s question through the lens of occupation-specific capital using the works of Bourdieu
(1984; 1986) and Lamont and Lareau (1988). Over the course of seven chapters, I have shown
how kitchen workers put immense effort and resources into accumulating kitchen capital in a bid
to increase chances of professional success and mobility through high status cultural inclusion.
They enroll in expensive culinary schools and spend years working low-status positions to build a
culinary foundation. They learn how to move and project confidence. They endure injury and abuse.
And they labor emotionally, managing their feelings to fit the growing expectations of the industry
and standards of the occupational group. Kitchen capital is a grounded form of occupation-specific
capital, not generic or transferrable to other careers, and only valuable to and recognized by kitchen
workers. Accumulation of such capital is not for the faint of heart, as we have seen that kitchens
can be harsh, stressful, and violent environments. But those able to accrue the correct occupational
skills and knowledge are rewarded creatively, emotionally, and interpersonally, as well as with
group inclusion.
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This is not the first theoretical iteration of occupation-specific capital: Loic Wacquant
(2004) notably detailed the “bodily capital” of boxers who must “manag[e] their body, preserv[e]
its integrity and energy” (p. 145) in the ethnography Body and Soul. Hockey and Allen-Collinson
(2009) have written about “occupational knowledge and practice” among academic administrators.
And Frank (2012) provides an explicit definition for the term “occupational capital” in her study
on non-governmental organizations in South America defining it as, “the skills, capacities, and/or
capabilities that an individual or population acquires as a result of the occupations in which they
engage or have engaged” (p. 237). The purpose of establishing kitchen capital is to expand our
understanding of how cultural capital functions within work, and to recognize the importance of
integrating social psychological phenomena, like emotions, into subtypes of cultural capital for a
more accurate understanding of the concept, something Bourdieu (1984) and Lamont (1992)
largely miss in their own examinations. It is also to encourage future researchers to continue
examining occupation-specific capital in other industries. Exploring these forms of capital not only
highlight what a profession values, but also the hierarchical structures that mediate the values and
principles that guide workplace behaviors. We can use these notions of cultural capital to
understand how and where workers draw their lines of distinction and cultural boundaries.
I have also attempted to establish a new symbolic boundary à la Michele Lamont’s (1992)
Money, Morals, and Manners, called, “emotional boundaries.” Chapter 5 focused on feelings in
the kitchen, and showed how chefs and cooks draw emotions-based lines to distinguish themselves
(and their group members) from others. Chapter 6 showed how trespass of those lines can be used
to enact violence and display power. Lamont’s (1992) work proposed that individuals draw
boundaries along culture, morality, and socioeconomic status—which remains true for chefs and
cooks alike—but in an environment that thrives on passion and joy, applies intense pressures on
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its inhabitants, and encourages ambivalent stoicism in the face of bodily danger, we must also
acknowledge that emotional boundaries dictate cultural inclusion and exclusion. Cooks decide
who they want to work beside, who they are willing to help, and who they try to avoid using
emotions. My own experiences at The Tiki Bar with the perpetually surly Jesus is an example of
this.
Some may argue that the boundaries Lamont (1992) explores are distinctly cultural, a
product of a cultural sociologist responding to the work of another cultural sociologist (i.e. Pierre
Bourdieu). Therefore to include emotions within this genre of symbolic boundaries is inappropriate
or ill-fitting. But those familiar with emotions know that how we feel, the language we use to
communicate these feelings, the norms that dictate our expressions, and the emotional labor we
conduct are deeply rooted in culture. Thus because emotions are cultural artifacts, boundaries can
be drawn along them.
Boundaries, as Lamont (1992) writes, require constant work and effort to maintain. They
are active, ever-changing creations. To do boundary maintenance, an individual must have a
repertoire of skills, which Lamont (1992) defines as the tools needed to respond to social situations
appropriately. The correct cultural repertoire can help an individual make sense of the actions and
behaviors within a setting, figure out where he or she fits in, and how to interact with others. In
the commercial kitchen, we call the repertoire of skills used to maintain one’s emotional, cultural,
moral, and socioeconomic boundaries and status, “kitchen capital.”
The ways in which emotional boundaries are maintained also shape paths to success. As
emotion norms and rules shift from workplace to workplace, coworker to coworker, staunch
emotional boundaries do not always result in occupational success. Compromise of these
boundaries (as seen in subjects who witnessed normalized workplace violence and exploitation in
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Chapter 6 that lay outside of personal boundaries) perhaps does, but concessions have
consequences. Chances of success are increased in this bargain, but when personal standards have
been revised for the sake of achievement, what impact does this have on one’s self-concept? And
how does this compromise shape the way individuals feel about their achievements? Holding
steadfast to one’s boundaries and finding success may be more fulfilling than achieving success in
the face of corrupted boundaries, and result in different valuations of the self. This dissertation has
shown a connection between emotional boundaries and occupational success, however future
researchers should explore this interrelation between revised boundaries, success, and self-concept.
Future sociologists of culture and emotions can also further develop the notion of emotional
boundaries by exploring how they differentiate across demographic groups outside of professional
spaces (e.g. by race, gender, sexuality, nationality). As the body of literature on emotions grow,
future scholars may find it meaningful to connect existing findings about demographics with this
concept of emotional boundaries. Such analysis will likely find that within each group’s emotional
boundaries there are certain types of cultural capital that are valued more than others, as well as
certain principles and morals that are widely shared. Discovering how and where these boundaries
are drawn will reveal significant meaning about the group, its members, and the human condition.
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Epilogue. Remaking It: Cooking During the Pandemic
Data collection and analysis for this project were completed before COVID-19 shut down
the world in March 2020, and sent workers of all industries home without an inkling of when they
would return. Unemployment reached a dizzying peach of 16.4 percent in the United States in
early-June (Hsu et al. 2020),
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on take-out sales, contactless deliveries, problematic government loans (like the Paycheck
Protection Program80), and selling groceries. Restaurants of all types, from small independentlyown to large corporate chains, have been hit hard: Panera Bread is one of many franchises that has
resorted to selling ingredients and baked items as bulk groceries to offset plunging sales (Lucas
2020). And independent restaurants, like that led by executive chef Jay Reynolds, have been
searching for creative ways to “engage regulars and capture new guests.” For example, a few
months after the start of the pandemic, Jay’s restaurant began offering a,
“build-a-picnic-basket” option that we came up with to allow guests that don’t feel entirely
comfortable eating at a restaurant to be able to enjoy a wonderful experience at a park or
maybe even their own back yard. It comes complete with a picnic basket, service ware, and
of course the quintessential checkered table covering.
Understanding that dining out relies on experiencing a unique atmosphere and feeling served, Jay
and his restaurant owners sought ways to translate these now-banned experiences via take-away
to remain solvent.
From the beginning it has been clear that the restaurant industry will incur major damage
from the pandemic. Analysts estimated that 75 percent of all independently-owned restaurants who
temporarily closed due to the virus would remain permanently closed by the end of the pandemic.
The industry as a whole would “lose $225 billion in the coming three months and shed five to
seven million employees” (Severson and Yaffe-Bellany 2020: 2). Celebrity chef and restaurant
owner David Chang warned in late-March,
I’m not being hyperbolic in any way: Without government intervention, there will be no
service industry whatsoever… I do not want to incite panic and hysteria, but I think for
80

The Paycheck Protection Program (PPP) was designed to help businesses continue to employ staff through the
distribution of small loans. As of April 2020, $349 billion had been distributed, of which 9 percent was given to food
service ventures (Bort 2020). Generally, restaurant owners were confused and unwilling to accept PPP funds, as they
initially were stipulated to be applied solely to employee wages with the requirement to employ all prior staff members.
This was unfeasible for restaurants, who could not financially afford a full staff with decreased sales. The PPP became
even more unattractive as the federal government enhanced unemployment benefits by $600 per week. Kitchen
workers on unemployment insurance collected more money than their regular wages (Cowley et al. 2020).
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restaurants and the service industry, there is going to be a morbidly high business death
rate. My fear is the restaurants that survive are going to be the big chains, and we’re going
to eradicate the very eclectic mix that makes America and going out to eat so vibrant and
great. (Marchese 2020)
Unfortunately, these predictions were accurate. By April, estimated industry loses grew to $240
billion (Bort 2020). By September, closures (permanent and temporary) of restaurants surpassed
those of all businesses in the leisure and service industry (Yelp 2020):

Graph from Yelp (2020).

To remain open, established restaurants and chefs were forced to dramatically trim back staff, or
shut down temporarily. For example, chef Daniel Humm’s three Michelin starred restaurant,
Eleven Madison Park, reduced its 300 person staff to a crew of 12 (Bort 2020). But for many
businesses, meager sales could not even support skeleton crews: on April 1, 14 percent of Alaska’s
restaurants closed for good (Boots 2020), and New York saw closure of 11 percent of its
restaurants and bars (Fortney 2020). By August 2020, industry researchers estimated that roughly
230,000 restaurants across the nation would permanently close by the end of the year, and 16
million restaurant staff would be out of work (CBS 2020).
To combat these alarming projections restaurant owners across the nation formed the
Independent Restaurant Coalition in late-May, and began to lobby Congress for a bailout. Their
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proposal was a $120 billion package for small- to medium-sized independent restaurants called the
“Real Economic Support That Acknowledges Unique Restaurant Assistance Needed to Survive
(RESTAURANTS) Act of 2020” (CBS 2020). But, as of December 2020, Congress has yet to fund
any direct measure to help food businesses, including in December’s “Consolidated
Appropriations Act of 2021” relief package (Naylor 2020). Instead, it opted to bailout the
transportation sector, including the airline industry and its 509,200 employees with $41 billion
(Bureau of Labor Statistics 2020i; Rappeport and Chokshi 2020; Naylor 2020), a telling act that
shows the limited value elected officials place on the 15.6 million front and back of house
restaurant workers (National Restaurant Association 2020).
The effects of the pandemic (and lack of government assistance) on the restaurant industry
are so unprecedented that restaurant owners and chefs remain unsure of their futures. Kitchens are
haunted by empty dining rooms, and workers long for the ring of the telephone or a ping of an
iPad signaling a take-out order. As chef-author Gabrielle Hamilton (2020) wrote in an essay
published by the New York Times, “I, like hundreds of other chefs across the city and thousands
around the country, are now staring down the question of what our restaurants, our careers, our
lives, might look like if we can even get them back.”
By the revision of this epilogue in late-December, kitchen life and the industry remain at a
standstill, with some able to return to work. The nation-wide unemployment rate has decreased to
6.7 percent (Bureau of Labor Statistics 2020g), and the puzzling stock market has dramatically
bounce back. Far in the distance, though, is an understanding of the true economic impact of
COVID-19 on the restaurant business, commercial kitchen, kitchen workers, and urban societies.
As Eduardo Porter (2020) argues, restaurants play a vital role in America’s urban areas,
particularly during the transition of a locale from industrial to urban-residential. Restaurants “draw
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the young and highly educated to city centers” by providing entertainment, social gathering spaces,
and nourishment (Porter 2020). Restaurants initiate a broader ecosystem of urban social life,
bringing retail stores, schools, housing and more.
Recent research suggests that the pandemic has reduced the urbanizing and attracting
effects of restaurants in cities: Sitian Liu and Yichen Su (2020) found that the value attributed to
dining out by urban residents has diminished significantly since March 2020 due to health concerns
and restricted access. The lifestyle advantages of living in restaurant- and entertainment-dense
neighborhoods have decreased, making urban areas less attractive. When combined with the
appeal of safer, less-populated suburban areas and new norms of remote work, there has been a
migration from these urban-residential areas to the suburbs (Liu and Su 2020). Whether this
migration will be permanent, and how this movement will change local foodscapes is yet to be
understood.
Also far off is our understanding of how this global event has changed the subjective
perceptions of chefs and cooks on their profession, values, and the success-failure spectrum. Future
researchers will undoubtedly explore how this health crisis has impacted the worldviews of
individuals from every sociological angle—from race to gender, inequality to institutions. They
will investigate how an invisible virus caused individuals to question every object and person they
came in contact with, including the food and drink they put in their bodies. Hopefully, these
researchers will include kitchen workers in their studies, as this population contains a wealth of
sociological insight, as has been seen throughout this dissertation. Chefs and cooks will have much
to show and say about how their lives and industry were irreparably upended and disrupted.
Despite the devastation of the industry at the hands of this iteration of the coronavirus, the
theories, stories, and details outlined in the seven chapters of this dissertation are not just a snapshot
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historical account. While the pandemic has and will continue to shape the commercial kitchen,
how diners interact with food, and the perceptions of success, mediocrity, and failure of kitchen
workers, COVID-19 will not change the fundamentals of kitchen capital. I predict that education,
embodied skills, emotions, and interpersonal domination will continue to dictate hierarchical
standing in the kitchen, as well as whether or not one “makes it” well after the pandemic ends.
That is not to say that the memory of the pandemic will cease to influence the psyches of restaurant
owners and their staff. Like 9/11, COVID-19 will likely remain a Black Swan event that continues
to trigger cautious attitudes and be recounted in tales of warning (Taleb 2007). Restaurant business
operations will continue to be influenced by pandemic experiences. But these influences will not
alter the key elements of commercial cooking: where one is educated will still impact one’s social
networks and knowledge. How an individual moves and brands herself will continue to dictate the
respect she garners in the kitchen. Happiness and passion will remain emotional pillars in cooking,
emotionally counterbalancing times of stress and frustration. And the brigade hierarchy will
forever provide a setting where domination thrives as a tool of control, power, and status.

COOKING THROUGH THE “NEW NORMAL”
Despite my assertions about the unyielding importance of kitchen capital, it is obvious that
COVID-19 has altered almost all other aspects of life in the commercial kitchen. To understand
these changes, I followed-up with five central figures of this dissertation in late-July to learn about
their “new normal.” Like chef Gabrielle Hamilton’s quote earlier, Michaela Caldera, Marilyn Holt,
Jaydon Avery, Grant Swann, and the staff and owners at The Tiki Bar voiced an uncertainty for
the future, as life was at a disheartening standstill.
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The Chef Instructor
When I last spoke with chef instructor Michaela Caldera, who was highlighted in Chapter
3, she was teaching at a not-for-profit culinary school in Florida. Soon after our conversation in
2019, a position opened up at her school for a student success coordinator, and she jumped at the
opportunity. She was looking for a professional change, but wanted to remain in the culinary field.
By July she was helping students find upwardly mobile employment at local restaurants. “It was
great. It was a nice change,” she told me. “It was more of an administrative role.” But by December,
life began to unravel: Michaela broke her hand, and a close family member had a serious medical
emergency. Then a new round of budget cuts at school left Michaela without a job. By transitioning
to an administrative position—rather than teaching—Michaela had unknowingly made herself
expendable to the institution. “The end of last year was very, like, ‘Woah, what’s going on?!’” she
described.
From January to March 2020, Michaela searched for jobs in education and the commercial
kitchen (opting to stage at several locations), but found the latter too overwhelming,
It was very weird to be back in the industry. ‘Cause it’s been, what? 15 years since I’ve
been on the line. And I wasn’t necessarily going on the line, but one [opportunity] was a
garde manger position to then possibly be[come] the pastry chef of a private club, and it
was like, $10 an hour. However it was Mondays through Fridays, full benefits. It was some
pluses, but it’s like, I’m in my mid-40s. I can’t afford to go back to $10 an hour right now…
And the physical side of the things—again, I was just like, “I haven’t done this in too long.
My body is out of condition.” And with my hand being broken, I realized I can’t do what
I used to be able to do. Period.
At the end of March, Michaela was offered to “pick up classes” at her original school, which she
quickly accepted. It was an “income until something else comes” along, she thought, but teaching
came to a halt when a student on campus tested positive for COVID-19. By July her school—
much like campuses across the nation—transitioned to online classes. She taught two baking and
pastry units. “A lot of it is YouTube,” Michaela explained, after I asked about teaching such a
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tangible, hands-on topic virtually. “We’re supposed to do demos, but they don’t pay us for the
food [ingredients]. And I don’t have the space in my kitchen… to do these massive demos. I don’t
have that equipment either.” So, instead she was focusing on the “theory and academic” side of
cooking, and was happy to be back in the classroom. It was a hopeful development after months
of disappointment that had reaffirmed her love of teaching. She reflected,
You know, I started as a chef who became a teacher. And I think now I’m a teacher who’s
a chef. Through all of this stuff, I realized that I really do like education. Food for me has
always been a passion. And I’ve been fortunate enough to experience some wonderful food.
But it’s not my driving force anymore… I don’t have a desire to do that anymore… And
I’m okay with it. I’m okay with that. And that has been my paradigm shift in my career
and how I think about myself professionally.
The Line Cook
“Workin’ in the kitchen-wise? I’m not workin’,” line cook Jaydon Avery told me. Jaydon,
whose story we followed in Chapter 4, was still employed at a senior day center. He explained,
“since my job is government funded, they still had a budget to keep us on payroll. So I still have
my job, I’m just not doing kitchen work.” Since seniors are at a higher risk for contracting COVID19, the food that Jaydon originally made onsite was replaced with government-made packaged
food deliveries that reduced interactions between seniors and staff. He now spent his days doing
administrative wellness checks. “I don’t like it, but it keeps me busy and it keeps me on payroll
and the benefits. So, I just do it.” His job was financially beneficial, but lacked the emotional
fulfillment cooking brought.
At the start of 2020, Jaydon began a catering business. But the pandemic put a quick end
to it, and forced him to “go back to the drawing board” to reimagine how to stake his claim on the
local market. He settled on selling spice blends—like adobo and sazon—branded with names
inspired by Japanese manga characters to appeal to the “nerd community” that he is a member of.
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But soon after formulating that venture, things halted. The corporate purveyor for spices he used,
Goya, was currently “being attacked by cancel culture” for its CEO’s public support of Donald
Trump. Consequently, retailers stopped carrying Goya products to dodge “cancel culture” outrage,
and Jaydon’s key ingredients were out of reach. His airtight containers were ready, they just needed
to be filled.
In the meantime he was working on the embodied skills and movements he lacked when
we first spoke a year ago. “All I’ve been doin’, like I said, is makin’ new recipes and improving
old ones. All I can do [now] is improve my knife skills, ‘cause I was getting rusty with my knife
skills. Been working on my cuts.” He was planning to buy a cutting board that had specific
measurements and shapes for traditional French dices, so he could continue to hone his craft during
the pandemic.

The Private Chef
“Before the shutdown, we were looking at record numbers, record sales. Like, things were
skyrocketing (laughs). We were doing so well,” private chef Marilyn Holt told me. Increased client
demand led her to bring on a second chef, who, like her, was a Le Cordon Bleu graduate. But when
her local government locked-down and banned large gatherings, Marilyn—whose stories of
fraudulent student loans and stress were detailed in Chapters 4 and 5—and her thriving business
faced a barrage of client cancellations, and then absolute silence. “Literally my email was nothing.
Silent! Silence for about six weeks, because of the shutdown.”
As things have slowly opened up, Marilyn has been receiving requests for gigs, of which
she accepts one per week to keep her business afloat—the one week spacing is her method to
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prevent the spread of COVID-19 if she happens to contract it. These lulls between jobs created
space for an internal dialogue on failure in Marilyn’s mind,
It’s definitely difficult. Because as soon as you stop getting business you automatically
start feeling like a failure at some point. That maybe you could be doing something else [to
drum up business]. [But I realized] I just have to wait things out. And that was really hard
for me to just be stagnant.
But it was not all bad, in Marilyn’s eyes. “You know, it’s actually been kinda nice to have to shut
down, too, because, basically, my brain needed a break,” she laughed. And she was confident that
her business would bounce back. The pandemic had revealed to her that private cheffing was a
viable business in uncertain times: diners who desired a restaurant experience but were restricted
from these spaces were seeking out alternative options, like private chefs. A recent client had told
Marilyn, “This is so great. We’re not allowed to go to restaurants right now, and to have a personal
chef come in and make such an amazing meal [is fantastic].” Of course, she noted, private chef
experiences are reserved for the rich and privileged, but this worked to her advantage as she could
charge these clients more. Out-of-work restaurant chefs, Marilyn observed, were also taking notice
of these new opportunities, “I think personal cheffing is going to become a lot more popular after
this situation, just because [chefs] are realizing that they can be out there [in business] on their
own.”

The Ex-Line Cook, Now Personal Chef
Ex-line cook Grant Swann, was taking self-quarantine seriously. He had reentered the
culinary industry as a personal chef for an organization in Northern California in the Fall of 2019.
When COVID-19 hit the west coast, his well-funded workplace opted to escape the density of the
Bay Area to an estate near Palm Springs. Grant, whose victimization was highlighted in Chapter
6, was still quarantining in the desert four months later when we spoke in July. The estate housed
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about 15 members of the organization, and Grant was in charge of all-things-food: he made 8
meals a week for the team, organized grocery lists (which were purchased and delivered by a
courier), and sanitized incoming items with a one-percent bleach solution. The furthest he had
been from the estate was three miles to fetch a coworker whose car had broken down. “I expect
we’re in the top one-percentile for how seriously we’re taking things,” he said, adding that life in
Palm Springs was indefinite until the pandemic ends. Work and coworkers were reasonable and
he was happy, but he also told me, “I’m looking forward to when we cease doing this, but I don’t
think that’s happening anytime soon.”
Detached from life outside of the remote desert, Grant felt like he lost contact with kitchen
culture and the goings-on of the culinary industry. Insulated from issues of restaurant work, he
briefly kept track of his previous workplaces, but didn’t pay too much attention. He did predict,
however, that pandemic-induced restaurant closures would lead to an exciting and fresh restart of
the industry,
In five to ten years after this pandemic is over, there’ll be a boom of cool, new restaurants…
You know, if I wanted to stay in this industry, probably not a bad time to open a restaurant
is like 6 months after [the pandemic ends] ‘cause there’s going to be a lot of talent and a
lack of supply.
Strict quarantine had given Grant plenty of solitary time to ruminate on life with few
distractions. “There’s nowhere to go, and few things to do… I have a lot of time here to think
about what I’m doing with my life,” he said. This period of self-reflection was filled with thoughts
that were inching him, again, out of the kitchen, “For me in part, it’s highlighted a lot of the
existential questions, which make me sort of want to be less kitchen-y.”
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The Tiki Bar in Anchorage, Alaska
I visited the Tiki Bar, my site of participant-observation, on a bright, sunny day in July—
a day the bar-restaurant would normally be filled to the brim with a hundred or so people. Instead,
roughly twenty customers sat spaced throughout the open patio. “This is about it. This is as busy
as it’s going to get,” a manager said as he pointed out to the scant crowd. The Tiki had closed
down for two months beginning in March, in a bid to cut costs and be conscious of public health.
Management had hired back a face mask-wearing skeleton crew for the rest of the summer.
Scott, the owner, had taken the precaution of recording contact information for all
individuals who visited The Tiki, just in case he needed to provide contact tracing information to
the Health Department. He also abided by the guidance of the municipality, which seemed to
change by the day. In spite of these efforts, The Tiki unfortunately was one of 19 restaurants and
bars named (and shamed) by the Anchorage Health Department and city mayor as an “exposure
site,” a location where infected individuals had visited and exposed others to the coronavirus
(Krenzien 2020). This incensed people at The Tiki, who felt that bars were being unfairly targeted.
“What about the coffee shops and stores that remained open?” a manager asked, “aren’t they also
sites of infection?”
The kitchen had changed dramatically to match the slow trickle of food orders. Rather than
the usual three-person crew, Jesus now solely ran The Tiki’s food operations. The long, narrow
kitchen that felt small in the chaos of a rush last summer, now felt empty, expanded, cool, and
quiet. As he prepared calamari, Jesus described how after the two month break in March Garett
and Fernando did not return, likely finding work at other restaurants. He was by himself, but he
did not seem to mind. There was only enough work for one person anyways, he told me. Helping
alleviate Jesus’ workload was a pared down menu, that removed sushi completely (and with that
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expensive seafood costs), as well as items whose ingredients were not cross utilized in a costefficient manner.
Despite everything that accompanied the pandemic, the staff at The Tiki remained in good
spirits. We chatted and joked, and as I said goodbye, the bartender poured shots of Jameson
whiskey. “Wanna take one before you leave?” Scott asked as he passed around glasses to all who
stood around the bar. “She doesn't drink, remember?” the bartender said, as I waved away the
offering. As usual, I raised an imaginary glass and cheered alongside my old coworkers. They
pulled down their face masks and gulped down the brown liquor.

REFLECTIONS
As I typed away at my dissertation at the outset of the pandemic—toggling between
Microsoft Word and breaking news updates—I realized that success, averageness, and failure
become inconsequential abstractions when one is faced with daily reminders of sickness, shortages,
death, and incompetence. Long-term goals fall by the wayside. They are superseded by short-term
needs and evaluations of risks—collecting supplies, figuring out how to pay rent, and sewing face
masks. This view point was shared by study subjects, like Michaela Caldera, who told me,
Ellen, I’m going to be really honest with you, I think my idea of success right now is being
able to pay my bills. And I knock on wood and I pray every day to be thankful that my
husband and I are able to do so… I’ve got clothes on my back, food in my stomach, a roof
over my head, a car to drive, two legs, two arms, two eyes right now. And I’m not in the
hospital. So, I think that [perception of success] has changed. The idea of failure? I don’t
know necessarily how to put it, but… one man’s trash is another man’s treasure. You know?
So, failure in what sense? So you lost your job? There will be another job. And that was
something I had to experience [to understand.]
As someone who also lost work teaching at a local school district that closed in March, I connected
with Michaela’s reevaluations of success and failure. Her optimistic spin on unemployment was a
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phrase I had also comforted myself with. Our salient foci changed with our new realities. “Success”
was replaced by “survival.”
For many of us who have been lucky enough to have the economic and social capital to
ride out the crisis of the pandemic, this momentary pause on our dreams, goals, and aspirations of
success is just that: momentary. It is an anecdote we will tell others in the future that comprises a
weird and unprecedented chapter in our comfortable lives. But for those who do not have the
capital or privilege, this pause on dreams and goals is permanent.
A conversation I had with a line cook named Zaire Hollick kept returning to me as I worked
on this dissertation. I met Zaire at a Dunkin’ Donuts in the yet-to-be-gentrified neighborhood of
Crown Heights, Brooklyn. Tall with a trimmed goatee, he arrived wearing a black button-down
shirt and tie, paired with black slacks. He was the best dressed person in the whole store, and of
all the people I interviewed. Over the course of our conversation, I learned that Zaire grew up in
foster homes in the rough neighborhood of Jamaica in Queens, New York. At an early age he had
become a ward of the State, a blessing and a curse, as it implied constant supervision during his
teenage years, but also the opportunity to attend culinary school on the State’s dime. After
graduation, he worked at several kitchens—MTV’s corporate offices, a Brooklyn pub, and a busy
Sheraton hotel in Manhattan where he was the chef—all of which he proudly described.
When I asked him about success, mediocrity, and failure, and if his ideas of each had
evolved over the course of his life, he paused and stammered a bit,
Zaire: I’m not gonna lie. I never even thought about that. Like, as a kid. I think, I didn’t
start thinking about what success was until I graduated high school. Honestly, like you
didn’t think about that stuff.
Ellen: And why did—why didn’t you think about it?
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Zaire: Um, we had it rough. I’m from a rough neighborhood. Jamaica-Queens, you know?
I don’t know if you know, but 50 Cent81 is from Jamaica-Queens (laughs). So, it’s like,
yeah, we from the same neighborhood. You don’t think about [success] much. It’s so much
stuff happening, you know, that you don’t get a chance to think about that. Until it’s already
too late (chuckles)… We don’t have time to think about, you know, well, I didn’t at that
time. Just running around getting into trouble. Everything [was] happening so fast, you
know?
Desperation, poverty, inequality, and crime depleted Zaire’s cognitive and emotional resources.
His daily struggles blinded him from a long-term perspective, because his present was too
overwhelming to see around, over, or through. Psychologists have found that problems for those
trapped in stressful situations intensify, as “if cognitive resources are limited, this would leave less
remaining cognitive control for other decisions or behaviors,” and result in making poor
judgements (Spears 2011: 37). Social factors and our finite cognitive resources puts people who
are already at a disadvantage in a spiral that is difficult to leave. Zaire considered himself a “lucky
one” for escaping this spiral. We see through Zaire’s story that abstract notions of success,
ordinariness, and failure become frivolous in a concrete world of danger and chaos.
For the past twelve months, COVID-19 has given people in privileged positions without
lived experiences of struggle, like Zaire, a glimpse into a reality of the everyday trials of the
disadvantaged—a state that many kitchen workers existed in prior to and during the pandemic.
Visions of future success and aversions to mediocrity and failure are occluded by, what author
Stephen King aptly described in a recent interview, a “gnawing anxiety” (Gross 2020). Long-term
ambitions have been exchanged with short-term priorities of resolving immediate problems and
deciphering life in this new normal. My hope is that our pandemic experiences will help us as
sociologists and humans have empathy for those who will continue to struggle after the pandemic

81

50 Cent is the stage name of rapper and entrepreneur Curtis Jackson, who started dealing drugs at 12 years-old and
survived nine gunshot wounds in his early-20s. In 2002, he became a protégé of famous rapper Eminem (also known
as Marshall Mathers) and his fame grew from there.
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ends, and to whom abstract notions—such as success, mediocrity, and failure—seem, feel, and
just are too irrelevant and hypothetical to consider.
My hope for empathy extends to the way industry-outsiders and elected officials approach
restaurant owners and workers. As described earlier, there is a disturbing lack of support for an
industry that employs 15.6 million individuals and has a national total economic impact of $2.5
trillion (National Restaurant Association 2020). The U.S. government ought to take cues from
Japan and the United Kingdom, who have actively intervened in the fall of the hospitality industry.
For example, independently-owned restaurants in Japan have been encouraged through grants to
“shorten working hours or stop business” to protect public health, and adopt carry-out and delivery
operations (Farrer 2020). The Japanese government also has funded restaurants’ utilities costs and
provided interest-free loans with two-year payback grace periods (Farrer 2020). In the United
Kingdom, the government has reduced of hospitality sales tax (what they term “value-added tax”)
by 15 percent to stimulate spending, and instituted a month-long “Eat Out to Help Out” program
(Craig 2020). Through “Eat Out to Help Out” the government subsidized 50 percent of customers’
dining bills, which increased restaurant patronage by 27 percent, boosted foot traffic by 19 percent
during dinner service, and injected over $236 million into participating restaurants (Craig 2020).
Through these actions the Japanese and British governments have displayed their appreciation for
the restaurant world, something the United States has yet to do.
Continued lack of governmental support and the expected closures of countless businesses
points to a likelihood of significant change in how restaurants operate, who is open, and local
foodscapes. As Grant Swann mentioned, when life returns to normal—equipped with dine-in
experiences and unmasked interactions—the industry and players within it will have an
opportunity to reconstruct the systems and structures currently in place. The devastation of
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COVID-19 is accompanied by the chance to improve. When rebuilding begins, I hope the
following three changes occur in commercial kitchens across the nation:
1) Economic exploitation chefs and cooks is minimized through wage standard
improvement. This can be done through increases to state and federal minimum wage laws,
as well as by rewriting restrictive wage theft laws that prevent restaurant owners from
implementing fair and ethical tip-pooling (as described in Chapter 6).
2) Healthcare benefits are provided to all full-time kitchen workers, so appropriate
and adequate medical attention can be sought after serious injury. This will likely
improve employee satisfaction and reduce the industry’s high turnover rate.
3) Common, culturally-bound interactions between kitchen workers are reevaluated
to fit the norms of the 21st century workplace. Kitchen culture has long been a culprit
condoning inappropriate behavior, thus it must be a target of critical assessment and
revision.
There will always be an element of injury, pain, and stress in cooking, but that suffering need not
be the product of faulty laws, domination, or culture. I hope that after COVID-19, the industry can
use this opportunity to reshape the commercial kitchen to fit society’s growing expectations of
respect, humility, and decency.
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APPENDIX A. STRUCTURED INTERVIEW GUIDES
Primary Structured Interview Guide
Background Questions
1. Tell me about yourself.
a. Probe: When you’re meeting someone for the first time, how do you introduce
yourself (e.g. What is your primary identity)?
2. As a child or teenager, did you have any fantastic dreams or aspirations about what you’d
grow up to become? What were they?
a. Probe: Do you think they were realistic? Do you still have those same dreams and
aspirations?
3. Thinking back when you were young, who did you think of as a successful person?
a. What did they look like? What did they have? How do they act?
4. Thinking back when you were young, who did you think of as an average person?
5. Thinking back when you were young, who did you think of as a failed person?
Culinary Identity Questions
6. Tell me the story of when you realized you wanted to become a chef.
7.
If interviewee went to culinary school:
8. When did you decide to go to [culinary school name]? Tell me about when you found
out you got in.
9. Did you feel like you had all the necessary resources to attend [culinary school name]
and be successful? (E.g. social, human, financial capital)
10. What were your goals as a chef when you started culinary school?
a. Probe: Is there a chef you were inspired by or wanted to emulate? Do you
still have those aspirations?
11. Can you tell me about how [culinary school name] may have influenced what you
think of as success?
12. Did you fit in with your classmates (e.g. SES and status)?
a. Probe: What were their aspirations and goals after completing culinary
school?
13. Since graduating from [culinary school name], where have you worked?
a. Probe: Walk me through why you wanted to leave [position].
14. Do you think the culinary industry has changed you in any way? How?
15. Tell me what you think the key elements of being a chef are?
a. Probe: Do you have any tattoos? What are they? Do you have any serious scars
from burns or cuts that happened in the kitchen? How do you feel about those
scars?
16. Have you ever felt like your identity as a chef was not respected of recognized? Can you
describe the situation?
a. Probe: How did it feel? Did it make you change your behavior or any goals? How
did it affect your chef identity?
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Culinary Imaginary Questions
17. Can you tell me about a chef who you think is “successful”?
a. Probe: How do they act? What kind of kitchen do they run? What is their
management style? What style of cooking do they do? Is recognition from critics,
peers, or guests important?
18. What is most key to a chef’s success: Luck, hard work/effort, social connections? Why?
19. Can you tell me about a chef who you think is “mediocre”?
20. Can you tell me about a chef who you think has “failed”?
21. With all of those chefs in mind, how do you think you compare to them?
22. Some people say that the culinary industry is egalitarian—that it embraces all kinds of
people. Other people say it discriminates against certain people and is closed-off. What do
think?
23. Who do you think are the gatekeepers of the culinary world?
a. Probe: Who decides which chef should be honored, and which should be
dismissed? Why do you think this person is given the power to be a culinary
gatekeeper?
24. Who are the tastemakers/trendsetters in the culinary world?
25. How easy or hard is it to “move up” in the culinary industry?
a. Probe: For a chef to increase their status, what do they need to do? Any specific
recognition needed? How have you “moved up” in the industry?
Concluding Questions
26. Over the years, has your idea of what success is changed?
a. Probe: How and why? How do you feel about this shift?
27. What are your goals now as a chef?
28. How do you now think about averageness or ordinariness?
29. And have your ideas of failure changed at all? How?
30. How long do you see yourself being in the culinary industry?
a. Probe: Do you have any aspirations of staying in the industry, but in a different
capacity? If so, what are those aspirations?
31. Is there anything that may get in the way of your culinary aspirations? How?
32. With all of the questions that I’ve asked, you may have some of your own thoughts swirling
around. Do you have anything that you’d like to add or discuss?
Follow-Up Interview Guide
1. Did COVID-19 affect your job and your kitchen? How?
2. Do you think COVID-19 will change kitchen culture, and how kitchens are run in the future?
How and why?
3. Did your experiences during the pandemic change the way you think about success,
averageness, or failure? How?
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APPENDIX B. SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
1. What is your gender?
a. Male
b. Female
c. Transgender
d. Refuse
2. What is your age?
a. 18-25
b. 26-35
c. 36-45
d. 46-55
e. 56-65
f. 66-75
g. 76 and above
3. What is the highest level of school
you have completed or the highest
degree you have received?
a. Did not complete high school
b. High school graduate or GED
certificate
c. Some college, no degree
d. Two-year associate degree
from a college, university,
culinary trade school
e. Four-year college, university,
or culinary trade school
degree (e.g., BS, BA, AB)
f. Some postgraduate or
professional schooling, no
postgraduate degree
g. Postgraduate or professional
degree, including master’s,
doctorate, medical or law
degree (e.g., MA, MS, PhD,
MD, JD)
4. Which of the following describes
your race? You may select as many
as apply.
a. White
b. Black
c. Asian
d. Native American/American
Indian/Alaska Native
e. Pacific Islander/Native
Hawaiian

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

f. Hispanic/Latino
g. Other
What is your marital status?
a. Married
b. Single
c. Divorced
d. Separated
e. Widowed
Last year, that is in 2018, what was
your total income from all sources,
before taxes?
a. Less than $20,000
b. 20 to under $40,000
c. 40 to under $60,000
d. 60 to under $75,000
e. 75 to under $100,000
f. 100 to under $150,000
g. $150,000 or more
How would you describe your
financial situation? Would you say
you…
a. Live comfortably
b. Meet your basic expenses
with a little left over for
extras
c. Just meet your basic expenses
d. Don’t even have enough to
meet basic expenses
Financially speaking, compared to
my parent(s), I am…
a. Doing much better
b. Doing better
c. Doing the same
d. Doing worse
e. Doing much worse
Are you now employed full-time,
part-time or not employed?
a. Full-time
b. Part-time
c. Not employed, not looking
d. Not employed, looking
e. Not employed, disabled
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10. If you are employed, overall, how
satisfied are you with your job? Are
you…
a. Completely satisfied
b. Mostly satisfied
c. Mostly dissatisfied
d. Completely dissatisfied
11. Financially speaking, is the field you
are working in now one that you
think will comfortably meet your
needs for the remainder of your
working life?
a. Yes
b. No
12. If you are employed, what is your
current job title?
a. Yes,
________________________
________________________
b. No
13. If you have held different positions
in the culinary industry, please list
them:
a. Yes,
________________________
________________________
________________________
________________________
b. No
14. What position in the culinary
industry do you aspire to reach one
day?
a. ________________________
________________________
15. What is your ultimate goal in the
culinary industry?
a. ________________________
________________________
16. Do you agree with this statement:
The culinary industry is inclusive
and open to all genders, races,
religions, and sexualities.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral

d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
17. Do you agree with this statement: I
have not experienced any
discrimination while in the culinary
industry due to my gender, race,
socioeconomic status, religious
beliefs, sexuality, etc.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
18. If you have experienced
discrimination in the culinary
industry, what were you
discriminated against for (e.g. your
race, gender, sexuality, etc.)?
a. ________________________
________________________
19. It is ________ to move up through
the ranks of the culinary industry.
a. Very easy
b. Easy
c. Moderate
d. Difficult
e. Very difficult
20. Did you attend a culinary school? If
so, which one?
a. Yes,
________________________
________________________
b. Not applicable
21. Why did you choose to attend this
particular school?
a. Yes,
________________________
________________________
b. Not applicable
22. Do you agree with this statement:
Graduating from culinary school is
necessary to attain high positions in
the culinary industry.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
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d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
23. Do you agree with this statement:
The culinary school I attended was
inclusive and open to all people of
genders, races, socioeconomic
statuses, religious beliefs, sexualities,
etc.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
24. If you have experience
discrimination in culinary school,
what were you discriminated against
for (e.g. your race, gender, sexuality,
etc.)?
a. ________________________
________________________
Generally, how would you say things are
these days in your life…
25. Overall, how happy are you?
a. Very happy
b. Pretty happy
c. Neutral
d. Not too happy
e. Very unhappy
26. Overall, how satisfied are you with
your living situation?
a. Very satisfied
b. Pretty satisfied
c. Neutral
d. Not too satisfied
e. Very dissatisfied
27. Thinking about your career, how
successful do you feel?
a. Very successful
b. Pretty successful
c. Average
d. Not successful
e. Failed
28. Thinking about yourself, how special
or ordinary do you feel?

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Very special
Pretty special
Average
Not too special
Completely ordinary

Here are some goals that people value in
their lives. Some people say these things are
very important to them, others say they are
not so important. Please tell me how
important each is to you personally.
29. Having a high-paying career
a. One of the most important
things
b. Very important, but not the
most
c. Neutral
d. Somewhat important
e. Not important
30. Having recognition within your
career field from critics (i.e.
restaurant reviews and awards)
a. One of the most important
things
b. Very important, but not the
most
c. Neutral
d. Somewhat important
e. Not important
31. Having recognition within your
career field from peers (i.e. fellow
chefs and cooks)
a. One of the most important
things
b. Very important, but not the
most
c. Neutral
d. Somewhat important
e. Not important
32. Having recognition within your
career field from customers and
guests
a. One of the most important
things
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b. Very important, but not the
most
c. Neutral
d. Somewhat important
e. Not important
33. Having recognition from your family
and loved ones
a. One of the most important
things
b. Very important, but not the
most
c. Neutral
d. Somewhat important
e. Not important
34. Becoming famous
a. One of the most important
things
b. Very important, but not the
most
c. Neutral
d. Somewhat important
e. Not important
35. Personally identifying yourself as a
chef
a. One of the most important
things
b. Very important, but not the
most
c. Neutral
d. Somewhat important
e. Not important
36. Other people identifying you as a
chef
a. One of the most important
things
b. Very important, but not the
most
c. Neutral
d. Somewhat important
e. Not important
37. Owning your own
restaurant/bar/culinary establishment
a. One of the most important
things
b. Very important, but not the
most

c. Neutral
d. Somewhat important
e. Not important
38. A person I view as an example of the
success I would like to
experience/emulate is…
a. ________________________
________________________
39. Has your idea of a “successful
person” changed over the past 5-10
years?
a. Yes
b. No
40. An example of an average chef is…
a. ________________________
________________________
41. Has your idea of an “average person”
changed over the past 5-10 years?
a. Yes
b. No
42. An example of a failed chef is…
a. ________________________
________________________
43. Has your idea of a “failed person”
changed over the past 5-10 years?
a. Yes
b. No
44. Compared to these examples you
gave of successful, average, and
failed chefs, where would you place
yourself?
a. ________________________
________________________
45. Luck plays a major role in how
successful you are.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
46. Hard work and effort play a major
role in how successful you are.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
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e. Strongly disagree
47. Who you know in the culinary
industry plays a major role in how
successful you are.
a. Strongly agree
b. Agree
c. Neutral
d. Disagree
e. Strongly disagree
48. Which of the following dictates how
successful you are in the culinary
world?
a. Luck
b. Hard work and effort
c. Social/business connections
49. Have your career goals changed over
the past 5-10 years? If so, how?
a. Yes,
________________________
________________________
_____________________
b. No
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